CONDITIONS OF SALE - Public Auction

THE PLACING OF A BID SHALL CONSTITUTE ACCEPTANCE OF THESE CONDITIONS OF SALE BETWEEN BIDDER AND DANIEL F. KELLEHER AUCTIONS, LLC (“KELLEHER”)
BIDDING
1. Unless announced otherwise by the auctioneer, all bids are per lot, as numbered in the
printed Catalogue. Kelleher, as agent for the consignor or vendor, shall regulate the bidding
and shall determine the manner in which the bidding shall be conducted. Kelleher reserves
the right to withdraw any lot prior to sale (without liability to any potential purchaser or
agent), to re-offer any withdrawn lot, to divide a lot or to group two or more lots belonging
to the same consignor or vendor, and to refuse any bid believed not made in good faith.
Estimates of sales prices contained in the printed Catalogue reflect the best judgment of
Kelleher and are not minimum or upset prices.
2. (a) Bids shall be made in the steps set forth on the bidding page (ii). (b) The highest bid
acknowledged by the auctioneer shall prevail. Should a dispute arise between bidders (including a dispute between a floor or internet bidder and the auctioneer acting on behalf of a
mail bidder, consignor or vendor), the auctioneer alone shall determine who the successful
bidder is and whether to reoffer the lot in dispute. Should a dispute arise after the sale, the
auctioneer’s sale records shall be conclusive. On all lots sold, a commission of 20% * on
the hammer price is payable by the buyer to the auctioneer together with any sales and use
tax or customs duties.
3. (a) The auctioneer reserves the right to bid on behalf of clients (and consignors or vendors) but shall not be liable for errors and omissions in executing instructions to bid, however received, and whether such errors or omissions be those of the bidder or agent or those
of the auctioneer.
(b) Lots are offered subject to a reserve price. The auctioneer will implement such reserve
price by bidding on behalf of the consignor vendor. (c) It may also be assumed that all
consignors have been advanced monies against the sale of their consigned material and
Kelleher therefore has a security interest in the consigned material over and above the
normal auction commission.
(d) Purchases made by a consignor or vendor or his agent on his own lots shall be considered as a sale subject to commissions and sales tax as applicable.
(e) Agents are responsible for the payment of the purchase price for all purchases made on
behalf of their clients, unless other arrangements with the auctioneer have been confirmed
in writing prior to the auction.
PAYMENT FOR PURCHASES
4. (a) Payment for lots, including those on which opinions are desired (Condition of Sale),
shall be as follows:
(b) Floor Bidders. Payment of the purchase price, or such part there of as Kelleher shall
require, shall be made by the purchaser in cash or bank or certified check or in such other
manner as Kelleher may determine. The name and address of the purchaser of each lot shall
be given to the auctioneer immediately following the sale of such lot.
(c) Mail Bidders. A successful mail bidder will be notified of lots purchased. Before Kelleher will send such lots, payment in full must be received by Kelleher within three (3) business days of receipt of the aforesaid notification by the mail bidder. However, a purchaser
known to Kelleher at its option may have purchases delivered or forwarded for immediate
payment (by a dollar draft on a U.S. bank in the case of overseas purchasers). Mailed
delivery will be to the address on the bid sheet and proof by Kelleher of receipt of a sending at the advised address shall constitute delivery. All charges for handling, delivery and
insurance obtained by Kelleher on behalf of the purchaser shall be added to the purchase
price; a minimum charge of $20.00 will be made.
(d) Prompt Payment Discount - Successful bidders whose payment is received within
15 calendar days from the date of the auction, shall be entitled to a 2% prompt payment
discount of the hammer price of each lot, regardless of the method of payment.
5. Title shall not pass to the purchaser until full payment has been received by Kelleher as
agents for the consignor or vendor.
6. (a) Purchasers agree to pay for lots as specified in Condition of Sale 4 (or as the same
may be modified by Condition of Sale 8), and no credit is extended; a late payment charge
of 2% per month or fraction thereof shall be added if payment is not made in accordance
with the aforesaid conditions.
(b) In the event that a bidder shall fail to comply with these Conditions of Sale (“Non-Complying Bidder”), then, as to any lot with respect to which such failure to comply occurs,
Kelleher, may, in its sole discretion, re-offer such lot during the same auction or at an auction at a later time, or by private treaty at such time as Kelleher Auctions, in its sole discretion, deems appropriate and the Non-Complying Bidder shall be liable for the deficiency,
if any, between the hammer price and the net proceeds of a sale to a subsequent purchaser,
whether at auction or by private treaty, as well as for all costs and expenses of both sales,
all other charges due thereunder, including commissions with respect to both sales, whether payable to Kelleher or to a third party and all incidental damages. It shall be in Kellehers’
sole discretion to determine whether to re-offer the lot theretofore hammered-down to a
Non-Complying Bidder at the same auction, or by private treaty in due course, or at a subsequent auction conducted by Kelleher. In no event shall any surplus arising from the sale
of a re-offered lot be payable to a Non-Complying Bidder.
(c) A defaulting purchaser shall be deemed to have granted Kelleher a security interest in
property in Kellehers possession owned by such purchaser. Kelleher shall have all of the
rights afforded a purchase money secured party under the Connecticut or Massachusetts
Uniform Commercial Code with respect to such property and may apply against such
obligations all monies held or received by it for the account of, or due from Kelleher to
such purchaser. Kelleher is authorized to file a Financing Statement in order to perfect its
rights as a secured party.
(d) If Kelleher takes any legal steps to secure payment of a delinquent account, the defaulting purchaser shall be liable for all legal and other expenses incurred by Kelleher to
secure such payment, including but not limited to a reasonable allowance for attorneys’
fees. For purposes of this paragraph, the term legal steps shall be deemed to include any
and all consultation by Kelleher with its attorneys with respect to all matters arising out of
a delinquent account.
(e) Unless otherwise acceptable to Kelleher, payment is to be made only in the form of
cash, bank check or certified check, personal check (which must clear prior to delivery of
lots), credit card (AMEX, Visa, MasterCard and Discover), PayPal or a bank wire transfer.
Payments made by credit card are accepted as a courtesy without surcharge, if paid within
15 days of sale date.

WIRING INSTRUCTIONS:
Please contact us for our wiring instructions.
EXHIBITION AND INSPECTION OF LOTS; QUALITY AND AUTHENTICITY
7. (a) See viewing schedule for on-premises viewing. Ample opportunity is given for on
premises inspection prior to the auction date, and, upon written request and at Kelleher
discretion. Live video viewing is also available, please contact our offices to arrange
same.
(b) Each lot is sold as genuine and correctly described, based on individual description
as modified by any specific notations in this Catalogue.
(c) Quality. Any lot which a purchaser considers to be incorrectly described may be
returned to Kelleher within two weeks of its receipt by such purchaser (“Returning Purchaser”), provided, however, that the same is received by Kelleher within four weeks
of the date of the auction; however, Kelleher may, in its discretion, refuse acceptance of
such returned lot. If an opinion of a mutually acceptable authority is desired, the period
of time within which a lot must be received by Kelleher will be extended in accordance
with Condition of Sale 7(g). In the event that a dispute cannot be resolved by reference
to a mutually acceptable authority, and Kelleher thereupon undertakes to re-offer the lot
with a description identical to the description disputed, the Returning Purchaser shall be
liable for the deficiency, if any, between the proceeds of the sale to the Returning Purchaser and the proceeds of a sale to a subsequent purchaser, as well as for all costs and
expenses of the re-sale, including commission, and all incidental damages. Any lot, the
description of which is disputed, must be returned intact and in the original packaging
and in the condition received (unaltered) by the purchaser. The following lots are not
returnable except at the discretion of Kelleher: (i) lots from purchasers who attended
the exhibition of the lots; (ii) lots examined by postal viewers; (iii) lots on account of
their appearance, if they are illustrated in this Catalogue or online; or (iv) lots described
as having repairs, defects or faults for any reason. (v) lots containing more than ten (10)
items. (d) Authenticity. Any lot which is declared otherwise than genuine by a mutually
recognized authority is returnable, provided such lot is received by Kelleher within four
weeks of the date of the auction. Proof that a mutually acceptable authority declines to
express an opinion is not grounds for the return of a lot.
(e) Expenses incurred a purchaser in the submission and the return of a lot under Conditions of Sale 7 is not subject to refund.
(f) Numerical grading is subjective and is based upon the condition of each issue. Lots
may not be returned if a third party grades a stamp at lower than our grade.
(g) Lots with existing certificates from the Philatelic Foundation (PF) or Professional
Stamp Experts (PSE), British Philatelic Association (BPA), Royal Philatelic Society
(London (RPSL) and Australia (RPSA), Vincent Graves Greene Foundation (VGG) or
any other expertizing authority as recognized by the International Association of Philatelic Experts (AIEP), for items within their specialty and dated within the last seven (7)
years from the date of sale, will be offered and sold on an “as-is” basis and as so stated
on the certificate. Such lots may not be returned for any reason, including but not limited
to a contrary verbal or written opinion or certificate.
SALES TAX/CUSTOMS DUTIES
8. Unless presentation of satisfactory proof that it is exempted by law, a purchaser shall
pay to Kelleher the Connecticut, Massachusetts or any compensating use taxes of any
other State claiming jurisdiction. Buyers outside the U.S. are responsible for all customs duties. A purchaser shall indemnify Kelleher and hold it harmless of and from
any claims of any jurisdiction for sales taxes relating to the purchase of articles at the
auction, whenever the same may arise.
APPLICABLE LAW, JURISDICTION, ETC.
9. All matters arising out of this auction shall be governed by the laws
of the State of Connecticut without giving effect to the choice of law principles thereof.
ARBITRATION
10. Any controversy or claim arising out of or relating to this auction shall be settled
by arbitration in the City of New York, State of New York in accordance with the Rules
of the American Arbitration Association and judgment upon the award rendered by the
Arbitrator or Arbitrators may be entered in any Court having jurisdiction.
JURISDICTION AND VENUE OF ACTIONS
11. The purchaser at this auction (a) consents and submits to the jurisdiction of the
Courts of the State of Connecticut and of the Courts of the United States for a judicial
district within the territorial limits of the State of Connecticut for all matters arising out
of this auction sale, including, without limitation, any action or proceeding instituted
for the enforcement of any right, remedy, obligation and liability arising under or by
reason thereof; and (b) consents and submits to the venue of such action or proceeding
in the City of Danbury, County of Fairfield, State of Connecticut (or such judicial district of a Court of the United States as shall include the same, and (c) further consents
that service of process in any action relating thereto may be effected by registered mail,
return receipt requested address to the purchase at the address given to the auctioneer
at the time of the sale.
BIDDING STEPS
12. Bidding Steps are as published on page (ii); bids made out of increment will be
reduced to the next increment. Example: $603 bid will be reduced to $600, etc.
BIDS BY TELEPHONE
(a) Must be confirmed in writing unless waived by the auctioneer.
(b) Any errors are the responsibility of the bidder.
(c) No bids accepted less than 1 hour before the commencement of the sale.
BIDS BY FAX OR EMAIL
Bids must be received 1 hour before sale commences — be sure to use
FAX: (203) 297-6059 or EMAIL: bids@kelleherauctions.com
PHONE BIDDING DURING THE SALE
Phone bidding space is limited and available on a first come, first served basis. The
importance of reserving early cannot be overstated!
Please call us at (203) 830.2500 to reserve your phone bidding space
STAMP AUCTION NETWORK (SAN) Live internet bidding. To bid, you must be
registered and be approved by both Stamp Auction Network and Kelleher. Please contact us for further instructions or go to www.stampauctionnetwork.com and find the
Kelleher link.

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions,

LLC

Sale No. 732

Public Auction Sale

To be held at our office:
22 Shelter Rock Lane, Unit 53, Danbury, Connecticut 06810

Collections, Stocks
& Accumulations
of the The World
featuring
Michael Keller Collection of United States
Francis J. Sheeran Collection of Worldwide
Seymour Winston Superlative Worldwide Collection
“Ridgefield” Collection & Stock of Worldwide,
(strong Central & Eastern Europe)
Jack R. McClellan United States Collection
Scott Ward United States and Worldwide Collections
“Kings Ransom” Mint United States Collection Balance

Friday, January 31st, 2020 - 12:00 p.m.
Saturday, February 1st, 2020 10:00 a.m.

Viewing
Schedule

January 13-26, 2019

Connecticut Office, by Appointment Only

January 27-30, 2019
Jan 31 - February 1, 2020

Connecticut Office 9 AM - 6 PM
Connecticut Office for lots that have not sold

kelleherauctions.com

Bidding also available on stampauctionnetwork.com and philasearch.com
22 Shelter Rock Lane, Unit 53,
Danbury, CT 06810,
Phone: 203-830-2500 Fax: 203-297-6059
Toll Free: 800.212.2830
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Bios...
Seymour Winston
Seymour Winston was born on March 5, 1926 in Brooklyn, New York and is 93
years old. He is one of the oldest surviving Harvard Law School graduate’s still
practicing. He started collecting stamps at the early age of 8, when his father
purchased a stamp album for him, to assist with his health condition, as he had
very bad asthma which kept him away from home. Little did he imagine that his
son would become a lifelong collector, enjoying stamps for over 80 years and that
stamp collecting would become his lifelong passion. He used this as a method
of learning, engagement and to help pass the time. He learned at a very early age
and found the philatelic “joy of discovery” classifying, identifying and placing
stamps into his collection. The family moved to California when he was 11 years
old.
His other great passion is reading. Over the course of his lifetime he became a
student of military history, with a special focus on World Wars I and II and the
Korean and Vietnamese Wars, as well as United States history. He served in the Army for a short time during
the Korean War. Despite having to miss years of elementary and high school due to illness, he managed to be
accepted at UCLA, where he majored in Political Science. From then until now he has been a devoted fan of
UCLA football and basketball. After graduation from college he went on to Harvard Law School, returning to
California after he had earned his law degree. He has been a trial attorney in Beverly Hills, California, since
1951. He has enjoyed a very fruitful life both professionally and family-wise and as most collectors, his collecting
went through several dormant phases when career and family took precedence, but he was always able to return
to and enjoy it when needed. In his law career, which he still practices, he used stamps as his enjoyable downtime to re-energize and de-stress. The size and scope of the collection had gotten away from him as with many
great collectors whose appetite far exceeded the time available to mount and keep up with his acquisitions. One
such holding was from a Los Angeles dealer friend, E. Sechi, which he purchased from the late widow upon his
friend’s passing. This is one of many such acquisitions and his collection, when transported to our offices, filled
over 100 cartons! We salute the passion and his eight decades of tireless devotion to his hobby and know that you
will enjoy selecting items of interest from this vast holding.

Michael Keller
Michael Keller started collecting stamps when he was 14 and continued
throughout his life until his passing in 2009. He found great enjoyment in
seeking out stamps to complete his collections. His ‘man cave’ was a tiny
room filled top-to-bottom with his prized acquisitions. Mike as most people knew him, would visit auctions to purchase giant bags of stamps that he
and his daughter Sommer would look through together. They would sit for
hours and sift through the stamps searching for all sorts of imperfections,
rare coil-plate numbers, or even old stamps…anything that would spark
his interest. He would also visit the post office and purchase any new coil
stamps that were interesting or beautiful. One night they found the imperfection dubbed “Sommer’s Inch Worm” on the 25¢ Honeybee stamp.
Michael’s passion for philately is shown through his persistence in acquiring as many variations possible. Starting
with his United States collection of plate number coils (PNCs) & Booklets. His endless pursuit to find every variety available plus his thorough and studious research allowed him to find new varieties and identify others. He
enjoyed classic proofs and stamps as well, showing all the printing formats. It didn’t stop there, as he even had a
greater passion for Vatican City issues. All encompassing, from proofs to the issued stamps and every conceivable
variety, postal history and FDCs, including stationery and booklets, this is certainly one of the most comprehensive collections we have encountered.
If you knew Mike personally, you knew his family was everything. Outside of his passion for philately he was a
chef at the famous Carnegie Deli and loved to spend his extra time fishing & creating a picturesque gardens at
home. Upon his health failing in 2007 he gifted his daughter with these collections. These collections are now
being disseminated to keep his memory alive so that others may enjoy and share his passion.

Francis Joseph Sheeran
Francis Joseph Sheeran, age 79, passed away on November 17, 2019, in Kansas City.
He was born on April 13, 1940. Francis graduated from Janesville High School in
the class of 1958. He graduated from St. Mary’s University in Winona, Minnesota, after which he moved to Omaha, Nebraska, where he earned his masters and
doctorate degrees from Creighton University, specializing in medieval English
literature. While in Omaha, he married Janet Watson of Haddon Heights, New
Jersey, in 1965. After receiving his doctorate he taught English courses at Marquette
University in Milwaukee, Wisconsin, for several years before moving to Kansas City
in 1975. In Kansas City he taught English literature classes at Rockhurst University
for the rest of his academic career, from 1975 until his retirement in 2002. While at
Rockhurst he enjoyed being a longtime faculty sponsor of the TKE fraternity. Throughout his life he became an
expert in collecting stamps, assembling a world-class collection and was a member of the Kansas City Collectors Club His deep passion for philately inspired others, he always made time to encourage younger collectors
while amassing a huge philatelic holding. He also liked working with special plants in his yard and observing
birds at his feeders. We trust that you will enjoy his collection which is presented herewith in its entirety.
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Numismatics
Coins and Tokens
1

U.S., Coal & Lumber Company Token Collection. Approximately 90 tokens issued by mining & lumber
companies, includes Henry Waggy Lumber, The Simpson Creek Collieries, The Carbon Fuel Company, Fern Coal Co.,
Ridgeview Coal Co., Harlan-Ridgeway Mining Co., Dixport Coal Co., B.E. White & Son, Lake Superior Coal Co., Mary
Frances Coal Co., and many more, different values although there may be an occasional duplicate, mostly brass &
aluminum, careful inspection of these scarce items should be well rewarded.
Estimate $500 - 750

Currency
2

U.S., Colonial Currency Grouping, 1775-1789. Selection of five notes, includes 1789 one pound CT note
canceled, 1782 twenty pounds eleven shillings & six pence CT note canceled, 1778 two pence MA note, 1776 two
shillings MA note and 1775 ten pound SC note, pay close attention, Very Good.
Estimate $300 - 400

United States
Stamp Collections
3

U.S., Valuable Collection, 1847-1969. In vintage Lighthouse hingeless album of regular issues, with a very
high level of completion, with most of the important key issues and several very difficult stamps, including a few 1851
types, a few better 1867 grills, complete pictorial set, some better banknote grills, complete Columbians, good 1894-97
Bureaus, Trans-Mississippi, Pan-American set, 1902 issue to $2, great Washington / Franklins with several difficult
bluish papers, complete Pan-Pacific, Kans. Nebr. set, etc., containing (used): 1-2, 8A, 9, 12 single and strip of three, 13,
14, 17, 18, 25, 28 (2), 29, 30A, 37, 38, 67, 68-69, 71-72, 75, 77, 78, 95, 96, 98, 99, 101, 112-22, 134-38, 141 with PF
certificate, 151, 154-55, 156-63, 165-66, 190-91, 217-18, 278 and (mint): 3-4, 20, 30, 36, 39, 65-E15h with PF
certificate, 65, 74TC6, 94 no gum block of four, 148, 153, 182-83, 205-9, 211, 212-15, 219-29, 221 block of four, 230-45,
248-50, 253-54, 256-57, 259-62, 261 with PF certificate, 266, 266-67 combo pair, 268-78, 279-84, 283 plate number
strip of three, 285-93, 294-99, 300-12, 323-27, 328-30, 331-42, 343-47, 357-59, 362, 364, 365 with PF certificate, 366,
367-73, 374-82, 397-400A, 401-4, 405-7, 414-21, 422-23, 424-40, 460, 462-66, 468-76, 479-80, 505 with normal 2c,
506-18, 523, 524, 551-68, 570-73, 581-91, 630, 634A, 658-79, 692-701, 803-34 and 1030-53. Usual mixed condition,
with usual gum and condition issues among the earlier issues, but 20th century issues seem mostly sound. You will find
this collection to be unpicked for better stamps, so you should be sure to add this on to your view list., F.-V.F. or better.
Estimate $30,000 - 40,000
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2

U.S., Better Quality Mint Collection, 1851-1983. Neatly mounted in Scott National album, full of better
stamps from early classics to modern issues, obviously collected by a knowledgeable collector who was careful to hand
pick well centered and attractive stamps when available and had a good eye for authenticity and quality, mostly mint,
with just a few used stamps, with 7, 9, 15, 18, 20, 24, 25, 26, 27, 30, 30A, 35, 38, 63, 65, 69, 73, 77 used, 92, 112, 115,
118, 120, 145, 148, 149, 153, 155, 156-58, 178-79 (both with PF certificates), 182-86, 188, 189, 205-10, 212-18, 219-29
(30c with PF certificate), 230-40, 246-60, 264-76, 279-84, 285-93 ($1 and $1 with PF certificates), 294-99, 300-13, 315,
323-27, 328-30, 367-73, 331-42, 374-81, 343-47, 357-58, 397-400A, 401-4, 405-7, 414-21 (30c with PF certificate),
422-23 (422 with photocopy of PF certificate), 424-40, 453, 456, 459, 462-76, 477-78 (477 with PF certificate), 479-80,
498-518, 523, 524 with PF certificate, 546 (with PF certificate for block of four), 547, 525-30, 533, 551-73, 578-79,
581-91, 599A, 630, 634A with PF certificate, 692-701, 658-79, 803-34, C1-6, C13-15 ($1.30 with PF certificate), E1-3,
E5-13, Q1-12, JQ1-5, F1, J1, J3, J15-J16, J25, J34-35, J38-43, J41-42, J45-47, J52-53, J55-57, J60, J61-68 and
J69-78. As with most collections, a few no gum and regummed stamps (along with an occasional possible removed
cancel) among the early classical issues as well as an occasional small fault, but the overall condition of the collection is
mostly sound, with many great VF+ singles and bright fresh color, generally F.-V.F., ex- Kings Ransom Collection, if you
are a quality conscious buyer, be sure to add this collection to your list.
Estimate $15,000 - 20,000
U.S., Collection, 1845-1960’s. In two Minkus All American albums, collected in the old time style with
duplication of each issue for various cancels, shade, multiples and other varieties, haphazardly assembled on various
pages as the collector deemed fit, in roughly Scott number order, with occasional better items that include (used): 9X1,
1, 1 pair on cover front, 10, 12, 16, 17, 25, 30, 30A, 69, 70 (2), 71 (2), 72, 73 (7), 76, 77 (2), 87 (2), 89, 90, 91, 92, 95,
96-98, 101, 112, 113, 115 (2), 116 (3), 117, 119 (3), 120, 121, 122, 149, 151, 153, 155 (2), 160, 165, 166 (2), 190, 191
(2), 219, 208 (3), 219-29, 264-78, 310-11, 523 (2), 669-79, C1-6, K10, K17-18, Confederate States 65X1 on cameo
cover piece, 1 (3 single and 1 cover), 4, 8 and (mint): 10X1, 3P4, 4P4 (2), 73P4a, 119, 217, 262, 305-6, decent rotary
and coil waste Washington / Franklin’s, 499 pair with blind perfs between, 505 double error in block of 12, 571 (2), 573,
591, 230-41, 285-93, 294-99, 323-27, 328-30, 369, 630, 833-34, 1030-53, C1-3, C10a, C13-15, E2, E3 (2), J6, JQ2
block of four, K1-9, K11-16, Q1-6, Q9, Q1-9, Q11, Confederate States 2 and 4. As with these old time collections, there
are occasional faults, generally F.-V.F., ex Keller.
Estimate $8,000 - 12,000
U.S., Collection, 1851-1997. Mounted in four American Heirloom albums, an album of plate blocks from
1965-80, five albums of miscellaneous stamps and one mint sheet file album filled with full mint sheets from 1960’s to
1990’s along with a few first day covers including C1 and C2 on early flight covers, early section of collection with
duplication of many stamps for various shades and variety of each issue, containing (used): 7, 25, 26A, 37, 68, 69 (2),
70, 71 (3), 73 (3), 76, 78 (2), 92, 95, 96 (2), 97 (2), 112 (3), 113 (2), 115 (2), 116, 117 (2), 118 (2), 119 (2), 120, 122, 149
(2), 151, 153 (4), 154, 155, 160, 190 (5), 191 (2), 208, 214 (3), 217 (2), 219-29, 229, 230-40, 238 (2), 276, 276A, 285-91
(2 sets to 50c), 310-12, 341-42 (2), 404 (2), 500, 523, E1-11 and (mint): 305-8, 396 line pair, 497 NH pair, 502b, 528
plate block, 533, 548-50, 581-91, 630, 658-79 (2 sets), 692-701, 803-34, 803-31 plate blocks, 1030-53, recalled
Legends of the West pane, 3138c Bugs Bunny, C18, F1, J75, Q11, K10 and hundreds of dollars worth of face value
postage. Condition is mixed, with occasional faults, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
U.S., Collection, 1847-1972. In two Lighthouse hingeless albums, with (used): 1, 30A, 68, 69, 71, 72, 77, 78,
112-13, 115-17, 119 (2), 120-22, 151, 153, 162, 163, 229, 276A, 311, 312, J7, J20, J36-37, O12, O25-31, O33, O40-43,
O45, O47-56, O58-60, O63-64, O66, O120 and (mint): 114, 123, 165, 166, 221-23, 225-26, 228, 230-42, 270, 275, 284,
288-89, 292, 296-99, 303, 305-6, 325-27, 328-30, 331-5, 339-40, 343-47, 357, 374-79, 400-400A, 405-7, 429, 502-4,
506-18, 523, 532-34A, 547, 567-68, 571-73, 581-91, 658-79, 692-701, 803-34, 1030-53, C1-6, C13-15, E2-3, E5, J19,
J40-42, J48, J53, J55-57, J67, Q11, JQ1-5, O1, O3, O10, O12-13, O15-16, O22, O24, O25-26, O30, O33, O35-36,
O39, O48-51, O53-55, O57, O60-63, O72-73, O77-79, O81-82, O86-88, O90-93, O103, O107, O110-12, O120 and
RW7, mixed condition, with occasional faults, mostly among early issues, many nice key stamps that are always
popular, generally F.-V.F., ex Sheeran.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000

U.S., Mostly Mint Collection, 1850s - 1970s. In two volume Lighthouse hingeless albums, the first for
regular issues used highlights include: #7, 13-15; 17; 20; 68-70; 77; 90; 92-3; 95; 115; 217; 311, predominantly
unused/mint we note : 11; 35; 73; 78; 112-4; 117(2); 146-7; 156; 158; 182-4; 205-7; 209; 212-6 (some NH); 219-26;
228-9246-50; 252-7; 260; 264-75; 279-82; 284; 300-8; 319 shades; 331-40; 343-7; 357; 374-79; 381; 405-7; 414-20;
423; 424-35a; 461; 462-66; 468-71; 473-4; 498-504; 506-19; various offsets; 545-6; 547; 551-69; 571-2; 581-91; 595;
630 (in volume 2) 634A; 692-701; 803-34 (with 832b and 832g); stock pages include a #623 top plate block and then
pages for coil pairs including: #348; 346 imperf line strip of 4; 390-1; 394-6; 410-3; 441-444; 447448; 460 LP; 452 LP;
457-8; plus others including imperf coils and test coils; an overall useful collection with some plums to be plucked that
are VF and even Extremely Fine, some never hinged throughout, careful examination advised, generally F.-V.F. Scott
$42,000+.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
info@kelleherauctions.com
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U.S., Fancy Cancel Collection, 1847-1902. In two albums of quadrille pages with 180+ stamps and 30
covers, with: 1 on cover, 1 worn impression, 7 horizontal strip of three on piece with Alligator, Fla postmarks, 9 with red
diamond in diamond cancel, 10 on cover, 11 with butterfly cancel, 11 Star of David, 11 with hollow cross, 11
Montgomery in hollow shield cancel, 11 with straight two line Steam Ship cancel, 11 with red diamond in diamond
cancel, 24 with revenue cancel, 24 with hollow star cancel, 24 with radial cancel, 24 vertical strip of three with circle of
V’s cancels, 37 - 13 bars square grid cancel, 63 with small diamonds in circle cancel, 63 with hollow crossroad cancel,
63 red diamonds cancel, 65 two stamps with revenue cancels, 65 with green radial cancel, 65 cover with acorn cancel,
65 with three leaf clover cancel, 65 several flower cancels, 65 with reverse L for Lockport, NY cancel, fancy R for
Ridgefield, Ct. cancel, 65 with W for Weston, Mass cancel, 65 with O for Orland, Ind. cancel, 65 on cover with K for
Kokomo, Ind. cancel, 65 with Banks’ Division postmark on cover, 65 with GBD - General Banks’ Division cancel on
cover, 65 with U.S. Ship postmark, 65 with HP, NC 68 initials cancel, 65 with NIX cancel, 65 with blue leaf cancel, 65 with
hollow fancy star with paid cancel, 65 blue blue Star of David South Yarmouth, Mass cancel, 65 with bow knot cancel, 65
with man in a derby hat cancel, 65 woman in profile cancel, 65 with blacksmith cancel, 65 several heart cancels, 65 with
blue bird cancel, 65 on cover with star in star and UNION fancy cancel, 65 with cross in circle, 65 with steamer Katahdin,
Maine coastal packet cancel, 65 with fancy blue ornate radial cancel, 65 with Boston wheel cancel and other fancy
geometrics, 68 with bee cancel, 68 with triangle grid cancel, 68 with hollow circle in star, 68 with revenue cancel, 71 with
triangle grid cancel, 72 with triangle grid cancel, 73 with diagonal extra row of perforations and blue elaborate
geometric, 77, 113, 114 with hollow cross in triangle cancel, 116 with Hiogo, Japan cancel, 116 (2 stamps) with
steamship cancels, 116 large red diamonds cancel, 116, 117 red circle in circle cancel, 148 with red Hamburg transit
marking, 6c banknote with Hong Kong B62 cancel, 10c banknote with Yokohama, Japan cancel, 2c Banknote pair with
Total Wreck, Arizona postmark, 205 with Love Locks, Nevada postmark, 210 on piece with Setzlers Store, Pa
postmark, 210 pair with Paris transit marking, 210 with fancy anchor cancel, 213 on cover with violet You Bet., Cal
postmark, 10c on registered 2c entire with Jamboree, KY. postmark, 3c Nesbitt cover with Yankee Jims, Cal postmark,
several 1890-97 Bureau issues with various China, Singapore, Hong Kong, Southampton, Cuba, Guam, Alaska and
Hawaii cancels, 220 and 226 on cover with Frugality, PA postmark, 220 with fancy Belgium receiving marking, 226 with
Paquebot cancel, 288 with Le Havre cancel, several early Wells Fargo cancels, several interesting illustrated ad covers,
206 on Johann Hoff’s Malt Extract cover, 1c banknote on The Standard Screw, Boots and Show cover, 230 on William
Stahl, Spraying Outfits, fancy horse on cart with man spraying trees cover, 212 on Johnson’s Anodyne Liniment /
Sheridan’s Condition Powder / Parsons’ Purgative Pills, medical corner card cover, occasional faults as stamps were
picked for their interesting cancels rather than condition, many great pieces that you don’t see very often, generally
F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

12

H/m

U.S., Collection, 1847-1975. Neatly hinged and mounted in Scott National album, with (used): 1-2, 9, 14-15,
18, 25, 30A, 32-33, 68-69, 71-72, 75-78, 85, 91, 92, 96-97, 112-22, 149, 151-54, 152, 160, 162, 166, 191, 208, 218, 229,
230-42, 276A, 277-78, 285-90, 292, 300-11, 404, C1-6 and (mint): 283, 551-73, 630, 658-79, 834, 1053 and C18.
Condition is a little mixed with some usual flaws among early classical issues, generally F.-V.F. Scott approximately
$32,000 (Owner’s).
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
U.S., Collection, 1847-1965. Neatly mounted in two Scott National albums, with the first containing a strong
section of early classical issues, with some duplication for various cancels, shades or other varieties and the second
album covering more modern issues and back of the book, with highlights that include (mint) 112, 232, 235, 236, 238,
J33, J35, J40, J67, PR81, RW10-11, RW16-18, RW27-38, RW41-48, RW52-64, Confederate States 8, 8a and (used)
1, 9, 14 (2), 20, 25, 32, 37, 36B (3), 63 (7), 67 (2), 68 (4), 69 (4), 70/78 (7), 71 (2), 72, 73 (4), 76 (4), 77 (2), 85B with APS
certificate, 86, 87 (2), 89 (2), 90, 96, 97 (2), 98 (2), 99, 100 (2), 112-20, 112-17, 119, 134, 135A, 138, full sets of National
and Continental (except 24c obviously) banknotes, with duplicates of various interesting shades and cancels, 190, 208,
212-18, 218, 219-29, 230-40, 242, 232-36 with German Sea Post cancels, 246-60, 264-76, 285-91, 294-99 (2 sets+),
300-11, C1-6, C1-3, E1-11 plus a page of various duplicates, J1-7, J22-28, PR120 with fancy H in circle cancel, RW2-7,
RW9, Confederate States 1 (2) and 4 pair. Overall quality is mixed as you usually see with these old time collections,
with much better than usual condition than usually encountered and plenty of interesting cancels and varieties that
should bring joy to the specialized collector, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

U.S., Selection on Old-Time Auction Cards. Impressive holding of dozens of better and interesting stamps
still on the old-time auction lotting cards they were originally purchased on; includes a better selection of Black-Jacks,
early bisects still on piece, a 144, a C3 center line block, Special deliveries, locals on and off cover, and even a choice
group of 1909 Parcel Post issues; plenty of value to be found in this eclectic offering.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
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U.S., Collection, 1851-1994. In 2 overstuffed Scott National albums, a thorough collection of mint and used
stamps, begins with a smattering of early classics; followed by several 1869 pictorials including used to 15¢ (#118) plus
extras, a lovely unused 12¢ and a 3¢ used block of 4; 1870-71 banknotes used, most up to 90¢; 1879 used up to 90¢;
1888 used to 90¢; small banknotes used complete with extras; Columbians mint and used to 15¢ including extras plus
mint $2.00 regummed; many Bureau’s mint and used, less dollar values, Trans-Missippi mint to 8¢ and used to 10¢ with
extras; Pan-Americans complete, mint and used with extras; from there on, large quantities of mint, used, and blocks,
missing mostly rarities but including many complete sets, mint and used, and interesting extra blocks and strips (#314
never hinged block of 16, 353 line pair, 335-337 & 340 plate strips, 573 used arrow block of 16, etc., etc.), and hundreds
of dollars of premium face value material to 1994; Airmails begin with C1-C6 used plus extras including mint #C1, C4 &
C5; mint and used examples of almost all else except Zepps (does have XF mint C13), plus all sorts of extra items
including many blocks, plates, a pane of C46, etc.; Special Deliveries include used E1 and on except E8, mint include
E3, E7 and most from E12 on, many extras including E14 top plate; Registration stamp #F1 mint and used; Postage
Dues used #J1-J7, J15-J20 (less J17), J22-J28 and mint J22-J24 blocks; Officials mixed mint and used including
#O15-24, O72-O82, O83-O92 (less O87 & O91), O95 and others; #Q1-Q12 used plus extras, JQ1-5 used plus extras,
QE1-4 mint and used; good Revenues including #R14c, R41c, R62c, R76c, R77c, R83c, R92c, R96c, R103, R105,
R114, R138-R140, R145-R147, etc.; Ducks including RW1-RW4 mint and used, and a mix of 32 mint and used between
RW13//RW58 including a plate of RW39; and a few locals including #20L8 on a Sept. 26, 1853 cover., overall a
attractive and interesting collection with much potential for adding to or breaking down, many useful items either way;
occasional faults in the earlies, generally F.-V.F., ex Winston.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

15

H/m
U.S., Collection, 1847-1976. Mounted into Scott National album, with better (mint): 189, 205-11, 214,
216-18, 230-40, 244 (faulty), 284, 294-99, 300-8, 325-26, 328-30, 400, 506-17, 524, 566-73, 582-91, 599A, 630,
692-701, 666, 669-79, 803-34, 1030-53, C13-15, Q1-6, Q8-11, K17, O25, O57, PR2, PR6-7, PR114-24 (used): 1, 9, 14,
17, 36, 37, 68-69 (2), 71, 76 (2), 77, 78, 86-87, 89, 92-93, 96-98, 112-21, 138, 149, 151 (2), 152, 153, 155, 160, 162, 163,
165, 166, 190-91, 241, 276-76A, 291, 311, 312, 341-42 and O44; condition is mixed as usual, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

16

H/m

17

H/m

18

U.S., Specialized Collection of 1¢ & 3¢ Stamps, 1851-57 (10-11A, 25-26A, 7, 9, 24). About 175 stamps
being a study of cancellations, plate varieties and recuttings, neatly mounted and described on pages and stock pages,
eight 1¢ (#7, two 9 and five 24, including a type Va), the rest an excellent assortment of 3¢ types, most loose singles or
on piece, an impressive array of scarce and interesting cancels including “BALTIMORE RR”, “WAY”, “PAID”,
“STEAMBOATS”, stars, geometric, etc, a nice group of Connecticut cancels, also a wide selection of plated recuts,
double transfers and varieties, well researched and written up, a lovely and diverse selection, and excellent basis for
expansion or breaking down for additions or distribution, excellent overall condition, many Very Fine or better; six with
certificates.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

4

U.S., High Quality Mint Singles, Blocks & Plate Blocks with Proofs and EFOs, 1900-1950’s. On large
black stockcards in a presentation box, lovely selection of items with duplication, starting with a smattering of proofs 309
Plate # imprint strip of three with plate #; 328-330 (5 sets plus); 367-373 various; 399 block of 4; 468 XF block of 4; 505
single error in block of 9; 569 block of 9 with center stamp with double transfer of “30" in middle stamp, 832-834, 1053,
plus loads of other items, F1(2); K1-18; plus some other BOB, ending with nine cards of EFOs: imperfs, miscuts,
foldovers, misperfs, imperf between, shifts, about (50) items in total of these unusual singles, pairs and blocks, an
extremely useful collection that would provide nice re-sale value, a clean and useful holding that is well above average
quality, we didnt see any faults, generally Very Fine with some fine and also extremely fine, viewing a breeze. Scott
$20,000 +++.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

U.S., Collection, 1840-1999. Mounted in large Scott Minuteman album, with (used): 1-2, 9, 10, 17 (2), 14, 15,
18, 37, 39 faulty with questionable cancel, 63, 68-72, 73, 76-77, 90, 93, 96 (2), 98, 112-17, 119 (2), 120-21, 135, 160,
162, 165, 166, 190 (2), 238-41, 245, 276, 288-92, 342 and (mint): 233-36, 243, 285-87, 293, 323-27, 328-30, 573,
614-21, 630, 803-34 and 1030-53, plus hundreds of dollars worth of face value postage with a decent amount of modern
and high values, usual mixed condition, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
U.S., Collection, 1895-1974. On Lighthouse hingeless pages, containing: 250-63, 264-78, 311-13, 343-47
pairs, 357-58, 394-96 pairs, 446 pair and line pair with APS certificates, 447 paste up pair, 470-80, 500, 505, 523, 532
pair, 578-79, 595 and C1-6, generally F.-V.F., a lovely better quality collection with many great cancels and well
centered stamps. Scott $14,000.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

m
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U.S., Collection, 1851-1930s. In Lindner hingeless album, with (used) #17 (single and pair), 23, 30A, 36 (2),
36B, 37, 63 (3), 68 (13), 70/78 (7), 71 (4), 72, 91, 97, 100 double grill, 112 (2), 115, 119, 149, 151 (2), 152, 155 (2), 162,
165 (2), 166 (2), 291, 312 and (mint) #26 (2), 114, 212, 214 (3), 215 (2), 216, 219D, 225, 226, 230-233, 235, 237-239,
238-239, 285-287, 289, 294-299, 296, 297 (2), 298, 299 (3), 300-307, 304 (2), 307, 310, 323-327, 326-327, 328-330 (2),
340, 369, 397-399, 591, 658-679, 692-701, C1, C3 (2), C5, C6, E1, E2 and E6-E8; some mixed condition, with small
faults among classical issues, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

21

EPS

22

H/(H)

23

H/m
U.S., Two Collections, 1851-1939. Each collection neatly mounted on pages - one on Lighthouse
Hingeless, the other on Scott National album pages; highlights include #7, 9, 38, 68 (2), 70-72, 90, 116, 149, 151, 153,
190, 208, 212-18, 239-40, 276, 291, 311, 312, 404, wonderful group of Washington-Franklins, including 523, then the
collection is mint from 1920 on and includes 551-573 complete, a choice 630 White Plains souvenir sheet, 692-701,
658-679 (missing a couple middle values of Nebr. set), plus a nice group of Farleys, 803-34; Back of the book include
Airmails C2-C12 unused and a complete used set of 1930 Zeppelins C13-C15, Special deliveries are choice used
examples E2, E7-10, a smattering of choice Postage Dues, and Q9-10, Q12, Confederate States 1 mint; collection #2 is
a mixed used and mint collection that begins with a used #9, 68-69, 217, 219-29, 230-240 - 1893 Columbians to the 50¢
(only a couple middle values are used), 276, 285-291, choice mostly used Washington-Franklin plus some nice mint
1913-1915 Panama-Pacific issues 397-400 and 401-403, complete 551-573 (high values $2-$5 used), 581-91 mint,
692-701 mint, 658-677, 678 used - precanceled, 704-715 complete in plate blocks of 4, select perforated National Park
perf and imperforate plate blocks 740-749 and 756-765 complete; well worth a look, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

24

H/m

U.S., Collection, 1847-1984. Mounted in two Scott National albums, with (mint): 165, 215, 217 (faulty), 224,
230-40, 283, 285-90, 294-99, 300-9, 323-27, 328-30, 397-400A, 401, 581-91, 630, 692-701, 1030-53, C1-6, C13-15,
C18 block of four with plate number, a few Newspaper facsimiles and (used): 1 (2), 9 strip of three, 9, 20, 25, 25 on
cover, 30A, 36, 37, 67-72, 76-77, 90, 96-98, 100, 112-17, 119 (2), 121, 149, 151, 153 (2), 154, 155, 162, 166, 182-91,
208, 218, 229, 276A, 523, 658-79, J1-7 and J22-27; mixed condition, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

U.S., Essay, Proof and Specimen Collection, 1845-1893. Exceptional collection of many different pieces
of various 19th Century issues with modest duplication and the occasional difficult issue, including some difficult
Roosevelt die proofs which are still mounted on original card from the album panes, some difficult specimens and so
many India and card plate proofs, consisting of: 9X1TC5a, 3P3-4P3, 40P4 (2), 43TC4 (2 shades), 42P3 (3), 46P4 (2),
47P3, 47P4 (2), 63TC (9 stamps of various shades), 63P4, 65P4, 68P4, 69P3 (2), 69P4, 70P3, 71P3 (4), 71P4, 72P3,
72P4, 73TC, 73P4a, 76P4 (3), 77P3 (2), 77P4 (2), 78P3, 78P4, 111TC4 (2 different shades), 112P3, 113P3, 114P4,
115-E2d deep ultramarine, 115P3 (2), 115P4, 116P3 (2), 119P3, 120P4-122P4, 129P4, 145P3, 147TC black, 149P3
(2), 151P3 (3), 154P3, 155P3, 157P4 (2), 160P4, 162P4 (3), 163P4, 164P4, 165P4 (2), 166P4, 183P3, 183P4 (2),
185P3, 185P4 (2), 205P4, 206P2 on Roosevelt card, 206P4, 207P2 on Roosevelt card, 207P3, 207P4, 208P2 on
Roosevelt card, 208P3, 208P4, 208P4a, 209P2 on Roosevelt card, 209P3, 209P4, 218P3, 218P4, 230P4 (3), 231P4,
232P4 (2), 233P4, 234P4, 235P4, 238P4, J1P4-J7P4, J22P4-J28P4, O1P3-O93P3 (missing dollar value State Dept.),
group of 23 India officials proofs with magenta pen diagonal strike through each stamp, O15P4-O24P4, O58P2 on
Roosevelt card, O60P2 on Roosevelt card, O62P2-O64P2 on Roosevelt card, O67P2 on Roosevelt card,
PR9P4-PR32P4, LO1P4 (2), LO2P4, R104TC5a, R134P3, R135P3, R137P3, R139P3, 72SB, 73SB, 76SB, 189SL,
191SL, 205SD-211SD, 209SL, J15SD-J21SD, group of 24 Official specimens and Hawaii 10S. Expect to find faults as
you usually find with some of these issues (ie. paper flaws on India paper, occasional toning, etc.), overall a lovely
collection of this often sought after area, generally F.-V.F., ex Keller.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
U.S., Collection, 1893-1982. In two albums of White Ace pages (one of postage and back of the book issues,
the other album with commemoratives), most appear to be mint (mostly o.g. with a few no gum and a few possible
removed cancels among the earlier classics), containing: 112-13, 115, 117, 219-29, 230-40, 242, 261, 275, 268-70,
284, 286-89, 291, 294-99, 300-6, 308-9, 326-27, 328-30, 331-37, 403, 414-19, 517-18, 571, 634A, 803-34, 1030-53,
C1-6, C13-14 and E2-5. Condition is mixed, with a few small faults among the earlier classics, generally F.-V.F., ex
Sheeran.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

U.S., Collection of Mint & Used, 19th-20th Century. One man’s collection fitting into a small box, singles
and plate blocks, several volumes and on pages, we note useful mint: 122P3; 239-40; 298; 326; 330; 339; 343-7 pairs;
349 & 353 pairs; 358; 368 & 373 pairs; 413 pair; 461; 534A pair; 578-9; 581-91; 595; 630 Dot over S; 658-79; plus other
Washington Franklins and later commemorative sets; C1-2; E7; F1; Officials & canal Zone, Used includes: 112-7; 166;
219-29; 242; 291; 369; 404; 460; various classics, banknotes, Washington-Franklins, bureau’s, back-of-the-book, plus
plate blocks and other stuff totalling about $100 Face Value; some faults as one might expect on the classics, generally
F.-V.F., useful and worthy of examination. Scott $18,000+.
Estimate $2,200 - 2,800
www.kelleherauctions.com
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U.S., Collection, 1845-1960’s. In Scott National album, collected in the old time style with duplication of each
issue for various cancels, shade, multiples and other varieties, haphazardly assembled on various pages as the
collector deemed fit, in roughly Scott number order, with occasional better items that include (used): 30A with APS
certificate, 95 with very thin paper with APS certificate, 239 (2), R160 and (mint): 179, 212, 224, 229, 240, 248 plate
number strip of three, 265, 267 (5 plate number strips of three), 279B (8 plate number strips of three), 285 block of four,
286 plate number pair, 287, 296, 304, 314 Brinkerhoff Co. type IIa, 320A Brinkerhoff Co. type IIa, 324 (2), 331-37, 340,
367 plate block, 374-80, various rotary Washington / Franklin coils, 501b, 502b, various coil waste issues, 528 (4 plate
blocks), 571, 700 plate block, 692-701, 1053, C10a (2), C12 (2 plate blocks), E1-3, E13 (2), Q9, K1-4, K6-9, K11-13,
15L15 block of sixteen with APS certificate and Confederate States 62X3. As with these old time collections, there are
occasional faults, generally F.-V.F., ex Keller.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

27

HH

28

H/m/)
U.S., The Melting Pot Collection, 1887-1974. The centerpiece of which is a Scott National album,
overwhelmingly mint; early issues are spotty (and a mix of mint and used, as expected), but the album picks up nicely at
the turn of the 20th century, and is virtually complete mint from the 1920s on; and if one album isn’t enough for you, how
about another 20—mostly White Ace pages, with a mostly modern used collection, multiple volumes of mint
singles/blocks of four/First Day Covers for much of the 1950s and ‘60s; First Day Covers from #551 and #C4 (not
comprehensive, but nice items), 19th century photos with Revenues on reverse, etc., plus a flip folder of First Flight
Covers, plus several sheet files with blocks or sheets, some from the 1930s to ‘50s, but largely from the mid-1970s on
(ready for use as postage), plus, plus, plus, F.-V.F. with better, a solid, useful holding for the collector or dealer.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

29

H/m
U.S., Collection, 1850’s to early 1990’s. Mounted into two Minkus albums, with regular issues, airmails,
booklet panes, etc., with better mint: 231 broken hat, 233, 236-37, 283, 294-97, 304, 306, 308, 323-25, 327, 397-99,
402, 548-50, 571, 573, 581-91, 614-621, 630, 658-79, 692-701, 803-34, 1030-53, C2, C5, C10a, C18, E7, K9, K12,
K14, Q7, Q11 and much face value postage, most of the collection is made up of mint stamps with a few occasional used
among the earlier classics, condition appears mostly sound, mostly just a few small gum issues, F.-V.F. with many
select very fine or better.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

30

H/m

31

HH
U.S., Full Sheet Collection, 1935-1970. Some better with 702, 717, 855 (2), 906, 921 “Korpa” sheet, loads of
airmails, E15, FA1, PS11, mostly 1¢ to 22¢ values, an outstanding lot, be sure to check her out, F.-V.F., ex Sheeran.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

32

H/m

33

H/m

6

U.S., Plate Block Collection, 1919-1988. In four White Ace albums, with regular issue plate blocks from
1919 to 1959 and airmail plate blocks from 1926 to 1988, with better plate blocks that include 537, 548-50, 610-12,
614-16 with lovely centering on 616, 617-19, 620-21, 628, 647-48, 649-50, 740-49, 704-15, 756-65, 803-34, 1030-53,
C7-9, C10, C11, C20-22, C24 and C25-31, many sound plate blocks and some useful face value postage as well as the
occasional well centered single among the plate blocks, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

U.S., Mint Collection Mostly NH, 1918-1999. Presented in four Lighthouse hingeless albums, the first three
appears complete for period with stamps & souvenir sheets, the fourth album with mint NH C1-C6, C18, E7, J25,
Q1-Q7, Q11, O50, JQ1-JQ5, QE1-QE4, with enormous face value, inspect carefully, what was inspected was o.g.,
never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

U.S., Old Time Mini Collection, 1851-1898. On removed pages from bound Scott International 19th century
album, with (used): 17, 68, 69, 70, 71, 72 (2), 78, 86, 89, 90, 92, 93, 99, 112-15, 117, 118, 120-22, 135A, 138, 151, 152,
155, 160 (2), 162, 165, 166, 212-18, 230-40, 292 (faulty) and (mint): 15 and 35, some faults and some very high Scott
catalog value stamps as you usually see with these classical collection, generally F.-V.F., ex Keller.
Estimate
$1,500 - 2,000

U.S., Collection, 1851-1970’s. Most stamps mounted into four albums (three of which are H.E. Harris
albums and the final one is homemade) of (used): 9 (2), 37 (2), 68-71, 76 (2), 77, 78, 153, 162, 191, 212-18, 230-40, 242,
285-91, 312 and (mint): 692-700 plate blocks, 704-15 plate block set, an album of specialized Farley issues, with
various gutter and line pairs, cross gutter, arrow blocks, etc., 803-34 plate block set, 832-34, F1, E7, K5-7, K9-14, Q1-12
mint, mixed mint and used ducks from RW1-37 (mint and used, with many of the earlier ducks mint) and RW38-43,
some mixed condition, generally F.-V.F., ex Sheeran.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
U.S., Collection, 1851-1982. In three different albums, mostly used, containing: 7, 9, 14, 15, 17, 38, 69 (4),
71 (3), 72, 76 (3), 77 (2), 112-17 (2), 112-15, 118, 119 (2), 133, 149 (2), 151 (2), 152 (2), 153 (4), 154, 160, 165 (2), 190
(3), 208, 217-18, 218, 230-40, 242, 246-60, 264-76, 275 (2), 276, 285-91, 300-10, 300-11, 658-68, C1-6, C13, E1-3,
Q1-12, RW4-8 and RW10-35, usual mixed condition, generally F.-V.F., ex Sheeran.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
info@kelleherauctions.com
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U.S., Plate Block & First Day Cover Collection, 1930-2010. Residing in nine Harris albums and ten cover
albums, plate blocks include 718-719, 734, National Parks complete, Imperf Nation Parks complete, Famous
Americans complete, 906, approximately (800) first day covers, and finally three singles album with Prexies complete,
Famous Americans complete, 692-701, and with tons of face, this is the lot that keeps on giving, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

40

HH/H/m

41

H/m
U.S., Collection of Collections, 1850’s-1990’s. A half dozen boxes filled with various albums, albums
pages and loose glassines filled with stamps, with a group of half a dozen Scott National albums of mostly used stamps,
containing a useful section of first issue revenues up to $10 and ducks from RW1-RW38 and various better loose
stamps, including (used): 32-33, 37, 68 (10), 71, 76 (3), 113, 115, 117, 153 (2), 190, 217, 239, 240, 276, 291, J6 and
(mint): 190, 215-16, 250 plate block, 297-99, 579 with PF certificate, 658-79, 803-34, C6, JQ4 and K12, usual varying
condition, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

U.S., Booklets, Plates, Stationery, 1900-2012. An interesting collection in eleven Scott Speciality binders,
the first binder contains booklets and booklet panes, a smattering of earlies including #300b and 331a with defects, two
501b, BK84 BKC1, then fairly full from the 1970’s on (probably several hundred dollars premium face value material);
then come five overstuffed binders of plate blocks, regular issues include a scattering through the 1920’s and early
1930’s and fairly well filled from there on; the commemoratives begin with several 2¢ reds, run through the 1932
Olympics, some perforated parks, a complete set of imperforated parks and #771, and is well filled from 1935 until about
2012; there are two mostly empty binders of plate number coils; and two sparsely filled with postal cards; finally there is
a nice selection of envelope cut squares, mint and used, and a few more recent entires, overall a formidable collection
with many excellent items and groups, sure to be some pleasant surprises scattered throughout, condition is slightly
mixed as you would expect from such a group, but there are lots of goodies and substantial face value to boot, also
some valuable albums to work with, Very Fine lot, ex Winston (no photo).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
U.S., Collection, 1847-1993. In 6 beautiful clean red Scott Platinum hingeless albums, with each stamp
hand picked for quality and freshness, with notable mint highlights: 73, 115 o.g. APS certificate, 234, 236-38, 288, 291,
369 with o.g. APS certificate, 336, 343-47, 396, 479, 573, 701, C1 NH with PF certificate, C5, E7, J1, J16, J24, O4,
PR2-4, PR7-8, Q8, Q10-12 and Q12, condition appears mostly sound, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
U.S., Mint Collection, 1920-1946. Old time collection with blocks of four and singles, includes blocks of four
548-550, 610-6612, 614-616, 617-619, 620-621, White Plains sheet, 704-715, C18, plate blocks 740-749, blocks of
four 756-765, plate blocks of Famous Americans, and single set of Q1-Q12, plus 8 mint & used “RF” overprints, fresh &
clean, inspection invited, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
U.S., Meticulously Arranged Collection Balance. Wonderful group including stockbook, Scott National
pages, groupings neatly assembled in a tidy little box; this collection is strong in used Postage Dues, a nice group of lot
pages from the Charles Russ stock, and a large number of unexploded booklet panes; a very appealing lot, as it isn’t
overwhelming and contains only better material that is readily saleable.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
U.S., Mostly Used Old Time Collection, 1851-1970s. In a solo album consisting of quadrille pages with
stamps neatly mounted, the value is in the used and includes #24; 68-71; 73; 76-78; 98; 113119; 121; various
banknotes with three different sets with 90¢ values; 219-29; 230-40 (230, 233, 235-6 mint); 260; 261A; 276-6A; some
doubles such as the 1869s, various sets complete except for the high denomination values, noted a lovely #293 $2
Trans-Miss a useful range of regulars and commems, no barn-burners, and then modern era; some mixed quality,
generally F.-V.F. Scott $13,500 about.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

U.S., Better Condition and Centering Group, 1875-1930’s. In 1932 United States Historical Stamp Album,
with 179 used, PF graded VF-XF 85, 219 NH, 221, 282 NH, 285 NH, 294 NH PF graded VF-XF 85, 298 NH, 300 NH
PSAG graded 85, 301 NH, 302 LH, 303 NH with photocopy of P.F. certificate, 306 NH, 308 NH with APS and PF
certificates, 309 hinged, 319 NH, 323-24 NH, 329 NH, 372 NH, 397 NH, 398 NH, 403 glazed o.g. VF, 548-50 NH 2¢ PSE
graded XF 90, 5¢ PSE graded VF 80, 556 NH PSE graded XF-Sup 95, 559 LH PSAG graded Sup 98, 571 NH, 623 NH
PSE graded XF 90J, 701 NH XF, Q6 VLH and more, most stamps are very well centered and generally sound, with the
items that are graded, there is a total SMQ value of $700, plus so much more for the better ungraded singles, one stamp
used, remaining stamps o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, Very Fine and up.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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U.S., Plate Block Collection, 1926-1951. In two volumes, includes 629, 647-648, 683, 704-715, Prexies
complete, Famous Americans complete, 906, Overrun Countries, C7-C9, C12, C16, fresh & attractive, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

52

H/m
U.S., Balance of Collection, 1900-1985. A load of mint & used stamps, with plate blocks 740-749,
QE1-QE3, C7-C9, C16, blocks of four 704-715, 859-893, mint Hawaii #55 block of ten, strip of five, U.N. collection, a
healthy grouping for your inventory, review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

8

U.S., Collection, 1850’s-2018. In four American Heirloom albums, with 9, 63 (2), 68-70, 75 with Crowe
certificate, 76, 91, 115, 117, 119, 135, 145-53, 162, 190, 208, 212-18, 219-29, 239, 276, 285-90, 294-99, 300-311, 342,
C1-6, C18, E1-11 and Q1-12, usual mixed condition, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
U.S., Collection, 1847-1986. Neatly mounted in Scott National album, with (used): 1, 7, 9, 68-69, 73, 97, 117,
120, 149, 165, 229, 240, O66 and (mint): 230-34, 236-37, 239, 308, 328-30, 397-99, 548-50, 614-21, C1, C6, C13,
E11-12, O59-60 and RW16, usual mixed condition, decent amount of face value postage and with some useful key
stamps, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
U.S., Collection, 1851-1969. Mounted in American Heirloom album, with 214, 219-23, 225-26, 230-36, 238,
268-70, 272, 280-81, 283, 285-87, 294-97, 299, 302-3, 306, 323-27, 328-30, 336, 381, 397-400A, 414-15, 418, 428,
434-35, 506-14, 581-91, 614-21, 675-79, 692-701 and 1030-53; occasional faults, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
U.S., Mint & Used Collection, 1857-1978. Mounted in two albums & a stock book, used includes 71, 115,
117, mint 205, 264, 272, 287, 308, 325, 328-330, useful mint & used Washington Franklins, 480, 548-550, 551-573,
White Plains sheet, Kansas Nebraska complete, Prexies complete, and fairly complete to 1978, stock book has plenty
of airmails and high values, inspect carefully, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
U.S., Collection, 1851-1985. Mostly used collection in H.E. Harris United States Stamp Album, with 7, 17,
25, 36, 63, 67 (fault), 68 (2), 69, 70, 71 (2), 76 (2), 77, 78 (2), 89, 93, 112-17, 113 with small pre-print paper fold, 119,
134-36, 151, 152, 153, 155, 160, 162, 165, 166, 190, 208, 217, 219-29, 230-39, 246-60, 264-75, 285-90, 300-11,
397-404, C1-6, Special Delivery appear complete, good selection of partial mint and used banknote dues to 30c, J56
mint, K1-4, K5-11 mint, K17-18, Q1-12, decent first issue revenues, with R87c, some mixed condition as usual,
generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
U.S., Mostly Mint Collection, 1901-1975. A terrific collection of early premium 19th century stamps, a few
better has 330, 620 plate block, C13-C15 with C14-C15 plate number singles, C18 block of four, J28, PR5, generally
fresh and clean, but there are many with moisture issues, these include 349, 352 pair, 354, 355 pair, 357, 546, 572 block
of four, 578, 579 block of four, with many genuine flat plate coils, care must be taken when viewing this collection,
enormous catalog value, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
U.S., Mostly Used Lot, 1851-2000. Box of early used stamps 7-999, 1000-3829 in additional boxes, box of
used airmails C2-C141 all with useful duplication, also a small precancel collection, careful viewing will be rewarded,
mixed condition as to be expected, F.-V.F. Scott $13,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
U.S., Scarce Partial Coil Roll (442). Nearly complete roll of over 450 stamps in pristine mint condition; Post
Office fresh selection; line pairs every 19 stamps; centering runs from Fine to touching at left; among the few remaining
partial rolls of this elusive flat plate coil. Scott $8,000+.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
U.S., Mostly Never Hinged Collection. Extremely attractive collection meticulously assembled in Scott
National album well kept in Showguard mounts; virtually all stamps are mint and most are never hinged except a couple
early used classic stamps - including a select used example of Scott #29 the 5¢ Jefferson; highlights of this beautiful
collection include mint never hinged examples of 233, 95-298, 330, 377-378, 400A, 403, 561-565, a lovely 573,
complete 1929 Kansas-Nebraskas 658-679; Back of the book include some decent Airmail issues including a lovely NH
C18; wonderfully fresh and choice throughout. Scott $7,000+.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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U.S., Collection of Collections, Mid 19th Century To 1980’s. Consisting of 33 albums and stockbooks,
plus about half dozen small boxes of envelopes and glassines containing many thousands of stamps in albums from a
hoarder collector who has been squirreling away these collections for many years, leading to some great potential to
find some interesting better stamps floating about, with a little sorting and culling out better areas and face value
postage, this would be a great lot to break down into smaller collections to sell at a bourse or on Ebay, generally F.-V.F.,
ex Sheeran.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

54

H/m/)
U.S., Lovely Mint & Used Collection, 1857-1995. In volumes and on pages you will find mint Famous
Americans plate blocks complete, 222, 458 pair, 548-550, 614-616, 617-619, 620-+21, 654 (6), 834, Liberty issue
complete, C1-C6, C18 (2), RW10-RW11, RW14-RW15, nice revenues, face, used Ducks RW1-RW64 used & no gum,
plenty of sale able material for the internet & bourse dealer, please review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800
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U.S., Early Classic Collection (11//40). Nice appearing group of early classics handsomely displayed on
two hingeless album pages; 2 stamps altogether (one, a #35 with perforations trimmed off is not counted); and includes
#’s 9, 11 (unused), 14 x (2), 17 X (2, one with double transfer), 24 o.g., hinged, 25, 26 o.g., hinged, 33, 35 x (2), 36 x (2),
37-38, and 40 - the 1875 reprint - unused, without gum as issued; a decent group with many usable stamps for the
ebayer. Scott $4,300+.
Estimate $600 - 800

U.S., Useful Mint & Used Collection, 1861-1975. Mounted in two Scott albums, a binder and a box of
covers, we note face, nice Farley selection, Prexies complete, Liberty issue complete, Prominent Americans (2), Great
American issue complete, Saving Stamps, Wells Fargo cover from Goffs CA, fancy cancels, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
U.S., Bureau Precancel Collection, 1950’s-1970’s. In five Lighthouse albums of Vario pages, containing
stamps from Liberty issue, to Prominent Americans to the Americana issue, with Bureau precancels from various cities,
some varieties with potential of finding better gums or tagging, etc., a very specialized collection of this increasingly
popular subject among U.S. specialists, o.g., many never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

U.S., Collection of Collections, 1850’s-1980’s. Consisting of 13 albums, six of which are Davo (four of
which make up a set), Davo albums are a bit sparse, but contain a decent amount of face value postage, other albums
contain a few better stamps including: (used) 15, 230-40, 230-38, some first issue revenues to $10, some higher
denomination first day covers (mint) RW11-12 and some face value postage, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $500 - 750
U.S., Definitive Collection, 1960’s-1990’s. In twenty three Lighthouse albums of Vario pages, containing
stamps from Liberty issue, to Prominent Americans to the Americana issue, with various varieties of each issue, various
gums, papers, plate numbers, etc., a very specialized collection of this increasingly popular subject among U.S.
specialists, hand-selected by a fastidious and detail-minded collector for quality, uncommonly nice, o.g., many never
hinged, overall Very Fine or better.
Estimate $500 - 750
U.S., Collection, 1851-1981. Mounted in H.E. Harris Liberty album, with (used): 63, 78, 73, 113, 117, 152,
190 (2), 217 (2), 228, 238-40, and (mint): 214, 215, 224, 235, 237, 326-27, 399, 548-50, 569, 614-21, 803-34, 1030-53
and some face value postage, usual mixed condition, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $500 - 750

U.S., Collection of Collections, 1850’s-2000’s. Mint and used in a total of ten albums, with five albums of
used classic highlights that include 9, 14, 15, 36, 70, 71 (2), 76 (2), 97, 190-91, plus several hundred dollars worth of
face value postage with a decent amount of modern and high values, plus a group of four Canada and Foreign albums
and a small stock book of U.S. postage, usual mixed condition, generally F.-V.F. appearance. Estimate $500 - 750
U.S., Used Plate Number Single Collection, 1938-’60s. Several thousand different stamps in five albums
of matched plate number singles, with numerous full round-robins already completed; probably more to finish up with
the included manila stockpages, generally F.-V.F., a wealth of uncommon material.
Estimate $500 - 750
U.S., Fancy Cancel Collection, 1861-1869. On home made pages with 33 stamps and 2 covers, with:
various cogwheel cancels with 63, 68 (2), 69, 71 (3), 73, 77, 78 (2), 65 with straight line registered cancel, various
numeral cancels with 1, 7, 68, Pictorial cancels with 119, 11 with Express cancel, occasional faults as stamps were
picked for their interesting cancels rather than condition, many great pieces that you don’t see very often, generally
F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $500 - 750
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U.S., Coils & Odds & Ends, 1888-2010. Includes mint Transportation coils with heavy duplication & face
value, commemorative sets, year sets, plate blocks, first day covers, coins, postal history, checks with revenues, it all
here for you, dig in and enjoy, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

65

m
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m
U.S., Precancel Collection, 1920-1945. Small collection of a couple of hundred, includes 1922 issue,
playing card stamps, organized by state, please review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

U.S., Nicely Filled Mostly Used Collection, 1851-1998. Central collection is used (with a few exceptions),
housed in three Scott National albums, two slipcased for regular issues, Airs, etc., one without slipcase for cut squares,
Revenues and Possessions; earliest item is a #7, with a smattering of issues through 1869, the collection really starting
in earnest with the Bank Notes; note surprising better such as Columbians to the 50¢ value, Trans-Mississippis to the
10¢, Pan-Americans complete, 1902 series to $1, Louisiana Purchase, Jamestown, and 1909 commemoratives
complete; #397-400A (!) plus 401-403; solid Washington-Franklins, the 1928 overprints, Kansas-Nebraskas missing
only #665, 676-677; plus complete later definitives sets (Fourth Bureau, Prexies, Famous Americans, Liberty), plus
#C2, C4-C6, C18, and much, much more; Officials include modern series with most used; Revenues offer a nice variety,
as do Possessions; bonus material includes a sheaf of pages with mint 3¢-5¢ plate blocks (including a few regular
blocks of four), plus a flipbook of random covers and stationery, F.-V.F. with better, a nice old-time used collection;
worth viewing.
Estimate $400 - 600
U.S., Mostly Used Collection, 1857-1975. Housed in a Scott National album, used has 68, 73, 112-114,
117, 230-234, 236-238, 323-327, 658-663, 667, 669-673, 675, mint pairs 486-489, 490, 492-493, 496, with some
postage, review, o.g., F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
U.S., Collection, 1930-1965. In a stockbook with over 300 items, includes Prexies, Special Deliveries, air
mails, mostly mint, a nice array of these specialty stamps, please review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
U.S., Balance Lot of Better Goodies, 1910’s-1990’s. On loose tear sheets and black stock pages, with 630,
368 block of four, three Legends of the West Error panes and three normal Legends of the West panes, C2 block of four,
mostly sound, only a bit mixed among earlier issues, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $300 - 400
U.S., Compelling Never Hinged Collection, 1908-76. In two Scott Specialty albums, the first for regular
issues, the second Back-of-the-Book from Airmails on; a pretty compilation, starting with a 1909 imperforate Lincoln
and a handful of Washington-Franklins, picking up steam in the late 1920s, with 1930 on largely complete for regular
issues; all the definitive series are here, with all but a couple spaces for coil pairs filled with line pairs, with complete
commemoratives, including a full pane of 1976 Flags and the Bicentennial souvenir sheets; Back-of-the-Book has more
space to grow, but solid Airs, a few Special Deliveries, 1959 Dues set, Ducks from 1971 including souvenir sheets of
later issues, etc.; no great rarities or eye-watering catalogue value single items, but a solid holding of popular and
saleable material, Very Fine as a whole, well worth a look. Scott $1,600+.
Estimate $300 - 400

Modern Issues
71

HH/)

72

HH

10

U.S., Miscellaneous Collection, 1975-1996. In booklets, mint sheets and multiples of varying sizes, with
various plate numbers, with World Stamp Expo 2000 Space set, various singles and multiples from 1975 Americana
issues including some high dollar values, one album of Makeshift vending machine booklets for commemorative
issues, six sets of Columbian souvenir sheets plus FDCs of various U.S. and Foreign issues, Civil War stamps and
postcards, Looney Tunes and Legends of the West (with three Recalled panes), with face value adding up to
approximately $1,200 worth of postage alone, plus the premium items mentioned above, overall Very Fine, ex Keller.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

U.S., Variable Rate Collection, 1978-1998. In large shoe box and three large binders, with booklets, coil
strips (of 5, 7, 8 or 11) and covers (mostly first day covers), with make up rate consisting of more than 500 sheets of H
make up rate with various plate positions and plate numbers, plus first day covers and many G rate plate blocks, with
approximately $260 worth of face value postage (mostly in H make up rate sheets), A-E and H rate stamps consisting of
mostly plate blocks and coil strips in one album, F to G in one album and H in one album, with total face (including make
up rate) adding up to approximately $3,200 worth of face value postage alone, without adding any premium to the
plethora of varieties and premium items seldom encountered, overall Very Fine, ex Keller.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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U.S., Great American and Flora and Fauna Issues Multiple Collection, 1980-1999. In two large binders,
of plate blocks, sheetlets and oversize multiples of varying sizes, from the three Great American series sets (Scott
1844-1869, 2168-2197, 2933-43) and Flora and Fauna issues, adding up to approximately $1,900 worth of USPS face
value postage alone, with many $1 to $5 denominations and useful varieties of this popular issue, an exhibit in the
making, overall Very Fine, ex Keller.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
U.S., Transportation Plate Number Coil Collection, 1981-1995. In three large binders filled with mint plate
number strips of five of various plate numbers, along with occasional used plate number singles, etc., with occasional
better plate number strips that include: 1891 two plate number 1 strips of nine and one plate number 1 strip of ten, plate
number 6 strip of three, 1903 plate numbers 5 and 6 strips of three, 1903 plate number 6 strip of five, 1903a three plate
number 8 strips of five, 1904a plate number 4 strip of five, 1904a plate numbers 3-4 strips of four, 1908 plate number 3
strip of three, 1908 plate number 2 strip of five, 1908 plate numbers 7-8 strips of seven (two strips of both plate
numbers), 2466 bright blue shade plate number strip of five with APS certificate, total collection containing
approximately $1,000 to $1,200 worth of face value postage alone, in $0.18 to $0.32 denominations, many premium
items abound, viewing invited, overall Very Fine, ex Keller.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
U.S., Miscellaneous Definitive Collection, 1982-2000. In booklets and coil strips of varying sizes, with
various plate numbers and margin marking as listed in Furman, adding up to approximately $1,350 worth of USPS face
value postage alone, with denominations ranging from $0.20 to $0.34, overall Very Fine, ex Keller.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
U.S., Plate Number Coil Collection, 1983-2010. Extensive well presented and highly comprehensive,
presented in four Scott Specialty albums plus 2 identified counter books with duplicate, huge face value, please give
careful consideration to this intriguing collection, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
U.S., Flag Plate Number Coil and Booklet Collection, 1985-2002. In two large binders filled with mint plate
number strips of five of various plate numbers, along with used plate number singles, on and off of cover, complete
booklet panes, etc., along with some varieties, including Flag over Mt. Rushmore Toledo brown, 2609c Indigo and other
interesting varieties, total collection containing approximately $1,300 to $1,500 worth of face value postage in $0.22 to
$0.37 denominations, overall Very Fine, ex Keller.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
U.S., Christmas Booklet and Booklet Pane Collection, 1989-1996. In two large binders, sorted by issue
folded and unfolded with various types of the different margin marks as listed in Furman, various plate numbers and a
selection of makeshift vending machine booklets, approximately $2,600 worth of face value postage alone, in $0.29
to $0.33 denominations, without adding anything for the useful scarce items contained within, overall Very Fine, ex
Keller.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
U.S., Definitive Flowers Coil, Booklet and Booklet Pane Collection, 1991-2000. In two large binders,
sorted by issue folded and unfolded with various types of the different margin marks as listed in Furman, various plate
numbers, approximately $2,300 worth of face value postage in alone, $0.29 to $0.33 denominations, overall Very
Fine, ex Keller.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
U.S., Red Squirrel, Pine Cones and Eagle and Shield Collection, 1991-1995. $0.29 denomination issues,
in booklets and coil strips of varying sizes, with various plate numbers and margin marking as listed in Furman, adding
up to approximately $1,200 worth of USPS face value postage alone, without any premium affixed to the scarce plate
numbers, overall Very Fine, ex Keller.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

U.S., Pre-Sort, Non-Profit, Bulk Rate and Variable Rate Coil Collection, 1991-1998. In two large binders,
plus a group of loose pages (enough to fill one more binder), of coil strips (of 5, 7, 8 or 16) and first day covers, with
various better plate numbers and much face value, adding up to substantial value for those of you with the proper permit
to use such stamps, overall Very Fine, ex Keller.
Estimate $500 - 750
U.S., Pre-Sort, Non-Profit, Bulk Rate and Variable Rate Coil Collection, 1991-1998. In a couple large
binders, plus many loose pages of mostly plate number singles and used on cover filling one large box and four shoe
boxes full of covers and plate number singles, plus a small Library of various U.S. coil and general reference books, with
five binders of “The Plate Number” and “Coil Line” series of journals, several plate number coil catalogs and several
useful reference books with Linn’s Plate Number Coil Handbook by Ken Lawrence, 19th Century United States Fancy
Cancellations, The Micarelli Identification Guide to U.S. Stamps by Charles Micarelli, plus a few more useful reference
books for general U.S. collectors, overall Very Fine, ex Keller.
Estimate $500 - 750
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U.S., Bulk Rate, Eagle and Shield Coil Collection, 1991-1993. In two large binders, plus a group of loose
oversize pages, of coil strips (of 5, 7, 8 or 16) and one album of first day covers, with various better plate numbers and
much face value, adding up to substantial value for those of you with the proper permit to use such stamps, overall Very
Fine, ex Keller.
Estimate $500 - 750
U.S., Flowers and Berries Booklet and Booklet Pane Collection, 1993-2000. In two large binders, sorted
by issue folded and unfolded with various types of the different margin marks as listed in Furman, tick marks to indicate
position on sheet, various plate numbers, as well as various first day covers with margin marks and cachet makers
(including a few hand painted), approximately $1,800 worth of face value postage alone, in $0.29 to $0.33
denominations, without any premium affixed to the many varieties, overall Very Fine, ex Keller.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
U.S., Flag, Booklet and Coil Collection, 1994-1999. In seven large binders, of 32c Flag over Porch and 33c
Flag over Farm issues, with booklets (with many Makeshift vending booklets), coil strips (of 5, 7, 8 or 11) and covers
(mostly first day covers), with the many different die cuts, perforations, year dates, etc., that make these issues so
difficult to some collectors, as well as a wide variety of plate numbers on coils and various plate numbers and margin
marking as listed in Furman, some used plate number singles used and on cover and so much face value, adding up to
approximately $8,650 worth of face value postage alone, overall Very Fine, ex Keller.
Estimate $5,000 - 6,000
U.S., Definitive Love Booklet and Booklet Pane Collection, 1994-1999. In four large binders, sorted by
issue folded and unfolded with various types of the different margin marks as listed in Furman and various plate
numbers, approximately $3,200 worth of face value postage alone, in $0.29 to $0.55 denominations, very useful
issues for this is the last of the promotional items, overall Very Fine, ex Keller.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
U.S., Peach and Pear, Apple and Orange Issues Collection, 1995-2001. Booklets and coil strips of
varying sizes, with various plate numbers and margin marking as listed in Furman, adding up to approximately $650
worth of USPS face value postage alone, overall Very Fine, ex Keller.
Estimate $350 - 500

Errors, Freaks & Oddities
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U.S., Errors, Freaks & Oddities Collection, 1860’s-2006. Many hundreds of stamps, neatly organized by
type of error in stock book of black stock pages, with 65 with double pre-print corner paper folds, 113 single with
pre-print paper fold, 319 block of four horizontal perfs shifted 30%, 499 block of four vertical perfs shifted 50%, 540a
used pair, 807 misperf complete booklet, 1363 (22 blocks of four and 6 pairs with missing “M” variety), 1395 misperf
booklet pane in complete booklet, 1488a NH pair (missing orange), 32c Marilyn Monroe single with multiple color shifts,
4025-28 full pane with large foldover error, R3TC dull red essay for the post office to test cancel removing techniques
with APS certificate, several pages of color and perf shifts, some dry print and ink smear varieties, several pages of
imperf and misperf coils, group of misperf booklet panes and several pages of Christmas Seal progressive color proofs
1956-58 and so much more, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

U.S., Errors, Freaks & Oddities Collection, mostly from 1960’s-1990’s. Approximately 75 pieces in
blocks, coil strips, and singles, with a several early 1930’s 1¢ and 1.5¢ gutter snipe blocks, several imperf and misperf
coil strips, some interesting usages on cover, a couple postal stationary freaks, 515 with shifted blind perfs to appear to
be imperf between, several misperf blocks and plate blocks, several ink smear or ink shift blocks, etc., a nice diverse
collection with plenty of interesting pieces, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
U.S., Errors, Freaks & Oddities Assortment. About 50 items including seven double paper/spliced pieces
(four Prexies and three National Defense); some nice color shifts, some imperfs, a MNH $1 Prexie with USIR
watermark, National Defense imperf between pairs, a 1994 B.E.P. souvenir sheet with the major double transfer, etc.;
also includes a few “normal” items, like a $2 Prexie centerline block (NH) and a 1989 $12.50 Duck Stamp (RW56) plate
block of 7; clean and F-VF throughout and virtually all NH.
Estimate $400 - 600
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H
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U.S., Plate Number Singles & Plate Block Collection, 1921 Coil Waste (545-546). With 591 different plate
numbers, comprising of the following: 545 (37) 10 singles, 5 pairs, 15 plates of four, 6 plates of six; 546 (73) 30 singles,9
pairs, 33 plate blocks of four and 1 plate block of six, comprising of various singles, pairs and plate blocks of four or six
with both layout types, Centering ranges from very good to very fine, gum ranges from hinged to never hinged and
everything in between,with everything calculated as hinged there would be a very nice premium if one were to calculate
the never hinged premiums, an occasional fault remembering that this was assembled over many decades to achieve
completion of plate numbers, for which no premium has been affixed, incredible offering and useful, unchecked for
varieties, nice range of shades for the specialist and would take a lifetime to find this many different numbers. Scott
$60,340 as hinged.
Estimate $8,000 - 12,000

95

H

96

H/m

U.S., Plate Number Singles Collection, 1902-1903 (300//310). With 886 different plate numbers,
comprising of the following: 300 (677); 301 (106); 302 (12); 303 (24); 304 (31); 306 (11); 307 (12); 308 (7); 309 (5); 310
(1);. Centering ranges from very good to extremely fine, some suitable for grading, gum ranges from no gum to never
hinged and everything in between, an occasional fault remembering that this was assembled over many decades to
achieve completion of plate numbers, for which no premium has been affixed, incredible offering and useful, unchecked
for varieties, nice range of shades for the specialist and would take a lifetime to find this many different numbers. Scott
$16,539 as hinged.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
U.S., Plate Number Singles Collection, 1902-1903 (319, 319F, 319Fi). With 1689 different plate numbers,
with singles, pairs and strips, comprising of the following: #319 (1450); 319F (75); 319Fi (164). Centering ranges from
very good to extremely fine, some suitable for grading, gum ranges from no gum to never hinged and everything in
between, an occasional fault remembering that this was assembled over many decades to achieve completion of plate
numbers, for which no premium has been affixed, incredible offering and useful, unchecked for varieties of watermark
and/or paper. Scott $19,392 as hinged.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
U.S., Plate Number Singles & Plate Block Collection, 1921-1922 Coil Waste (538, 540-543). With 426
different plate numbers, comprising of the following: 538 (79) 6 singles, 49 pairs, 13 plates of four, 11 plates of six, 2
plates of eight; 540 (263) 39 singles,127 pairs, 60 plate blocks of four and 20 plate blocks of six, 16 plates of eight; 541
(20) 18 singles, 1 plate block of four, 1 plate block of six; 542 (12); 543 (64). comprising of various singles, pairs and
plate blocks of four or six with both layout types, Centering ranges from very good to very fine, gum ranges from hinged
to never hinged and everything in between,with everything calculated as hinged there would be a very nice premium if
one were to calculate the never hinged premiums, an occasional fault remembering that this was assembled over many
decades to achieve completion of plate numbers, for which no premium has been affixed, incredible offering and useful,
unchecked for varieties, nice range of shades for the specialist and would take a lifetime to find this many different
numbers. Scott $22,484 as hinged.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

U.S., Plate Number Singles & Plate Block Collection, 1922-1926 Coil Waste (578-579). With 180
different plate numbers, comprising of the following: 578 (17) 13 singles, 1 pair, 3 plates of four; 579 (163) 61 singles, 71
pairs, 23 plate blocks of four and 7 plate blocks of six, 2 plates of eight. comprising of various singles, pairs and plate
blocks of four or six with both layout types, Centering ranges from very good to very fine, gum ranges from hinged to
never hinged and everything in between,with everything calculated as hinged there would be a very nice premium if one
were to calculate the never hinged premiums, an occasional fault remembering that this was assembled over many
decades to achieve completion of plate numbers, for which no premium has been affixed, incredible offering and useful,
unchecked for varieties, nice range of shades for the specialist and would take a lifetime to find this many different
numbers. Scott $37,825 as hinged.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
U.S., Plate Number Singles Collection, 1922-1926 Rotary (581-591). With 483 different plate numbers, a
few used and/or pre-cancelled, comprising of the following: 581 (55); 582 (36); 583 (275); 584 (21); 585 (2); 586 (36);
587 (10); 588 (8); 589 (8); 590 (4); 591 (28) noting that a plate # single is as scarce as a $5 Columbian ! Centering ranges
from fine to extremely fine, gum ranges from hinged to never hinged and everything in between,with everything
calculated as hinged there would be a very nice premium if one were to calculate the never hinged premiums, an
occasional fault remembering that this was assembled over many decades to achieve completion of plate numbers, for
which no premium has been affixed, incredible offering and useful, unchecked for varieties, nice range of shades for the
specialist and would take a lifetime to find this many different numbers. Scott $4,564 as hinged.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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U.S., Powerful, Unexploded Booklet Bonanza, 1903-1954 (BK15//BK84). Of 22 different booklets about
50 in total, comprising of : BK15; BK18 (missing front cover); BK25; BK42 (8); BK45; BK47; BK53; BK58 (7); BK59;
BK60; BK62 (4); BK63 (6); BK69; BK71; BK72 (2); BK75 (3); BK78 (6) LISTED BUT UNPRICED three with cover flaws;
BK80 (3); BK81; BK83; BK84 (3);BK109, generally Very Fine as booklets (we didn’t check the individual panes),
unusually fresh quality for these seldom offered items. Scott $17,000+.
Estimate $4,000 - 5,000
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H
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U.S., Booklet Panes, In Depth Specialized Collection. Phenomenal booklet pane collection from the
estate of Myron Hyman; a specialized collection of panes from position D - each showing plate number used to produce
each plate; this impressive holding includes 2 never hinged 405b with plate #6079 and 6086; 406a with plate numbers
5937, 5939, 6047 an 6554; 463a (5) - with plate numbers 7355, 7556, 7557, 7560, and 7969; 498e x 46 different plate
numbers; 499e x 56 different plate numbers; 501b x 3 different plate numbers, 552a, 554c, and 804b and 806b in a huge
array of different plate numbers; impossible to duplicate; this marvelous collection would enhance any serious plate #
collector’s collection. Scott $7,500+.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
U.S., Booklet Collection, 1930s to about 2000 (BK104//QI4). Mounted in a Lighthouse hingeless album,
neatly identified by BK # under each booklet, we note (17) different airmail booklets, the Safeway booklet (9) postal
insurance booklets, plus another 200 different booklets, includes the express mail high denomination booklets, high
face value plus premiums such as the Lindbergh booklet, easy to value and purchase with room to move, mostly Very
Fine. Scott $4,200 ++.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
U.S., Back-of-the-Book, Intriguing Collection, 1860’s-1990’s. A total of five albums filled with interesting
items you won’t see in most U.S. collections, with 35 covers and postcards with Christmas Seals from 1909-1940, one
album with a small collection of 40+ (some duplication) of Tasco books (some of which have original envelopes), an
unsealed coil roll of 3,000 Dummy Test Stamps, a useful album of reference material with some fakes with bounced
certificates including a few from the H.E. Harris reference collection, some pages for stamp identification and an
interesting #1 vertical pair counterfeit, an album of fancy cancels with some interesting late 19th and early 20th century
cancels, an album of miscellaneous interesting items with 13 Columbian Worlds fair tickets, six pieces of Fractional
Currency, some lock stamps, and a couple tickets to Ringling Brothers Show in Baraboo Wisconsin, an album of
interesting revenues and miscellaneous back of the book containing eight pages of Liquor, Narcotic, Wine and
Cigarette stamps, group of 80+ Newspaper Facsimile stamps, a stockpage full of private die proprietary stamps,
several pages of official seals and group of large Newspaper stamps, condition is mixed, with some usual faults
generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
U.S., Back-of-the-Book, Valuable Collection, 1861-1975. Very nice one volume collection in a Scott
album, with wines, ducks, revenues first through third issues, playing cards, extensive documentaries, motor vehicle,
boating, firearms transfer, war savings, postal savings, newspapers, officials, the list goes on & on, inspect carefully and
you patience will be rewarded, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
U.S., Back-of-the-Book and Face Value Collection, 1861-1990. A brilliant collection residing in four
volumes, includes but not limited to mint C1-C6 (2), C13 (2) C14-C15, C18 (3), C10A, C24 plate block, E10-E11, Parcel
Post less Q10, plate blocks J88-J104, Transportation coils, Great Americans issue, nice array of high values, plate
blocks, a solid useful lot, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

U.S., Back-of-the-Book Collection, 1863-1953. Valuable group of material for the back of the book dealer
or collector, includes collection of railroad corner ad covers, some with contents, stock certificates with steamship,
steel, mining, some with beautiful illustrations, Internal Revenue special tax, 1875-1920 revenue collection in a
stockbook, revenue collection with R105, R108, R113, R140-R142, Silver Tax revenues & a couple of City of New York
motor vehicle tax stamps, plus a small Canal Zone collection, inspection urged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
U.S., Back-of-the-Book, Gigantic Holding, 1860’s-1990’s. In large box full of loose album pages,
stockbooks, albums, loose glassines, etc., filled with many unusual and interesting prices with many better sections that
could interest anyone from the reseller to the specialist, with the following highlights: E1-3, Q1-12, a half dozen early
Beer stamps, RW1, RW5, RW9-11, RW45-53 mint, RW54-62 mint, plus $160 face value worth of modern duck stamps,
150+ Private Die Proprietary (Match and Medicine) issues, plus some unusual non-Scott listed revenues, a collection of
Western Airlines difficult to find mint stamps and first day covers, group of postage due full sheets and large multiples in
mint sheet file, two albums of revenues with occasional interesting first issue stamps along with imperfs and few dollar
values, stamps were accumulated over many years of any interesting stamps this collector could find, so stamps were
not chosen for condition, so expect occasional faults, generally F.-V.F., ex Sheeran.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
info@kelleherauctions.com
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U.S., Back-of-the-Book Proofs, 1861-1873. Brilliant collection of postage due proofs, Interior, War,
Agriculture, State up to the $20, Treasury, Navy proofs, Newspaper specimens & proofs and revenue proofs, an
excellent selection of this scarce material, must be examined, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800

106

H/m
U.S., Premium Back-of-the-Book Holding, Including Revenues, 1850s-1990s. Large group (mostly
used, with only a small amount of uncounted mint stamps) of loose glassines and dealer pages full of better culled items;
includes a group of #102 cards with various Shanghai overprints, Revenues from bicolor issues to Potatoes to Match &
Medicines—including a 1954 $500 Dix with receipt (#R683); a cigar box filled with about 160 mint and used State and
Federal Duck stamps, plus 28 stockcards/#102 cards of Kansas-Nebraskas (mint and used); a #WS2 on Savings
Card, several mint 2¢ Bureau with I.R. overprint revenue matched plate number strips of three with various plate
numbers, several Narcotics stamps, group of well in excess of a hundred 1990s North Carolina Wildlife Resources
Commission stamps, Hawaii early Kamehameha III used with red cancel, plus Dues, Officials, Newspapers,
Telegraphs, poster stamps, cut squares, and more; a few occasional faults, generally F.-V.F. Estimate $500 - 750

107

H

108

HH/Ha U.S., Airmail Special Delivery, 1936, 16¢ red & blue (CE2). Accumulation of the early experimental type I
plate block types as described by Sloat and Yokota as well as a group of type IV plate blocks, with many different plate
numbers, containing 106 type I plate blocks of 10, 30 type I plate blocks of 8, 2 type Ia plate blocks of 10, 2 type Ib plate
blocks of 10, 24 type Id plate blocks of 10 and 260 type IV plate blocks of 10, F.-V.F. Durland $8,140+.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

109

HH/Ha

110

HH/Ha U.S., Airmail Special Delivery, 1936, 16¢ red & blue (CE2). Accumulation of 445 type IV plate blocks with
some duplication of different plate numbers or little varieties that could be an interesting study for the CE2 specialist,
o.g., some never hinged / some lightly hinged, F.-V.F. Durland $6,675.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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m
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U.S., Postage Due Collection, 1879-1931. In home made album, collected in the old time style with
duplication of each issue for various cancels, shade, multiples and other varieties, haphazardly assembled on various
pages as the collector deemed fit, in roughly Scott number order, with occasional better items that include: a great
diversity of approximately a couple hundred early banknote dues, with J4 used, J18 mint, J21 possibly mint, J26-28 mint
and a great many other possibly better issues, a great B.E.P. section with 30c and 50c mint, several stock pages packed
with B.E.P. and third design issues along with several large multiples (nearly full sheets) of various third design issues.
As with these old time collections, there are occasional faults, generally F.-V.F., ex Keller.
Estimate $500 - 750

114

H/m/)

U.S., Miscellaneous Back-of-the-Book, 1890-1960. Approximately 250 seals, labels, revenues &
cinderellas, includes such diverse items s Christmas Seals, cigarette coupon, Halloween stickers, playing card stamps,
five “Mrs Stewart’s” labels, patriotic labels, state revenues, back of the book seals and much more, review carefully,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350

U.S., Airmail Special Delivery, 1936, 16¢ red & blue (CE2). Accumulation of plate blocks of ten with some
duplication of different plate numbers that could be an interesting study for the CE2 specialist, with many X, Y and Z
rarities, containing 13 type I, 9 type II, 23 type III and 4 type IV, F.-V.F. Durland $5,200+. Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

U.S., Airmail Special Delivery, 1936, 16¢ red & blue (CE2). Accumulation of the early experimental plate
block types as described by Sloat and Yokota, with many different plate numbers, containing 356 type I plate blocks and
65 type Id plate blocks, F.-V.F. Durland $4,200.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

U.S., Postage Due Hoard, 1895-97. Incredible hoard of used J40-43 in blocks, strips and large pieces, many
VF and better sound examples left in, generally F.-V.F. Scott $54,000 (Owner’s).
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

U.S., Locals and Carriers, Strong Collection, 1840’s-1930’s. Including additional back-of-the-book, in
album of home made pages, with many stamps in glassines and on dealer tear pages accumulated over many years
with a strong selection of locals issues, with many genuine mixed with occasional reprint, that should provide many
difficult to find singles for the knowledgeable collector of locals and back of the book issues, accumulated over many
years into a large hoard with occasional better items, with a nice group of Postal Stationary cut squares in individual
glassines with several better items including U69 mint, WS1 three singles on U.S. Government Thrift Card, a few pages
of Telegraph stamps, an album page of Schermack Type III coil singles, a couple private die proprietary issues, great
locals section with 107L1 two singles cut to shape and tied to cover, over 250+ locals (with occasional reprints), with
three Blood, man leaping over buildings, several Pony Express and half a dozen covers (mostly Bloods, with a Boyd’s
and Metropolitan unused envelope), usual mixed condition, many unusual items that should be viewed to fully
appreciate, generally F.-V.F., ex Keller.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
www.kelleherauctions.com
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H
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U.S., Officials Collection, 1873-2001. 325+ stamps, neatly mounted on Scott National pages, with some
duplication for various cancels, shades or other varieties, with highlights that include (mint, some o.g., some no gum)
O1-3, O5-8, O14, O15-16, O25, O26, O31, O34, O38, O47-56 plus duplicates, O56, O57, O59, O60, O60 with imprint
capture, O62 (2), O64, O65, O75, O76, O87, O90, O91, O93, O120, several specimens, O47SDb with APS certificate
and (used) O1-4, O12, O15-24 plus duplication, O29, O30, O32, O34, O35-45 plus duplication, O57, O61, O66, O95
and O113. Overall quality is mixed, with much better than usual condition than usually encountered with plenty of
interesting cancels and varieties that should entertain even the advanced official collector, generally F.-V.F.
appearance.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

117

H/m/)
U.S., Officials Collection, 1873-2000’s. In home made album, collected in the old time style with duplication
of each issue for various cancels, shade, multiples and other varieties, haphazardly assembled on various pages as the
collector deemed fit, in roughly Scott number order, with occasional better items that include (used): O2, O2-9, O13,
O26-30, O30, O33, O42 (2), O43, O44, O45, O57-64, O62 (2), O66 (4) and (mint): O1 (2), O7-9, O33, O35-36, O40,
O41 (2), O43, O44, O51, O52, O59-61, O63, O63-65, O76, O78-80, O82, O87-88, O90-93, O91, O93, O102, O106,
O113, O120, PS7-10, PS15, S5 and many modern mint and used officials plus occasional first day covers. As with
these old time collections, there are occasional faults, generally F.-V.F., ex Keller.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
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U.S., High Quality Mint Officials and other Back-of-the-Book. On large black stockcards in a presentation
box, lovely officials with hard paper issues well represented (catalog about $10,000), also some airmails, C1-6 and
others up to C61 and some later, with some duplication, parcel post and parcel postage due sets plus a few extras,
special handling in blocks plus extras (unchecked for newly listed papers), a clean and useful holding that is well above
average quality, generally Very Fine with some fine and also extremely fine, viewing a breeze. Scott approximately
$20,000.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

H

U.S., Booklet Pane Dealer Estate (424d//C64a). Unbelievable booklet pane estate of stamp dealer Myron
Hyman; the most expansive and comprehensive such accumulation we’ve seen in a long time; each neatly categorized
and loaded in an old-time metal cabinet with drawers; there are choice mint panes, scarcer used panes, some miscut
panes, better panes showing plate numbers at the sides, a great lot; any dealer who specializes in booklet panes will
swoon at the thought of adding so much interesting material to their inventory; this amazing lot is one that shouldn’t be
missed. Scott $30,000.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
U.S., Locals Collection, 1840’s-1880’s. Well over 1,000 stamps, mostly different, neatly laid out in one
album of black stock pages by Scott number, with stamps sorted and many carefully labelled by Scott number, with
occasional forgeries and reprints (many of which have been identified as such and the occasional forgery attributed to
engraver), also includes occasional mint sheets including American Letter Mail Co. set of reprint sheets, 87L7, some
Pomeroy panes, occasional Confederate Provisional forgery and much more, there is so much value here, not only in
the many genuine, but also in the many forgeries that have found some popularity in recent years as people have
started to collect various forgers as a side interest to their local collection, usual mixed condition, generally F.-V.F.
appearance.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
U.S., Booklet Panes, Excellent Collection, 1932-2009. In 3 Scott Specialty albums, substantially
complete, 1932-2009, with imperf Bugs Bunny, very substantial aggregate face value, includes high value duplicates,
with many self adhesives, inspection invited, F.-V.F.; with 2019 P.F. certificate.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

U.S., Revenue Collection, 1862-1950’s. 850+ stamps, neatly mounted on Scott National pages, with some
duplication for various cancels, shades or other varieties, with highlights that include R33b, R52b, R64a, R74a, R82a,
R98a, R101a, perforated revenues are mostly complete through $10 (excluding a couple lower value playing cards and
6¢ proprietary), R98c (2), R100c, R101c, several higher denomination first issue revenues with metal rivet punch
cancels, several silk paper first issue revenues, several pages of first issue revenue double transfers, a page of railroad
cancels, R103-118, R120, R122-29, R134-48, R460, RB11c, RB15c, RB16b, RD174 o.g. block of four, RD298-300
o.g., RD302 o.g., RD309, group of mint Wine stamps. Overall quality is mixed, with much better than usual condition
than usually encountered with plenty of interesting cancels and varieties that should entertain even an advanced
revenue collector, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
U.S., Massive Accumulation of Checks With Revenues or on Revenue Stamps Paper, 1861-1879.
Many thousands possibly tens of thouands of old checks with various revenue stamps or on revenue stamped paper,
mostly banks of Connecticut, some of the more frequently used revenues includes R15c, R135, R152, R201, stamped
revenue paper includes RN-D1, RN-E2, & RN-G1 among the many, unchecked for varieties & signatures, the only
drawback is the time invested, mixed condition as usual, good luck, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
info@kelleherauctions.com
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U.S., Revenues on Documents, 1861-1915. Hundreds of revenues and revenue stamped paper, you will
find R84c on receipt, R64c on demand notice, Civil War discharge paper, illustrated bills of lading, stock certificates,
R44a on stock certificate, R66c on warranted deed, R46b on stock certificate, and last but not least, an account book
with U.S. & state tax stamps, revenues on documents, revenue stamped paper, moisture issues, examine carefully,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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H
U.S., Bundled Revenues, 1861-1914. Thousands of revenues, includes hundreds of bundled R6c, R15c,
R135, R152, and Documentary ½¢ to 10¢, bundled & loose, with some multiples, a golden opportunity to acquire this
many at one time, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
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U.S., Revenue Accumulation, Federal & State, 1861-1975. With quantities of oddball revenues, labels,
locals, officially sealed, large group of stock transfers used on forms, telegraph stamp collection, a few plate blocks, tax
paid tobacco strips, California for instance has tax on conveyance, tax on feeding stuffs, distilled spirits, trout & salmon,
motor vehicles and other sundry items, a great lot to dig through, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800
U.S., Revenues on Stock Certificates, 1901-1950. Over 200 stocks with U.S. & state revenues, many of the
stocks are illustrated, a great opportunity to acquire this many stocks at the same time, F.-V.F. Estimate $300 - 400
U.S., Revenues on Documents, 1861-1910. Wide ranging collection of approximately 45 documents with
R6c on New York & New Haven Railroad check, R15c & R36c on Albany & Susquehanna Railroad list of sundry
persons, R155 on Promissary Note, UX14 used as invoice with R163, plus delivery tickets, delivery bills, bankruptcy,
stock transfer, please review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

U.S., Revenue Document Accumulation, 1857-1949. 20 Documents, mostly from around the North East of
the United States, consisting of 1857-1947 Lease Indenture from Middlesex England, R15c on two New York Life
Insurance Co. insurance receipts, R15c on American National Bank of Pine Plains, NY bank check, R24c pair on
Suffolk Co. Mutual Insurance Comp’y 1873 Insurance receipt, R44b 1863 Lehigh Coal and Navigation Stock
Certificate, R60c on 1871 Ridgefield, Ct. Warranty Deed, R61c on 1965 East Hampton, NY Mortgage, R84c on 1871
Derby, Ct. Warranty Deed, R84c on 1965 Derby, Ct. Warranty Deed, R85 on 1870 Birmingham, Ct. Warranty Deed,
R115 on 1872 Derby, Ct. Mortgage Deed and R135 on Stissig National Bank of Pine Plains, NY 1874 Bank check,
generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350

U.S., Revenues on Stock Transfers & Sales, 1901-1930. Hundreds of documentary stamps on various
stock items, stamps include many $1-$10 values, many with cut cancels, needs a whole bunch of research, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
U.S., Proprietary Revenue Collection (RU1-RU16). Phenomenal collection in beautifully mounted and
annotated pages in attractive white binder; exhibit quality collection of these challenging stamps including differing
papers and shades; a pleasure to review and well worth a serious bid. Scott $1,618.
Estimate $600 - 800
U.S., Revenues: Match & Medicine, The Dr. Feelgood Collection. Mounted in Scott number order on
homemade pages presented in a Scott Specialty binder; over 500 in total, mostly all different, covering a broad range of
the Match & Medicine issues, along with Perfumery and Playing Card stamps as well; better items include #RS4a,
RS4b, RS27e, RS41b, RS56d, RS57d, RS65e, RS66a, RS67d, RS70n, RS73a, RS73d, RS115c, RS128d, RS134a,
RS157c, RS158d, RS168c, RS169b, RS212c, RS223b, RS230c, RS246a, RS308, RT26c, RT26d, RT30c, RT32d,
RU2a, RU7d and RU10a; also present, but faulty (and not counted in our catalogue value) are #RS16a, RS41a,
RS43a, RS84a, RS110d, RS137d, RS215d, RS219d, RS249d, RT15d and RT25a; some varieties and multiples,
generally Fine or better, beautiful material; add to your viewing list. Scott $12,000+.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
U.S., Duck Stamp Collection, including State Duck, State Fishing and Federal, 1985-1999. In one
Lighthouse album of Vario pages and America’s State Duck and Fishing Stamps Collections in thirteen Fleetwood
albums with complete State Duck year sets, with a few pages of Sam Houston duck show labels, State Ducks appear
complete from 1985-1996, State Fishing stamp appear complete from 1989-1990 and Federal Duck stamps from
1996-1999 and Federal Duck self adhesive panes from 1998-1999, o.g., mostly never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

U.S., Duck Stamp Collection, 1945-2010. A fabulous collection that includes plate blocks of RW12, RW13,
RW14, RW15, RW16, RW17 (Scott catalog $2625), RW65, first day covers RW50, RW55, RW56, RW57, RW59,
RW60, RW16 mint plate number single, and a group of used ducks of licenses RW11, RW13, RW22, RW18, RW23, a
great lot with some scarce material, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
www.kelleherauctions.com
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U.S., USPS Year Sets and Commemorative Panels, 1970’s-2003. With 200+ USPS year sets (in
envelopes, with a few of each year) from the 1970’s-1990’s, 35+ of the large bound USPS year sets (2 to 3 of each year)
from 1990’s-2003, plus six albums of commemorative panels and many loose panels, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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U.S., Duck Stamps, Mint & Used Collection, 1934-2007. Mounted in an album, includes mint no gum RW1,
RW4, RW6, RW11-RW12, RW18, mint NH has RW5 with crease, RW56, RW57-RW59, balance is used, great starter
lot, review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
U.S., Seals Accumulation, 1909 to 1980’s. Red Cross and Tuberculosis Christmas Seals in three albums
of singles and two albums of mint panes with a few useful pages of early singles, Greenpeace, Stamp Show labels,
1937 George VI coronation, etc., a nice little collection with several early Christmas seal singles, generally F.-V.F., ex
Sheeran.
Estimate $300 - 400
U.S., Christmas Seal Collection, 1918-1956. Mounted on Elmer Long pages, with WX21, WX22, Wx22a,
WX27 Canada French & English, imperf color proofs, WX44 French & English, WX49 imperf pair and block of four,
French & English, WX55 with progressive color printings, imperf pair and both languages, WX61 imperf pair & block of
four, and continues to WX178,excellent start for this popular area, explore, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

U.S., Commemorative Panel Collection, 1972-2010. Hundreds of panels, each with a block of four for the
issue, with values from 8¢ to 50¢, enormous face value, many panels in their original packaging, please review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
U.S., Souvenir Card & Postal Service Card Collection, 1966-1977. Two volumes, the first has PS1-PS67,
second volume has a probably a couple of hundred souvenir cards, some canceled, excellent break up value, please
review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350

U.S., Souvenir Card Collections, 1939-1988. Three White Ace albums with the first to 1988, another to
1973 and final album to 1981, with the following better SC2 (3), SC3 (58), Very Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750
U.S., Useful Collection, 1861 - 2005. In three volume Lighthouse hingeless albums (one is a duplicate of
volume one), somewhat sparse but useful items include: unused #230-9, used 294-99; sparse but present small bureau
issues and better represented Washington-Franklins and 1920s commemoratives, 1930s-1960s high degree of
completion, smattering of back-of-the-book including airmails, special deliveries, postage dues, ducks (RW1 included)
and CSA #1, some mixed quality but generally F.-V.F. Scott $8,655 + $40 FACE VALUE. Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
U.S., Year Sets, 1986-2001. Super face lot, with 44 year books, mostly in original sleeves, inspection urged,
Very Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400
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U.S., A Powerful Whitman’s Sampler, 19th-20th Century. Without the chocolate, but just as tasty; over
200 APS mart books dedicated to Uncle Sam, with all but the 1847 issue represented; note nice selection of (mostly 3¢)
1851 and 1857 issues, as well as Civil War-era items, 1869 Pictorials to the 30¢ value (plus several 3¢ covers), a wealth
of Bank Notes, Columbians to 30¢, Trans-Mississippis, Pan-Americans, 1902s…everything up to current
high-denomination items; along with regular issues we spotted Airs, Dues, Special Deliveries, a #F1, even a few
Revenues; a dream-come-true for the shade/variety hunter and the cancel collector, with town, straightline “PAID”,
geometrics and other Fancies, grids, and more; some grills present (and identified), and even a book or two of Canal
Zone (mint) and Hawaii; the occasional condition issue, but most sound with some nice quality and position pieces; the
consignor tallied the residual value of the books, and came up with a breathtaking $70,000+ (!!), F.-V.F. with better,
perfect for the dealer—or a ready-made, if totally unorganized, collection for the patient; be sure to view.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
U.S., Coil Accumulation, 1910-1975. Terrific group of coil singles, pairs & line pairs, some better has 387
line pair, 390 line pair (2), 411 line pair (6), 447 line pair, 493 line pair (2), 603 line pair (19), 846 line pair (50), 847 line
pair (65), C37 line pair (100), a solid selection, please evaluate, F.-V.F. Scott $32,500.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
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U.S., Useful Holding with Premium Items, Mostly 20th Century. In a small box, several hundreds of items,
highlights include: 1922 Issue and Kansas-Nebraska blocks of four, C18 (21); Washington - Franklins,
commemoratives, some decent fine to very fine and also quite a few select choice quality items, incredibly useful and
worthy of a more-than-a-glance to properly evaluate. Scott $35,000.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

146
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U.S., Valuable Accumulation. Impressive holding neatly presented on 6 x 8" stock pages housed in old
style wooden cigar box; tremendous amount of value including a neat page of 1893 Columbians, 230-237 in quantity several being never hinged; 319-320 - the 320 is a plate block/6, complete set of 1929 Kansas-Nebraska overprints
658-679 never hinged, outstanding Back Of The Book issues including some gorgeous unused Special Delivery issues
E1-11, some in quantity; much value to be found in the better Newspaper stamps, including PR2-3, 5 and 7, 10, 12, 64,
81, 87 and 114-125; there’s also a lovely group of Confederate States issues #’s 6-8, 11-12, and 13; well worth careful
inspection. Scott $20,000+.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
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U.S., Old-Time Used Accumulation. Hundreds of better used stamps neatly arranged in ancient glassines
in box; enormous catalog value of nearly $39K, with an excellent selection of 524’s, 547’s, 572’s and even a C13; a
tremendous holding for any serious dealer of used U.S. Scott $38,916.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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U.S., Plate Block Accumulation. Tremendous holding of quality early plate blocks from the 1920’s to the
1940’s, with strong showing of the 1930’s 3¢ purple issues, and some better back of the book; excellent quality
throughout. Scott $11,000+.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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U.S., Premium Mostly Mint Holding, 1869-2010s. Large group of loose glassines, stock pages and dealer
pages full of better culled items, that include: #7 (used), 67 (used), 116 with PF cert, 253, 257, 273, 296-297, 330 block
of 12 with imprint and plate number (plate number selvage is damaged), 399, 526 plate block, 572, 619 plate block,
620-621 centerline blocks, 658-679 (three sets and many stray values), several large blocks of 6¢ Nebraska stamps
with Hastings precancels, 832-834, 833 block of four, 1053, group of 6¢ Christmas precanceled blocks, 17 #2609
imperforate-between pairs, C1-C6 (2 sets), C1 (9), C2 (1), C3 (2), C4 (4), C5 (5), C6 (3), C7-C9 plate blocks, C10a (3,
plus booklet covers), C20-C22 plate blocks, C22 plate block, C24 plate block, E3, several better Shanghai overprints,
K10, K18 (2), a couple mint State Department officials, a page of first issue Newspaper stamps, PR114-PR125 plus a
stock page with heavy mint and used duplicates of each, LO2 (10), a stock book of higher face value duck stamps from
the early 1980s to 2011 containing many hundreds (perhaps thousands) worth of face value, a few stock pages full of
North Carolina Sportsman’s stamps from the 1980s and ‘90s; a few occasional faults, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

U.S., Interesting and Unusual Accumulation, 1845-1990’s. In three stockbooks, filled with various
miscellaneous stamps in no particular order, with quite a bit of postage and better singles, mingled with less expensive
singles, all thrown together in virtually no order, with (used): 9X1, 63 (7), 68 (11), 70, 73 (2), 85B, 87, 93 (3), 113, 114 (8),
116 (3), 117 (2), 153, 165 (4), 190 (3), 239 (2), 240, 241, 291, E1-3 and (mint): 65 block of four, 68SB, eight different
banknote Specimens, 264SO, 266/267 combo pair, 267SO, 269SE, 270SO, 272SO, 275SE, 282 block of four, 306
block of four, 314 plate block of six, 320 (3 blocks of four), 371 center line block, 534 plate block of six with monogram,
540a, 549 plate block, 611 center line block, 617 plate block, 620-21 centerline block, bottom arrow block, left arrow
block, 1804a imperf pair, C2 and C3 centerline blocks, S1a booklet pane with electric eye marks on selvage, WS10
plate block, U44, K8 and a bit of Canada with Unitrade MR2C mint, mixed condition, with occasional faults among early
issues, a nice little lot for those of you who can quickly identify and process U.S. stamps because there are some good
sections of stamps people actually need, with some specimens as well and some nice multiples and occasional useful
varieties, generally F.-V.F., ex Sheeran.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

U.S., Philatelic Pandemonium, 1918-65. Large goody box of mint sheet and plate block accumulation,
sheets include 617, 649-650, 718 (3), National Parks 740, 744-747, Overrun Countries, C40 (2), C45, plus over
$1,000.00 face in better modern plate blocks, bring your calculator and prepare to have some fun, F.-V.F. Scott
$6,000+.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
U.S., Lotsa, Lotsa, 19th & 20th Century. A box and two shoeboxes full of albums, stocksheets, stockbooks,
envelopes, pages, noted better items (a quick glance we saw five unused 10¢ Columbians) lots of other useful and more
valuable, condition all over the place as any multi-decade holding would be quite a useful hoard and worth sorting
through the holding to find the plums, generally F.-V.F., ex Winston.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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U.S., Accumulation of Better Numbers. Remarkably fresh group of several better numbers in quantity;
includes an outstanding selection of 8¢ Columbians, Scott #236 - 14 top quality examples in singles and blocks; plus a
valuable section of the 1909 Parcel Post Issues, including #’s Q1-Q11, with some in quantity and mostly never hinged;
an interesting lot with lots of value. Scott $11,000+.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

155
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U.S., 1895 Issue, 1¢ to 2¢ Wholesale Hoard. 250 plate number strip of 3, 252 plate number strip of 3, 264
(10 blocks of four, 36 plate number strips of 3), 265 (4 plate number singles, a pair and corner margin single), 266 (9
singles, 1 block of four, 2 plate number strips of 3), 266/267 combination pairs (10), 267 (25 blocks of four, 1 block of 20,
24 plate number strips of 3, 80 plate number singles and 279B (2 blocks of four, 3 plate number strips of 3). Condition
appears mostly sound, generally F.-V.F. Scott $14,188 (Owner’s).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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U.S., Accumulation. Lots of bang for your buck; a decent appearing group of mint and used; includes an
unused #9 vertical strip/3 (margins cutting into design); 312 unused (short perf at lower left corner); 546 x (8) - off
centered; C13 x (2) both with corner faults; and 100 #J52’s stuck down to their respective sheet interleaving; although
the quality is on the low side, this lot could be a bargain for less than 10% of it’s modest catalog value of over $15,000.
Scott $15,000+.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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U.S., Desirable Accumulation. Housed on black card in small gray box loaded with a wonderful selection of
better U.S. stamps; includes 240, 416, E3, JQ2 plate block, etc; also included is a green box overflowing with hundreds
of more common plate blocks from the 1940’s to 1960’s. Scott $9,206.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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U.S., Mint Accumulation, 1868-1975. Presented in 5 volumes and a box, includes mint plate blocks 367,
397, 398, 536, 561, 567, 756-765, block of four C18, mint singles C1-C6 NH, C10a, C18, plus a small worldwide
collection, plus 200.00 in U.S. postage, plus many more sale able items, don’t let this one get away, F.-V.F. Scott
$8,500.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

U.S., Wholesale Group, 1930’s-76. Over $600 of premium face value, with souvenir sheets, plate blocks,
etc., containing large group of 1c Park souvenir sheets and many other Farley’s four sets of Famous American 859-93
plate blocks, group of souvenir sheets from 1930’s-1950’s in quantity from approximately 25-300 of each, two small
manila stock cards packed with 1059 line pairs, broken pad of 1976 13c State Flags, generally F.-V.F., nice group of
premium issues with better quality. Scott approximately $7,000 (Owner’s).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
U.S., Amalgam, 1861-1970s. In glassines, dealer pages and stock cards; note a few early items but the
majority of the holding dates from the Bank Notes on; a bit mix-and-match, this has a little of everything—common
material as well as items you don’t expect to find in a lot like this; note mint low-value Columbian, Pan-Am and Louisiana
Purchase issues; a used #F1 and a mint #PR108; two different 3¢ Liberty Series booklets complete; several glassines
with Treasury and War Department issues (many mint); Revenues from regulars to Potatoes, a few Ducks, offset
Washington-Franklin blocks of four, plus a decent number of plate blocks (most in the 6¢ to 11¢ range) that, while
curled, would still save you multiple trips to the Post Office, etc., F.-V.F. with much better, no rarities, but solid bourse
material; inspect.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
U.S., Estate Balance Accumulation, 1850’s-1950’s. Early U.S. used and 20th century mint with plate
blocks, group of old albums, loose album pages and glassines packed with interesting stamps, with Scott 73 - two
covers, one of which has Wholesale Grocers corner card, small group of approval cards in small box, containing 36,
115, 135, 233 mint, 235 mint, 238 mint, 834 NH, 1053 mint, C11 mint plate block, E5 mint, RW6, several plate block
albums, containing 537 plate block, 548-50 blocks of four, 620-21 centerline blocks, C18 block of four with plate
number, three mint sheet file folders with large blocks and sheets of 1940’s-1950’s 3¢ issues, study of 20 Virginia covers
and post cards from 1890’s to 1970’s, priority envelope full of post office seals, in large multiples and better singles on
album pages, small group of legal papers with various checks and officially stamped receipts, Germany C37 L.Z. 127
Graf Zeppelin cover, $10 Federal Reserve Note, Series 1929, Liberty National Bank and Trust Company of Louisville,
Kentucky and hundreds of dollars’ worth of face value postage, generally F.-V.F. appearance. Scott $7,000+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

U.S., Packets-Plus Premium, 19th & 20th Century. Tens of thousands, maybe over a hundred thousand
US stamps, from pennies to peanuts and better, neatly organized in most cases, in envelopes by Scott #, includes an
old time holding in small manila envelopes that were lightly singed in a fire (contents of the envelopes seem unscathed),
these include premium items such as #C46, plus other promotional items, we found other Washington Franklins, and
later, all unchecked (would be worth checking the perfs) and also varieties, a no-brainer at the high estimate or more,
generally F.-V.F., ex Winston.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
info@kelleherauctions.com
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U.S., Large Balance Accumulation, late 19th Century to 1950’s. With plenty of pockets of slight premium
stamps scattered about that eventually add up to some decent value, with 692-701 (2 sets), a stock page of mint and
used early ducks, vast quantities of Famous Americans in a couple boxes filled with packed glassines along with groups
of Farlies and other mid 20th century commemoratives, a stock page of early mint Washington / Franklins with several
50c and several used, several pages of used banknotes, 1894/1895 Bureaus including $1 (4), a stock page with some
early classics, etc., usual mixed condition, generally F.-V.F., ex Sheeran.
Estimate $500 - 750
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U.S., Airmail Accumulation, 1918-1933. In stock book of stamps on dealer ‘102’ cards (mint, unless noted
otherwise), with: C1-6, C1 (8), C2, C3 (3), C4 (11), C5 (5), C6 (2), C10a (5), C7 (2 plate blocks), C8 (2 plate blocks), C9
(3 plate blocks), C10 plate block and C18 (19 mint, 1 used, 1 mint block four, 1 used block of four), some mixed condition
as usual, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
U.S., Old Time Classics Hoard, 1851-1930’s. Many thousands of stamps in four old stockbooks filled with
classic stamps, with a few early 1851 issues, many banknotes, mostly in the 1c to 10c range with occasional high
values, many 1894-97 Bureau issues, many Washington / Franklins and occasional 1930’s definitive issues, appearing
to be unchecked for many decades for interesting varieties like cancels and shades, containing useful highlights that
include (used, unless noted otherwise): 9, 63 (5), 78 (4), 113 (2), 162, 191, 217, 266/267 mint combo pair, 310 (2) and
311 (2), plus large quantity of 10c banknotes unchecked for variety or higher quality grades which should reward the
ardent viewer, some faults and some very high Scott catalog value stamps as you usually see with classical collections,
generally F.-V.F., ex Keller.
Estimate $500 - 750

U.S., Small Accumulation of Better Stamps, 1897-1929. In small old time pocket stamp file filled with
better stamps consisting of: 237 no gum, 291 used, 616 block of four, 658-662 blocks of four, 665-667 blocks of four and
C1-6, condition appears better than usual with attractive and fresh stamps, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
U.S., Massive Charity Label Accumulation, 1909-1960’s. In five counter books filled with dealer tear
pages and a large Supersafe mint sheet file with large multiples of Christmas Seals, counter books contain: Easter
Seals, with a few seals from various foreign countries, Boys Town, American Legion, AMVets, Ohio Association for
Retarded Children, Cedars Home for Children of Lincoln Nebraska, 1950 Chiropractic Health, Starr Commonwealth for
Boys of Albion, Michigan, Shriners, VFW National Home, “Money Orders Sold Here”, Cal Farley’s Boys Ranch of
Amarillo, Danny Thomas on St. Jude Children’s Research Hospital and Sister Kenny Polio Foundation, generally
F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

Dealers Stocks
167

U.S., Dealers Stock, 1850’s-1990’s. In 18 dealer counter books, full of tear sheets, identified and priced
Scott, we took a little time to do a little screening to deduct obvious errors and adjusted the Scott value down for catalog
errors, so approximately Scott value should be close to current prices, you should do a little spot checking to verify
value, many great stamps, with plenty of modern ducks (with much face value), nice group of revenues and good
sections of Possessions, with (used) 69, 70, 73 (2), 76 (2), 90, 113 (4), 117 (2), 149, 166, 214, 238, 292, K5 (2), K10,
RW2, RW3, RW5, Confederate States 1, 2, 4 (7) (mint) 182 (3), 212 (2), 228, 232 (2), 233 (5), 234 (5), 235 (3), 236 (7),
237 (4), 238 (2), 297, 304 (2), 327 (1), 493 (3 pairs), 571 (5), 572 (3), 834, 839-51 line pair set, 1053 (2), 2609 (14 pairs,
imperf between), E7, O13, O52, PR64, PR82, PR83, R51c with several extra rows of perforations, R75a, R101c, R141,
RD318-24, RL1-8, RW1 (7), RW2 (2), RW3 (4), RW4 (8), RW5 (5), RW6 (2), RW7 (2), RW8, RW9 (6), RW10, RW11 (3),
RW12 (3), RW13 (4), RW16, RW17 (4), RW19, RW21, RW26, RW28 (4), RW30 (2), RW31 (2), RW32, RW52 (8 plate
blocks), RW53 (3 plate blocks), RW54 (2 plate blocks), RW55-56 plate blocks, RW60 plate block, Missouri 1, Cuba E1
(3), J1-4, Ryukus C9-13 (7 sets) and E1 (8), both centering and condition are mixed and we recommend carefully
checking for condition before bidding, generally F.-V.F. Scott approximately $50,000+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

H/m
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U.S., Large Dealer Stock, 1850’s-1980’s. 28 dealer counter books and 16 backup large stock books of
manila pages, and nine albums and stock books full of misc. stamps, with massive amount of face value postage, along
with a decent group of earlier premium items, with (mint): 232, 233, 236, 237 (2), 239, 268 (3), 281 (2), 287 (2), 303, 307,
325 (2), 326 (2), 327 (2), 399, 467 (two 2¢ plate blocks with plate number 7942), 512 block of four, 513 block of four, 571
(2 singles and two plate blocks), 572, 591, C1, C2, C7-9 (2 sets of plate blocks), C21 plate block, C22 (2 plate blocks),
C24 plate block, J23 plate number multiple, J48 (20+), J55 block of four, K4, RW1, RW3, RW4, RW6, RW7, RW8 (2),
RW9, RW11 (2), RW15, RW18, RW21 (2), RW22, RW27, RW35 (2), RW36, RW38, $670+ face value worth of modern
Federal Duck stamps (between $5 and $15) and (used): 23, 25, 36B, 78, 90, 112 (2), 115 (2), 116, 117 (2), 119 (2), 135
(2), 149, 151 (2), 152, 153, 154, 155, 162, 163, 166 (2), 190 (2), 208, 218, 240, 275, 291, 311, K18, RW2, RW3 and RW5
(2); some mixed condition among the earlier issues, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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U.S., Dealer Stock, 1851-1990’s. In seven dealer counter boxes of “102" cards, a little messy, but roughly
sorted by issue, containing (used): 9, 63 (4), 68 (3), 71 (2), 73 (8), 76 (2), 77 (2), 113 (4), 115, 116 (2), 151, 218, 228 (4),
238, 240 (mint): 234 (2), 237 (7), 238, 239, 258, 268, 281, 288, 303, 308, 329 (3), 333 (2), 339, 340 (2), 343-47, 399, 400,
405-7, 414-15, 435 (2), 548-50, 571, 573 (2) and plenty of face value postage including the occasional higher
denomination; usual mixed condition, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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U.S., Dealer Stock Balance, 1880’s-1980’s. In three red boxes of 102 cards containing back of the book
issues, mostly containing revenue and cut squares, six sets of index file boxes (containing #4 glassines in twelve file
drawers) containing many thousands of glassines, plus seven cover boxes, two of which contain first day covers from
Farley issues to 1980’s and four boxes of postal stationary entires (envelopes and postal cards) of mostly modern
issues, two stock books of various old U.S. meters and a small collection of A.M.G. album pages; usual mixed condition,
generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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U.S., Small Dealer Stock, 1850’s-1980’s. 1,500-2,000 102 cards in two red boxes, with (used): 36, 119, 238
(2), 291 (3) and (mint): 214, 232, 234, 235, 237 (2), 297 (2), 298, 307, 328-330, 329 block of four, 399, 400, 400A, C5, C6
and C18, usual mixed condition, with occasional faults among classics, generally F.-V.F., ex Sheeran.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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U.S., Comprehensive Old-Time Dealer Stock, 1920’s-60’s. Mostly mint stock of modern regular issues
with many fresh and attractive early singles neatly arranged in large old time Elbe stockbook with hardy metal cover,
containing: 658 (21), 659 (11), 660 (19), 661 (6), 662 (4), 663 (14), 664 (12), 665 (3), 666 (2), 667 (26), 668 (14), 658-68,
669 (35), 670 (18), 671 (42), 672 (8), 673 (17), 674 (10), 675 (4), 676 (14), 678 (8), 679 (14), perforated Parks, Army /
Navy, Famous Americans and more, generally F.-V.F. with many very fine and better singles, an ideal old time stock.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
U.S., Old Time Dealer Stock, 1880’s-1960. Of singles, each carefully identified in their proper place in two
old time Elbe stock books, with 214, 222, 230 (1), 231 (13), 232 (2), 233 (2), 234 (3), 235 (3), 236 (4), 237, 239, 280 (4),
285 (6), 286 (2), 287, 288 (2), 289 (2), 290, 294 (6), 295 (3), 296, 297 (2), 298, 299, 325, 328 (5), 329 (9), 330 (2), 537
(10), 567 (5), 568 (5), 569 (3), 570 (2), 572 (3), C1, C4 (3), C5 (2), C6 (2), E7 and E11 (3), a few small faults, with the
chance to find some exceptional stamps in this long dormant stock, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

U.S., Massive Stock of Early 20th Century Issues, 1919-1934. From Victory issue to Farley issue packed
into large stock book, with highlights: 537 (16), 548-50 (10 sets), 566 (10), 567 (5), 568 (8), 569, 570, 581-91 (5 sets and
many mixed duplicates), many singles, pairs and line pairs of 1923 coils, 611 (80+), 612 (25+), 614-16 (9 sets), 617-19
(12 sets), 620-21 (9 sets), 622-23 (28 sets), 628 (48), 632-42 (50+ sets), 647-48 (15 sets), 649-50 (50+ sets), 656 (14
singles and 10 pairs), Kans. Nebr. (only missing a couple values), 692-701 (15 sets), 704-15 (10+ sets), 723 (18 singles,
12 pairs and 4 line pairs), 730 (10), 731 (10), 735 (40+), 749-49 (50+ sets), 750 (9), 751 (19-), 756-65 (90+ sets), many
Farley special printing gutter pairs and cross gutter blocks, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, condition is
generally sound F.-V.F. overall.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

U.S., Backup Stock, 1920’s-60’s. Approximately 100 manila approval cards filled with various slight
premium issues and a small box containing Washington coils, generally F.-V.F., a nice mix of stamps from old time
dealer stock. Scott $4,546+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

U.S., Dealer Stock, Mint Early 20th Century, 1922-60. A refreshing accumulation of mostly NH mint
stamps, includes 567 (10), 569 (10), 571 (9), 611 (44), Famous American plate block set (2), C10 (4), C46 plate blocks
(4), E19 plate blocks (20), E20 (20), E21 (20), looks as if they were printed yesterday with many VF examples, peruse at
your leisure, F.-V.F. Scott $4,600+.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
info@kelleherauctions.com
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U.S., Dealers Stock of Premium Used Sets & Souvenir Sheets, Mostly 20th Century. With many
hundreds of mostly modern complete sets, including bundled sets of 20¢ State Birds and Flowers, dozens of Ameripex
‘86 sets and more, quickly adding up in value for the creative person with an outlet to sell, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $500 - 750
U.S., Old Time Dealer Stock, 1900-1980’s. With small box filled with many mint Famous Americans in
glassines and on manila stock pages, with the meat of the collection in four large old-time Elbe stockbooks from 1900 to
the ‘80s, plus Airmails, with a decent amount of value among the earlier issues; occasional small faults, generally
F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
U.S., Promotional Collections and First Day Covers, mostly 1980s and ‘90s. 30+ albums, plus many
First Day Covers, Commemorative Panels, etc., filling six boxes, with collections of USPS Souvenir Pages, Fleetwood
albums, Postal Commemorative albums and more; many great Topical items that could be very useful to a skilled eBay
dealer, generally F.-V.F., many premium items.
Estimate $500 - 750

Face Value Lots
180

HH/H
U.S., Massive Face Value Hoard, 1893-2009. With ten large plastic totes, four large cover briefcases and a
couple large boxes filled with $10,000’s worth of face value postage, in over 50 albums, stockbooks and mint sheet files,
in addition to many red counter card boxes filled with singles in individual cards and glassines, plus many loose album
pages, stock pages and various small boxes filling out the rest of this massive hoard, all together, it completely filled up
an entire rolling rack, inside you will find many high values (dollar value, priority and express values, etc.), many mint
sheets and book after book after book of singles, in old school dealer format with each row of a stock book containing
several blocks and singles of each issue, in addition there are so much premium items scatter about, starting with
Columbians, a couple oversize imperf Washington 1¢-2¢ blocks of 64, larger multiples of 628, many Farley souvenir
sheets, 893 plate block, some Army Navy high value sheets, 1053 plate block, approximately a half dozen imperf Bugs
Bunny panes, etc., some of the postage is stuck down, but that has been factored into the price, be sure to view,
because when you do, you will quickly see the massive amount of value here to help ease your postage bill for perhaps
years to come, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged / some no gum, generally F.-V.F. Estimate $20,000 - 30,000

181

HH/)

182

HH/H/) U.S., Massive Face Value Accumulation, 1950’s-1980’s. With stamps from early 1950’s along with the
occasional first day cover in 100+ stock books of Vario pages with much duplication for various plate numbers and plate
positions, this lot will require a little calculating as there are duplicates of nearly every issue adding up to substantial face
value, including many of the scarcer to locate varieties, so often overlooked, hand-selected by a fastidious and
detail-minded collector for quality, uncommonly nice, overall Very Fine or better.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

183

HH/H

184

HH
U.S., Face Value Lot, 1932-2010. Consisting of booklets, plate blocks & strips, souvenir sheets, sheetlets
and full sheets, values are mostly 22¢ and up, total face value approximately $6,000, many self adhesives, many
better sheets, what was checked was o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

185

HH
U.S., Face Value Lot, 1932-2010. Consisting of booklets, plate blocks & strips, souvenir sheets, sheetlets
and full sheets, values are mostly 22¢ to 2.40, total face value approximately $6,000, many self adhesives, many
better sheets, what was checked was o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

U.S., Massive Face Value Accumulation, 1971-2007. In 26 Scott National albums which contain a large
amount of sheetlets and occasional first day covers with duplication for various positions and plate numbers of sheets
and even the occasional sheetlet back if there is interesting information about the issue the collector wanted to display,
this lot will require a little calculating as there are duplicates of nearly every issue adding up to substantial face value,
hand-selected by a fastidious and detail-minded collector for quality, uncommonly nice, overall Very Fine or better.
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000

U.S., Gargantuan Face Value Accumulation, 1940’s-2000’s. In over a couple dozen albums and large
stock books, 16 mint sheet files and many glassines and loose sheets packed with thousands of dollars worth of value,
from early 3¢ purples to group of panes of forever stamps with the occasional high dollar, priority or express value and
even a press sheet in a tube, the value seems to be split pretty evenly among scrap and mint sheets, plenty of value for
the eagle eye postage counter, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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HH

187

HH/H

188

HH

189

HH

190

HH
U.S., Face Value Lot, 1932-2010. Consisting of booklets, plate blocks & strips, souvenir sheets, sheetlets
and full sheets, values are mostly 22¢ and up, total face value approximately $4,500, many self adhesives, many
better sheets, what was checked was o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

191

HH

192

HH/H
U.S., Large Face Value Accumulation, 1940’s-1980’s. Thousands of dollars worth of face value in many
mint sheet files and stock books filled with full mint sheets and oversize plate blocks from the late 1960’s to 1980’s, many
hundreds of envelopes filled with plate blocks and singles, plus a group of stock books and souvenir sheets adding up to
substantial value, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

193

HH/H

194

HH/H
U.S., Postage Trove, 1950’s-2001. In seven large boxes (before repacking) of U.S. postage in U.S.P.S. year
sets (approximately one full box of year sets mostly from the 1990’s), U.S.P.S. commemorative panels (approximately
three full boxes of mostly loose panels, mostly loose and about five albums of organized panels) and the balance in
loose mint sheet files, small boxes, loose album pages, loose glassine, etc., filled with singles and multiples from a
diverse cross section of years, generally F.-V.F., ex Sheeran.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

195

HH/H

196

HH

197

HH/H/m

198

HH/H

199

HH
U.S., Face Value Lot, 1938-1975. Values 1¢ to 45¢, consisting of plate blocks and strips, collector’s panels,
full sheets, booklets, stamp folios, total face value $2,000, please inspect, F.-V.F., ex Sheeran.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

24

U.S., Souvenir Sheet & Sheetlet Face Value Accumulation, 1985-2010. With sheetlets and booklets,
includes from 29¢ to $5, total face value is over $5,000, with a great deal of premium material, inspection invited,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
U.S., Face Value Accumulation, 1935-2000. Tremendous lot, fresh & clean, in ten albums, with plate blocks
4¢-$5, approximately $5,000 total face value, plus a bonus with Liberty issue, Prominent Americans complete and
Americana, a can’t miss collection, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
U.S., Face Value Accumulation, 1940-1960. Consisting of (112) different, 25 of each, all 3¢ full sheets, all
mint & clean, total face over $4,400, inventory sheet included, jump on this one quickly, great for re-sale, generally
Very Fine sharp complete corners.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
U.S., Full Sheet Face Value Accumulation. Housed in twelve mint sheet files, with values up to 44¢,
includes Xmas, flags, love, se-tenets, total face is $5,000, , please inspect, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

U.S., Face Value Lot, 1951-1988. Residing in five volumes & a box, includes plate blocks & strips, souvenir
sheets, total face over $4,000, with values up to 55¢, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

U.S., Large Face Value Accumulation, 1950’s-1990’s. In 21 albums or stock books full of postage stamps,
with five Lindner hingeless albums and Scott National album, plus many smaller albums or stock books filled with
various postage issues adding up to possibly thousands of dollars’ worth of face value postage, a few albums
experienced a bit of moisture, so the stamps inside are a bit damaged, but the vast majority are sound and usable, so
bring your calculator to add up the large amount of postage here; some faults, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

U.S., Better Face Value Accumulation, 1950’s-99. Collector mounted lot of face or slightly better in several
old time quadrille albums with envelopes filled with sheets, larger multiples and scrap, owners face value is $2,000,
generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
U.S., Face Value Accumulation, 1960’s-1990’s. In 9 large Lighthouse stock books and 3 large mint sheet
albums with one of the albums containing large amount of dollar value, priority and express denominations adding up to
substantial value, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
U.S., Face Value Accumulation, 1893-2010. Consisting of plate blocks, blocks, strips and used singles,
values from 3¢ up to $13.65, total face approximately $1,900, lots of self adhesives, used not counted, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

U.S., Booklet and Coil Face Value Accumulation, 1960’s-1990’s. In five albums and four small boxes
filled with stamps adding up to substantial face value postage, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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HH/H

201

HH/H

202

HH/H

203

HH

204

U.S., Great Americans Face Value Accumulation, 1990-2010. Full sheets, strips and sheetlets, values
from 1¢ to $5, total face over $1,200, in four mint sheet files, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800

205

HH/H

206

U.S., Face Value Accumulation, 1940-1965. Full sheets, values from 3¢ to $2.40, total face
approximately $1,000, in thirteen mint sheet files, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

207

HH/H
U.S., Face Value Accumulation, 1950’s-1980’s. Singles and plate blocks in file boxes and loose glassines
full of stamps adding up to hundreds of dollars’ worth of face value postage, generally F.-V.F. Estimate $500 - 750

208

HH/H

209

HH/H/m

210

HH/H

211

U.S., Face Value Souvenir Sheets, 1935-1990. Full souvenir sheets, values from 3¢ to $5, total face over
$600, with White Plains sheet, and various Farleys, duplication, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $350 - 500

212

U.S., Airmail Face Value Accumulation, 1990-2010. Full sheets and sheetlets, values from 6¢ to 90¢, lots
of self adhesives, total face over $475.00, in two mint sheet files, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Estimate $300 - 400

213

HH/H

214

HH
U.S., Face Value Accumulation, 1960-2010. Held in three volumes and on pages, first volume with coils
including imperf betweens, mint sheet file of 6¢ to 29¢, plus booklets, souvenir sheets, small Porto Rico collection, over
$600 total face, a fresh & clean collection, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

U.S., Large Face Value Accumulation, 1938-2001. In sixteen large albums of blocks and plate blocks,
starting with blocks of four of early 1938 Presidential issues to 37c denomination, and everything in between, adding up
to substantial value, especially among the 1990’s to 2001 issues, worth a quick look to properly estimate the high total
face value here, generally F.-V.F., ex Sheeran.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
U.S., Face Value Lot, 1940-2000. Consisting of plate blocks, souvenir sheets & part & full sheets, with values
from 1¢ to $5, with 1295 plate block, 3210 sheet, total face value $1,100, take a break from visiting the post office for a
change, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
U.S., Souvenir Sheet Face Value Accumulation, 1970’s-1990’s. With approximately 75 sets of
Bicentennial souvenir sheets, 25+ sets of Ameripex souvenir sheets and 70+ Columbian souvenir sheets, adding up to
approximately $1,500 worth of face value postage, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
U.S., Booklet Face Value Accumulation, 1985-2010. Mostly complete booklets with a few panes, values
generally 22¢ to 32¢, total face value over $1,400, great value, examine, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

U.S., Face Value Accumulation, 1930-2010. In a sheet file & a stock book, singles, blocks, souvenir sheets
& sheetlets, full sheets, values from 5¢ to $18.95, total face approximately $1,000, lots of high value airmails and self
adhesives, useful lot, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

U.S., Face Value Lot, 1990-2010. Presented in a White Ace mint sheet binder, with sheets, blocks, plate
blocks and souvenir sheets, 20¢ to 37¢ values, total face $1,000.00, a solid collection, evaluate, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
U.S., Large Face Value and Postal Stationary Collection, 1873-2002. In four albums of singles from
1970’s to 2002 quickly adding up in total postage with occasional high dollar values along with occasional priority and
express values, an album of full booklets from 1954-1997, along with some ducks from 1998-2002, an album of
1907-1915 cut squares and entires, including a few 1920’s surcharge cut squares, postal cards from earlier 1873 issue
to 1993 with a few slightly better earlier cards (earlier cards mostly used or preprinted), generally F.-V.F., ex Sheeran.
Estimate $500 - 750
U.S., Collection of Face Value Postage in Singles, 1950’s-1980’s. 20 large albums and stock books,
hundreds of dollars worth of face value postage in various mint issues, in singles and blocks and various other scrap,
adding up to decent face value with a little sorting and processing, generally F.-V.F., ex Sheeran.
Estimate $500 - 750

U.S., Better Face Value Accumulation, 1950’s-1980’s. A few hundred dollars worth of face value postage
in a couple albums, a mint sheet file and loose album pages, with the occasional dollar value plus occasional premium
items such as 656 line strip of four, etc., generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
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215

H/m)

216

)

217

H/m

218

H)

219

)
U.S., Postal Stationary Collection, late 19th Century to 1980’s. Six albums and a small shoe box sized
tote, mostly mint, with some earlier pieces used, plus piles of loose cards and envelopes that fits into approximately two
bankers boxes, with a nice section of early postal cards, with UX7, UX9, UX11, UX22, diverse section of surcharges, a
few stationary albino’s and many postal cards and stationary still valid for postage, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

220

)

221

U.S., Autograph Collection. 30 items autographed from all fields, includes WWII Ace Pappy Boyington,
actress Jannette MacDonald, Henry Ford on cover, Bob Hope, Jack Dempsey, Ronald Reagan, entertainers Pearl
Bailey & Kate Smith, Thomas Dewey, Princess Grace of Monaco, J. Edgar Hoover, Richard Nixon, Hubert Humphrey,
and more, examination should prove profitable.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

222

U.S., Autograph Collection, 1960-1990. Useful autograph collection, we note Country Western stars Gene
Autry, Chet Atkins, Minnie Pearl, Johnny Cash, Roy Rogers, Conway Twitty, then heavy weight boxer Max Schmeling,
Sugar Ray Leonard, Rubin Carter, Jake LaMotta, nice material to collect or trade, review.
Estimate $400 - 600

223

U.S., Entertainers and Politicians Autograph Collection. Approximately 80 autographed items, mostly
entertainers & politicians, includes Jason Robards photo, Pearl Bailey newspaper clipping, Helen Hayes program,
Lauren Bacall Mel Blanc photo, Omar Bradley photo, Ryan O’Neal photo, Robert Wagner, John Travolta cover, Karl
Malden, Tom Selleck cover, Charlie Sheen cover, plus dozens of elected officials, please review.
Estimate $250 - 350

26

U.S., Postal Stationery, Mint & Used Collection, 1870-2010. A couple thousand cards & covers, includes
high values, Wells Fargo stationary, errors, tons of modern, inspection should be a delight, F.-V.F., ex Sheeran.
Estimate $200 - 300
U.S., Postal Stationary (mostly EFO) Collection, 1900’s-1980’s. In seven albums of stock pages, with
about half of the collection containing a great section of seldom seen EFO’s which you usually can’t find in this quantity,
with one album of envelope cut squares, one album of postal cards, one album containing regular postal stamped
envelopes, one album with postal cards including UX8 (2 mint), UY4 reply card with tape splice, UY5 (2), one album with
approximately 100 cut out endicia and pasted on envelope to be used as a stamp, one album with approximately 100
errors, with shifted overprints, reverse folded envelope, overinking, underinking, double printing, miscut envelopes,
albino’s, etc., and finally one album of 80+ only unused albinos of various papers and designed (and some duplication),
a great collection of unusual items that would fit in perfectly into any postal stationary or Error, Freak and Oddity
collection, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
U.S., Specialized Cut Square Collection, 1870-1971. Four volumes of homemade pages with spaces for
not just the cut squares themselves, but with specialized catalogue listings as well; collection runs from the Reay Issues
to Ovals, along with Airs, Officials, and “Specimen” or “Cancelled” overprints, the latter on #U116a//U388; hundreds in
total, overwhelmingly mint, with many cataloguing $100 or more, F.-V.F. or better, viewing encouraged. Scott
$18,000+.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
U.S., Postal Stationery Collection, 1853-1960’s. Approximately 300-500 full entires and occasional cut
square, with only moderate duplication, sorted into various Scott number, type and knife size, in Scott Specialty album
and medium size box full of entires, many of which have band over cover identifying number, type and size along with
other noted about item, some entires have been toned, partially caused by cover band, nice diversity of knives and
types, great for the specialist, generally F.-V.F., ex Sheeran.
Estimate $300 - 400

U.S., Mint & Used Postal Card Collection, 1873-1958. Group of over 80 cards, with used UX6 with fancy
cancel addressed to Kent England, UX3 with blue MO cancel, UX3 with blue Cincy cancel and illustrated ad, UX14 with
ships sailing off New Britain, three private mailing cards, and mint UX11, UX46a, excellent break up value, mixed
condition, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
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U.S., Opening Salvos: A Battery of 19th-Century US Patent Envelopes. This lot, consisting of well over
60 items and built over many years, highlights the development of the American envelope—in myriad forms and
formats—from around 1860 to about 1913. The range of designs is fascinating, with envelopes for every use
imaginable. Their ingenuity and functionality are underlined by each having been granted a US patent.

H/m)

Each item is annotated, with many identified by manufacturer, ranging from the American Bank Note Company’s letter
sheet essay to Weaver’s Mailing Envelope, with letter sheets, cabinet photo mailers, safety and sample envelopes, and
more in between. That said, roughly half the items have no maker’s mark on them—a ready-made research project.
There are wire-pull envelopes, perforated envelopes, amazing tab or flap arrangements and more—including a
not-for-the-cat-lover-in-your-life Valentine folded letter sheet with an ad for Hood’s Sarsaparilla.
In addition to these privately produced envelopes, the collection contains the first two US embossed entires by Nesbitt
(Scott #U1 and U2, both used, #U1 uprated by an imperforate 3-cent adhesive, being sent from New Hampshire to
California) plus two used copies of the 1887 Grant letter sheet (#U293), one of which never made it into the mail and is
thus complete.
Two private wafer seals, a rivet envelope (advertising D.A. Comstock, NY, in surround), plus a stock certificate for the
United States Sealed Postal Card Company, ca. 1880. The latter is the copy described by Charles Fricke in The
American Philatelist. (This was the company that produced and provided the Grant sheet to the Post Office
Department—free of charge to the latter—and so capital had to be raised through stocks. A copy of Fricke’s article is
included.)
And it must be noted: beyond the technical details, many of these covers are beautifully illustrated or embellished with
embossings, clever holding devices (come dancing!), etc.
After seeing these once-available envelopes, you’ll rue your next bill or advertising letter all the more.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
225

)

226

)
U.S., Postal History Collection, 1847-1950. Approximately 125 covers housed in a cover album, includes
two four margin #1 on two covers, picture postcard with “Held for Postage”, stampless, selection of #65 on cover,
collection of #11 on cover, strip of three #24 on cover, “Way” on U10, ad covers with a Hamm Brewing ad cover, mixed
franking with #112 & #146, Ringling Bros ad cover, 1910 Palm Beach white soap with illustrations front & back, and
#500 on cover with APEX certificate, almost everything here is a single lot sale, please review carefully, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

227

)

228

)
U.S., Postal History Grouping, 1861-1995. Many hundred cards & covers, includes postal stationary
including uprated, mourning, first flights, postage dues, fancy cancels, advertising including illustrated, registered,
navy, censored, stampless, APO Iceland, helicopter flights, picture postcards, album of Operation Sail 1976 covers,
space related covers, all in all a terrific lot to expand your inventory, a few condition issues, inspect, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

U.S., Large Accumulation of Covers, late 19th to early 20th Centuries. Thousands of covers, compiled
from various dealer stocks and collections over the years, to form a large heap of covers with some good potential to find
some nice pieces, inside we found: some nice event, turn of the century advertising, CAM’s and FAM’s, a few better
FDC’s, a few hundred special delivery, some early banknote and early classic issues, a couple binders of Linbergiana,
an interesting section of early revenues with a couple early first issue usages and more, it will take some mild effort and a
good sort to find the various useful pieces floating about, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

U.S., Reptile Advertising Cover Collection, 1861-1975. Approximately 125 cover and cards with reptiles
on ad covers, patriotics and cancels, better has multicolor illustrated cover for City of Toledo 1903 Ohio Centennial,
1903 ad cover with frog for1903 Ohio Centennial, two covers with Rattlesnake CA town cancels (S/R 8), various WWII
patriotics, postcards, fancy cancels, civil war patriotics with “Jeff D’s Zouaves”, illustrated ad covers, allover ad cover for
“Marvels of the Universe, 1899 Fifth Annual Festival of Mountain Plain”, and a multicolored illustrated ad postal card of a
chameleon, fabulous lot, inspection urged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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)
U.S., Cover Creation, 1857-2010. Many thousands of covers, includes first day covers including many
better cachets, first flights, space related, picture postcards, inauguration covers, APO’s, mint & used postal stationary,
fancy cancels, advertising including illustrated, naval covers, souvenir pages, Possessions stationary, 832-834 first day
covers, should be plenty of “finds” throughout, a great lot with some mixed condition, F.-V.F., ex Sheeran.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

230

)

231

)
U.S., Civil War Patriotic Cover Collection, 1861-1865. 24 used and approximately 80 mint including CSA,
we note “Liberty or Death” (Bischel-4765, W-2693), “The Eagle shall bear….” (Bischel-4657, W-2563), “Cease Viper…”
(Bischel-1952, W-unlisted), “I say old fellow…” (Bischel-1749, W-1016) and “Vanity, Treachery & Death”
(Bischel-2069, W-1150), a rousing good collection that is sure to please both dealers and collectors, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

232

)

233

)

234

)
U.S., Hotel Advertising Cover Collection. Over 300 hotel ad covers, more than 50% illustrated, with many
19th century covers, close review suggested, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

235

)

236

)

237

)
U.S., Premium Postal History, 1840-1870. 43 stampless includes Brooklyn MI double oval, Kokomo IN,
stamped Macon GA fancy red cross, Hayneville GA, locals include 1854 Blood’s Dispatch, Boyd’s City Express Post,
American Letter Mail, CSA includes #4 on cover from Saltville VA, #1 on cover, #2 pen canceled to Richmond VA, #6
from Charleston SC, #11 tied by target to Augusta GA, needs careful inspection, mixed condition, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

238

)

239

)

28

U.S., Choice Cover Collection, 1840-1975. A few hundred cards & covers, with C18 first day cover, U19
entire, U26 entire, U493, 720b, 730-731 first day covers, Nickles 655, Roessler 620-621 with all seven cities, Nickles
610-612, Nickles 617-319, UX12 variety, U63 entire, U88 entire, also illustrated advertising covers, six albino
envelopes, boatloads of sale able items, please check her out, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

U.S., Accumulation of Airship Covers, Mostly U.S.S. Akron and U.S.S. Macon, 1930’s-1940’s.
Approximately 300 airship covers from the flight and later, after the crash, with memorial covers, a couple with some
slightly better frankings, a very popular area with plenty of potential, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
U.S., Cover Collection, early 20th Century to 1999. Many, many thousands of (mostly first day) covers
filling ten large boxes (before repacking) full of 1950’s to 1999 first day covers/souvenir pages (including premium items
and high value denominations, mostly early to mid 20th century U.S. unused postal stationary and postal cards with a
half dozen better albinos and a section of Columbian envelopes, a decent portion of postal card FDC’s, six to eight
albums of souvenir pages, a few albums of event and first day covers, a few FDR inauguration covers, a large album of
approximately 100 first day ceremony programs, group of commercial covers, etc., generally F.-V.F., ex Sheeran.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

U.S., Accumulation of Stampless Covers and Folded Letters, mid 19th Century. Approximately a
couple hundred stampless covers and folded letters, mostly from France, Great Britain and U.S.A., along with some
early stamped covers from the 1850’s to 1860’s, full of interesting markings and content, sure to bring hours of fun to
anyone who enjoys reading these old pieces of history (especially if you read French too), generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
U.S., Massive Cover Trove, Mostly From Mid To Late 20th Century. Containing thousands commercial,
event and first day covers, in seven large boxes packed with covers, mostly loose or rubber banded into large groups,
some in a about half a dozen albums, approximately half a dozen small boxes and 13 souvenir pages in thirteen post
office souvenir page albums. From what we know about the original collector, he had the tendency to hide stamps all
over his house. We found albums mixed with Corn Flake boxes in the kitchen and even occasional loose stamps in the
refrigerator and squirreled into various closets and drawers, so if ever there was a great lot for treasure hunting
potential, it will be this one. Do yourself a favor and be sure to add this lot to your view list., generally F.-V.F., ex Sheeran.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

U.S., Special Delivery Cover Collection 1890-1940. Approximately 125 special delivery covers, includes
E4, E5, E6, E11, a few better frankings, examine, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800
U.S., Hotel with Matching Letterhead Collection. Over 75 corner ad covers, a few illustrated, with
matching letterheads, mostly New England & Northeast, please review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800
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)
U.S., Registered Cover Collection, 1890-1940. Over 100 covers, with small Bureaus, 1901 issues, 1922
issues, Prexies, one cover franked with F1, nice way to start collecting this area, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800

241

U.S., Glossy Promotional Movie Photos, 1920-1965. Collection of several hundred movie sepia photos,
8x10, of various movies, includes The Alamo, Here Comes the Groom, Hang ‘em High, The Border Region, It Ain’t No
Sin, Son of Lassie, To The Last man, The Fleet’s In, From Hell to Heaven, The Indian Fighter, The Glass Key, Kid
Galahad, The Fabulous Dorseys, Love in the Afternoon, The Longest Yard with Handbook of Production Information,
plus many more, does not appear to be any duplication, mixed condition.
Estimate $600 - 800

242

)

243

)

244

)
U.S., Stampless Postal History, 1840-1857. Approximately 100 stampless covers, better includes U.S.
Express Mail, Steam Ship 10, New Haven & Springfield Railroad, red Mobile AL with matching “10" rate boxed, red New
Orleans LA, with mostly east coast states, many with contents, please review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

245

)

246

)

247

)
U.S., Cover Eclectic Mix, 1851-1893. 100+ covers, with many advertising cover as well as some better
usages on cover, with: 14 single on cover from San Francisco to Connecticut, 24 drop rate cover, 113 with Nashville, TN
c.d.s., 400 on registered cover, 700 (4) on Coca Cola cover, large Auditor’s Office P.O.D. official business, 65 on
National Express and Transportation Co., six Civil War patriotics, U.S. Christian Commission cover, ad covers: 212 on
Illustrated Fire Clay Brick ad cover, 2c Entire on Stoneware, Glassware, Lamps, Burners ad cover, 65 on The Great
American Tea Company cover, 26 on Department of Public Instruction, Albany, 65 on Brusle and Silliman Clothing
Merchant, 26 on Wilson, Melroy and Co., Dry Good’s cover, 114 on East Tennessee and Georgia Railroad Co., 26 on M.
Armstong and Son, Leather and Shoe Findings, Asbestos, 3c Banknote on Auditor of State’s Office, State of Ohio, 3c
Banknote on Pratt and Co., Hardware, Iron, Steel, Nails, Cutlery, &c., 65 on John Lucas & Co., Paint and Color Works,
3c Banknote on The Howe (Sewing) Machine Company, Andrew’s and Co., Steam Casting and Pumping Machinery,
cameo covers: George Kimball - Hot Air Furnaces, Newell, Harman and Williams - Boots and Shoes, John Havemeyer
- Commission Merchant, E.P. George Agt. Fire, Life and Accident Insurance, 65 on small S.R. Bonewitz, Atty. at Law,
Columbian usages: 234 (4 covers to Europe), 236, 237 (3 registered covers), interesting old time correspondence with
several interesting usages, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

248

)

U.S., Civil War Correspondence, 1861-1865. Collection of 37 overs and letters, generally cover & letter
unless noted, with 1863 cover to Quincy MA with family business, 1863 to Centre Montville ME personal letter, 1863
cover to Montville ME with family business, 1864 cover to Center Montville with draft news, 1864 Quincy with drawings
of soldiers, 1864 Center Montville cover with drawing of black smith shop, and more of the same ilk, transcribing should
not be too difficult, mixed condition, enjoy, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
U.S., Postal History Collection, 1900-1975. Hundreds of covers and picture postcards, includes
inauguration covers from Eisenhower to George Bush with many different cachets, 1930-1940 first day covers,
exposition covers, Alaska Dog Team Post covers, first flights, hand drawn cachets, naval covers, box of picture
postcards with many Missouri, WWII patriotics, careful inspection will be well rewarded, F.-V.F. Estimate $500 - 750

U.S., Cover Mania, 1890-1965. Over 1500 covers, with nice group of hotels, stampless, #11s, #65s, bank
Notes, postal stationery, advertising, registered, Famous Americans, mixed condition, review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
U.S., Picture Postcard & Ephemera Collection, 1903-2000. Several hundred items consisting of German
cigarette cards, Santa postcards, Tuck Christmas Symbols, zeppelin cards, feldpost, embossed U.S. Maine, crepe
paper butterfly, collection art nouveau cards, silk embroidered cards, ocean liners, Japan samurai cards, ephemera, a
whole bunch of material you probably have not seen, careful examination will prove worthwhile, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

U.S., Hawley Olmstead Correspondence, 1850’s-1860’s. Approximately 200 covers, with: 10+ stampless
covers, 24 - four covers, two singles, two with multiples (one of which with Flag patriotic), 26 on Flag Patriotic cover, 63
on four different covers, 65 on U.S. Christian Commission Soldier’s Letter, 73 - 2 singles on cover, 13 3c Nesbitt entires,
2c Jackson on orange entire, three Brooklyn City Express Post’s (one on blue and 2 on pink), interesting old time
correspondence with several interesting usages, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
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)

250

)
U.S., 3 Cent Washington Postal History, 1861-1869. Over 150 covers franked with 3¢ Washington, with
corner ads, fancy cancels, “Due 3", ”Paid", with many grilled, a wondrous lot to study, please review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

251

)

252

)
U.S., Cover Accumulation, late 19th to early 20th Centuries. Approximately 65 covers, mostly from
1860’s to late banknote issues, plus a few random 20th century covers, a few patriotics, advertising including an
interesting Carriage Maker cover, locals, a Magnus and a few other interesting pieces, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

253

)
U.S., Metered Mail Accumulation, 1945-1975. Over a thousand metered, slogan and advertising slugs
covers, with Red Cross slogan, Hudson America’ safest car ad, We’re Going State Fair Syracuse, 15th National
Soaring Contest Elmira, Ford of Canada, National Air Races Cleveland 1947, Cessna, Little League, mostly full strong
strikes, review carefully, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

254

)
U.S., Highway Post Office Cover Collection, 1941-1974. Hundreds of HPO covers, in nine cover albums
with slip cases, with addressed plastics for each route, and trip numbers, many have the HPO cachet, a great collection
of these forgotten post offices on wheels, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

U.S., Cover Accumulation, 1880-1960. Thousands upon thousands of covers and cards, with postal
stationery, picture postcards, many better covers as fronts only, corner ad covers, registered, Prexies,
commemoratives, postage dues, precancels, and much more, terrific material for the internet or bourse dealer, mixed
condition, please examine, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

U.S., Correspondence from a Captain/Major, 1913-1958. Several hundred covers and letters, covering
both World Wars and the Depression, spectacular research material for the social historian, mixed condition, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

Due to withdrawal of many Railway Post Office (RPO) trains from service, the U.S. Post Office Department decided to experiment
with distribution of mail on large buses equipped similarly to RPO cars. On February 10, 1941, experimental service started on the
Washington, DC & Harrisonburg, Virginia HPO. It was a success from the start, but due to World War II, expansion of the service
was delayed for several years. After the war, the service increased rapidly, with more than 130 routes established between 1948
and 1955. As this service was somewhat enmeshed with the RPO service, its value decreased as RPos were abolished. The last
HPO service to operate in the U.S. was the Cleveland, Ohio, & Cincinnati, Ohio HPO, which was discontinued in 1974.

255

H/m/)

256

)

257

)

258

)

30

U.S., Franklin D. Roosevelt Topical Collection, 1900-1945. A lovely lot for the FDR specialist, with an
album containing plate blocks and first day covers of #930 & 931, with many different cachets, also has 42 various
stamps tied to pieces by many better cancels with “From the Franklin D. Roosevelt Collection” hand stamp, please
review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350
U.S., Picture Postcard Collection & More, 1903-1945. Collection of approximately 220 Indiana court
houses, with 16 valentines, and a set of The Singer Mfg Co. Costumes of All Nation trade cards, a few worldwide cards,
take a close look at this one, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
U.S., First Day Cover Collection, 1940’s-1990’s. Approximately 3,500 FDC’s neatly in order by date in 36
first day cover albums, with many great topics and occasional higher denominations, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
U.S., Famous American FDC and Plate Block Collection, 1940. Extensive collection in ten Lighthouse
binders and slipcases with Vario pages from Scott 859 to 893, with several albums of different first day covers, from
various cachet makers and several albums of plate blocks of various plate numbers, approximately 4-8 of each, F.-V.F.,
a detailed specialized collection.
Estimate $400 - 600
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259

)
U.S. and Foreign, Cover Collection of Unusual Usages, 1830’s-1970’s. With 19 cover albums containing
more than 2,000 covers, full of interesting and unusual usages sure to be of interest to any philatelist looking for a
diverse selection of material, with an album with over 100 postcards, with plenty of real photo cards and a couple
interesting coded message series of cards, an album of various war usages with some interesting soldiers covers and
early censor covers from WWI and WWII and various Naval covers, a couple albums of first day covers with occasional
hand painted and the following better: 704-15 set on FDC, C21-22 FDC’s with cachets, C25-31 FDC set with Crosby
Cachets, an album of 100+ first flight covers from 1920’s-1940’s, several albums of various interesting usages, with
Civil War Patriotics, Confederates covers, great section of postage due covers with good group of early banknote dues,
some great early combo usages with U.S. BEP dues and various worldwide stamps or dues, some interesting turn of the
19th century early illustrated advertising covers, 189 on registered cover to Germany, 45+ early stampless covers,
mostly from 1830’s-1850’s with an interesting cover to France, a section of early 1851/1857 3c issue covers, a few with
Blood’s local express stamps, a couple 3c banknotes with Pennsylvania Executive Chamber all over covers, group of
pictorial covers with two 113’s and twelve 114 covers, good section of R.P.O.’s with some useful turn of the century
covers, a couple albums of mostly postcards, mostly filled with U.S. postal cards…and followed by a group of Foreign
picture postcards, 290 on registered cover, a lovely album of interesting miscellaneous covers with 15’s on two covers,
319 to Japan with interesting Japanese markings, 35 pair (damaged) on cover to Guatemala, 35 on cover with
Forbstown, CA postmark, 68 with Jacksonville, Oregon postmark, 290 on interesting illustrated Salt ad cover, some
interesting WWII censor and foreign usages, 1905 Italian cover franked with many stamps on registered cover to
Honolulu, Hawaii, several Wells Fargo covers, some banknote usages to Europe, one with NY registry label, 9 on
printed matter cover, 78b on Boston Packet cover to England, etc., condition seems typical of most cover collections
with plenty of items that are sure to bring interest, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

260

)
U.S. and U.N., First Day Covers, 1950-2010. Massive accumulation of approximately 40,000, plus
cacheted event covers, many in official volumes, a seldom seen group with a few surprises, mixed condition, please
review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

261

)

262

H/m

263

)

264

H/m

265

)

U.S. and Foreign, Postal History, 1790-1940. A few hundred covers includes approximately 30 stampless,
7 Canada covers, better includes Mexico air mail express with E1, 1864 mortgage with R37b (3), 1940 Denmark
catapult cover to US, and much more, some premium covers present, please examine carefully, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

U.S. and British, Accumulation, 1893-1953. Nice little balance accumulation in a couple old time albums
and some loose pages, with (mint): 238-40, 291, 551-73, 630, 658-79, RW1-4, RW9-10, RW13-14, block of four group:
372-73, 537, 610-12, 646-48, 803-34 (dollar values are plate blocks), 1030-53, C18 (used): group of first issue
revenues (some with punch cancels and a few other misc. revenue issues and finally a group of mint British
Commonwealth common design sets with George VI and Elizabeth II issues; usual mixed condition, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
U.S. and Foreign, Ephemera Accumulation, 1888-1975. Hundreds & hundreds of sale items, includes box
of aviation poster stamps and baggage labels, box of photographs, college football programs, circus programs, cover
with modern official stamps, fair & exposition material, sports related material, advertising, documents, no telling what
may be lurking inside, mixed condition, please inspect, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

U.S. and Foreign, Balance Collection 1860’s-1990’s. In three large boxes full of various commercial mail,
circuit pages, several worldwide albums, loose album pages, USPS year sets, envelope full of singles (with occasional
better), approval books, stock pages and more, a great little balance lot with plenty of potential for the efficient philatelist
who can quickly find the little nuggets of value scattered about, generally F.-V.F. appearance. Estimate $500 - 750
U.S. and Foreign, Cover Extravaganza, 1925-2010. Thousands of U.S. & foreign first day covers, cacheted
event covers, first flight covers, inaugural covers and many more, many in complete issues, a money making lot for the
industrious dealer, mixed condition, inspect, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
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)

267

H

268

H/m
U.S. and Foreign, Large Collection Balance, late 19th to mid 20th Century. 10 large boxes (before
repacking) filled with stamps from a large collection balance, filled with albums, small boxes, shoe boxes, file boxes of
glassines, large groups of on paper stamps, cigar boxes, etc., of largely unsorted stamps sure to have some treasures
floating about, with just a few minutes of searching, we found: Cape of Good Hope 3 with PF cert, mint 1937 Hong Kong
Coronation set, U.S. 24 previously hinged, 516 mint, 528 mint plate block of six with monogram, a few Christmas
postcards and 3 1930’s-1950’s Blue Silver Certificates. Who knows what else might be here? Of course, some stamps
will be nice and some will have faults, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $500 - 750

269

H/m/)

270

H/m/)

271

H/m/)

272

H/m/)

U.S. and Foreign, Cover Accumulation, mostly from 1930’s-1990’s. Approximately 1,000 to 2,000
covers, filling two large boxes, either bundled together or on album pages, from the balance of a large collection,
containing many first day covers, with many Express, Priority, High Denomination, Presidents gold foil set, State Birds
and Flowers set, better Souvenir sheet FDC’s and some early Worldwide commercial mail covers, plenty of useful items
with higher denominations and useful topicals that can be broken down for individual retail sale, generally F.-V.F., ex
Keller.
Estimate $500 - 750
U.S. and Canada, Christmas Seal Collection, 1907-1969. Large specialty collection on Elmer Long pages
with spots for various types and varieties of each issue, with singles, blocks, booklet panes, imperfs, various overprints,
perforations, and from 1930’s to 1969, progressive color proofs, some Canadian seals in French and English, generally
F.-V.F., ex Sheeran.
Estimate $500 - 750

U.S. and Foreign, Philatelic Brickabrack, 1861-2010. 25 volumes of U.S. and foreign First Day Covers,
along with U.S. mint #305, 307, 397-400, 548-550, 614-616, Q1, Q3-Q6,Q9, a selection of 2¢ Reds, a group of mint
Ducks, a horse Topical collection, U.N. Flag Series, etc.; loads of fun stuff to play with, mixed condition, F.-V.F., enjoy.
Estimate $500 - 750
U.S. and Foreign, Balance Collection, 19th Century to 1990’s. Approximately 100 U.S. first day covers,
several hundred dollars worth of U.S. face value postage, a few early classic albums with The Lincoln Stamp Album
(issued in the 19th Century), several British Commonwealth omnibus sets, with 1977 Silver Jubilee FDC’s, 1981 Prince
Charles and Princess Diana stamps and FDC’s and QEII 25th Coronation Anniversary set of FDC’s, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
U.S. and Foreign, Accumulation, early 20th Century to 1990’s. One large box filled with various small
boxes and covers (mostly FDC), with a shoe box filled with several hundred first day covers from the 1990’s, a couple
cover albums of U.N. FDC’s, a small silk album of PRC with random 1980’s issues, a half dozen small pocket
stockbooks of Palm topicals, a small cigar box filled with glassines with a few slightly better $1 to $5 stamps, a shirt box
filled with slightly better mint U.S., mostly from 1930’s to 1950’s with some slight premium airmails and other useful
items, and a small group of worldwide commercial covers, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
U.S. and Foreign, Collection Balance, 1910’s-1970’s. An interesting little group with a couple cover
albums, two old time stock books and various odds and ends filling a large box of potential treasures, with 1977 Silver
Jubilee and 1978 Coronation Commonwealth first day cover collections, a group of 1930’s-40’s Bahamas mint George
VI sheets including better 8d denomination, a small shirt box filled with multiples of various early U.S. regular issues
from the 1930’s-1970’s, a couple stockbooks containing some meaty items from the 1940’s and 50’s including a few
better Austria mint Semi-Postal sets and some mint Airmail Birds, a group of Spain Pro Beneficencia Huevar charity
labels and Italian Zeppelin set, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

U.S. Possessions and U.N.
273

32

Canal Zone, Incredible and Diverse Collection Remainder, 1904-78. Mounted on homemade White Ace
pages, a tremendous amount of interesting and valuable material in this popular area. Mint highlights include #5 block,
numerous Maps (#9//20) including multiples and varieties, 21-45 complete including extras like 21 block, 34 block of
eight, 36 SPECIMEN block of 6, 40 block of eight, and 42-45 blocks, 52-54 and 53a, later regulars appear complete from
#97-end with lots of extras, C1-C53 including C5a, CO1-CO7, J1, J21-J29, O1//O9 and OX1-OX7 including watermark
varieties. Used include two #47, 67 with certificate, CO1-CO7 both CTO and postally used, J2-J3 and O1-O7. Also
includes a smattering of more modern covers, mostly First Days. Most of the material is in far above average condition
with much never hinged and Very Fine or better. An excellent group to add some great items to your collection or break
up for inventory.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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277

HH/H/m Hawaii & Philippines, The Manifest Destiny Collection, 1856-1976. In a Scott Specialty album, mint and
used, earlies are mainly used, later are mainly mint, many are both mint AND used, from 1940s-or-so many are mint
never hinged in black Showguard-style mounts; includes Hawaii, used: #30-33, 38-40, 47; mint o.g.: #31, 33, 37, 39, 45,
52, 54-55, 61, 67, 79, with #49 mint never hinged; Philippines includes Spanish, U.S., Japanese and Independent
Republic Issues, with highlights such as, used: #210-211, 219, 255-260a, 276-284, C5, NB4; mint o.g.: #40, 57, 64,
172, 179, 206-211, 217, 226-227, 230, 233, 234, 244-247, 249-250, 256-257, 291b, 319-325, 349-350, 383-396,
411-424, 485-496, 516a-518a pair, C2, C4’ C11, C18-25, C29-C35, E6, J3, O1-O4, O5-O14, N12-N24, NJ1,
NO1-NO4; mint never hinged: #516-526’ 516a-518a, 528 imperforate block-of-40, 531-549, 557-568, 1135a,
1237a-1238a, 1239a-1241a, 1243a-1246ak 1256a-1261a, B1-B3; includes some booklet panes, many souvenir
sheets and imperforate pairs, generally F.-V.F., ex Winston.
Estimate $500 - 750

278

H
Ryukyus, Large Holding, 1948-1972. In White Ace album, a large Davo stock book full of mint stamps
(many in complete sets) from first issue to later modern issues with occasional better sets, a small stock book, five large
mint sheet files full of full sheets and large group of smaller sheetlets, White Ace album contains 1-7, 8-13, 15 pair FDC,
several pages full of various 1952 surcharge varieties, with several of the better Kai Tei varieties, varieties of 1958 New
Currency issue, several pages of various commemoratives with 1960 city cancels from all over the Ryukyus and C1-3; a
few occasional faults, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $500 - 750

279

H/m

280

HH/H

281

Ryukyus, Collection, 1948-1970. In White Ace album, mostly mint, with 14-15, 44-53, C1-3, C9-13 and a
couple nice early commercial covers, generally F.-V.F., ex Sheeran.
Estimate $300 - 400

Danish West Indies, Hawaii and Philippines, Collection, 1864-1901. Small group of home made pages,
with a few slightly better Danish West Indies numeral issues, some better Hawaii banknote issues including 34 mint,
useful Provisional overprints with 71 mint, and Philippines 223 ($1) and 225 ($5, only 782 issued), usual mixed
condition, with several useful items, generally F.-V.F., ex Keller.
Estimate $300 - 400
Hawaii, Collection, 1853-1893. Neatly mounted in Scott Specialty album, with a few numerals, complete
banknotes and nearly complete provisionals, complete officials, great cut squares and entires, a few revenues and a
few specimens, with (mint, unless noted otherwise): 5 (used) with APS certificate, 9, 10-11, 10 bottom margin strip of
four with PF certificate, 19, 22 with APS certificate, 23 with APS certificate, 24, 26, 29 (2), 30-34, 35-36, 37-41, 42-49,
50-51, 52-52C, 53-61, 62-64, 65-66, 67-73, 74-82, O1-6, UX1-3 cut squares, UX5-7 cut squares, U5 entire, UE1 entire,
UX1-4 entires, UX5-7 entires, UX9 entires, R8, R9 (used), R12, R16, 10S-11S, 29S, 50S-51S, 6c and 8c Kahului
Railroad Co. Parcel Stamps, overall condition appears better than usual, with some occasional gum issues or tiny
faults, generally F.-V.F., ex Sheeran. Scott approximately $10,000 (Owner’s).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Hawaii, Officials Accumulation, 1896. Consisting of O1 (12 mint, 57 used), O2 (7 mint, 31 used), O3 (4
mint, 3 used), O4 (25 mint, 14 used), O5 (6 mint, 1 used), typical mixed condition and centering with several stamps
faded or with gum issues (some stamps without gum) that you would typically see from stamps of this climate, better
than usually seen quality, generally F.-V.F. appearance. Scott $4,612.
Estimate $800 - 1,200

Ryukyus, Parallel Mint and Used Collection, 1948-72. Each complete, less #17, neatly arrayed on Vario
stockpages; mint collection, without #7a, is never hinged, and includes #1a-6a, 8a, 16A, 16B, 51a, 52a, 120a and
195a-199a, plus Airs and Special Delivery; used also without #E1, but includes #4a, 6a, 8a, 16A, 51a and 52a; nicely
centered and clean throughout, with cancels (mostly c.d.s.’s, but a few rollers as well) unobtrusive, Very Fine, album- or
stock ready.
Estimate $400 - 600
Ryukyus, Near-Complete Mint Collection, 1948-72. Housed in a Scott Specialty album; all but #18 either
mint or never hinged (the vast majority the latter), with the collection complete from 1952 on; starts with a mix of first and
second printings of the First Issue, with Currency Conversion set complete, souvenir sheets, many full panes of stamps
(in addition to the singles), Airs complete (basic and overprinted), #E1 hinged; album includes pages for Provisional
Issues, Revenues, Unemployment Insurance, Letter Sheets and Postal Cards (single and message-reply); fresh and
clean, Very Fine, ex Winston.
Estimate $350 - 500
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H/m
U.S. and Possessions, Sprawling mint & used Holding, 1851-2000s. Well organized and identified on
stock pages in five gigantic binders, quantities range from one or two to many, some highlights we saw in flipping include
used: 10; 10A; 71; mint 11; 222; 233-6; 278 specimen; 319g; 287-8; 294-8; 331-40; there is a nice run of items by issue
including some nicer cancels starting with the 1851s up through the 1920s where its just stock, later period includes
blocks & plate blocks such as 581-91; 704-15, national parks with Farley positions and souvenir sheets: 730-1 (17) sets;
735 (14); 750-1 (6)+; the third volume is eclectic with plates C10(3); more souvenir sheets, booklet panes, blocks of 257
& 368 mint; more farlies, 803-34 various, Famous American Plates, 1030-53 Plates; then a bunch of modern issue high
values (about $500 Face Value), then the Airmails- with C1-6 and later (no zepps) but includes C18 and more plates of
C10, C24, etc., a C10a, C25-31 plates, Special Deliveries, F1s, Postage Dues, Lovely Officials with some humdingers
($20,000 + catalog), Newspapers noted: PR1-3; PR2B; PR4-5; PR9-13, PR15; PR17; PR20; PR63; PR112; PR122-5,
ETC. ($6,000 catalog plus), Parcel Post & Dues; Locals including some reference which wasn’t counted, and some cut
squares, the last volume begins Possessions with: Canal Zone ($3,500 catalog); Cuba ($1,400 catalog); Guam ($700
catalog); DWI ($800 catalog); Hawaii ($1,700 catalog); Philippines ($1,600 catalog); Puerto Rico ($400 catalog); the
quality on this runs the gamit more fine than very fine and certainly some condition issues, overall useful and quite a few
plums to be plucked by the winning bidder, viewing would be helpful, have a look and see what we mean. Scott
$120,000+.
Estimate $8,000 - 12,000

289

HH/H

34

U.S. Possessions, Tucked-Away Holding, 19th & 20th Century. On various pages and a well-worn Elbe
stockbook, old-school all the way, we note Hawaii (mostly reprints); Shanghai’s (includes high values mint); Canal Zone
on stockcards and sales sheets with blocks and varieties, specialized collection on album leaves (Cat $3,678); seven
various old auction lots on original album pages —about $2800 catalog value here, then folders of Philippines (over
$3,000 catalog) Guam (over $6,800 catalog) then Danish West Indies (catalog $750), an interesting oldie but goodie lot
and unchecked for potential varieties, the occasional very good or fine and some faults as one might expect, viewing
invited, generally F.-V.F. Scott approximately $30,000 (Owner’s).
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
U.S. Possessions, Old Time Mint & Used Collection, 1865-1972. A brilliant collection with many unusual
item in a stockbook & an album, includes Canal Zone with first day covers, first flight covers and a mint postal stationary
collection including U12, U13 (2), mint Cuba J2-J4, Hawaii mint 71, 72, Philippines with used 213-217, mint 495 & E1,
mint imperf pairs 348-350, plate blocks 340-341, Japanese Occupationals, huge potential, inspection invited, F.-V.F.,
ex Sheeran.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
U.S. Possessions, The Seven Sisters Collection, 1873-1946. All never hinged in a Scott Specialty album;
from Canal Zone to Puerto Rico, a pretty compilation of issues; bulk of the holding comes from the Canal Zone and
Philippines which, along with Hawaii, account for the majority of the collection’s value; Canal Zone features overprints
on both Panama and US stamps, along with a largely complete run of inscribed issues; Hawaii includes a number of
Provisional Government overprints; Philippines offers a nice array of overprints from 1899, and largely complete from
1934 including Victory overprints and Japanese Occupation issues; fresh and clean throughout, F.-V.F. with much
better, inspection invited. Scott $2,000+.
Estimate $500 - 750
U.S. Possessions, Collection, 1980s-’90s. Palau, Marshall Islands and Micronesia in a total of eight
albums (seven White Ace, one Scott Specialty), plus a binder and additional pages loose, o.g., mostly never hinged,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
U.S. Possessions, Mint & Used Collection, 1866-1945. Presented in a Scott album, mint unless noted
Canal Zone 2, 14, 20, Cuba J3-J4DWI J1-J4, Guam 10, Hawaii 30-34, useful Philippines, Puerto Rico 210-214, nice
starter’s collection, please review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
U.S. Possessions, Mint & Used Collection, 1898-1905. Includes mint 4-8, 13-14, J7-J9, Cuba 224-226,
J2-J4, Guam 1-2, 5, 10, Hawaii 46, 58, 60, 62, Philippines mint & used, with mint postal stationery, an inexpensive
option to restock, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

U.S. and Possessions, All-Mint Collection, 1934-40. Mounted on Scott Specialty pages for the US proper,
Canal Zone and Philippines; our spot-checks show US and Canal Zone mostly never hinged, while Philippines are a mix
of never or very lightly hinged; US runs from the National Parks series through #902, with full Prexies, National Park
sheetlets (hinged), Famous Americans, etc.; Canal Zone includes #117a, overprinted ½¢ and 1½c Prexies, #120-135
and C15-C20; Philippines run virtually complete between #383 and #460 with “Commonwealth” overprints, plus
#C52-C53, C54-C56, O15-O24, etc.; incredibly fresh, with nearly all as bright as when they were printed, Very Fine on
the whole, a nice arrangement of mid-period material; viewing urged.
Estimate $150 - 200
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United Nations, Mint & Used Collection, 1951-2015. Desirable collection that includes inscription block
collection, Geneva presentation packs, souvenir sheets, mint & used stock, 9 volumes of UNICEF material, first day
covers & postal stationery, review is urged, overall Very Fine, ex Sheeran.
Estimate $400 - 600
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United Nations, Three-Office Collection, 1951-85. Two formats, and a partridge in a pear tree; four Scott
Specialty albums with pages (and the odd 1990 Human Rights issue) continuing to 2000; pages for singles and for
marginal inscription blocks from each of the New York, Geneva and Vienna Offices, plus a smattering of stationery; note
two examples of #38, one a First Day-cancelled Type I, the other a mint (never hinged?) Type II; New York includes
blocks of four, some complete sheets, etc.; a solid holding, Very Fine overall, bird and tree not included, ex Winston.
Estimate $300 - 400

U.S. Possessions in the Pacific, Mint Collection 1984-2015. Fresh clean collection, with Marshall Islands
in 5 volumes, includes hundreds of first day covers, Palau in 2 volumes, and Micronesia in a volume, approximately
$900.00 in total face, a pleasant lot, F.-V.F., ex Sheeran.
Estimate $500 - 750
U.S. Possessions in the Pacific, Collections, 1983-94. In three Scott binders. Palau and Micronesia
appear mostly complete from 1983-94 and with blank pages to 2000, also includes souvenir sheets, booklets and
booklet panes; Marshall Islands is well filled from 1989-99 and with blank pages to 2000, and includes sheets and
booklets, the World War II set is in singles and sheets for the included years, Excellent beginnings, three lovely
collections just waiting to be expanded, all included stamps appear to be choice never hinged and mounted on
expensive album pages, high face value, original acquisition cost was huge, Extremely Fine group, ex Winston (no
photo).
Estimate $250 - 350
United Nations, Mint Collection, 1951-2005. Eight White Ace albums with a mint collection, plus mailing
envelopes and folders with mint stamps, souvenir sheets and full sheets, come explore this super lot, mixed condition,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
United Nations, Large Holding, 1951-2001. In fifteen albums or stock books, six of which seem to contain
the meat of the collection, with separate books for New York, Geneva and Vienna, there seem to be a few albums for
various duplicates, two albums for souvenir cards from the 1980’s, one stock book for various large items, plate blocks,
large booklets, first day covers, etc., three large stock books of plate blocks and an album of flag first day covers,
generally F.-V.F., ex Sheeran.
Estimate $500 - 750
United Nations, Collection / Dealer Stock, 1951-1990’s. In three Scott Specialty albums, with spaces for
singles and plate blocks, twelve mint sheet file folders filled with mostly flag sheets, plus a few early 1990’s panes, four
dealer counter books of tear pages of plate blocks and singles and two large counter boxes of covers, with FDC’s,
Maximum cards, etc., generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

United Nations, Massive Collection, 1951-90s. In 19 albums and stock books, plus several boxes of
glassines, sheet file folders, etc., with plenty of value in the 1990s’ large sheetlets that were often forgotten by most
collectors, but have a huge amount of cumulative Scott value, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $350 - 500
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Great Britain, The Wyon Medal and the Penny Black, 1837-40. This extensive collection illuminates the
prehistory of the Penny Black and its iconic portrait of a young Queen Victoria. The bust, based on an engraving by
William Wyon, was most famous prior to 1840 as the obverse of “The Wyon Medal”, produced to celebrate Victoria’s
attendance of the annual Mayoralty banquet at Guildhall in the City of London. Encompassing both numismatics and
philately, the collection here offered documents the full scope of the Wyon Victoria. Beginning with contemporary
medals (close to 50, including two Guildhall medals), coins and decorative objects, along with Penny Black usages (39
covers), the holdings also include the centenary and sesquicentenary celebrations of the Black, with other modern
philatelic items as well.

m/)

There are nearly 50 contemporary medals utilizing the Wyon bust, including two Guildhall medals (one copper,
one silver), plus British National Stamp Show/Stampex mementos or awards (various medals) from the 1980s-90s.
Also featured are two large bois durci cameos, one of Victoria, the matching Albert, along with a 1985-86 National
Postal Museum Wedgwood Sweets Dish (white on black; #80 of 1000 issued) and a Crimea campaign medal set into
bottom of a silver finger bowl(?). A fun, and unexpected, item is a letterpress metal plate (mounted and ready for
printing) of four oversized “Penny Blacks” in denominations of 5p, 10p, 15p and 50p, all with a “Postal Strike” banner
across the lower right corner (when printed).
The stamps include 39 Penny Black covers (one a horizontal pair, one alongside a 1d Red) plus five singles
off-piece. These show a range of cancels (from devilish to Pollock-esque) and usages (including a turned letter and
several stamps severely cut down, perhaps as a means of reusing the “mint” portion of a stamp to defraud the Post
Office).
A “VR”-lettered example is included as well (whose printing looks slightly metallic), along with three Penny Red
covers—including one addressed to Rowland Hill in Bayswater—and four 2d Blue singles in shades plus a cover. You’ll
also find an imitation copper printing plate, a Penny Black Albert (possibly the work of François Fournier), a Penny Red
on (perhaps) Penny Black printer’s waste (in need of further research!), etc., etc. Many of the Penny Black covers are to
well-known persons of the time, and come with biographical information. There are also several examples of
pre-adhesive postal markings, including a forged 1808 “Crown Free” cover (charged 4d postage).
The Classics are accompanied by a binder of material from the 1940 and 1990 celebrations of the Penny Black with a
wide array of covers—UK mostly, but Canada and US noted as well. Certainly the most eye-catching is a multi-franked
1940 Centenary Registered cover, including a Penny Black, a perforated Penny Red, plus two later surface-printed
Queen Victorias, a King Edward VII, four King George Vs, a King Edward VIII plus three King George VIs—many in red
and all bearing the red Exhibition cancel honoring the Red Cross.
Two stunning items are plate proofs on card of the Penny Black, sans corner letters, both signed Robson Lowe. One
is inscribed in pencil “1st Proof—upper lip too heavily shaded./1.11.39"; the second ”2nd proof. November 16th, 1939."
Bringing us up to the modern era, there is a Fleetwood “Best of the Penny Black Sesquicentennial Stamps” by Charity
Boxall (Jeffery Matthews, designer), with virtually all the singles and souvenir sheets issued around the world on the
150th, plus material from the Smithsonian Postal Museum’s “The Queen’s Own” Exhibit.
And if all that weren’t enough…may we introduce you to the stamp snake? This tempting serpent, housed safely in its
own display box, measures 25 inches overall, with its 21 5/8-inch body composed of hundreds of stamps (most Penny
Reds from a cautious peek—though we see some blue in there as well) removed from envelopes, their corners cropped
to varying degrees to produce the taper of the snake’s body from head to tail, and strung together on a central line of
cotton. Among the clippings and reprints in this lot are several pieces on stamp snakes (one 11 feet long and seven
years in the making!). So for all you wondering what to do with those duplicates and space-fillers….
***
On 9 November 1837, Queen Victoria traveled from Buckingham Palace to the City of London. The young Queen, not
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yet enthroned five months, continued the royal tradition of attending the annual Mayoralty banquet at Guildhall at the
invitation of the Lord Mayor, the Right Hon. John Cowan, and the Corporation. Her entourage departed the Palace at
2:00 p.m., making its way across town along rapturous crowd-lined streets, arriving at Temple Bar to be greeted by the
Lord Mayor, Sheriffs, and Aldermen, along with a deputation of six members of the Court of Common Council. The
entire party proceeded thence to Guildhall where, following a ceremony of speeches, dinner was announced at 5:20
p.m., and, having dined and toasted, the Queen set off on her return to Buckingham Palace at 8:30 p.m.
To commemorate this visit, William Wyon, R.A., an engraver of the Royal Mint, sculpted a commemorative medal,
whose obverse featured the head of Her Majesty, with a tiara, to the left, with VICTORIA REGINA the legend. The
reverse portrayed the front of the Guildhall, surmounted by the royal standard; the exergue below reading IN HONOUR
OF HER MAJESTY’S VISIT TO THE CORPORATION OF LONDON 9th NOV: 1837. The medal measures 2.15 inches
in diameter. Officials record three struck in gold, 120 in silver and 350 in bronze.
As proud as Wyon was of his work (he distributed specimens to prospective clients, including other European royals),
perhaps even he would be surprised at the latitude and longevity of his 1834 likeness of a then-15-year-old Princess
Victoria. For beyond the event-specific medal, his likeness of the queen was used on military decorations for service in
the Crimea, the Baltic, China and South Africa, among other theaters; on exposition and diplomatic medals, student
prizes, awards for excellence in various fields; and further on book bindings, wall plaques, perfume bottles, jewelry,
Wedgwood…any decorative piece imaginable.
But it is as the basis of the Penny Black that it saw its most widespread and popular usage. Rowland Hill, instigator of
British postal reforms, felt it a “foregone conclusion” that the first stamp portray the queen, whose portrait should have
the added benefit of instilling in the public “a taste for fine art.” Wyon’s sculpted bust was taken by Edward Henry
Corbould and turned into a watercolor drawing for Perkins Bacon & Co. in mid-October 1837, already working with Hill.
Corbould’s drawing was then transcribed by engravers Charles and Frederick Heath into the stamp we all know and
crave today.
Perhaps the greatest fan of the bust was Victoria herself, who never allowed another portrait of herself to appear on
stamps or stationery during her long reign. (In the Post, at least, the queen never aged.). Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
299
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Great Britain, Massive Booklet Collection 1904-2000. Many hundreds to possibly over a thousand
booklets mounted in 20 volumes, includes volume of booklet types, volume of booklet covers, 5 volumes of Prestige
Booklets, 3 volumes of folded booklets, volume of British Bar Code booklets, volume of “No Value Indicated” Machin
booklets second class, a boon for the collector or the Britain dealer; huge face value in the Elizabeths alone, and
astronomical catalogue value, a must-view; you won’t see another like it, F.-V.F., ex Sheeran.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

Great Britain, Classics Collection, 1840-1956. Whoever thought the Victorian Era was boring never saw
this collection, presented, mostly mounted, on Scott Specialty pages (some pre-printed, some homemade); the
amusement starts with a half-dozen pretty Penny Blacks (one on the whitest paper you’ve ever seen), followed by a 2d
Blue, four Penny Reds (one pair, two singles), four #4’s (including a pair), followed by embossed issues including a #6
on piece with 2010 APS certificate, a wide array of surface printed issues, some duplicated and plated; #57 and 109 (3
each, shades), a near-perfectly centered #113 with socked-on-the-nose London dater, a nice £1 green King Edward
VII, plus Seahorses, King George VI to the £1, along with Offices (China, Morocco Agencies, Tangier, Turkish Empire),
some Officials, modern Dues, Government Parcels, and more, F.-V.F. with better, rare that you find so much so nice all
in one place; definitely worth the time to review.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Great Britain, High Tea Collection of Mostly Never Hinged, 1840-1991. In a surfeited Scott Specialty
album, running from the Penny Black to the 1991 Maps issue (with pages continuing to 2000); Victoria and Edward
mostly used, offering a wealth of cancel varieties, shades, a few perfins, etc.; Georges mixed mint and used, while
Elizabethan issues are mostly mint and nearly all never hinged; note #4 single with Ivory Head (?) plus pair, a solid start
to a plating of #33, 1919 and 1934 Seahorses (used), early booklet panes, phosphors on early QEIIs, gutter pairs (plain
or traffic lights); Wildings; Machins with booklets, panes, se-tenants, and gutter pairs; Semi-Postals, Dues (including
sheet bottom gutter pairs), Officials, Regionals, and Offices from Africa to China to Morocco Agencies and Tangier,
F.-V.F. with much better throughout, a lovely holding; worth a look, ex Winston.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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Great Britain, Booklet Collection, 1934-2000. Approximately 1500 booklets residing in 16 binders, from all
issues, ginormous face and catalog values, all identified by S&G numbers, neatly mounted, inspection invited, o.g.,
never hinged, F.-V.F., ex Sheeran.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

303

HH/H/m Great Britain, Dual Britannia Collection, 1840-1996. “We shall collect them in an album. We shall collect
them on loose pages. We shall never have enough!” seems to have been this collector’s battle cry; here we offer one
Scott Specialty album plus an even thicker stack of various makers’ album pages, filled (and refilled) with Britain; the
album is light on Victorian issues but a Penny Black plus perforated Penny Reds and 2d Blues are included in the loose
pages; both pick up steam as we enter the 20th Century, with solid pre-war coverage and near-complete Elizabeths;
note Seahorses, a menagerie of Machins, Castles, Regional Issues, a few booklets, and more; all mounted with much
never hinged, Very Fine overall, dealers take note: this is an excellent stock—or postage—source given the duplication
within and between the two collections.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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Great Britain, Modern Postal History Collection, 1960-2010. Many hundreds of covers mounted in 21
volumes, with 10 volumes of first day covers, volume of British Presentation Packs, volume of Machin Head used
cancels and blocks, volume of greeting stamps and much more, a fabulous collection for dealer or collector alike,
F.-V.F., ex Sheeran.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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Great Britain, Collection, 1840-1997. In six albums and stockbooks, mostly full of modern postage issues,
with huge section of many Machin singles, booklet panes and many of the regional issues, in two Lighthouse hingeless
albums and three albums of black Vario pages and a stock book, containing ten early stampless covers, #1 on cover,
approximately 150 different perforated penny reds of different plate numbers, a half dozen half penny reds, group of
Victoria surface prints with several higher value singles, an interesting section of Downey heads, diverse selection of
sea horses and group of M.E.F., Tangier and Morocco Agencies multiples on several pages, a few occasional faults
among early classic issues, generally F.-V.F., ex Sheeran.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Great Britain, First Day Cover Collection, 1980-2010. Residing in 14 binders and loose, thousands of first
day covers, includes mostly commemoratives but with many better such as full booklet panes, a magical lot perfect for
the British or topical dealer, review, F.-V.F., ex Sheeran.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Great Britain, Royal Mail Year Sets and Presentation Packs, 1970’s-2013. Complete Royal Mail year
sets (with some minor duplication of a few years) from 1984-2000, an album of Royal Mail presentation packs from
1981-1989, plus a bin of Royal Mail year sets from the 1970’s to 2013, plus several envelopes of souvenir sheets and
booklets, adding up to a substantial amount of face value postage, generally F.-V.F., ex Sheeran.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Great Britain, Collection, 1840-1983. In Lighthouse album, with a few useful early issues, a little sparse
before Edward, moderately filled from 1930’s to 1983, then blank pages to 1986, containing the following better (used):
1-4, a few better line and surface print Victoria’s, 96, 108-9, 111-22, 126, 139-41, 222-24 and (mint): 30, 101, 111-19,
134-38, 1912-24 George VI set to 1s, 249-50, 251A, 286-89, several Windsor castle sets, several early 1960’s
phosphor commemorative sets, condition is a little mixed, with occasional faults among the classics, a nice mix of
stamps with several useful sets and singles, generally F.-V.F., ex Sheeran.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Great Britain & Post-War West Germany, The Allied Collection, 1840-2006. Three collections in all:
Great Britain (1840-2006), West Germany (1949-86) and Berlin (1948-83), all housed in Safe hingeless albums, Great
Britain with an additional album of Royal Mail Presentation Packs (mostly 1970s and ‘80s), plus Royal Mail Yearbooks
for 1988-2006; two Penny Blacks used (one red, one black Maltese Cross cancel), a handful of other Queen Victoria
and King Edward VII issues, King George VI stronger with Queen Elizabeth II commemoratives highly complete and
mint never hinged; West Germany (in three albums) with nice coverage, a mix of mint and used; Berlin (two albums, with
pages to 1987) provides decent coverage in bursts, again a mix of mint and used; additional eight-page (16-side)
stockbook with even more British and German material, along with a random selection of other Europe, mostly mint,
F.-V.F. with better throughout, worth a look.
Estimate $600 - 800
Great Britain, Unmounted Mint Collection, 1881-1973. Otherwise known on this side of The Pond as
never hinged; Victorias light as one would expect, but they are here, including #89 and 125; a couple King Edward VII
issues, King George V with a better presence (including #185-186 and Jubilees); King George VI highly complete
including the high denomination #249-252; Queen Elizabeth II complete from 1960 with sets of Dues and Regional
Issues; additionally a nice array of Offices (Africa-M.E.F., Tripolitania, Morocco and Tangier, even a few Levant);
pristine throughout, with much material rarely found without a hinge mark, Very Fine as a whole, worth viewing. Scott
$2,000.
Estimate $600 - 800
info@kelleherauctions.com
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Great Britain, Collection, 1841-1980’s. In four Lighthouse albums and two large stockbooks, containing the
following better: Scott #4 pair, 43 different plated perforated penny reds, a stock book with interesting section of early
issues with and perforation 1p to 2p perforated line print Victoria’s, many surface print Victoria’s up to 5/- (Scott 57),
several Victoria shilling values including 5/- (five stamps), a section of Sea Horse issues, several mint early postage
dues, great section of early official overprints, many Machins, condition is a little mixed, with occasional faults among
the classics, a nice mix of stamps with several useful sets and singles, generally F.-V.F., ex Sheeran.
Estimate $500 - 750
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Great Britain: Channel Islands, Collection, 1958-2003. Jersey, Guernsey and Isle of Man, singles,
booklets and registry envelope collections in eleven albums and stock books plus group of Isle of Man post office year
sets, with a few White Ace and a couple hingeless albums and a couple albums of registry envelopes, generally F.-V.F.,
ex Sheeran.
Estimate $600 - 800

Great Britain, Hail Britannica, 1840-1975. Packed up in three volumes and on pages, with early issues
used after 1957, stockbook of used, mint & used definitive collection, and a small postal history selection, well worth a
bid of two, mixed condition, please review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800
Great Britain, Booklet Collection, 1904-2000. Many, many hundreds of complete booklets in sixteen 102
card boxes, includes 2/, 5/ & 10/ booklets, includes stitched predecimal, neatly organized by year & face, light
duplication, enormous face value, review, F.-V.F., ex Sheeran.
Estimate $500 - 750

Great Britain, Victorian Private Stationery Collection. Housed in a Showgard cover album, 35 stamped
envelope entires with denominations ranging from 1d to 2s; an eye-catching compilation with a mix of colors and indicia
designs; most with some light toning, a couple with foxing spots, but otherwise attractive for their age and sound; would
make great collateral material for an exhibit, and an interesting research project for the postal rate specialist (6½d?
1s½d?), F.-V.F., uncommon material; inspect.
Estimate $500 - 750
Great Britain, Regional Issues Collections, 1948-2010. 7 volumes of stamps, booklets and first day
covers, includes two volumes of Wales, two volumes of Northern Ireland, two volumes of Scotland and a volume of
Channel Islands, with a plethora of scarcer material waiting to be discovered, review, F.-V.F., ex Sheeran.
Estimate $400 - 600
Great Britain, Complete Booklet Collection, 1960-2000. Over 200 booklets, mostly common booklets but
we note BK67, a chance to pick up a large group inexpensively, please review, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
Great Britain, Postal Stationery Collection, 1900-90. In five albums, includes registered envelopes from
Jersey, aerogrammes, postage paid aerogrammes, post card reply cards, stamped postal envelopes up to 14p, and
2nd class envelopes, careful inspection should yield excellent returns, F.-V.F., ex Sheeran.
Estimate $300 - 400
Great Britain & Channel Islands, Modern Dealer Stock, 1960’s-1996. In ten dealer counter books, with
three of the books containing Machin Heads with many regional issues and the other seven books containing various
Channel Islands, with total owners retail adding up to over $7,000, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Great Britain & Channel Islands, Souvenir Sheet Dealer Stock, mostly from 1970’s to 2000’s. Slightly
over 100 manila counter cards filled with mostly modern souvenir sheets and sheetlets, many better items in the $20
and up range, with better items that include: Great Britain 870 perf and imperf Exhibition sample souvenir sheets,
BK144 Wedgwood booklet (7), MH34b, Alderney 344-49 two sets of Resident Birds sheetlet set, Isle of Man 960-65
Paul McCartney panes, condition is mostly sound with better topical and modern higher face value items, generally
F.-V.F. Scott $6,200+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Great Britain & Channel Islands, Prestige Booklets, 1996-2008. Approximately 150 booklets, includes a
few Irish & British Commonwealth, includes Great Britain BK145, BK167, BK196, tremendous face, please review,
F.-V.F. Scott $4,000 (Owner’s).
Estimate $800 - 1,200
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Great Britain: Channel Islands, The Man of La Manche Collection, 1958-91. This Man may be an Isle, but
he brings along his boys from Jersey, Guernsey and Alderney as well, all but the latter from the 1958 Wilding Regional
issue (Alderney from 1983), each virtually complete, all mint and, with a handful of exceptions, all never hinged—and
with pages continuing to 2000; each territory includes, as relevant, unexploded booklets, miniature and souvenir
sheets, the full array of Europa issues (many as singles and panes), gutter pairs, se-tenants, etc.; note Isle of Man Dues
as well as Revenues (rarely encountered); Guernsey Dues, a few mint German Occupation issues plus three
“Guernsey-Sark” items; fresh and clean as one would expect, Very Fine, interesting “extras” not always encountered;
worth a look, ex Winston.
Estimate $600 - 800
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Australian States, Nicely Filled Mint and Used Collection, 1853-1912. Mounted or hinged on a variety of
album pages, most of which are Scott Specialized; much better noted, including (used, unless noted) New South
Wales #O8, O24-O29; Queensland #4, 10, 76-77, 80, 83, 136 (with bold “R” Registry cancel), plus a 1d Railroad
Newspapers & Parcels stamp; South Australia #7, 8, 22, 78-79 (mint), 137-140 (mint); Tasmania #2 (four-margined),
11-13 & 14-16 with shades, 19, 27, 34 (3), 65, 76-84, 86-93 (mixed mint and used); Victoria #1, 7a (with 2010 APS
certificate), 19, 78, 133, F1, I1, plus Western Australia in a glassine (no pages); generally clean and sound, though
condition varies a bit as to be expected, F.-V.F., a nice holding of this popular material; you’ll ‘roo the day if you don’t bid.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,500
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Australian States, Specialized Used Stock Selection. On stockpages (most manila) in a two-inch
three-ring binder; includes New South Wales and Victoria private perfins, plus quantities of well-duplicated New South
Wales definitives, as well as some Officials and Dues, along with lots of Queensland, South Australia, Victoria and
Western Australia, F.-V.F. or better, good prospecting for cancels, varieties, etc..
Estimate $400 - 600
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Great Britain: Channel Islands, Booklet Collection, 1969-2000. Over 200 booklets, a nice little group of
this often neglected area of philately with plenty of face value postage, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
Antigua, Fresh Nearly All-Mint Collection, 1862-1993. Nothing fusty in these two Scott Specialized
albums; the island is here presented nearly complete, nearly all-mint, and nearly all never hinged; the Elizabethan age
dominates, of course, with souvenir sheets, booklets, miniature sheets for the Queen’s Silver Jubilee, etc., etc., but her
predecessors show well, too; a few faulty items in the 1862-63 issues, but these are more than compensated for by mint
(with some parallel) that immediately follows; we note a mint #14 Specimen plus a never hinged (!) #16; King Edward VII
mint includes to the 5s, with two never hinged 1908 1d stamps with watermark varieties; Silver Jubilee, Peace, Silver
Wedding and University omnibuses all never hinged; the second album contains pristine, never used pages up to 2001,
plus mint War Tax issues, F.-V.F. with much better, worth a look, ex Winston.
Estimate $600 - 800

H/m

Australian States, Extensive and Diverse Revenues Selection. Presented on Hagner-style stockpages;
comprises New South Wales, including Special Purpose stamps; good Queensland, a bit of interesting South Australia,
Tasmania, Western Australia, and lots of Victoria; generally sound, F.-V.F., a good mix of seldom-offered material.
Estimate $600 - 800
Australian States, Postal History Compendium. Well over 100 items in total, mostly postal stationery of
various ilks along with a handful of franked covers and (picture) post cards; comprises New South Wales: seven postal
cards; South Australia: 40 items, mostly wrappers used to New Zealand, plus postal cards used domestically;
Tasmania: 17 items including three Registered Letter entires, three franked covers, one entire, the rest postal cards,
one a private “Walch’s Tasmanian Post Card” and a message/reply card; Victoria: 51 pieces, the majority of which are
postal cards (including one advertising), postal cards “To England” either “Via Italy” or “By the long sea route”, seven
with “Up Train” cancels, several cut squares, plus entires including a printed-to-order postally used, letter cards and
three covers; and Western Australia: 33 items, a mix of postal cards and franked post cards and covers, plus one
“Official Paid”-handstamped cover; many identified by H&G number, F.-V.F., an excellent specialist lot with a range of
cancels; inspect.
Estimate $400 - 600

Australian States, Extensive Numeral Cancel Accumulation. Presented on plastic double-sided
stockpages; holding covers New South Wales, Queensland and Western Australia, with each State’s cancels arranged
numerically, Western Australia offering two pages of town name cancels as well; many hundreds of stamps in total, with
numerous noted “2R”, “3R” or “4R” rarity factors, including an “unknown” Queensland “195", F.-V.F. with better, a great
specialized group; see them all online.
Estimate $400 - 600
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Australian States: New South Wales, Compelling Specialized Collection, 1850-1907. On homemade
quadrille pages in sheet protectors; a beautiful gathering of the State’s issues, with better including (used, unless noted)
#5, 7 and 9 (all exquisitely four-margined), 12 (repaired), 14, 23, 25, 28a, 29-31, 39a, 41, 44 Specimen, 44a, 53f, 62c,
65h, 72 (fiscal cancel), 73, 87, 90 (2), 120, 131, and B1; many shades of perforated issues, plus Officials including
#O1a, O18 (double perforation) and O32; Dues, #F5, striking Railways & Parcels, perfined Officials on NSW issues,
plus “OS/NSW” on early ‘Roos and King George V issues; Travelling Post Office cancels, a nice range of Revenues,
and more; a few faults, not counted in our total, F.-V.F. with better, a lovely holding with much material not commonly
encountered; be sure to view.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

331

H/m)

332

H/m)
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)
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HH/H/m Australian States: Queensland, Substantial Specialized Collection, 1862-1908. On homemade
quadrille pages in sheet protectors; a lovely display of Chalon Heads and Cameos, most used with an interesting array
of cancels; better include (used, unless noted) #12, 17, 18, 20, 23, 31a on piece, 49 (mint), 50B, 51, 52, 65 (mint), 81, 96
and 122; beyond the “usual”, we find a beautiful page of Government Railways and Newspapers & Parcels stamps, a
page of Travelling Post Office cancels, unlisted ten-bar Railway numerical cancels plus nine-bar Post Office cancels,
State Officials, Fiscals and Revenues (including a lovely eight-gallons Beer Duty stamp at 2/-); vibrant color and
generally sound throughout, F.-V.F., unusual material; inspect.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,600

335

)

336

H/m)

337

H/m

Australian States: New South Wales, Postal Stationery Collection. Approximately 70 items, all arranged
on Vario pages; comprises lettercards, entires, postal cards (including an advertising corner card), numerous
wonderful Registered Letter entires, wrappers, Officials and Specimens; used offer a nice mix of cancels, with
destinations as varied as Austria, Canada, Germany, India, Ireland and the US, F.-V.F.+, a pretty lot.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
Australian States: New South Wales, Mint and Used Postal Card Collection. 69 in all, organized in rough
H&G order in a flip-style cover album; an excellent range of material, including “OS”-overprinted Officials (both oval and
round “O” types), perfins, uprated, many Specimens, nice mix of cancels, usages local and domestic as well as
international, with destinations of Britain, Canada, Germany, New Zealand and the US—even one to Grand Turk, noted
by the collector as an “exotic and probably unique destination”; condition varies, F.-V.F., well worth review.
Estimate $600 - 800
Australian States: New South Wales, Postal History Array. An attractive collection of 33 items (32 covers,
1 front), mostly used within Australia but with destinations of the US and England as well; commercial/personal
correspondence throughout, including a mourning cover, several advertising covers, and a stampless “O.H.M.S.”
cover; frankings vary and include pairs and multi-issue, with an array of cancel types including four-ring ovals,
numeral/town duplex, roller, c.d.s., barred oval, etc.; generally fresh and sound, F.-V.F., imaged in full online; a nice
holding.
Estimate $500 - 750

Australian States: Queensland, Covers and Postal History Assortment. Group of 66 items, with most
used in the very early years of the 20th century; domestic dominates, including a few nice Registered usages; covers
offer an excellent range of mostly different town cancels from Adavale through Winton; also includes an additional 25 or
so examples of postal stationery with nice used items, Specimens, etc.; condition ranges, mostly F.-V.F., a solid group.
Estimate $500 - 750
Australian States: South Australia, Postal History Collection. On homemade pages in sheet protectors,
housed in regular binder; 48 items in total, offering postal cards (regular and message/reply), wrappers (some
uprated), franked post cards, etc.; nice mix of cancels, several Specimens, domestic and international usages,
“OS”-overprinted wrappers, plus premium stamped covers (including an 1854 stampless); in addition, the collection
includes 14 Railway cancels off-cover (some items on piece); generally clean and sound, F.-V.F. or better, an excellent
specialized lot; see it all online.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Australian States: South Australia, Specialized Collection, 1855-1912. Neatly presented on homemade
pages in sheet protectors; begins with a nice range of imperforate and early perforated issues, Postal-Fiscals, Officials,
perfined State Officials, a solid collection of diamond cancels, and Revenues, including an 1885 Railway Fee stamp;
better items include (used, unless noted) #3, 7, 10, 10b, 24, 45 (margin thin), 50, 85, 156 (mint), 157 (mint), plus a £1
King Edward VII Duty Stamp of 1902; generally fresh with solid color, F.-V.F. or better, see it all online.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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Australian States: Tasmania, Excellent Mint and Used Collection, 1853-1911. Virtually complete on
homemade quadrille pages in sheet protectors; includes a nice range of imperforates, shades, cancels, “REPRINT”s,
nice Revenues with scarce and better values, private perfins, Tattersall security underprints, etc.; better include (used,
unless noted) #1-2, 5-6, 9, 11b, 12 (2), 12a, 12b, 15 (single plus strip of three), 14 (2), 14a, 16, 27, 32k (mint)34c, 45,
86-93 (mint), 111 (mint), AR7, AR34 and AR35; great color throughout, with most sound, F.-V.F. or better, a lovely
collection; inspection invited, in person or online.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

339

H/m

340

m

341

H/m
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m
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H/m
Australia, Specialized Kangaroo Collection, 1911-34. Approximately several hundred stamps, on
homemade quadrille pages in sheet protectors, assembled in accordance with the ACSC Catalogue listings; includes
plate varieties, dies and watermarks, plate-specific varieties, perfined Officials, multiples, Specimens, etc.; an
incredible specialist’s lot with huge aggregate catalogue value, F.-V.F. with better, a must-see; imaged in full online.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

344

Australia, Superb King George V Specialized Collection, 1913-37 (17//124). On homemade pages in two
gray binders, covering the ten Georgian issues; mostly used, but with a fair number of never hinged items noted as well;
beautifully assembled and well-annotated, beginning with a scarce plate proof in black, then on to the first series
identified by both Scott and BW numbers, featuring dies, paper types, exceptional shades, perfins, watermark varieties,
plate flaws, printings, perforation types, plate-specific varieties, etc., etc., which coverage continues until the end of the
reign; virtually every stamp present selected for a purpose; huge catalogue value, and a specialist’s work of love,
F.-V.F. with much better, a must-see.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

345

m

42

Australian States: Victoria, Highly Complete Mint and Used Collection, 1850-1910. Presented on
homemade quadrille pages in sheet protectors and a binder; begins with a solid holding of attractive imperforate issues
with numerous lovely examples, followed by a specialized study of the 1886-89 issues by shade (e.g., #163-168,
169-175, 180-181, etc.), with excellent perfs, extensive Revenues, Official “Frank” handstamps, English Mail and
Travelling Post Office cancels, and more; just a beautiful collection any way you look at it, F.-V.F. or better, imaged in full
online.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
Australian States: Victoria, Excellent and Extensive Numeral Cancel Collection. On homemade
quadrille pages, presented in a binder in sheet protectors; beginning with #1, solid to the 1000-range, with additional
examples up to 2087; all identified by town or office; several hundred or more in total, most singly with numeral cancel
only, a few at the back in pairs (some on piece) with c.d.s. alongside the duplex, Very Fine collection, a nice study and
excellent specialist’s lot.
Estimate $400 - 600
Australian States: Western Australia, Highly Specialized Mostly Used Collection, 1854-1912. In a
binder of homemade quadrille pages in sheet protectors; comprising a high percentage of the State’s issues, an
exceptional study of town cancels, Travelling Post Offices, gold mining items, and more; note highlights of (used, unless
noted) #1, 3-5, 14, 20, 25, 25B, 41, 54 (with rare 12-bar “26" cancel), 72 (mint), 72A (mint), 80 (mint), 87, 88, 98, AR4,
etc.; includes excellent Revenues, perfined Officials and extensive letter and numeral cancels; generally fresh and
sound, F.-V.F. or better, imaged in full online.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
Australian States: Western Australia, Town and City Cancels Collection. On homemade quadrille
pages in sheet protectors and binder; approximately 400 items in total, with cancels running Armadale to Yuna; all
towns identified with years in use annotated; strikes are generally excellent, with numerous items on piece; assembled
over many years, this is a great lot for the specialist, F.-V.F. or better, a must-see.
Estimate $500 - 750

HH/H/m

Australia, Powerful All-Used Collection, 1913-96. A simply jaw-dropping holding, neatly presented in two
Seven Seas albums; nearly every Australian stamp of the Commonwealth’s first 83 years is here, neatly and
unobtrusively cancelled; begins with the most royal court of Kangaroos you’re likely to see for some time, followed by
King George V issues, all the iconic commemoratives (including a 3d Kookaburra sheet with Exhibition cancel and 5d
Sydney Harbor Bridge postally used), the lovely Coat-of-Arms issue, Navigators (both Pound and Dollar issues), plus
definitives, Airs, and Dues; several scarce, specialized pieces, including large and small “OS” perfined Officials (on
Roos and King George V) and a few premium high value Specimens; later booklets and souvenir sheets mostly mint,
though a few panes used as well, F.-V.F. with much better, a monumental undertaking that must be seen to be believed.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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Australia, Collection, 1913-1995. In Large Lindner stockbook, with strong early section with some good
Kangaroos and George V, plus some better definitives and then it drops off in the 1970’s and is sparse to moderately
complete to 1995, highlights include: mint and used Kangaroos to 5/- in various watermarks, George V to 1/4 in various
watermarks, 17-18 mint, 95a mint, 127 used, 142-44 mint, 152-54 mint, 179 used, 218-21 mint, 314-31 mint, 365-79
mint (missing a couple middle values), generally F.-V.F., ex Sheeran.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

352

)

Australia, Superb Mint Collection, 1913-2000. Housed in two Lighthouse albums, a beautiful compilation
running ‘Roos to Dues; starts with a solid bounce of Kangaroos & Maps (including several Specimens for £1 and £2
values), solid King George V issues, commemoratives, etc.; virtually complete, with only a handful of stray used items;
includes modern gutter pairs, several pages of noted CTO items, perfined and overprinted Officials, B.C.O.F. blocks of
4, several John Ash imprint items (pairs, blocks, gutters), Australian Antarctic Territory issues apparently complete, a
nice sampling of Dues, and much, much more; clean and bright throughout, with several shades or varieties noted,
F.-V.F. or better, one to see.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
Australia, Extensive and Diverse Accumulation. From ‘Roos to modern in 12 various stockbooks, in a box
of glassines, plus album pages and some loose black cards; generally organized by issue, making sorting for stock that
little bit easier; note a die study of Kangaroo and King George V issues, gutter pairs and souvenir sheets, private perfins,
c.d.s. and slogan cancels; cinderellas, imprint blocks, Dues and Officials, Tasmania used selection, Tasmania “T”
perfins, New South Wales numeral cancels (barred ovals plus rayed), some Australian Antarctic Territory material, etc.;
clean throughout with all appearing sound; most stockbooks with heavy duplication, F.-V.F. or better, inspection invited.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
Australia, Collection, 1913-2004. In two Scott Specialty albums with very high level of completion from
many of the better classic issues to nearly complete modern issues, with duplication in two South Seas albums, some
highlights include: 6-7 mint, 17-18 mint, 19-37, 45-55, 66-76 mint, 100, 127 used, 142-44 mint, 147-49 mint, 166-79 (£1
used), 218-21 mint, 365-79, 394-417, several early emerald dues, many green and carmine dues and J71-83 mint,
J86-95 mint, M1-7 mint, O1-2 mint and O3-14, a few occasional faults among early classic issues, generally F.-V.F., ex
Sheeran.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
Australia, Aussie Rules Collection, 1913-94. In a Scott Specialty album; highly complete, with ‘Roos to the
2s value, solid early commemoratives, full panes of 30 of the 1945 Peace issue, numerous John Ash imprint gutter
blocks, Specimens, complete booklets, souvenir sheets, gutter pairs, some better Dues, Military issues (B.C.O.F.),
even Australian Antarctic Territory issues (including gutter pairs!) and “Local Railway Letter Stamp” miniature sheets;
essentially never hinged complete from 1966, with much mint (and a solid amount never hinged) prior, F.-V.F. or better,
be sure to join the scrum for this one, ex Winston.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
Australia, Extraordinary Postal History Sampler. Over 1200 items by our count, in 12 albums of various
makes and models, plus a handful loose; holding comprises covers, First Day Covers, stationery, etc., with better First
Day Covers, “Ship Mail Room” cancels, postal cards, post cards, picture post cards, wrappers (!), meters (including on
OHMS cover!), perfined “OS” covers, etc.; note advertising covers (some quite handsome), event covers (Royal Visits,
Philatelic Expos, etc.), Officials including to the Fleet Mail Office at Pago Pago, a WWI POW cover to California, slogan
cancels, Censoreds, multi-color and multi-stamp frankings (some impressive), gutter block on cover, several folding
post cards, a perfined “G/NSW” aerogramme, a few post cards franked by States issues, a mini-collection of Northern
Territory postmarks, and much more; most used domestically or to the US, but destinations also include Scotland,
Germany, Samoa and Canada; in outstanding condition for their travels and age, Very Fine on the whole, an enticing lot;
be sure to view.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

Australia, Airmail Postal History Collection, 1927-80. Approximately 125 covers in two albums, with many
pre-1960 covers being First Flights, most post-1960 covers commemorative (three of which to Hermann Sieger);
airlines included are Royal Mail service, Qantas, Australian National Airways, Canadian Pacific Airlines, Lufthansa,
Trans-Tasman Flying Boat Service, Clipper and FAM 14 service, among others, with destinations of the UK, US,
Canada, Netherlands, India, New Zealand, South Africa, and Papua/Papua New Guinea; note First and Second “All the
Way by Air” flights of 1931 (UK to Australia and return), First Polar Flight (Sydney to Amsterdam), 1951 Round Australia
Airmail Service, Queen Elizabeth II Coronation Flight, a 1977 First Commercial Flight to Admiralty Mountains
(Antarctica) and 1979 Antarctic Expedition “Flight Aborted” cover; beautiful frankings, with Registered and WWII
Censors included, Very Fine, much to commend; inspection urged.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
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HH/H/m Bahamas, Bright & Cheerful Mostly Mint Collection, 1861-1992. On Scott Specialty pages; a lovely
opening page of Victorias, often duplicated, a mix of mint and used; 20th century is effectively all-mint; impressive
Edwards (many parallel mint and used), near-complete Georges, and wide-ranging Elizabeths, the latter including
booklet panes, souvenir sheets, gutter pairs, etc., along with Semi-Postals, Airs, Dues and War Tax issues; a pristine
collection, F.-V.F. or better, well worth a look, ex Winston.
Estimate $600 - 800

44

Australia, Souvenir Sheet Dealer Stock, mostly from 1970’s to 2000’s. Nearly 140 manila counter cards
filled with mostly modern souvenir sheets and sheetlets, many better items in the $20 and up range, with better items
that include: 1053-78 (3 gutter pair sets), 2654a-65a Zodiac Booklet set, 3634a-41a Football legends booklet set,
3830a-39a Music booklet set, 3846a-51a booklet set, condition is mostly sound with many better topical and modern
higher face value items, generally F.-V.F. Scott $4,300+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Australia, Remarkable Town Cancels Collection, 1860s-. Several thousand stamps in all, neatly
presented on homemade pages in a three-inch binder; organized by State or Territory, then alphabetically by town;
pages are fully annotated with not only the town’s name, but years during which the post office there was in operation; a
slew of dead towns, with notes on renamings, etc.; most items off-paper, though some pieces included; vast majority of
stamps are Australia, but numerous States’ issues present as well, including a number with mid-19th century
manuscript cancels; in addition to town postmarks, we also note Ship Mail Room, Late Fee, Parcel Post, Registered,
Railway and Railway Station markings, company perfins, Officials, States used in another territory (NSW, for example,
cancelled in Tasmania and in New Zealand), several rare “Posted Ship Side-Sydney” markings, even a French
Paquebot on a South Australia 1sh; remarkably fresh and sound, given that these all saw postal service, Very Fine as a
whole, a remarkable achievement, and great fun—be sure to add it to your view list.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Australia & North West Pacific Islands, Compilation of Collections, 1913-40. Mostly used, on Scott
Specialty pages, two collections of pre-WWII Australia plus one of NW Pacific Islands; note better Australia such as
(used, unless noted) #1-10 (2), 17-18 (2), 38-42 (2), 45//55, 45-48, 50-54, 96-99 (2), 100, 126, 127 (fault), 142-144 (2),
147-149, 152-154 (2), C1-C3 (2, 1 mint), etc.; NWPI #12b, 21, 33, 36, 123 (block of four on piece), etc., plus Officials for
both; generally fresh and clean, with many very nicely centered, F.-V.F. with better throughout, inspect.
Estimate $500 - 750
Australia, Postage Due, Specialized Censored and Covers Collection. Over 50 in all, on a variety of
homemade pages, each type organized largely by former State; Censors show tapes and a variety of handstamps, both
civilian and military, one being on a “multi-value” meter cancel, two on “On His Majesty’s Service” Official envelopes,
two Air Mail Letter Cards, several with additional Postage Due octagons; Dues, with one exception sent to Melbourne,
are all to the US, with a variety of US Postage Due issues used to pay the shortfall, one to actress Deanna Durbin in
Hollywood, one an Official cover, one using a 6¢ Washington-Franklin to pay the amount due; generally clean and fresh,
F.-V.F.+, well worth a look.
Estimate $500 - 750

Australia & Dependencies, Collection, 1850’s-2003. In five albums and stockbooks, each spanning
different year ranges and different levels of completion, with Papua and New Guinea in KaBe album 1952-1993, with
122-36, 139-46, an album of Nauru, a Seven Seas album of Antarctica, Christmas Island, Cocos Islands, Nauru and
Norfolk Islands from inception to 1982, Norfolk Island collection in Scott Specialty album from inception to 2003, with
29-41, Australia and area in stockbook from inception to 1980’s, with Australian States with Tasmania, seven Chalon
heads, Victoria, a couple early seated Victoria’s, ten early Western Australia Swans, Australia 177-79 mint, 218-19 mint
corner margin blocks of four and some early dues, generally F.-V.F., ex Sheeran.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Australian Dependencies & States, Impressive Collection, 1850-1993. In a Scott Specialty album
arranged strictly alphabetically (thus New South Wales falls between New Guinea and Norfolk Island);
Dependencies—Christmas Island, Cocos (Keeling) Islands, New Guinea, Norfolk Island, North West Pacific Islands,
Papua/Papua New Guinea—are largely complete for the period (several have pages continuing) and overwhelmingly
never hinged; States, unsurprisingly, are largely used with varying degrees of coverage; both areas, though, are as
pretty as they come; Dependencies include se-tenants, souvenir sheets (including Exhibition overprinted), gutter pairs
(often with marginal markings), booklets, etc.; States a mix of mint and used but include marginal markings, a nice array
of cancels, Postal-Fiscals, several minor number items noted (e.g., South Australia #118a in left margin horizontal pair),
a mint New South Wales and South Australia #1, etc., etc., F.-V.F. with much better, when it comes to viewing, “hop to it”
is the catch phrase, ex Winston.
Estimate $4,000 - 5,000
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British Honduras, Brilliantly Handsome Collection, 1865-1951. Mounted on Scott specialty pages, a
lovely offering from British America; 1865-87 Victorias a mix of mint and used, the collection completely mint from 1888;
complete for the period less 17 stamps; along with early 1d Victorias, includes better such as (mint, unless noted) #3
(used), 17 (used), 38-46, 52-57, 70, 92-103, 115-126, plus Semi-Postals, Postage Dues and War Tax stamps
complete; fresh and sound throughout, Very Fine overall, inspection invited. Scott $2,918.
Estimate $500 - 750
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H/m
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HH/H/m
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HH/H/m

Bermuda, Highly Complete Mint Collection, 1865-1992. With maybe a half-dozen or so used stamps
scattered throughout, on Scott Specialty pages; pretty Victorias, some duplicated and offering shades or cancel
varieties, caravels galore, with strong George Vs, complete George Vis, and virtually complete Elizabeths; note
souvenir sheets, gutter pairs with numerous margin marking types, a few inverted watermarks noted, etc.; clean, bright
and fresh throughout, F.-V.F. or better, be sure to view, ex Winston.
Estimate $600 - 800

British Honduras & Belize, Largely Mint Collection, 1865-1991. In a Scott Specialty album; starts with
lovely Victorias, mixed mint and used, including a #28-28a pair on piece; followed by good Edwards and George Vs;
George VI complete less one; Queen Elizabeth II solid, with se-tenants, miniature sheets, souvenir sheets and a
booklet in addition to general issues, with Semi-Postals and Dues present as well; 20th century essentially all-mint, with
much never hinged—and pages continuing to 2000, F.-V.F. or better, a well-kept, clean collection, ex Winston.
Estimate $500 - 750
British Offices Abroad, Collection, 1898-1957. Neatly laid out in large Kek stockbook, most stamps are
mint (or noted if used), consisting of Bahrain, some early mint and used George V, 35 used, Burma, Great Britain offices
abroad M.E.F., Eritrea: 1-13, 14-26, 27-33, J1-5, J6-10, E.A.F., Somalia: 1-31, Tripolitania: 1-13, 14-26, 27-34, J1-5,
J6-10, China: a few George V values, Morocco 21-26, 27-33, 34-45, 46-48, 201-8, 218-19, 235-43, 246-62, 263-69
(both mint and used sets), Tangier: 531-45, 550-58, Turkish Empire a few Victoria and Edward II issues, 55-63, 63-64
used, Kuwait 72-81A, 99-101, Oman, Qatar, Sarawak. Condition appears mostly sound, generally F.-V.F., ex Sheeran.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
Canadian Provinces, Pretty Mint and Used Collection, 1851-1947. Mounted on Scott Specialty pages,
plus a two-row black card of additional British Columbia material; holding comprises British Columbia & Vancouver
Island, mint New Brunswick of the 1860s (including shades of #7, plus a partial imprint capture); Newfoundland with
a mint four-margined #15a (small thin) plus nice later issues, including Unitrade #87a and 87x (both used);
Newfoundland from 1923 with much mint, including Gilbert and Coronation sets; excellent Nova Scotia, including a
properly identified #5 (6d dark green); plus good Prince Edward Island; fresh and clean throughout, F.-V.F. with better,
add to your viewing list.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
Canada, Compelling Mint and Used Collection, 1851-1991. Presented in four slipcased Lindner hingeless
albums, plus additional material in various holders; central collection begins with exceptionally strong Victorias,
including (imperforate) two 3d Beavers (each four-margined), four shades of Albert (including a #5b with gargantuan
margins), a lovely blue Cartier (just in left bottom, part of adjoining stamp at right), and perforated issues through the 17¢
value; solid Large and Small Queens (some mint), Jubilees complete (including mint $1, $3 and $4 values), Maple
Leaves and Values complete, all Pictorial issues (mixed mint and used) including two used Bluenoses (one with light
socked-on-the-nose Montreal cancel, one with slightly smudgy roller), mint #243-245, a used 50¢ Oil Fields perfectly
centered (a notorious issue), etc., etc., plus Airs, Dues, “O.H.M.S.” and “G”-overprint Officials, plus Special Deliveries,
several Official Seals, Registereds, etc.; highly complete Queen Elizabeth II (a mix of mint and used); also features a
stockbook with a page of pretty Nova Scotia, New Brunswick and PEI (mint and used), a second mostly Queen
Elizabeth II-era collection mounted on White Ace pages, recent Star Trek issues including two limited edition souvenir
sheet press sheets, plus a complete upper left pane of 50 of #C4 and four complete press sheets in original Canada
Post tubes: Star Trek (two different), Dinosaurs, plus the Queen’s 60th Anniversary souvenir sheets, with more to boot,
Very Fine on the whole, a lot that’s full of surprises; come view.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
Canada, Compelling Classics Collection, 1851-1946. Nothing loony about this Canuck, with a wealth of
classic material starting from #4 and progressing largely uninterrupted from there; what at first appears to be duplication
is actually solid specialization, with varieties identified by Unitrade number; a number of beautiful cancels on early
material, from manuscript to fancy, with much Edwardian and Georgian material mint (and some noted never hinged);
much to commend this collection, including Cartiers and Prince Alberts (the latter featuring a #17a with face-free cancel
and 2002 APS certificate), Large and Small Queens; Jubilees complete mint less the $1, $4 and $5 values, each lightly
cancelled (the $4 with magenta Winnipeg cancel), plus additional varieties; there’s a pretty Bluenose, a beckoning Mt.
Edith Cavell, a 10¢ Mountie with socked-on-the-nose “Old Harry, Que” cancel, a gorgeous 1938 set, nice Airs, Special
Deliveries, Dues, even some overprinted Officials, F.-V.F. with better throughout, be sure to view and calculate
accordingly—we expect the bidding to be grizzly.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
www.kelleherauctions.com
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HH/H/m Canada, Massive Accumulation of Mostly Face Value Postage, Late 19th Century To 2002. In two large
plastic totes, full of 6 dealer stockbooks with quantities of each issue in row after row of mint singles, eleven album of
various albums, some overlapping years, eight post office year sets from 1990’s to 2002, plus loose album pages, stock
sheets, small boxes of stamps, packed glassines, etc, occasional earlier issues can sometimes be found, but not
counted in estimate, with the potential to find some slightly better stamps scattered about, total face value adds up to
many thousands of dollars, which you should consider viewing to properly evaluate, generally F.-V.F., ex Sheeran.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

368

H/m
Canada, Collection, 1851-1987. Carefully assembled in Lighthouse hingeless album, with all of the better
long sets most collectors desire with complete large and small Queens (although some faults and small Queens needs
to be checked for shades), nearly complete Victoria (maple leaf and numeral issues), nearly complete Jubilees (only
missing a couple dollar values), full Quebec Tercentenary set, complete Admirals, strong commemoratives from the
1920’s to 1940’s, with the following highlights (used): 4, 14-15, 17-19, 84, 94-95 and (mint): a few mint small Queens,
46-47, 50-61, 64-65, 66-73, 74-78, 80-83, 85-86, 89-93, 96-103, 104-22, 123-24, 125-30, 126a, 128a, 131-34, 136-38,
149-59, 162-77, 178-83, 203, 217-27, 241-45, 249-62, 268-73 and C1-3, some mixed condition, with usual danger
areas among classics and with mostly sound modern issues, generally F.-V.F., ex Sheeran. Scott approximately
$22,000 (Owner’s).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

369

Canada, The Congeries of Canucks Collection, 1855-1995. In a can’t-take-any-more Scott Specialty
album, with pages continuing to 2000; just a magnificent collection, well-filled from the first perforated issues onward (a
few faults among the 1850s issues, but duplication offering shades compensates); solid Queen Victorias from the Large
Queens on; mint appears from Jubilees, with most pre-Elizabeth material present parallel mint (or never hinged) and
used—including definitive series and the various ever-popular Pictorials, including the Bluenose and Parliament, and
Grand Pré and Mt. Edith Cavell high values; note numerous lovely King George V or King George VI coil pairs or booklet
panes, various blocks of four (some imprint or plate blocks) including Silver Jubilee and War issue complete; Airs to War
Tax all present, along with overprinted Officials, a pretty #E3 mint and used, some Revenues, very nice Provinces,
tagging varieties, etc.—even a “gash-on-face” Cartier in plate number strip of four accompanied by Edmonton District
Superintendent of Postal Service letter to the Postmaster in Seattle; not your everyday Canada collection, Very Fine
overall, a must-see, ex Winston.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

370

Canada, Stupendous Face Value Lot, 1915-2010. Filling 16 volumes and on pages and loose, includes
singles, blocks & inscription blocks, coils and booklets, souvenir and full sheets, souvenir packs and year sets, total
face in excess of $5,000, of importance is the booklet panes & booklets with many varieties, with scores of both, please
inspect, it is well worth your while, F.-V.F., ex Sheeran.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

371

HH/H/m Canada, Compelling Collection, 1852-1984. Presented in a Lighthouse hingeless album, highly complete
for the period; oddly missing most of the 1950s, though the material either side more than makes up for the lacuna, with
many prior issues duplicated; note #14 (3), 15 (5), 17 (3), plus two possible #17a; a nice array of Large and Small
Queens, Maple Leaves and Numerals; Jubilees mint to 10¢ (less 6¢) plus used 20¢ and 50¢ (the latter particularly nice);
a dynasty of Edwards and Georges; all of the Pictorial issues, including two mint each #157-159, 176 (one perfectly
centered), 227, single mint #177, 241-245, etc.; Queen Elizabeth II phosphor varieties, a pretty #E3, plus well-filled
Back-of-the-Book including overprinted Officials, Very Fine as a whole, much pretty material; well worth the time to
inspect.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

372

H/m
Canada, Extensive Goodies Lot, 1865-1975. Presented in six volumes and some loose covers, includes a
Scott album with some better, stockbook with mint inscription blocks, volume of first day covers, volume of railroad
cancels on stamps and covers, great lot for the Canada specialist, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

373
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Canada, Highly Complete Collection, 1859-1992. Exceptionally clean, fully mounted in a three-ring Scott
Specialty album; for the period, we count just eight empty spaces; used predominates to 1935, with virtually everything
post-1937 mint, pre-Queen Elizabeth II never hinged items noted in pencil, the Elizabeths all never hinged; highlights
include used #14-15, 17-20, 21-30, 34-47, 50-62 (Jubilees to $2), 66-88, 89-95, 96-103 (Quebec), 104-134, F1-F3,
etc., and mint #135-184, 190-321, C1-C9, E1-E11, J1-J20, and overprinted Officials complete, F.-V.F. with much
better, well worth the time to view. Scott $12,000 + for pre-Elizabeth.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Canada, Souvenir Sheet Dealer Stock, Mostly From 1970’s To 2000’s. Nearly 75 manila counter cards
filled with mostly modern souvenir sheets and sheetlets, many better items in the $20 and up range, with better items
that include: 321 matched corner margin block set, 1256a-59a and 6 sets of Millennium sheets, condition is mostly
sound with many better topical and modern higher face value items, generally F.-V.F. Scott $3,150+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
info@kelleherauctions.com
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Canada Collection 1860’s-2001. In six albums and one large Davo old time stock book, with many $100’s
worth of face value postage and the occasional better early issue, plenty of value if you have an outlet for Canadian face
value postage, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

376

HH/H/m Canada, Pick-N-Mix Collection, 1897-1986. All neatly mounted in two White Ace albums and a Scott
Specialty album (the latter with pages to 1992); each album large part mint with much never hinged; even the earlies
have lovely centering, with quite a few items exquisitely so; highlights include a mint #59 with sharp color, never hinged
#66, very pretty King George V and King George VI coil pairs; solid coverage from the 1930s on, with great face value in
more modern material; stockpages with duplicates and multiples included; album pages are all pristine and ready for
years of future use, Very Fine with some better, worth a look.
Estimate $600 - 800

377

HH/H
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H
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Canada, Group of Revenues on Documents, 1878-1978. Selection of 15 documents: an 1878 Promissory
Note with three 1¢ Bill Stamps (FB37); a 1911 Electricity Inspector’s Certificate with a 60¢ FE11; a 1937 Gas Meter
Certificate with FEG9 & FEG11; two 1948 Electricity Meter Certificates, each with four stamps FEG1//7; four 1926/44
Checks/Receipts with Excise Tax stamps, one a metered 3¢ stamp; a 1944-45 Unemployment Insurance Book with 5½
weeks worth of 63¢ FU9; a 1966 Unemployment Insurance Card with 40¢ FU74 (2) & a 76¢ FU75; two 1978 Chattel
Mortgages, each with a $10 British Columbia Law Stamp (BCL57); and, finally, two checks with Regular Postage
used as Revenues: a 1923 Check with two 3¢ Admirals (108), and a 1949 check with a 4¢ George VI Admiral (254); all
clean and F-VF. A scarce group.
Estimate $400 - 600

381
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383

Canada & Provinces, The Maple Leaf Collection & Stock, 1858-1983. An organized amalgamation, much
like Canada itself; comprises 1) a mint and used collection presented in a Ka-Be hingeless album, with the
overwhelming majority of mint being never hinged, with solid coverage throughout and including a pretty, mint Quebec
Tercentenary set, a Bluenose, $1 Parliament, $1 Mt. Edith Cavell, etc.; 2) an 1852-1972 used collection in a Harris
album (front cover missing), starting with #4, 5, 7 and 8 (each four-margined, #5 a wee close) and running nearly
complete and featuring many Large Queens, all King Edward VII definitives, all the popular Pictorials, etc.; 3) Provinces
presented on loose Harris pages, the mint and used Nova Scotia and Prince Edward Island particularly nice (no
Newfoundland); 4) various stock/album pages, plus a complete stockbook, all with mint and used duplicates (including
a mint Quebec Tercentenary set!); and 5) a folder with even more duplicates, plus 17 covers between 1852 and 1867
franked by the iconic Beaver (one cover bearing a pair); exceptionally clean throughout, with just a couple condition
issues spotted, Very Fine overall, a solid holding—dealers take note.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Canada, Face Value Postage Accumulation, 1950’s-1990’s. In 10 mint sheet file folders, 2 boxes of
number 4 glassines, a small box booklets, etc., adding up to substantial value, generally F.-V.F.Estimate $500 - 750
Canada, Face Value Accumulation, 1960-1990’s. 23 Canada Post year sets from 1980 to mid 1990’s with
only some mild duplication, two small dealer counter boxes of various singles and a small folder full of sheetlets and
souvenir sheets, mostly from the 1980’s and 1990’s, with a few high denomination sheets and slight premium souvenir
sheets, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

Canada, Mint & Used Eclectic Stock, 1868-1980. Hundreds of mint & used stamps presented in a
Lighthouse stockbook, with a nice selection of Large Head Queens, 126 imperf between pair, revenues, 182 line pair,
postage dues, J19 plate block of 10, precancels, 178 NH strip of four, 90A pair, plus postage, examination is a must,
F.-V.F., ex Sheeran. Scott $3,750 (Owner’s).
Estimate $500 - 750

Canada, The Maple Leaf Collection, 1859-1984. In three albums (two White Ace, one Harris), plus a set of
loose Scott Specialty pages; Scott pages run 1870 to 1984, while the first White Ace album covers 1927-83 and the
second 1859-1983 (starting with #15); the Harris album is a plate block album (1942-84); Queen Victorias start sparse
but pick up with the Maples Leaf issue, while the Kings and Elizabeth are largely complete; much mint and/or never
hinged, with nearly all items mounted (some in the old Crystal Clear mounts that make checking gum difficult); nice
material throughout (including used Bluenose and Grand Pré), with sizable face value in the Queen Elizabeth II issues,
F.-V.F. with much better, worth a look, ex Winston.
Estimate $300 - 400

Canada, Selected Group of Low- to Medium-Priced NH Gems, 1915-46. About 40 stamps, most
cataloging $15-$25 including such numbers as 225, 229 (pair), 230 (2 pairs), CO2, OC1, J1, J6, J8, J9 and J11 (2); all
AT LEAST Extremely Fine and all never hinged. A marvelous lot. Also included is an Extremely Fine, regummed MR2Ci
(Unitrade value C$200, but not counted in our total Scott value). Scott $600.
Estimate $200 - 300
H/m/)
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Canada & Provinces, Wonderful Mint & Used Collection, 1858-1975. Five albums and a box of pages, we
note used collection 1870-1977 on Lindner hingeless pages, mint & used in a Scott album with mint 175, 190, used New
Brunswick 8, a Harris album with mint 68, 76, 87-88, 119-122, 160-161, 268-273, C4, E3, used 158, Newfoundland 83,
White Ace pages with mint 141-145, 211-216, C1-C9, Minkus pages with mint 122, 141-145, 178-183, 203, C2, E2-E3,
J1-J5, some very useful material, put this one on your “To view” list, F.-V.F., ex Sheeran. Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Canada & Provinces, Dealers Stock, 1860’s-1950’s. In two dealer counter books, full of tear sheets,
identified and priced Scott, with Canada 26 (2), 27, 30, 36 (3 mint), 39 mint, 72 mint, 91-93 mint, 101 mint, 102-3, 158-59,
149-59, 162-77, C2 NH, Newfoundland 11A, 33, Nova Scotia 2 (2) and 5, generally F.-V.F. Scott $8,400+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
Canada & Provinces, Revenue Collection, late 19th Century to 1990’s. Many hundreds of stamps
roughly sorted in glassines and dealer cards, with great diversity of Law, Electricity, Unemployment, Gas, Proprietary,
Inland Revenue, Tuberculosis, Bill Stamps, Duck, Game Bird and Fishing Stamps, Postal Strike, etc., mostly from early
Victoria to George VI era and skipping to 1980’s and 1990’s for the duck stamps, includes several copies of the Van
Dam revenue catalog, a great topic for when you have collected the normal Canadian issues and are looking for
something different, usual mixed condition generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Canada & Provinces, BNA Bonanza, 1865-1951. Balance of a big-time collection on Palo Deluxe full-color
illustrated pages (all stamps in Hawid clear mounts) in matching binder and slipcase; rare, and most scarce, stamps
removed but still many nice used stamps and sets remain; sound throughout, with extensive late Victorians onwards;
most F-VF (some VF), including (used unless noted): #57-58 (mint), 59, 66 (mint), 67-73, 74-84, 96-103 (mixed mint
and used), 139-140 (mint), 149-159 (mint and used, including a VF used Bluenose), 162-177, Large and Small Queens,
many Admirals, and very strong Back-of-the-Book, such as #E4-E11 VF, O1-O11, O26-O27 and some of the scarce
Officials perfins, with #OA202-OA210 VF (Scott $1,100), etc..
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Canada & Provinces, Mint & Used Revenue Collection, 1900-1950. Consisting of over 500 revenues,
both Federal & Provincial, includes FU54 (4), QR24 (4), and much more, moderate duplication, please peruse, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350
Cayman Islands, Virtually Complete King Edward VII and King George V Collection, 1907-20. The
Edwardians and First Issue Georgians parallel mint and used, the later Georgians mint; several items on piece with
socked-on-the-nose cancels; used include #21-28, 30, 32-44, 45-47; mint complete for the period less Gibbons #38,
38a & 44, but including several Gibbons minor number varieties and a couple position pieces (including a Scott #37 with
plate “8" in top margin); fresh, clean and sound all, with outstanding centering, Very Fine, a pretty collection; imaged in
full online.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Cayman Islands & Jamaica, Islands Delight Collection, 1860-1991. In a single Scott Specialty album,
with pages through 2000 for each; Caymans run 1900-91, Jamaica 1860-1988; with very few exceptions outside
Victoria issues, the entire collection is mint with the vast majority never hinged; Caymans include mint #1-2 (plus #2
block of four), blocks of four of the 1953-55 Pictorial issue, souvenir sheets, gutter pairs, and War Tax items; Jamaica
very nicely filled with strong earlies, booklets, souvenir sheets, gutter pairs, Semi-Postals and War Tax, nearly all mint
from 1892 on; fresh and clean throughout, F.-V.F. with much better, a great way to warm a cold winter’s eve, ex Winston.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Cyprus, The Aphrodite Collection, 1880-1991. On Scott Specialty pages, mint and used, some are both
mint AND used, very extensive, includes some plating of Penny Reds, with used: #2 (Plate 205), 9 (Plate 216), 11, 13,
16, 19-24, 26, 34, 36, 38-42, 48-54, 61a-67, 69-70, 114-120, 125-132, 134, 136-139, 143-155, 183-197; mint o.g.: #1, 2
(Plates 201, 208, 215, 216, 218), 8 (Plate 201, 208), 10, 11, 12, 19-24, 28-34, 36, 38-43, 45, 48-54, 56-57, 61a-64,
66-67, 73-75, 79, 80-81, 82, 85, 89-107, 114-120, 125-134, 143-155, 158-159, 168-182; mint never hinged: #136-139,
164-166, 183-193, 206-218, 219-221, 226a, 229-231, 244-246, 262-265, 278-291, 351-364, 538-551, 640-654, 668a,
686, 737-751, 752-787, generally F.-V.F., ex Winston.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Dominica, Delightful Mostly Mint Collection, 1874-1992. In two Scott Specialty albums, the first with
pages to 1994, the second with 1995-2000 pages plus War Tax issues; a substantially complete collection,
overwhelmingly mint, most of which is never hinged; starts with a #1 (no gum) and a nice array of fresh mint and used
Queen Victorias; Edwards strong, including #47 Specimen and 1908-10 set mint (with used duplicates, several
displaying shades); collection is essentially complete from 1928 on, with King George VI Pictorials and Omnibus issues,
Queen Elizabeth II Pictorials, etc.; much Topical material present, along with complete booklets, souvenir sheets, and
more, F.-V.F. or better, inspect, ex Winston.
Estimate $500 - 750
info@kelleherauctions.com
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Falkland Islands, South Atlantic Adventure Collection, 1878-1993. In a Scott Specialty album
comprising British Antarctic Territory (1963-93), Falkland Islands & Dependencies (1878-1993) and South Georgia
(1969-92); BAT complete mint with all but a few items never hinged, and includes #78 with inverted watermark and a
second example (in a pair) with complete gray offset on gum; Falkland Islands begin with mostly used Victorias
(incredibly pretty, from #1), with a selection of mint hinged Edwards and essentially complete Georges and Elizabeths
nearly all of which are never hinged, with Semi-Postals, Dues, War Tax, three “F.I.G.A.S.” Freight stamps, booklets,
souvenir sheets, gutter pairs or blocks, etc.; Dependencies complete mint, all but the First Issue never hinged; South
Georgia complete never hinged, with a couple minor number varieties as well; exceptionally fresh throughout, Very
Fine on the whole, bring this one in from the cold, ex Winston.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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Falkland Islands, Used Queen Elizabeth II Assortment, 1953-1980s. Small collection of complete sets
and souvenir sheets, plus additional miscellaneous complete sets including a few British Antarctic Territory and South
Georgia and minor duplication, all just as originally purchased at auction; clean and F-VF. Scott $825.
Estimate $200 - 300

398

HH/H/m Fiji, The “Bula!” Collection, 1871-2003. And a hearty “Welcome!” it is, too; mounted on mostly Scott
Specialty pages in two binders (one Specialty, one general); highly complete less the first issues and the 1980s,
overwhelmingly mint with much never hinged; begins with an unused #15 and runs from there, the 19th century issues
offering an interesting mix of cancels, the Edwardians onward essentially complete mint; the collector noted most of the
never hinged pre-Elizabeths (along with a revenue cancel on #91), with nearly all Queen Elizabeth II items never
hinged, including later souvenir sheets, etc.; in addition to regular issues, Semi-Postals are near-complete, plus 1918
and 1940 Dues sets; one or two nibbed corners among the Classics, but exceptional quality on the whole, Very Fine
overall, well worth inspection, ex Sheeran.
Estimate $800 - 1,200

399

H/m
Fiji, Collection, 1924-2000. Neatly hinged in Scott Specialty album, with high level of completion to 1994
(followed by empty pages to 2000), with several early Coat of Arms and surcharges, with 33-35 mint, 33 used, 35 used,
38 mint, 51 used, mostly complete from George V to 1994 with George V mostly complete mint sets (Die I set only
missing £1 value and 2/6 is used, Die II set, only 2s is used) and George VI 117-131B mint, generally F.-V.F., ex
Winston.
Estimate $500 - 750

400

H/)

HH/H/m

Falkland Islands, Highly Complete Mint Collection, 1878-1980. Mounted on Scott Specialty pages,
complete from the 1935 Jubilee issue, and needing just a handful of stamps prior to complete; all mint except #2 with a
face-free cancel; vibrant colors and clean paper throughout; features Victorias to the 5s, Edwards to the 3s, King
George V sets to the 5s (Tercentenary to the shilling), plus all King George VI and Queen Elizabeth II issues; also
included are the 1982 Semi-Postal, 1918 War Tax plus all Dependencies complete, Very Fine on the whole, add this to
your Patagonian Shelf. Scott $6,817.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Falkland Islands, Lovely Mint Collection, 1878-1981. Presented in a slipcased 15-page (30-side)
stockbook and a Lindner hingeless album; stockbook runs to about 1980, the album 1982-91, each covering both the
Falklands proper and Dependencies; starts with a pretty array of Victorias (just a few used, including a bisect plus a strip
of four on piece), with better mint including #3-4, 20-21, 29 (right margin horizontal pair), 36, 38, 54-63, never hinged
Silver Wedding, etc.; numerous souvenir sheets, gutter pairs, marginal inscriptions, sideways watermarks (noted),
plate flaws on King George VI Dependencies issues, and much, much more; crisp printing and clean colors and paper
throughout, Very Fine overall, well worth the time to view, ex Sheeran.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Falkland Islands, Mint Accumulation, 1975-1990. Several hundred stamps in glassines, each glassine
holds a set, includes 122-127, 146, 158-161, 197-209, 227-230, 237-240, 245-249, 260-274, 1L88-1L91, 5L1-5L8,
please inspect, what was checked was o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $1,635.
Estimate $400 - 600

Ghana, Comprehensive Specialized Collection, 1938-1990. Hinged or mounted into twelve White Ace
albums, with the core of the collection in five of the albums containing an interesting mint section of later issues in both
perf and imperf sets and souvenir sheets, many of which don’t appear to be listed in Scott, as well as an album of early
issues on first day covers, with a couple souvenir covers of the QEII Gold Coast set with the Independence overprint
with Scott unlisted (possibly private) “GHANA” overprints, the remaining six albums seem to be duplicates, possibly one
of the most specialized collection of this country we have ever seen, generally F.-V.F., ex Sheeran.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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Guyana, Doll of a Collection, 1966-92. Essentially complete never hinged in three Scott Specialty albums
with pages continuing to 2000; absolutely massive with hundreds of complete sets, souvenir and miniature sheets,
complete panes, booklets, se-tenants, and extensive surcharge types including Air, Special Delivery, anniversaries,
philatelic expositions, etc., etc.; fresh and bright, this colorful collection includes much of Topical interest as well, Very
Fine, inspect, ex Winston.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

406

HH/H/m

50

Gibraltar, The Trafalgar Collection, 1886-1991. On Scott Specialty pages, mint and used, many both mint
AND used, beginning in 1963, most are mint never hinged in black Showguard-style mounts; includes, used: #1-2, 13,
19, 23-24, 29-31, 37, 41, 84, 96-99, 109b, J1-J3 (blocks-of-four); mint o.g.: #1, 8-9, 14, 19, 21, 22-25, 29-31, 32-35,
36A-37, 39-44, 46, 49, 56-56a, 57, 59a, 96-99, 108a, 110a, 111a, 147-160; mint never hinged: #58, 60, 97a
(block-of-four), 100-103, 108b, 118, 161-185, 186-199, 241-272, 296-302, 309a, 416-430, 508-529, 521-542, 521-542,
544-548, 556-584, 585-603; also includes over 20 (most mint) Heligoland stamps and two wrappers, generally F.-V.F.,
ex Winston.
Estimate $500 - 750
Gilbert & Ellice Islands & Kiribati, The International Date-Line Collection, 1911-94. Extensive, mainly
mint, some both mint AND used, later stamps apparently mint never hinged in black Showguard-style mounts;
highlights include, mint o.g.: #3-4, 8-11, 23, 33-36, 40-51, 54-55, J1-J8; mint never hinged: # 173-187, 244a, 327-340A
(set of singles and set of margin gutter pairs), 384-399 (regular set and a set with scarce “Specimen” overprints),
480-483, 517-521, 540-554, 557-561, 573-577, 611-612; with specialty items like gutter pairs, souvenir
sheets/mini-sheetlets, booklets, Specimens, generally F.-V.F., ex Winston.
Estimate $600 - 800
Grenada and St. Vincent Grenadines, Topical Paradise Collection, 1973-1992. In two Minkus
Specialized albums, mostly mint, mostly mint never hinged extremely extensive, St. Vincent Grenadines is almost
complete; the collector apparently ran out of black Showguard-style mounts, so some issues are lightly hinged; this a
treasure trove for the topicalist, from Disney, Animals, Fish, Trans, B.C. Omnibus sets, QEII, Royal Weddings, Lady
Diana, etc.; highlights include (mint never hinged), Grenada Grenadines: #75-82, 174-181, 341-349, 350-359,
360-372, 388-391, 411-420, 460-464, 560-568, 580-589, 1136-1143, 1164-1174, 1181 sheetlet-of-ten, 1216-1225,
1226-1235, 1246-1253, 1331-1340, 1372-1373, 1383-1394; St. Vincent Grenadines: #33-51, 699-708, 709-714,
715-724, 725-731, 749-768, 769-778, 779-90 (plus additional set with “Specimen” overprints), 819-828, 829-834,
835-839, 867-881, 882-896, 897-911, 914-928, 929-943, 958-963; with many souvenir sheets; St. Vincent Grenadines
include some scarce imperforate pairs and dozens of stamps with Specimen overprints. A bucaneer’s bonanza from
these mysterious islands, generally F.-V.F., ex Winston.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Grenada, This Collection Is Da Bomb, 1861-1992. Taking two Scott Specialty albums to hold it all; nice
selection of Victoria Chalon Heads and Cameos (including surcharges and a mint tête-bêche pair of #20), basic
Edwards, George Vs up to the 10s value plus Jubilees (mint), George VI complete with much never hinged, and highly
complete Elizabeth including souvenir sheets and booklets; much of Topical interest (Flora & Fauna, Mushrooms,
Disney, Space, Baseball, etc.); Airs included as well; pages continue to 1999, offering an easy way to expand, F.-V.F.
with much better, be sure to view, ex Winston.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Hong Kong, The Pearl of the Orient Collection, 1862-1989. On Scott Specialty pages, mint and used,
earlies are mainly mint, 20th century becomes mainly mint, and after 1963 most are apparently mint never hinged in
black Showguard-style mounts; includes most of the sought-after post WW2 sets and high catalogue-value souvenir
sheets mint; highlights are, used: #1-5, 12, 13-16, 18-21, 24, 30, 31-35, 36-45, 51-52, 54-55, 57, 58, 60, 61-63, 78-79,
81, 91-103, 109-122, 129-145, 147-150, 165, 166A, 168–173, 180-183, 293-217, 327, J12; mint o.g.: #9-10, 20, 36-39,
41, 43, 44-45, 46, 48, 51, 53, 55, 60 (with “Specimen” overprint), 69, 77, 80, 86-87, 89, 91-92, 94-95, 97, 99, 109-110,
113-116, 118-119, 126, 128, 129-131, 135-137, 141-142, 150, 154-160A, 155a-162a, 178-179, 194-196, 198:
203-217, J1-J5, J6-J9, J11-J12; mint never hinged: #76, 78, 111-112, 147-149, 151-153, 161B-163B, 164A, 165A,
166A, 168-173, 180-183, 185-193, 218-228, 229-238, 239-244, 245-250, 251-259, 260-270, 271-274, 278-287,
289-313, 308a, 330-341, 358-383, 388-403, 404-422, 427-446, 438a, 446b, 490-504, 516-530, 537a, J13-j17,
J16-J21; also includes some booklets and gutter pairs, generally F.-V.F., ex Winston.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
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Ireland, Mint & Used Collection, 1922-85. Delivered in 5 volumes, with an exquisite group of covers
including first days, airmails, censored, registered, a mostly mint collection in a Davo hingeless album, two other albums
includes a nice 1922 overprints, careful inspection will be well rewarded, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800
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India & States, The Biryani, 1854-1991. In a Scott Specialty album; earlies are used, 20th century mainly
mint, with many stamps parallel mint and used (mint in black Showguard-style mounts); post-Independence almost
complete and most apparently never hinged; some highlights include (used unless noted): #10, 13, 15, 29, 35, 80-96,
124, 129-134 mint and used, C1-C6 mint and used, M1-M10 and M44-M61 mint; Indochina Forces almost complete
mint, #O51, O67-O69 mint and used, O97-O126 mint; many hundreds of Convention States, mint or used, such as
(used unless noted) Chamba #74-77 mint; Gwalior #90-96, 100-111; Jind #139-141, 144 mint and used; also several
hundred Native Feudatory States; condition better than generally seen, F.-V.F. with better, a tasty dish, ex Winston.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
India & States, The Ji-Whiz Largely Mint Collection, 1934-40. On Scott Specialty pages, mint mounted,
used hinged, each territory represented by regular and, where present, Official issues; India proper complete
#142-167, O97-O108B; Convention States cover Chamba (#70-82, O46-O54, O51A-O54 never hinged), good
Gwalior, near-complete Jind, nice Nabha, and pretty Patiala, all with rupee-value kgvis; Feudatory States, while
incomplete, are better represented than in most such collections, with examples present (and coverage varying) from
Barwani, Bhopal, Bijawar (with several rouletted items), Cochin, Hyderabad, Idar, Indore (#26), Jaipur, Morvi (including
a corner margin London print of #10), Orchha (#6-16), Soruth, and Travancore; majority mint lightly hinged, with some
used interspersed; generally all fresh with better-than-average centering, Very Fine on the whole.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Ireland, The Fenian Philatelist, 1922-92. In Scott Specialty album, mainly mint (although many additional
postally used, with long stretches through 1985 both mint AND used), most in black Showguard-style mounts,
apparently complete by major numbers; all the major different Provisional revolutionary overprints (stamps are mint o.g.
unless noted) including the high-value Sea Horses with the Dollard (#12-14), Alex. Thom & Co. (#36-38), First “Irish
Free State” (#56-58), Dublin Castle (#77-79), and Harrison & Sons (#93-95, with #95 VF never hinged) overprints, with
some varieties (such as #9-11A, #59a-62a), many booklet panes (#107-112 mint never hinged, etc.), complete
unexploded booklets, coils (#87 mint and used, 92 mint never hinged, 105 and 105a mint (#105 in never hinged pair and
strip-of-three), Back-of-the-Book with FRAMAs and complete Postage Dues; this is not your run-of-the-mill Ireland
collection-really fresh and crisp including scarcer and desirable material in great condition, F.-V.F., no blarney, ex
Winston.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
Ireland, Massive Collection, 1922-2011. In 17 albums of stockbooks forming several different collections,
with some duplication as many of the individual collections run parallel to each other, duplicating various issues, with
some useful highlights including: stockbook of early used issues with a couple pages of 1922 overprints with a couple
sea horse issues, a couple Scott National albums, containing some nice early mint 1930’s and 40’s commemorative
sets, containing 1922 overprint set, 1922 and 1940 pictorial sets, St. Patrick set, a stockbook with a good page,
containing a couple mint sea horse sets from 2/6 to 10s, 87a pair, useful section of modern Euro postage, an album full
of booklets from earlier booklets to the higher face value modern issues, two albums of first day covers, with first album
from 1930-1967 with several nice early 1930’s and 1940’s commemorative FDC sets, second FDC album from
1968-2010 and more, and a few other interesting stray items in various albums, with Millennium sheets, 2002 set of
Rock sheets, several nice sections adding up to decent cumulative value, generally F.-V.F., ex Sheeran.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Ireland, Postal History Selection, 1860-1975. Approximately 90 items, covers include postage dues, first
day covers including air mails, last day of issues, censored, registered, advertising and two hand illustrated cover,
review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
Kuwait, The “Fill ‘Er Up!” Collection, 1923-91. From King George VI to the Iraqi invasion, a lovely
presentation of the country’s philatelic output, in a pristine Scott Specialty album with pages continuing to 2000;
collection runs 1923-81, with a couple pages of 1990-91 issues related to the invasion and its aftermath; early material
includes both India and Great Britain overprinted “KUWAIT”, King George V about equally split mint and used, King
George VI and Queen Elizabeth II mint (split hinged/never hinged); nearly all Independent issues mint, a goodly part
never hinged; many complete sets, both commemoratives and definitives, with colorful Dues as well, F.-V.F. or better,
get the lead out to view and bid, ex Winston.
Estimate $500 - 750
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HH/H/m Malta, Bene Collection, 1860-1968. Mounted on Scott Specialty pages, with duplicates and additional
material on two manila stockpages; the collection starts with a #2 bearing a crystal-clear JY 25/61 thimble cancel and
continues with most of the laureled Victorias mint (including #6, no gum); also of note are #14 used, 17 mint and used
(used noted as an olive brown shade), 20a mint (“Pnney” error), King Edward VII multiples with differing watermarks, an
enlightening variety of shades on #19/28/29, multiples again of most low value King George V and Shield issues
exhibiting a range of shades, Silver Jubilee and Coronation issues mint, a sharp mint King George VI First Issue, plus an
array of Elizabethan issues and Postage Dues; the stockpages provide more fodder for the plate flaw/shade seeker,
F.-V.F. or better, this collection has much to commend itself; get acquainted.
Estimate $350 - 500
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Malaysia Area, The Asian Tiger Collection, 1867-1991. In a near-bursting Scott Specialty album, mint and
used, many are mint or used or mint AND used, by the 1930s most stamps are mint o.g., and by 1950s most stamps are
mint never hinged in black Showguard-style mounts, highlights include: Labuan, used: #93-95, J1-J8; mint o.g.: #49-57,
73-75, 79, 83, 88, 96-99, 99A-109, 110-118, J3, J4, J6; North Borneo, used: #59-71, 150-151, J33, J40; mint o.g.:
#35-43, 44, 46, 59-68, 87-88, 91-92, 94-95, 101a, 102a, 112, 147-149, 152-155, 182, 185-189, 193-204, 208–219,
223-237, 238-239, 244-258, 280-295, B3, B14-24, J14, J20-J26, J30-J31, J32, J44, MR1-MR2, N38, N41; mint never
hinged: #139, 179, 222, 261-275; Sarawak, used: #15, 23, 48, 181-194; mint o.g.: #1, 2-7, 8-16, 17, 20, 22-23, 28-31,
32-35, 50-70, 79-93, 109-134, 174-175; Straits Settlements, used: #4, 9, 10-12, 14-18, 19, 20, 35, 40-57, 58-59, 61, 65,
93-104, 136, 137-139, 149-167, 213-216, 238-252; mint o.g.: #44, 45-47, 53, 57, 59, 60, 77-81, 89-91, 93-103,
109-118, 120, 139-143, 238-249, and #256-271 mint never hinged; Federated Malay States #1 used, with mint o.g.: 2,
22a, 23a, 38, NJ11-NJ13; Johore, used: #5, 12, 22, 57; mint o.g.: #5, 16, 18-24, 56, 67, 82, 109, 130-150; Kedah, used:
#17, 39-42, N7, N9; mint o.g.: #4-10, 42, 95-105; Kelantan, mint o.g.: #1-8, 33, 35, 38-42; Malacca, mint o.g.: #29-44,
45-55, 56-66; Negri Sembilan, used: #2-4, 19; mint o.g.: #2-4, 6, 20, 64-74, and #54-58 mint never hinged; Pahang, mint
o.g. #11-13; Penang, used #N3-N4, and mint o.g.: #19-20, 29-44, 45-55, 56-66; Perak, used: #30, 32, 42-45, 63-68;
mint o.g.: #2, 5, 27, 50, 51-53, 63-66, 68, 69-81, 86, 89, 127-137, N30, and mint never hinged # 23; Selangor, used: #35,
58-59; mint o.g.: #6, 12A, 22, 24-28, 32-34, 36, 42, 73; Sungei Ujong mint o.g. #15, 25, 31-36; Trengganu, used #16;
mint o.g: 23, 28, 31-34, 45-46; Malaysia, mint never hinged: #63-73, 120-134, 290-300, 301-310, 311-323, 324-339,
340-349, 350-363, 364-373, 374-385, 388-407; Malaysia Federated States looks basically complete mint, most never
hinged; an extensive collection, generally F.-V.F., ex Winston.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
Malta, The Hospitallers Collection, 1863-1991. In Scott Specialty album, fairly complete, mint and used,
some are both mint AND used, but most mint, with stamps in black Showguard-style mounts apparently mint never
hinged, which dominate from the 1950s-or-so; highlights include, used: #7, 8-12, 16, 17, 21-26, 59; mint o.g.: #3, 7,
8-13, 15, 17, 21-27, 60, 63, 64, 68-70, 98-109, 127, 131-141, 143-144, 146, 191-205, 208-222, 246-262; mint never
hinged: #92, 93, 128, 142, 184-187, 592-607, 670-681, 682-689, 690-709, 720-734, 736-760, 761-778, 782a, B51-B59,
B60-B71; with several unexploded booklets, many souvenir sheets and Europa sheetlets, also fairly extensive
back-of-the-book, generally F.-V.F., ex Winston.
Estimate $600 - 800

Nauru & New Hebrides, Highly Complete Mostly Mint Collection, 1908-93. In a Scott Specialty album;
Nauru runs 1916-93 (with pages to 2000), featuring solid Empire issues with strong Pictorials, Silver Jubilee, King
Edward VIII, etc., plus extensive independence items present as both singles and complete panes, with souvenir
sheets, se-tenants, etc.; New Hebrides runs 1908-80, plus Dues, virtually complete mint with much never hinged (just a
handful of items used); mostly singles, but includes 1949 UPU issue as corner blocks of four; fresh and clean
throughout, F.-V.F. or better, viewing encouraged, ex Winston.
Estimate $500 - 750
New Zealand, Semi-Specialized Collection of Chalon Heads, 1855-72. Mounted on Scott Specialty
album pages, front and back; the basic stamps fill their relevant spaces on the page rectos, while color, perforation or
watermark varieties are displayed verso; begins with #4-6 and offers a solid range of items through #50; note worn and
retouched plates, blues running the gamut from deep ultramarine to pale dull blue, oranges and vermilions, etc.;
condition varies, with centering as expected and the occasional thin, but everything here is surprisingly fresh and clean,
with a nice array of cancels complementing, F.-V.F., given these stamps’ immense catalogue value, our estimate is a
steal; imaged in full online.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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New Zealand, Collection, 1856-1950. Mounted on Scott Specialty pages, with eight different imperf Chalon
heads and nineteen different perforated Chalon heads, 61-67 (mostly mint), 69 used, 1898-1902 pictorial sets appear
complete, 122-25, 127-28 mint, 130-39 mint, 145-64 mint, 165-70 mint, 182-84 mint, 185-98 mint, 203-16 mint, 229-41
mint, most stamps appear sound, with small faults among early classics, several long complete sets, generally F.-V.F.,
ex Sheeran.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

424

New Zealand, Splendid Mint Collection, 1863-1988. Mostly mounted in a Scott Specialty album, with
souvenir sheets continuing to 1996, plus Ross Dependency apparently complete 1957-82 plus 1996; highly complete,
starting with a nice mix of Cameo and Chalon Heads; solid Pictorials, 1920 Victory set complete, and needing just a
handful of post-1935 stamps; note booklet and panes, imprint blocks, souvenir sheets, Semis (including numerous
miniature sheets), Airs, Dues and Officials, plus better singles such as #16, 19, 52-54, 65, 82, 89-91, 93-94, 122-124,
128, 185-198, C3 (never hinged), C5 (never hinged, signed S.M. Falkoff), E1, E1a, etc.; good color and centering
throughout, F.-V.F. with better, inspection welcome.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

425

HH/H/m New Zealand, Specialist’s Selection of Stamps, Revenues & Cancels, 1866-. The basic but clean and
nearly all-mint collection presented in a Scott Specialty album, which also includes stamps from British New Hebrides
through Tonga (New Zealand’s sphere of influence), with additional mint material from King George V onward on
stockpages in a black binder; homemade quadrille pages in a springback binder present an alphabetically arranged
town postmarks collection, which also features varieties of the boxed circle cancels; a small white binder features “A”
Class cancellations on the 1898 Pictorial series (plus others); the collection is rounded out by eight sides of Stamp Duty
issues (about half identified by Barefoot number), plus a range of Revenue cancels, Postal-Fiscals, Telegraphs, and a
5s Law Courts stamp; much neat material not often encountered, F.-V.F. with better, be sure to view.
Estimate $600 - 800

New Zealand, Powerful All-Used Collection, 1855-2000. Highly complete, in a Scott Specialty album;
starting with #8, a nice array of Chalon Heads (including two proofs on card) and later Victorias, nice Pictorials, nice King
Edward VII definitive series, and virtually complete from King George V on; note Airs, Special Deliveries and
Semi-Postals complete (Semis missing a few recent issues only); very strong Dues, Officials (including
“O.P.S.O.”-overprinted #O3), Life Insurance; nice Postal-Fiscals, plus 1890 Railways Newspaper and 1925 Railway
Charges; better regular issues include #12-15, 17, 30C, 35, 37, 41, 51-56, 104-120, 122-125, 179-181 on piece, etc.;
great color and generally fresh, even among the earlies, F.-V.F. with much better throughout, inspection rewarded.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
New Zealand, Antipodean Accolades Collection, 1856-1994. In a filled-to-capacity Scott Specialty album;
begins with a nice mix of Chalon Heads (various duplicated), with solid late-19th century Pictorials; much mint after
1906, with the vast majority of post-1935 material mint never hinged; Semi-Postals (from 1932) include miniature
sheets both mint and used, with Airs, Dues, Officials, Postal Fiscals and solid Life Insurance issues present as well;
everything you could want is here, including unexploded booklets, booklet panes, blocks, souvenir sheets (including
Expo-cancelled), etc., along with Ross Dependency to 1982; pages continue to 2000, making expansion easy, F.-V.F.
with much better, inspection invited, ex Winston.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
New Zealand, Postal History Smorgasbord. Presented in binders, small-format cover albums, plus some
loose, with a bit of everything for the cover and stationery lover; stationery includes mint and used postal cards, letter
cards, surcharged provisional cards, Registered Letter entires, etc.; also numerous vintage picture post cards including
original photo cards, First Day Covers from the 1930s-’70s (with later as well); nice commercial usages, flight covers,
Postage Dues, WWI covers, and so much more; generally fresh and sound, F.-V.F.+, careful review will be rewarded.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

New Zealand, Souvenir Sheet Dealer Stock, mostly from 1970’s to 2000. 180 manila counter cards filled
with mostly modern souvenir sheets and sheetlets, many better items in the $20 and up range, with better items that
include: several sets of New Zealand, Best of the Year with 1996 (4), 1997 (7), 1998 (11) and 2000 (2), condition is
mostly sound with better topical and modern higher face value items, generally F.-V.F. Scott $5,750+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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New Zealand, Diverse, Semi-Specialized Collection. On a variety of pages (most homemade) and
stockpages, all in a single blue binder; some ordinary material, but the heart of the collection is a specialized study by
issue, with extensive 1p Universal Postage issue along with several others, featuring cancels (including Travelling Post
Offices and a variety of killers), perforation types, perfins, etc.; Revenues, Life Insurance (duplicated) and Dues are
here as well; generally fresh and sound, F.-V.F. or better, interesting lot.
Estimate $500 - 750
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New Zealand, 1d to 1s Queen Victoria with Advertisements Printed on Reverse, 1893 (61-67, 68-69
vars). Noted in Scott after #69; 115 stamps in all; each denomination is represented, with duplication from nearly a full
page of the 1d value, to just a single example of the 5d, 6d and 8d; advertisements are printed in green, magenta, violet
and brown/black, and open a window to late 19th century shopping; from soap to cocoa, coal to coffee, beef extract and
potted meats to Beecham’s Pills for constipation (or to restore appetite), it’s clear marketers have always been with us; a
fun collection of these seldom-offered items, Very Fine overall, all are imaged online, so be sure to tune into these, the
original QVC.
Estimate $300 - 400
New Zealand & Dependencies, Collection, 1840-2004. In six albums and two stockbooks, most of the
albums are Scott Specialty and one Lindner hingeless albums, containing: Cook Islands 1-8, 9-14, 15-24, 25, 26 used,
30-38, 39-44, 67-70, 80-83, 84-90, 103-8, 116-24, 124A-26C, 381-402, 564-86, 948-82, 1058-89, New Zealand first
years in two stockbooks, not yet placed in album with, a few Chalon heads, advertising on the back of Victoria stamp,
strong level of completion of New Zealand from 1981-2004 and back of the book, with 17 different Victoria postal fiscals,
27 different stamps from the two coat of arms postal fiscal sets with several better and many mint, AR71-73, Laughing
Boy mint semi postal set, C1-3, C5, J1-7, J9-11, O23-29, O33-37, O38-39, O55-56, O61-71, O76-86, O92-99, Life
Insurance mostly complete (only missing a few values), P1, Ross Dependency, Penrhyn Island 10-12, 13-16, Tokelau
Islands, a few occasional faults among early classic issues, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, generally F.-V.F.,
ex Sheeran.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
New Zealand & Dependencies, High Flying Never Hinged Collection, 1898-1967. A beautiful collection
housed in a Scott Specialty album covering New Zealand, Ross Dependency, Aitutaki, Cook Islands, Niue, Penrhyn
Island and Tokelau Islands; New Zealand starts with several low denomination 1898 Pictorials and is largely complete
from 1935 on, with numerous position pieces included; regular issues abound, with strong Semi-Postals (complete
1934 on), and Life Insurance issues; Dependencies are much stronger than normally found, all rock-solidly filled (e.g.,
Cook Islands with #5-8, Rarotonga overprints complete, and strong 1932 on) or apparently complete (Ross
Dependency and Tokelau); fresh and clean throughout, Very Fine, take wing with this one; be sure to view.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
New Zealand Dependancies, Highly Complete All-Mint Collection, 1893-1994. Comprising Aitutaki
(1903-84) and Cook Islands (1893-1994), each in its own Scott Specialty album (the Cooks binder over-stuffed), plus a
third Specialty album containing Niue (1902-93), Penrhyn Island (1902-83), and Tokelau Islands (1948-94); each
country’s pages continuing to 1999 or 2000; mint and mostly never hinged throughout, with some pre-Elizabeths
presented both mint and used, while Her Majesty’s issues are essentially complete mint never hinged; note souvenir
and miniature sheets, complete panes (many!), se-tenants and gutter pairs throughout, with relevant Semi-Postals,
Airs and Officials included as well (note some Cook Officials used); no great rarities, but the occasional surprise (as
Niue #208 with shifted overprint), Very Fine, solidly clean collection; inspection invited, ex Winston.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
Niue, Collection, 1902-2001. Neatly mounted and appears complete for the spaces provided in a Scott
Specialty album, with (mint, unless noted) #1 used, 30-34, 49-52, 86-89, 89A-D and O1-19, generally F.-V.F., ex
Sheeran.
Estimate $500 - 750
Papua New Guinea Area, The “Come to Papua!” Collection, 1897-1984. Mounted in a Scott Specialty
album; a beautiful collection in its own right, and one that would be a pleasure to complete; includes issues from every
period of the region’s history, be it German, British, Australian or independent; begins (oddly, on the last page) with
1897-1919 German issues, both overprinted German stamps and Yachts; a load of Lakatois from British New Guinea; a
hundred of Huts and bevy of Birds of Paradise (regular, Air and Official issues) from New Guinea; plus Papua (and) New
Guinea complete from 1932 less three stamps, including Airs and Dues; delightfully vibrant colors, clean paper and
gum, and enticing designs throughout, Very Fine on the whole, well worth the time to review. Scott $4,333.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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HH/H/m Samoa, Philatelic Polamalu, 1877-1993. In a Scott Specialty album, mint or used, many mint AND used,
many later apparently mint never hinged in black Showguard-style mounts, complete (except for two stamps) after 1958
through late 1980s, including many souvenir sheets and a few gutter margin pairs, highlights include, mint o.g. unless
noted: #1, 2, 3d, 4e, 5, 6, 7d, 8a, 22, 23, 24 and 25 used, 114-119, 120-124, 136-141, 142-153, 154-155, 156; with mint
never hinged: #242-247, 369-378C, 735-740, generally F.-V.F., ex Winston.
Estimate $600 - 800
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Papua New Guinea Area, Collection, 1901-2004. In Scott specialty album, with British New Guinea set 1-7
(4d and 1sh higher values are used), large Papua overprint set (mint, missing 4p and 2/6), small Papua overprint set
19-26 (6d is used), the rest of the Lakatoi ships are mostly complete (with 1910 large Papua 2/6 value used) and 1916
set only missing 10sh value, complete Lakatoi surcharges, 1932 pictorial set to 5sh, appears complete from 1934 to
2000, complete official overprint set and scattered issues after. Overall condition appears mostly sound, generally
F.-V.F., ex Sheeran.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
St. Christopher & St. Kitts-Nevis, Solid Collection, Mostly Mint, 1870-1990. A very pretty collection in a
Scott Specialty album; St. Christopher with a nice selection of Victorias (including the complete 1870 First Issue, #1 no
gum, #2-3 used), with St. Kitts-Nevis (and later name changes) strong from the get-go in 1903, the vast majority of the
items mint; early issues often mint and used or duplicated mint with shades (some quite striking), with King George VI
sets near-complete, King George VI complete less one stamp, and strong Queen Elizabeth II as to be expected, with
souvenir sheets and a booklet or two, plus two late Officials; a colorful holding with pages continuing to 1999, allowing
for easy expansion, F.-V.F. with much better, viewing encouraged, ex Winston.
Estimate $600 - 800
St. Lucia, Lovely Mostly Mint Collection, 1863-1992. Highly complete in a pristine Scott Specialty album;
nice selection of colorful Queen Victorias mint and used, the used cancelled mostly by A11 killers or c.d.s.’s, with both
basic and surcharged stamps present; good Edwards and Georges, with Elizabeths virtually complete; essentially
all-mint from 1922 on (with some issues parallel mint and used), never hinged stamps beginning from 1913, with all
popular sets, including (never hinged, unless noted) Jubilee (hinged), Coronation, Peace (hinged), UPU, University,
etc., plus Airs, Officials (to 1990), even Specimen overprints on 1986’s Royal Wedding, Tourism and Christmas issues;
pages continue to 2000, Very Fine, a great collection, ex Winston.
Estimate $500 - 750
St. Vincent, Sea Breeze Collection, 1861-1993. An intoxicating, nearly all-mint collection in two Scott
Specialty albums, with pages through 1998; the bulk of the collection is mint never hinged Elizabeth issues, including
souvenir and miniature sheets, imperforates, Specimens (several 1989 issues, including the Voyages of Columbus
sheet, plus 1993’s Shells issue), etc., with impressive pre-1953 material as well; strong from the very start, with the
handful or two of missing items spread across all reigns; Queen Victoria present mint and used, offering an interesting
mix of barred-oval and c.d.s. cancels, with much mint even here from about 1883 on; Edward missing just a couple
items, and the Georges nearly complete and never hinged from 1935 on, F.-V.F. with much better, an absolut(e)
must-see, ex Winston.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Singapore, Complete Never Hinged Collection, 1948-2008. A stunning achievement bound up in two
Scott Specialty albums; the entirety of the country’s philatelic output (less maybe three items), all as fresh as the day
they were produced, with nary a toned perforation or hinge mark in sight; starts with both 1948 King George VI sets (perf
14, Scott #1-20 and perf 18, #1a-20a), two sets each the Silver Wedding and UPU issues, plus everything from the
Queen Elizabeth II era, including even some Dues; modern material includes numerous souvenir sheets, booklets
(usually two of each, one mounted to show the stamps, the other the booklet cover), and presentation packs; fun bonus
material of three “MyStamp Collections”: Disney Pixar Movie Magic (binder), Harry Potter (five binders boxed) and
Looney Tunes (folder), Very Fine, a lion among collections; viewing a must. Scott $5,600. Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Singapore, The Singapore Sling Collection, 1948-84. Singapore, The Singapore Sling Collection,
1948-84, on Scott Specialty pages, most mint, but many are both mint AND used, from 1960s to 1975 most are mint
never hinged in black Showguard-style mounts, after 1975 many are mint o.g. and/or used; highlights include, used:
#1-20, J1a-J8a; mint o.g.: #1-20, 16a, 19a, 20a, 28-42, 62-69, 101-111; mint never hinged: #23-26, 43-50, 112-121,
115a, 125a, 126-128, 129-137, 144-149, 150-156, 161-170, 166a, 171-182, 182a, 183-186, 189-201, 202-209,
225-239, 240-253, 242a, 264a, 272-275, J1-J8, J1a-J8a, generally F.-V.F., ex Winston.
Estimate $400 - 600
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South African States: Natal, Solid Mint and Used Collection, 1860-1908. Presented mounted on Scott
Specialty pages; a slew of Chalon Heads and Cameos of Queen Victoria, with duplication throughout exhibiting shades,
reversed or sideways watermarks, #61 unused with split overprint, Gibbons’ various types of overprint on Scott #79,
differences in overprint lettering, etc., plus King Edward VII First Issue to the £5 value (the latter with a Revenue cancel),
plus Second Issue to the 1s, a mint #O6 (o.g.), and more; even without burrowing into Gibbons for values of varieties,
these six pages tally a very respectable sum, F.-V.F. with better, see it all, in person or online. Estimate $600 - 800
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Solomon Islands, The Iron Bottom Sound Collection, 1907-94. In a Scott Specialty album, mainly mint, by
1920s some are mint never hinged in black Showguard-style mounts, and by 1960s virtually all are mint never hinged;
highlight include, mint o.g.: #1-4, 6, 8-12, 14, 67-79, 89-105, 149a-166a, J1-J8; mint never hinged: #46-51, 53, 60-63,
98 & 100 blocks of four, 113-125, 128-142, 149-166,:232-246,:296-311, 316-331, 431-434, 570-574, 580-596A,
597-605, 606,:607-621, 627-647, 648-682, 683-702, 708-722, 722b, 726a, 727-728, 729-755, 756-771 gutter pairs;
includes souvenir sheets, a few booklets and many gutter pairs; demand for later 20th-century sets is strong, and
catalogue values for the 1985-1995 issues have risen nicely; you don’t need to take the Tokyo Express to get this
collection, generally F.-V.F., ex Winston.
Estimate $600 - 800
South Africa & States plus SWA/Zimbabwe, Jumbo Collection, 1910-91. In a filled-to-bursting Scott
Specialty album; highly complete throughout, including the States (some better filled than others); good runs of early
South Africa and South West Africa bilingual pairs, mostly mint but some used as pairs; JIPEX souvenir sheets, wartime
small-formats, etc.; some early material parallel mint and used, the majority of the holding mint with much never hinged;
a joy to view, with much of Topical interest; pages continue to 1994 for the States, to 2000 for South Africa and
Zimbabwe, allowing you to build and expand, F.-V.F. or better, inspect, ex Winston.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
South African States: Cape of Good Hope, Springs Eternal Collection, 1853-1910. In a standard 3-ring
binder on specially produced pages, themselves in sheet protectors; just a stunning collection, with early material
outweighing later; comprises 23 (!) pages of Triangles—both engraved and wood block—plus a further 38 pages of
“regular” material; all spaces are identified by Scott with varieties/errors noted; Triangles include printing and paper
shades as well as die varieties; we also note #29a (i.e., “THEEE PENCE” overprint), several items noted watermark
reversed, #36 block of four with 1897 Mafeking c.d.s.’s, additional blocks of four with a range of cancellers, Mafeking
issues including #178 with socked-on-the-nose cancel, Revenue stamps (and a Triangle with a Revenue cancel), etc.,
etc., F.-V.F. with much better, brave the waters for this one; with 2001 A.P.S. certificates for #7a and #9.
Estimate $6,000 - 7,500

South Africa, The Springbok All-Mint Collection, 1910-55. Neatly mounted on Scott Specialty pages, the
period complete for regular issues and Airmails less two stamps; incredible color throughout, with stamps chosen with
an eye to quality; King George V Heads to the 10s, Triangles and bilingual pairs, JIPEX souvenir sheets, wartime small
format issues, early Queen Elizabeth II Pictorials, Semi-Postals and Airs are all here, along with 1943-47 set of Postage
Dues; pages present for Officials, F.-V.F. with better throughout, you’ll jump with excitement over this collection; be sure
to view. Scott $2,698.
Estimate $500 - 750
British Sudan, Pretty Collection, 1897-1958. On Scott Specialty pages; starts with bilingual overprints of
Egypt Sphinx-and-Pyramid issues, with well-filled Camel Post-Rider issues; post-WWII complete less a handful of
issues; includes Airs, Dues, Officials, 13 pages of various stationery entires (all mint), plus Military Telegraph stamps
(mint complete, used complete and halves), perfined Officials, even a cancelled Cairo Airport Passenger Fee stamp;
mixed mint and used, all bright and sound, F.-V.F. with better, worth review.
Estimate $500 - 750
Tonga, The Congenial Collection, 1886-1993. All-mint (save three), mostly never hinged collection, filled
with the shapes, foils and self-adhesives the country is famous for; begins with mint examples of #1-3 and #5, and runs
uninterrupted from #10 on, including booklets, miniature sheets, souvenir sheets, complete panes, plus
Back-of-the-Book Airs, Air Officials and Officials; pages continue to 2000, allowing you to invite even more to the party,
Very Fine, a fun lot, ex Winston.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Turks Islands plus Turks & Caicos, Lovely All-Mint Collection, 1867-1992. A Scott Specialty album, very
well filled, all-mint with the exception of perhaps a half-dozen stamps; Turks start with 1d 1867 and 1873 issues mint,
and pick up again with the 1882 issue; Turks & Caicos solidly filled from 1900-38, essentially complete from 1935 Silver
Jubilee onward; we note King George VI Pictorials, Peace, Silver Wedding and UPU issues, booklets, souvenir and
miniature sheets, etc.; pages continue to 2000, F.-V.F. with much better, a pretty collection; worth review, ex Winston.
Estimate $500 - 750
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Virgin Islands, Collection, 1867-2000. (plus Redonda) neatly hinged or mounted in Scott Specialty album,
early area moderately filled, mostly complete from 1935 to 1992 and empty pages from 1992-2000, containing (mint): 4,
10, 76-87, 102-13, 115-27 and 144-58, generally F.-V.F., ex Winston.
Estimate $500 - 750

Tuvalu, Fun Afoot Collection, 1976-86. In two Scott Specialty albums; the first decade post-name change
from Ellice Island; complete never hinged, with booklets, Specimens, gutter pairs, souvenir and miniature sheets,
complete panes…it’s all here; includes town-inscribed issues as well on Minkus pages; fresh and bright as to be
expected, Very Fine, ex Winston.
Estimate $600 - 800

Area Collections
450

HH/H/m British Africa, Lovely Much Mint Collection, 1870s-1991. Taking three Scott Specialty albums to hold it
all, from Ascension to Zanzibar; solid coverage throughout, from Victoria to Elizabeth, with even much early material
mint, the used being largely lightly cancelled by c.d.s.’s, barred-oval killers, a few company strikes, circled “PAID”,
numerals, etc.; much of interest, including Bechuanaland New Currency overprints (a couple types noted), Cape of
Good Hope Triangles plus Mafeking overprints, a plate strip of three of Mauritius #68, several Rhodesia Double-Heads,
pre-union South Africa (Griqualand West, Orange Free State, Stellaland, Transvaal, etc.), extensive Sudan, and much,
much more; large amount of pre-Elizabeth parallel mint (or never hinged) and used; many sets complete to the shillings
or pound values, many Dues (including full panes of 25 of Tristan da Cunha #J6-J10), partial imprint blocks, gutter pairs
and blocks, souvenir sheets, etc., etc., Very Fine on the whole, a must-see, ex Winston.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
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British Africa, Compelling Commonwealth Mint Collection, 1957-77. In ten albums (seven Scott
Specialty, three Minkus); all mint less about a dozen stamps (one set each of Botswana and Uganda, plus one stamp of
the Maldives, according to our review), with much never hinged; each country present is solidly filled to complete for the
period, with some continuing to 1981 or 1990 (Botswana), the Maldives (in two volumes, one brand-new pages only)
starts from 1906—but even here the holding is all mint; note gutter pairs, souvenir sheets, foils and shapes, overprints
and surcharges throughout; oddly, no South Africa; fresh and sound throughout, Very Fine, follow the break-up of
Empire, ex Winston.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
British Africa, Mint Collection Virtually Complete, 1934-40. Mounted on Scott Specialty pages,
encompassing Basutoland, Bechuanaland Protectorate, Gambia, Gold Coast, KUT, Mauritius, Nigeria, Northern
Rhodesia, Nyasaland Protectorate, Sierra Leone, Somaliland Protectorate, Southern Rhodesia, South West Africa,
Sudan, Swaziland, Union of South Africa and Zanzibar, including Airs and Dues where appropriate; majority of holding
are Silver Jubilee, Coronation and First Issue King George VI sets, but includes nice Sudanese Camel Postrider and
Gordon issues (including the highly sought-after 50p value), colorful Pictorials, and more; vibrantly fresh across the
board, with most being lightly hinged, Very Fine, brighten your day with a viewing.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
British Africa, Used Queen Elizabeth II Assortment, 1953-1970s. Small collections of Northern and
Southern Rhodesia and Rhodesia & Nyasaland, plus miscellaneous complete sets and a few covers (also with
complete sets) including minor duplication, all just as originally purchased at auction; clean and F-VF. Scott $1,600.
Estimate $350 - 500
British America, The Centenary Caribbean Celebration Collection, 1852-1953. A cool, quite
comprehensive collection of Colonies, running from Antigua to the Virgin Islands; the Caribbean dominates, but South
American and South Atlantic territories are here as well (no Canada or Provinces); mounted in a Scott Specialty album,
this lot offers a bevy of Britannias, a caravan of caravels and stables of Seahorses, not to mention a surfeit of cancels;
Antigua, Barbados and St. Lucia are particularly strong, with solid Grenada, Jamaica and Trinidad, plus much more; we
note a mint bottom margin pair of Barbados #15, various plate flaws, watermark varieties (inverted, sideways, sideways
and reversed), a pretty offering of Grenada 1883-87 tête-bêche pairs mint, a mint St. Vincent #117 with “CNE PENNY”
overprint (broken “O”, with 2002 APS certificate), etc., with nearly every item exceptionally fresh and clean, and sound
to boot, F.-V.F. with better throughout, be sure to view.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
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British Asia, Essentially Complete Mint Collection, 1935-40. Mounted on Scott Specialty pages,
comprising Brunei, Burma, Ceylon, Hong Kong, North Borneo, Sarawak, Seychelles, Straits Settlements and Malay
States; an exceptionally fresh compilation, needing just a few items for completion; Burma features overprinted India
stamps for both postage (through 15R) and Officials (#O27 with 2005 APS certificate) plus “Burma”-inscribed issues;
Ceylon with all the bicolor Georgian Pictorials (King George VI with numerous minor number varieties); Hong Kong with
Dues and #167 (corner fault); North Borneo and Sarawak are as pretty as they come, with complete Seychelles and
sensational Malay States; expect lightly hinged, be surprised by the occasional never hinged item; all facially fresh and
clean, Very Fine, well worth the time to review.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
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British America, Two Continents & the Islands Mint Collection, 1935-40. A fully mounted collection on
Scott Specialty pages, spanning the entirety of the British New World; comprises Antigua, Ascension, Bahamas,
Barbados, Bermuda, British Guiana, British Honduras, Canada, Cayman Islands, Dominica, Falklands, Grenada,
Jamaica, Leeward Islands, Montserrat, Newfoundland, all the Saints, Trinidad & Tobago, Turks & Caicos and Virgin
Islands; most begin with the Silver Jubilee issue, though a few contain 1934 sets as well; complete less the 1938
Bermuda set and the 1935 Barbados Postage Due stamp, with all sets remarkably bright and fresh, Very Fine, your
chance to own half the world; inspect.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
British America, Collection, 1883-2002. With two Lighthouse hingeless albums of Falkland Islands, one
Scott Specialty album and nine small stock books, with Virgin Islands, with better items: Belize, Bermuda 55-69,
105-14, 143-62, British Guiana 230-41, 253-67, British Honduras 115-26, 144-55, Cayman Islands 32-44, 100-11,
122-34, 135-49, 153-67, Dominica 122-36, 142-56, Falkland Islands 210-22, 2L1-5L8, Virgin Islands 102-13, 115-27,
144-58, plus Angola 333-56 (missing 348), generally F.-V.F., ex Sheeran.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
British Asia & Pacific, Seven Nations Mostly Mint Collection, 1881-1993. In three Scott Specialty
albums, comprising Bangladesh (1971-90), Nepal (1881-1990) & Pakistan (1947-91); Brunei (1906-92), Pitcairn
Islands (1940-93) & Vanuatu (1980-86); plus Niuafo’ou (Tin Can Island, 1983-92); all countries w pristine, unused
pages to 2000; highly complete throughout, w souvenir and miniature sheets, gutter pairs, booklets, etc., w both regular
issues and Officials; of particular interest are Brunei, complete mostly never hinged from the 1922 Exposition ops
onward (and needing just a handful of earlier items—most of which present are mint—to complete); Nepal with a nice
array of mint or used early issues w paper and shade varieties; Pakistan nicely filled, w Bahawalpur complete less
#O10; etc., etc., ex Winston.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

British Asia, The Margins of the Raj Collection, Burma and Ceylon, 1857-1991. In a Scott Specialty
album, earlies are mainly used, some in mixed condition, later and in 20th century becomes mint and from 1960s-or-so
stamps are mint never hinged in Showguard-style mounts, many stamps are both mint AND used; highlights include,
F-VF or better: Burma, used: #176-186, O10-O13, O43-O55; mint o.g.: #13-16, 18A-33, 51-65, 70-84, 176-186,
O10-O13, O43-O55; Ceylon, used: #14, 52, 93, 142, 158, 160, 212, 214, 260-263, 264-274, 319-328, 346-356,
507-510; mint o.g.: #4, 43, 85, 130, 138, 147, 212, 240, 260-263, 264-274; mint never hinged: #289, 319-328, 346-356,
378a-378b, 507-510, 510a, 537a, generally F.-V.F., ex Winston.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

British Asia, Used Queen Elizabeth II Assortment, 1953-1970s. Small collections of Ceylon, Hong Kong
and Singapore plus miscellaneous complete sets with minor duplication, all just as originally purchased at auction;
clean and F-VF. Scott $800.
Estimate $200 - 300
British Commonwealth, Mostly Mint Majestic Collection, 1860s-1958. On printed pages in seven thick
3-ring binders; a true abecedarium of the world, running the full breadth of ye old British Empire (less Canada,
interestingly); an excellent assembly throughout, all mounted, with many well-represented countries, such as (take a
full breath): Aden (and successor states), Bahamas, Barbados, Brunei, Dominica, Falklands, Fiji, Gambia, Hong Kong
(note several B62 cancels…and a 62B), Jamaica, Malta, Montserrat, New Guinea, Rhodesia, the many Saints,
Sarawak, Sierra Leone, Trinidad & Tobago, Turks & Caicos, and more & more; vast majority of the collection is mint,
with most stamps from King Edward VII to Queen Elizabeth II, though with a few Queen Victorias to make it more
interesting; pages are pristine and ready for use, Very Fine overall, give yourself the grand tour, without ever needing to
know another language.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
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British Commonwealth, Souvenir Sheet Dealer Stock, mostly from 1970’s to 2000’s. Nearly 400 manila
counter cards filled with mostly modern souvenir sheets, with many better items in the $20 and up range, with better
items that include: Belize 545-46, Cyprus 226a (4), many modern Ireland booklets and souvenir sheets, Maldives
1757-72 (2 sets), Mauritius 472a (2), Sierra Leone 1167-71 (4 Faces on Mars sets) and Singapore 141a, condition is
mostly sound with many better topical and higher face value items, generally F.-V.F. Scott $18,000+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
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HH/H/m British Commonwealth, The Compendium Britannica Collection, 1859-1975. Not quite encyclopedic,
but a solid base presented in two Scott Specialty albums; one volume is British America including extensive Bahamas
(with some lovely bootprint cancels), solid Canada (perforated issues on, with a very nice mint #E6), a Falklands #3
margin example, plus the myriad islands and South American holdings; the other volume is a general
Ascension-to-Zanzibar collection, with nice Cape of Good Hope (no Triangles), decent Mauritius, an array of Sudan,
highly complete mint Transvaal, South Africa including bilingual pairs, etc.; also included are a raft of loose pages
offering a nice selection of India and States, good Newfoundland, more Barbados and Canada (with an emphasis on
early material, the Canada including a second 10¢ Jubilee mint), nice Australian States, and more, F.-V.F. with better,
start here to build your own empire.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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British Commonwealth, Beguiling Britanniac Bulge, 19th & 20th Century. Filling two large cartons, and
includes singles, nicer complete sets, omnibus issues, circuit books, envelopes, stock sheets, stockbooks, folders, and
shoeboxes with all mostly identified in glassines, tremendous range of Countries and values all adding up to a large
value and of a useful nature, a kindler gentler lot may not be found, have a look-see, generally F.-V.F., ex Winston.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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British Commonwealth, Dealers Stock, 1850-1980’s. In 17 dealer counter books, full of tear sheets,
identified and priced Scott, some of the Great Britain issues (mostly sea horses and early Victoria’s) have been
misidentified and should be factored into Scott price, with highlights: Aden 36-46, Australia 394-419, C1a, Bermuda
143-61, Burma O24 block of six, Cyprus 219-21, Gilbert and Ellice 61-72, Gibraltar 147-60, Great Britain 70, 108,
127-38, 288 (29), 289 (19), Eritrea J6-10, Tripolitania J1-10, Morocco Agencies 244-62, Ireland 149-50 (4 sets),
Somaliland 84-95, South Africa J55-60 and J67-72, generally F.-V.F. Scott $26,000+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

British Commonwealth, Useful Stock Selection, 1840-1990. In seven Scott Specialty albums plus eight
binders of various stockpages; Great Britain dominates, with two Scott albums, starting with two Penny Blacks (Maltese
Cross cancels, one black, one red) and a decent array of surface-printed issues, a used #123, nicely centered used
Seahorses (selection), etc., with most pre-Queen Elizabeth II used, Elizabeths nearly all mint (much never hinged)
including £1 “Stamps for Cooks” booklet, good array of Machins, extensive 1971 Postal Strike issues, etc., along with
Channel Islands German Occupation issues, plus later First Day Covers and maximum cards; Commonwealth material
spottier, but covering the Americas, Islands, Indian States and Australasia, all a mix of mint and used with some covers
as well; a few condition issues among the early material; stockbooks provide useful duplication, including complete
booklets, F.-V.F. with better, well worth a closer look.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

British Commonwealth, Pre-Decimal Collection, 1934-71. Mounted in three albums, mostly never
hinged, and offering a nice introduction to the old Empire; includes Great Britain proper, Canada, Dubai, Falkland
Islands, Gibraltar, Jamaica, Malta, New Zealand, Nigeria, St. Helena and Southern Rhodesia among others; issues run
mainly from Jubilee issues, though Canada begins with Centenary set, Dubai with post-independence issues, etc.;
additional non-British material included in one album as well, such as WWII-era Croatia, Dominican Republic, etc.;
albums are pristine and ready for continued use, with roughly 80% of value in Commonwealth material, Very Fine, an
excellent source of material for the dealer; inspection invited.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
British Commonwealth, Accumulation, late 19th to mid 20th Centuries. In 18 large stock books and 4
albums, slightly sorted into country order with many complete sets from the 1970’s and 1980’s from all over the
commonwealth that start to add up as you figure many $1, $5, $10 and up sets scattered around these many
stockbooks, waiting for a patient person to identify and process everything or for break down into digestible smaller
groups for individual collectors to add to their collections, generally F.-V.F., ex Sheeran.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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HH/H/m British Commonwealth, Dealer Stock, 1869-1980’s. In a small dealer counter book of better items, stamps
seem to be mostly correctly identified and overall much better stock than usually encountered with mostly $20+ to
hundreds of dollars sets and singles, spot checked issues appear properly identified, better items include (used):
Sarawak 17-21, 20-21, and (mint): Brunei 18a, Labuan 112-18, Sarawak 20 (2), 21, 26-27 and 77 (3 singles and block of
four), condition is mixed, with usual problem areas among early classical issues, Scott value has drifted over the years,
so you should make an adjustment in the owner’s catalog value to compensate, plenty of catalog value and the potential
to find some interesting items for the specialist, o.g., generally F.-V.F. Scott $3,350+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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British Commonwealth, Dealer Stock, 1850’s-1990’s. Approximately 2,700 to 3,100 dealer cards, on 101
size cards in baseball card holders, with values from 20¢ to over $100, written many years ago, containing Great Britain
early Victoria’s, Sea horses, high shilling and pound values, good Ireland with good early commemorative sets and
early definitives, several great earlier Hong Kong sets and early Victoria’s, decent British Pacific with decent Norfolk
Islands, a great section of early Victoria including many seated Victoria’s, with over $18,500 retail or older Scott value,
usual mixed condition, when we spot checked the value, many of the stamps have increased substantially, you should
also spot check when viewing or ask for a couple sample scans so you can find a good multiplier to determine current
value, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
British Commonwealth, Broad Mint and Used Collection, 1840-1990s. Presented in 13 albums, either
Scott Specialty or Minkus, some with slipcases; albums cover Great Britain, British Europe (2), British Oceania (2),
British Caribbean (2), New Zealand, Canada, British America, Australia & Dependencies, Ireland, and the Channel
Islands; Great Britain proper is used, starting with a 3½-margined Penny Black on piece with red Maltese Cross cancel,
#2 close cut but clear margins with a black Maltese Cross, #3 with gargantuan margins, nice #4-5, good Surface-printed
issues, #107-109, 179-181, 222-224, with post-Wilding Queen Elizabeth II highly complete, plus Dues, good Machins
and some Offices; of the Commonwealth, Australia, British Europe, Canada, Ireland, and New Zealand are particularly
solidly filled (Canada with full Pictorial sets, Australia with First Issue ‘Roos (incomplete), Ireland with many of the
1930s-’50s set so popular, etc.); Minkus albums of Caribbean and Oceania more hit-and-miss, but pristine and ready
for use; surprisingly nice early issues across the board, with nearly all fresh, clean and sound; additional
loose/semi-sorted material a bonus to fill in those empty spaces, F.-V.F. with better throughout, well worth review.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

British Commonwealth, Dealers Stock, 1860’s-1980’s. In a half dozen stock books and many manila
stock cards, dealer tear sheets and glassines filled with stamps, with a useful stock book of early Canada with pages of
small queens sorted by denomination with 19, 24 (2), 46 (3), 176 (9) and 177 (2), a British Oceania with diverse Australia
Kangaroos and George V issues, a few 1930’s sets and some face value postage, useful early Cook Islands and early
Fiji Crown and VR, Edward VII and George V stamps, some Indian Convention States on various stock pages, album of
Common Designs George VI coronation, 1946 Peace and Elizabeth II coronation issues, a wee bit of slightly better Irish
on stock pages, many loose new issue glassines and dealer tear sheets full of slight premium miscellaneous
Commonwealth issues with some items up to Scott $40+; usual mixed condition, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

British Commonwealth, Dealer Stock, 1840-1980’s. In seventeen dealer counter book and small box of
back up pages containing a total of approximately 1,300 pages, with occasional better items that include Australia 11,
43, 44, 54, 100, 129, 132, Canada, Vancouver Island 5, Fujeira, Great Britain 1, 4, 6, 28, 39, 48, 49, 53 (2), 60, 70, 87, 94,
102-105, 107, 109, 126, 139, India, Iraq, Labuan 99A-109, Lesotho, Malawi, Malaysia, Sungei Ujong, Trengganu,
Nepal, Montserrat, Northwest Pacific Island, Nyasaland Protectorate, Oman, Sharjah, Somalia Protectorate 128-39,
South Africa, South Arabia, South West Africa and Togo; a few small faults, mostly among earlier issues, generally
F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
British Commonwealth, Useful Mostly Used Collection, 1840-1992. The centerpiece of which are three
pristine Davo hingeless albums (with slipcases) ready to be filled; some material mounted already, with more in the
accompanying stockbooks, etc.; for Britain proper, we note a Mulready used Bath to London with red Maltese Cross
cancel, a plate study of #33 (mounted, complete less the astronomical plate #77 and 225), imperforate Penny Reds and
2d Blues, a nice selection of surface printed issues, 2s6 and 5s Queen Victorias perfined, several used Seahorses,
Queen Elizabeth II Castles and some Offices; among the remaining binders, pages, etc., we find an apparently
complete 1937 Coronation omnibus (mint hinged), Canada and Cyprus duplicates, nice Australian States and
Australia, several Cape of Good Hope collections on pages (including “G”-overprinted Officials), Bahamas and
Barbados, a bit of Natal, plus a small dealer’s book of British Bechuanaland (some duplicated), etc., F.-V.F., useful
material for the dealer, plus albums ready to be filled.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
info@kelleherauctions.com
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British Commonwealth, Collection, 1890-1970. In Scott Specialty album, with Gibraltar 1-2, 26-27, good
Victoria’s with 36, 38, mostly complete Edward II to 1s, 46, 72-74, 88, 92, 132-45, Leeward Islands Edward II only
missing a few values (and missing 5s high value), George V mostly complete (just missing a few values), 103-15, Nauru
1-16, 17-30, South Arabia, Tristan Da Cunha 14-27, 28-41 and Trucial States 1-11, generally F.-V.F., ex Sheeran.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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British Commonwealth, Interesting Selection of Used Singles. About 100 stamps that are “overflow” or
duplication from a very nice collection, neatly stored on black approval cards or GK “102” cards; value mainly in 19th
century with highlights including (Scott numbers, all Very Fine) Great Britain #4 (2 Extremely Fine), 52, 54, New South
Wales 31, South Australia 2, Tasmania 6, Bermuda 9, Canada 28, Cape of Good Hope 4 (single & pair), 13, Hong Kong
52, Mauritius 126, New Brunswick 3, and Transvaal 27a & 49; All-in-all, a clean and very useful lot with a Scott value is
well in excess of $3,000.
Estimate $400 - 600
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British Commonwealth, Omnibus Sets Collection, 1935-1980. In nine albums (one missing binder), all
sets appear complete, but should still be spot checked when viewing, with 1935 George V Silver Jubilee set, two 1937
Coronation sets, with Gibraltar and Hong Kong, 1946 Victory and Peace set, 1972 Silver Wedding set, 1973 Princess
Anne set and 1972 Silver Wedding set, a few albums of Princess Diana Royal Wedding with a nice Collection in
Lighthouse album, 1980 Queen Mother 80th Birthday set, plus a non-Commonwealth collection of World Refugee
Stamps 1944-1960, just missing a few sets, includes Belgium B662a, generally F.-V.F., ex Sheeran.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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British Commonwealth (mostly Great Britain), Miscellany, 1850’s-1990’s. With stamp album pages and
several small boxes full of glassines and dealer pages, with a decent amount of Victoria (line and surface engraved
issues), a box of London 1980 souvenir sheets, a group of Great Britain and Channel islands with some useful face
value and a group of better British Commonwealth sets and singles on dealer counter pages, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
British Commonwealth, Goodie Balance, 1850’s-1990’s. Containing many thousands of stamps, with
occasional better single floating about, with four stock books, seven Canadian post office year sets from the 1980’s and
1990’s, some new issue glassines, some Australian States Chalon heads, some better Canada classics and so much
more, some sections we spot checked contained a useful amount of face value stamps and some better stamps that
could easily add up to substantial value, so a good view is advisable; usual varying condition, generally F.-V.F.
appearance.
Estimate $500 - 750
British Commonwealth, First Day Cover Collection, 1985-2010. Residing in 8 binders and loose, includes
Great Britain has 1478 first day cover with £5 coin (2), without coin (7), full booklet panes and souvenir sheets, Hong
Kong 309-311, 347-348, 482-485, Ghana, Papua & New Guinea, Falkland Islands, and much more, a splendid lot,
F.-V.F., ex Sheeran.
Estimate $500 - 750

British Commonwealth, Used Queen Elizabeth II Assortment, 1953-1970s. Small collections of Australia
(nearly complete 1953-79) Gibraltar and New Zealand, plus additional miscellaneous complete definitive sets from
Cyprus, Gibraltar and Malta including minor duplication, all just as originally purchased at auction including minor
duplication; clean and F-VF. Scott $1,400.
Estimate $300 - 400
British Commonwealth, Accumulation, Mostly From 1930’s-2000’s. With hundreds of mixed covers
(mostly Great Britain, and also occasional British Commonwealth cover), much postage in two groups with roughly
equal sized groups of non-denominated decimal and modern (mostly Machins), a few topical items (like Princess Di)
and a few phone cards, along with a full Penny Black reproduction sheet, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350

British Europe, Collection, 1850’s to early 1990’s. In six albums and stockbooks, each spanning different
year ranges and different levels of completion, with two stockbooks of Cyprus 1880-1997, with several early Cyprus
overprints on Great Britain stamps including several line print Victoria’s of various plates, various early Victoria, Edward
II and George V key plate issues, 143-55 mint set, 168-82 mint set, 183-97, 219-21 mint set, Gibraltar in stockbook and
Lighthouse hingeless album from 1886 to 1988, with good selection of Victoria to George V key plates, with six George
V stamps from 2s to 5s, 107-18 mint, two stockbooks of Malta 1860-1994, with 8-13 mint, 18 mint, 28-45 mint, mixed
watermark Self-Government overprint mint set, 98-114 mint, 116-29 mint, 131-47 mint, 167-83 mint, 191-205 mint,
208-22 mint and 246-62 mint, generally F.-V.F., ex Sheeran.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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British Europe, Four-Country Mint Collection, 1934-40. Mounted on Scott Specialty pages covering
Great Britain and Offices, Cyprus, Gibraltar and Malta; Great Britain proper complete (including Dues—and #222-224
Seahorses) to 1940, Gibraltar complete 1935-37 (including numerous minor number listings of the 1938 King George
VI set), while Cyprus and Malta include 1942 or 1943 issues respectively; the only blank spaces are a handful of
Morocco Agencies (British currency) and a single Tangier stamp; fresh and vibrant throughout, with some very nicely
centered examples; expect lightly hinged to be the norm, with the occasional never hinged item, Very Fine, a colorful
collection; inspect. Scott $2,568+.
Estimate $600 - 800

485

HH/H/m British Middle East, The Caliphate Collection, 1918-77. In a Scott Specialty album, including the
sought-after wealthy Sheikdoms by Scott numbers, mint and used, mainly mint, later apparently mint never hinged in
black Showguard-style mounts, with some scarce postally used stamps, some mint AND used, many souvenir sheets
and some scarce imperforate stamps and souvenir sheets; highlights include: Abu Dhabi almost complete through
1970 (mint never hinged unless noted): #12-14, 15-25 mint o.g., 26-37, 38-41, 45-48, 49-51, 52-55; Ajman complete
mint never hinged; Dubai virtually complete mint never hinged through early 1970s (with some scarce imperforate
singles and souvenir sheets), including mint never hinged: #1-17, C1-C8, J1-14; Fujeira complete mint never hinged;
Iraq (1923-77) largely complete mint and/or used, including mint o.g.: #11, 110-129, 141A-157, 317-332, O90-O114,
O206-221; mint never hinged: #506-509, 608-612, 696-709; used: #RA7-RA12, RA15-RA16; Mesopotamia (1918-22)
mostly used; Palestine (1918-41) mint and used; Ras Al Khaima with mint never hinged #6-8; South Arabia mint;
Sharjah looks complete mint (except for Officials), including mint never hinged #C6-C11; Trans-Jordan (1920-75) very
extensive mint and/or used (with many scarce mint never hinged imperforated stamps and souvenir sheet varieties),
including mint o.g: #3B, 121, 352-367, B12, C26-C28, J5-J11; used: #183, 220, 268, 318, 336-337; mint never hinged:
#457-462, 527-527E, 532F (three examples), 534J, 535-536D, 552-558, 574-574E & 575-576 strips-of-five, 631N,
772-80, 786-797, 870-875 strips-of-five; Trucial States #1-11 mint never hinged; Umm Al Qiwain complete mint never
hinged, including souvenir sheets (except #43-48); United Arab Emirates (1972-77) mint or used, including #6-7 used
and #13-24 mint never hinged. Not the unofficial wallpaper, but the solid Scott-listed items! generally F.-V.F., ex
Winston.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

486

H/m

487

HH

488

HH/H

489

H/m
British Pacific, Collection, 1903-2002. In six albums of collections, with Australian Dependencies Scott
specialty album 1957-2001, New Zealand collection in Lindner hingeless albums from 1953-1980, New Zealand
Dependencies Scott specialty album 1903-2000, with Aitutaki 1-18, 215-46D, 293-311, 322-41, O17-33, O34-41,
Papua New Guinea in Seven Seas album of used stamps 1952-1992 and Pitcairn Islands in Scott Specialty album from
1940-2002, generally F.-V.F., ex Sheeran.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

62

HH/H

British Middle East, Collection, 1933-2000. Neatly hinged or mounted in Scott Specialty album, containing
many of the difficult mint sets (moderately filled to approximately 1990 and sparse after), with many great 1960’s to
1980’s sets which tend to have higher Scott value and cumulatively add up to high value, containing Aden 48-61A mint,
Quaiti State of Shihr and Mukalla 1-11 mint, Bahrain 28 mint, 31 mint, 38-51 mint, 61A used, 78-80 mint, 270a, Oman
35-41, 79-93, 94-105, Qatar 26-36, 37-41, 1965 Scouts perf and imperf souvenir sheets, 68a perf and imperf souvenir
sheets, 69-85, 99-99L, various JFK and ICY souvenir sheets and sheetlets, 111B-D, 113-13G and souvenir sheets,
114-14G, 119B, 121-21A, 232-37, 238-43, 279-86, 292-98, 354-60C and 494-99, generally F.-V.F., ex Winston.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
British Oceania, Sunny Never Hinged Collection, 1926-76. The perfect warm up on a cold winter’s day;
this Scott Specialty album covers Fiji (1912-72), Gilbert & Ellice (1937-76), Maldives (1906-56), New Hebrides
(1925-75, British issues only); Pitcairns (1946-49), Samoa (1895-1970), and Solomon Islands (1935-68); coverage for
each varies and, as expected, is weighted to the Elizabethans as all are never hinged—though there are some
surprising early issues included as well; vibrant colors throughout, with much of Topical interest, Very Fine, well worth a
look-see.
Estimate $250 - 350
British Pacific, The Wizard of Oz and Beyond Mint Collection, 1934-40. All mounted on Scott Specialty
pages, taking you on a tour of the Pacific from Australia to Tonga, with stops along the way at British Solomon Islands,
Cook Islands, Fiji, Gilbert & Ellice, Nauru, New Guinea, New Hebrides (British issues only), New Zealand, Niue, Papua,
Pitcairn Islands, and Samoa; largely complete, missing just a few items, with material present uniformly fresh and
bright; note Australia Victoria and ANZAC commemoratives, a late ‘Roo (#125), Robes, and wildlife, plus Airs and the
1938 Dues; Cook Islands overprints on New Zealand Postal-Fiscals, Nauru Silver Jubilees, New Guinea #C44 never
hinged (gum crease) and #C45 cleanly used; New Zealand #229-241, B7-B17, plus Airs, Officials and a selection of
Postal-Fiscals; and much, much more, Very Fine, a gorgeous collection perfect for dealer or Anglophile alike.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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490

HH/H

491

m
British Pacific, Used Queen Elizabeth II Assortment, 1953-1970s. Small collections of Ascension,
Norfolk Is., Pitcairn Is. and Tristan Da Cunha, plus miscellaneous complete sets with minor duplication, all just as
originally purchased at auction; clean and F-VF. Scott $1,250.
Estimate $300 - 400

492

HH/H/m

493

HH/H/m

494

m
British West Indies and Bermuda, Used Queen Elizabeth II Assortment, 1953-1980s. Small collections
of Bahamas, Barbados, Bermuda, Dominica and Jamaica, plus additional miscellaneous complete Definitive sets from
Antigua and Cayman Is., all just as originally purchased at auction including minor duplication; clean and F-VF. Scott
$1,400.
Estimate $300 - 400

British Pacific, Mint & Used Collection, 1840-1975. A very nice collection made up of a volume of Australia
& states & New Zealand, Papua & New Guinea with postal history, mostly mint Norfolk Island collection, Christmas
Islands collection and a Cocos Island collection, please review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $800 - 1,200

British West Indies, Powerful Regional Collection, 1851-1991. A Scott Specialty album with pages
(through 2000) for Barbados, British Guiana, Tobago, Trinidad and Trinidad & Tobago; strong Victorians throughout,
with enough Seated Britannias to fill Parliament; gorgeous Pictorials; solid Georges and extensive Elizabeths; early
issues often duplicated (some parallel, mint sometimes below used), with numerous cancel types; several minor
number listings noted, along with Back-of-the-Book including Semi-Postals, Dues and War Tax where applicable;
numerous souvenir sheets, various gutter pairs, etc.; clean and sound throughout, F.-V.F. with much better, well worth
the time to review, ex Winston.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
British West Indies, Bursting with Interest Collection, 1861-1994. In three Scott Specialty albums
comprising Anguilla, Barbuda, Leeward Islands, Montserrat and Nevis; Anguilla highly complete 1967-85 (missing the
“Independent Anguilla” overprints) with souvenir sheets, booklets and booklet panes, then sporadic to 1991 with
untouched pages continuing to 2000; Barbuda 1922 set mint complete less #8; Leewards highly complete with lovely
mint Queen Victorias and King Edward VIIs; Montserrat (1876-1994, pages to 2000) starts with a mint #1, the Victorias
and Edwards lovely (and much mint); highly complete from 1929 with never hinged from about 1958, and including
Back-of-the-Book from Dues to War Tax, with Specimens, souvenir sheets, booklets and gutter pairs adding interest;
Nevis (1861-1992, pages to 2000) a real beauty, especially the Queen Victorias which are all mint (less one, another
overprinted “Revenue”), with gutter pairs, Specimens and Officials; exceptionally clean and fresh, F.-V.F. with much
better, one to view, ex Winston.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
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495

HH/H/m Albania, The Adriatic Eagle Collection, 1913-77. In Scott Specialty album (Minkus pages 1977-99 with a
few sets); mainly mint, but many mint AND used, many in black Showguard-style mounts; begins with early
handstamped issues, such as (mint unless noted): #15 (APS Certificate, fault), 21-26, 27-33, 98-104, 120-124,
125-128, 135-140; stamps from 1940s-or-so onwards appear never hinged, virtually complete after 1947, with many of
the more elusive issues, including; #391-393a, 424-431 never hinged, 384-390; also with the key Topical sets, including
the scarcer souvenir sheets, such as #643 never hinged and 657 both perforated and imperforate never hinged); strong
Back-of-the-Book, including Semi-Postals, Airmails, Postage Dues; an often overlooked area, generally F.-V.F., ex
Winston.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

496

)

497

H/m
Andorra (Spanish and French), Collection, 1928-1995. Neatly mounted in Minkus Specialty album, with
Spanish Andorra 1-11, 13-24, French Andorra 1-22, 23-63A, 65-77, 114-23, 124-42, J1-8, J9-15 and J32-41, generally
F.-V.F., ex Sheeran.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

498

HH/H/m

499

Andorra (French), Collection, 1931-1973. With mostly mint stamps neatly mounted in Scott Specialty
album, containing good selection of postage and the following better: 1-22, mostly complete 1932-43 set, with 54-55,
57, 73, mostly complete 1955-58 set, overall condition appears mostly clean and sound sets, generally F.-V.F., ex
Sheeran.
Estimate $400 - 600

64

Albania, Cover Collection, 1902-1945. 50 covers, with offices in Albania as well as the various Albanian
cities: Durazzo, Scutari and Valona, some Italian Military mail and other interesting areas as well as WWII occupation
issues, starting with Albania unused 1879 20p on 10c postal card, 10c with Valona postmark, unused 1891 20p on 10c
postal card, eight 1916-17 Italian Military Post covers with Vallone or Albania Military postmarks, Durazzo two postal
cards (one unused and one used with 1913 Durazzo postmarks), one cover franked with three stamps with Albania
offices overprint and 1902-9 Durazzo postmarks, six 1913-14 covers with Durazzo overprints and postmarks, two
covers registered Military covers with Durazzo markings, two covers with Albania offices overprint and 1903-9 Scutari
postmarks, two 1913-14 covers with Scutari overprints and postmarks, seven single stamps on piece with Valona
postmarks, one cover with two Valona surcharge issues on registered cover with Valona postmarks, 1913 registered
cover with several Valona surcharges and interesting mixed frankings with Austria offices in the Levant issues, four
covers from 1913-14 with Valona surcharges and appropriate postmarks, ten 1916-17 covers (some with and some
without surcharges) all with Verificato per Censura Valona censor markings, two 1921 covers with normal Italian
stamps with Valona postmarks, 1919 Italian Military Post in Argirocastro, five 1939-1944 early Albania covers with
various town postmarks and various mint sets and varieties issued from 1939-45 issued under Italian Domination,
F.-V.F. overall.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Andorra (French), Pyrenean Parade, 1931-91. In Scott Specialty album, mainly complete, most mint and
from mid-1950s apparently never hinged; includes the very scarce First Issue mint and the sought-after key early
Europa issues never hinged; highlight include used #11, 14, 33, 35, 53; mint #1-22, 37, 114-123, 143-153, 155-157,
159, C1, C2-C4, C5-C8, J32-J41; and never hinged #160, 182-183, 188-189, 196-197, 205-206, B1, J18-20, F.-V.F.,
ex Winston.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
H/m
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HH
Austria, Outstanding All-Mint Collection, 1850-2010. Presented in four Davo hingeless albums, each with
slipcase; starts with #1 and #2, with light coverage to 1883; from 1890 on, a highly complete collection, with everything
here mint and never hinged (or appearing so); a lovely run of Franz Josefs with and without varnish bars, a pretty 1916
Arms set (with paper varieties included), Rotary overprints, 1932 Views, post-war overprints on German issues, 1918
“FLUGPOST” overprints plus later Plane-and-Eagle Airmail set; solid Newspapers, post-war issues complete, plus
Dues, Telegraphs and Feldpost (including Italian, Romania and Serbia overprints), and more, Very Fine on the whole,
well worth inspecting.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

501

HH/H/m

502

HH/H/m

503

HH/H/m

504

H/m
Austria, Collection, 1850-2003. In ten albums and stockbooks, with more modern issues from the 1960’s to
early 1990’s in hingeless albums, with better items: 1-5 with duplication with many different clear town postmarks, 1867
Monarchy Franz Josef issues sorted into various perforations, 110a-27, 424-27 mint, 430-31 mint, 530-56 mint, B81-86
mint, B87-92 mint, B93-98 mint, B110 mint, B122-27 mint, B138-41 mint, B260-63 mint, B269-71 mint, B273-76 mint,
C12-31 mint, C32-46 mint, M1-21 mint, offices in Turkish Empire 12 used and Bosnia and Herzegovina 30b-45b,
condition is a little mixed with a few faults among the early classics, generally F.-V.F., ex Sheeran.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

505

H/m

506

HH/H

507

H/m
Austrian Territories, Nice Mint and Used Collection, 1850-1925. On quadrilled pages in album, with
extensive Lombardy-Venice, Offices in Levant/Turkey, KUK Feldpost (many both mint AND used on pieces), Bosnia,
etc., including some nice cancellations and a few perforation varieties., generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

Austria, Dealer Stock, 1850-1994. In six small dealer counter books of better items, stamps seem to be
mostly correctly identified and overall much better stock than usually encountered with mostly $20+ to hundreds of
dollars sets and singles, spot checked issues appear properly identified, better items include (used): Austria 1-5, 1 (3),
17, 17-21, 18, 33, 27-33, 34-40, 34-40b, 38c, 39, 40b (2), 110a-27, 164-67, 405-23, 426 18mm overprint, B269-71 (4),
B273-76 (3), C12-29, C54-60, C57 (5), C58 (3), J1-9, J114-31, M1-12, M15, M17-21, M21-48, M49-68, P1, PR3a, P5,
P6, P6, Lombardy Venetia 1, 3, 11a, 12 (2), 12a, 24 (4), offices in Turkey 8, 30-31, Bosnia and Herzegovina 11-24
(mixed mint and used), 20 and (mint): 110-25, 405-23, 427, 500-15, 520-56, 538 (2), B57-65, B81-86 (3), B87-92,
B93-98, B106-9, B245-51 (15), B260-63 (9), B264-67 (13), B269-71 (9), B273-76 (11), C32-46 (3), C54-60 (2), C57,
C58, C59-60, J156-58, M47 imperf, M48 imperf, P1a, P1c, N29, N51, Lombardy Venetia 4, 5, 21 and Bosnia and
Herzegovina 125, condition is mixed, with usual problem areas among early classical issues, Scott value has drifted
over the years, so you should make an adjustment in the owner’s catalog value to compensate, plenty of catalog value
and the potential to find some interesting items for the specialist, generally F.-V.F. Scott approximately $28,500+
(Owner’s).
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
Austria, Astounding Nearly Complete Collection, 1850-1984. Neatly presented in a Scott Specialty
album; minimal number of blank spaces, with much material present parallel mint and used; note an array of postmarks
on earlies, Franz Josef Anniversary and Birthday sets complete (Anniversary with two mint 10Kr stamps, Birthday with
one), post-war overprints, entires for the 1949 UPU Anniversary, etc.; strong Semi-Postals, including Rotary overprints
and Renner sheets hinged; Airs complete; remarkable Dues (nearly all the earlies parallel); Military and Newspaper
stamps, Occupations, Offices, Lombardy-Venetia, and more; singularly fresh and clean, F.-V.F. with much better
throughout, add to your viewing list, ex Winston.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Austria, Alluring Collection, 1850-1994. Weighted to the modern; holding comprises two collections: a
Minkus album covering 1850-1971 with a mix of mint and used, plus a sheaf of loose Lindner hingeless pages for
1945-94; Minkus includes some interesting cancels on early issues, plus the 1908 Jubilee set mint and used to the 5Kr
value, near-complete 1929-32 mint and used Views sets, even a Danube Steam Navigation Company item in the
Offices in the Levant section; the real gold is in the Lindner pages, essentially complete for the period, all-mint, with
much never hinged and including miniature and souvenir sheets, etc., Very Fine overall, a glorious collection on which
to build—or for retail; inspect.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Austria and Area, Collection, 1850-1983. Hinged to Schaubek album pages, with 1-5, 6-11, 17-21, 27-33,
41-46, 110-27, 128-44 mint, 405-23 and 1m-5m Hitler overprints, B87-92, B93-98, B100-5, B106-9, B112-17 on
12.IX.33 registered cover, B122-27 mint, B138-41 (2), B260-63, B269-71 mint, B273-76, C32-46 mint, C54-60, J1-9,
P1, Crete 1-7, Levant 1-6, 28-31, J6-14, Lombardy-Venetia 10-12, 13-14, 15-19, Bosnia and Herzegovina 1-10,
J14-26, slightly mixed quality, generally F.-V.F. Scott approximately $10,000 (Owner’s).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Austria, Collection, 1850-1965. Mounted in Scott Specialty album, a little sparse with a useful section of
semi postals from 1946-1948, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $500 - 750
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508

HH/H/m

509

HH/H/m Belgium, Bipartite Collection, 1849-1982. With a lacuna of 1940-52, presented in two Safe hingeless
albums running to 1963 plus loose Lindner hingeless pages thereon; starts with a nice selection (duplicated) of
Leopolds including several four-margined examples, nice 1870s series (many duplicated), solid tabbed issues (many
parallel mint and used), First Issue Semi-Postals, Helmets to the 50c value, mint 1928 Orval complete, sheetlet of ten
#B166, etc., etc.; highly comprehensive, with minimal number of empty spaces; solid bonus of a thick stockbook of
manila pages with duplicates from Helmets on, identified and ready for sale, Very Fine on the whole, inspect.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

510

H/m

511

HH/H

512

HH/H/m

513

Belgium & Colonies, Superb Mostly Mint Collection, 1849-1992. In an appropriately bulging Scott
Specialty album; Belgium proper essentially complete from #1, with mint from 1912 on (much mounted);
Back-of-the-Book includes near-complete Semi-Postals (missing just the 1933 and privately printed Orvals, plus a
couple others), Airs and Air Semi-Postals, Special Deliveries, Dues, Military and Official stamps, and outstanding
Parcel Posts; note numerous booklets, many souvenir/miniature sheets, even a set of “IMABA”-perfined issues; also
features mint and used WWI German Occupation issues, Belgian Congo near-complete and overwhelmingly mint
(including miniature sheets), and complete mint Ruanda-Urundi, F.-V.F. with much better throughout, viewing will not
disappoint, ex Winston.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

66

Belgium, Parcel Post-centered Topical Trains Collection (Q1//Q486). Hinged or mounted on White Ace
“Railroads on Stamps” pages, a spectacular collection of Belgium’s popular Parcel Post issues, along with a smattering
of regular issues and Semi-Postals with train-related designs; mint with the exception of the 1879-97 issues and a
handful of later stamps; the collector was quality-conscious, meaning there isn’t an iffy stamp in the lot; much high-value
material included, plus items never normally encountered; highlights include (mint, unless noted) #Q42-Q47
blackprints (!), Q90 vertical pair imperforate between, a Gibbons #P282a (20c emerald, used), #Q204 blackprint,
Q184-Q207, Q310-Q327 imperforates, Q310-Q327 handstamped either “Spécimen” or “I.G./ANNULÉ/PARIS” on
reverse, Q328-Q342, Q242-Q361B, Q362-Q373, Q374-Q387, Q388-Q406, several additional Specimens, #Q332
imperforate vertically, plus many modern issues often omitted; in addition to the Parcel Posts, we note a #506 deluxe
proof (cut down), 717 left margin imperforate single plus a deluxe proof, 828 upper right corner margin imperforate, 955
imperforate, 1198 miniature sheet perforated and imperforate, etc., Very Fine overall, a stunningly complete collection;
be sure to view.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Belgium, Collection, 1849-1999. Neatly organized in four large G&K or Lighthouse stockbooks, in Scott
number order, with just a few places of slight overlap, containing a few better early classics, several better semi postals
including several pricey souvenir sheets and a few useful difficult newspaper long sets, with highlights (used): 1, some
early Leopold issues of various papers, 13-16, 136, 170a, B45, B156-62, B169a, B482a and (mint): 73 with label, 171
with Brussels Expo postmarks in margins, 172-84, 213, 221 with Antwerp Expo postmark in margin, B69-77, B84-92
with red or blue overprint set for laying of the first stone, B106 with show postmark in margin, B132-43, B460-61,
B485-91, B495-97, B498-502, B503-10, B605a, C12A, P1-8, P10-19, P20-40 (P28-29, P31 are used), the condition is a
little mixed, with occasional useful and better items, generally F.-V.F., ex Sheeran.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Belgium, Mint Collection / Stock, 1918-81. Comprising two hingeless albums, one Ka-Be (1918-81), the
other Davo (pages from 1929, stamps 1943-68), plus a folder full of sheetlets, etc.; Ka-Be album highly complete
(missing several early 1930s issues) and virtually all-mint with much never hinged; Davo album is complete mint for the
period; of particular interest to the dealer will be the “extras”, comprising complete miniature sheets (many Europa
issues) and souvenir sheets (Moon Landing), sets (singles, corner blocks, etc.) from early to modern in identified
glassines, all in useful quantities; a fresh holding, the albums with years of use left in them, F.-V.F. with better
throughout, inspection invited.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
Belgium, Burgeoning Collection, 1940-80. Housed, all mounted, in three albums of various makes; mix of
mint and used throughout, with much of the mint never hinged per our spot-checks; much 1940-50 material present
parallel mint and used; no earth-shatteringly expensive items here, but plenty of solid material, including 1942 Orval
souvenir sheets (perforated and imperforate), 1943 Orval series, “V” issues, lovely Winter Help issues, 1946-47 Royals
set, nice Airs, etc.; a highlight is the exceptionally well-filled Parcel/Railway Post and Newspaper issues, along with a
pretty array of hexagonal Telegraphs, F.-V.F. with better, worth review.
Estimate $600 - 800

HH/H/m
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HH/H/m

515

HH/H

516

HH/H/m

517

H

518

HH/H/m

519

m

520

H/m

Belgium & Colonies, Dealer Stock, 1849-1993. In four small dealer counter books of better items, stamps
seem to be mostly correctly identified and overall much better stock than usually encountered with mostly $20+ to many
hundreds of dollars sets and singles, spot checked issues appear properly identified, better items include (used):
Belgium Congo 29, Belgium 1 (4), 8, 9, 12 (2), 17 (2), 22 (3), 39 (2 with roller cancels), 60-75, N10-25, Q1-6 (2) and
(mint): Belgium Congo 12, 111, 231-56, 290-97, Belgium 9, 23, 75 (2), 82-91, 108-22, 124-37, 135, 137, 185-90 (2 sets),
212-15, 221, 229-36, 251-53, 435-45 (2 sets), 449a, 461 (2), 463 (2), 466 (2), B34-45, B69-77, B121, B144-50,
B498-502 (3 sets), B515-20 (3 sets), B522, B538-43, B544-46 (4 sets), B558-60 (3 sets), B561-66 (2 sets), B605a (2
sheetlets), B662a (2 sheetlets), 1N18-24, Q10, Q15 and Q338-40 (2 sets), condition is mixed, with usual problem areas
among early classical issues, Scott value has drifted over the years, so you should make an adjustment in the owner’s
catalog value to compensate, plenty of catalog value and the potential to find some interesting items for the specialist,
generally F.-V.F. Scott approximately $25,000+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
Belgium & Colonies, Sprouting All-Mint Collection, 1934-40. Neatly mounted on Scott Specialty pages,
Belgium proper, Belgian East Africa and Congo; Belgium from #258/B152, including #B156-B162 and souvenir sheets
#B152a, B153a and B208a (each with Expo cancel in margin) plus mint B169, B179, etc., plus Airs, Parcel Post
#Q184-Q207, Military and Official stamps; Belgian East Africa comprises #37 and B12-B14; Congo complete from
#159 (plus used 149 and 151), including the miniature sheet of four #172, B26, plus a used #C16; fresh throughout;
expect lightly hinged with the possible never hinged in the Colonies, Very Fine overall, a nice mid-period collection.
Estimate $600 - 800
Bulgaria, The Sunny Beach, 1879-1977. Very extensive, in a jammed Scott Specialty album, over 95%
complete from the early classics onwards; majority mint, from about 1950s on most appear mint never hinged; in black
Showguard-style mounts, including several scarcer sets imperforate and some better souvenir sheets; looks like a
couple thousand stamps from an undervalued area that has many important topical issues, F.-V.F. with better
throughout, ex Winston.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Carpatho-Ukraine, Mint Dealer Stock, 1944-1945. Scarce dealers’ lot, on sheets will be found Michel #1
(27), 79 (60), 80 (60), 81-86 (60), includes blocks of four, 1945 issue with blocks of 30 and larger, a magnificent stock
that will not be easily duplicated, a steal at our low estimate, F.-V.F. Michel €13,545 ($15,920).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Czechoslovakia, Wenceslas Wonder, 1918-91. Mainly mint (but many used, with many both mint and
used), in large bulging Scott album; primarily mint o.g. before 1950, from then many mint never hinged; a couple
thousand stamps, largely complete through the late 1970s, with a few more elusive items (such as #429A mint never
hinged); strong Back-of-the-Book, with almost complete Airmails mint and/or used, many Postage Dues; Bohemia &
Moravia apparently complete and Eastern Silesia largely complete mint, F.-V.F. or better, ex Winston.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
Czechoslovakia, Slovenia & Croatia, Astonishing All-Mint Collections, 1918-2002. Czechoslovakia
(1918-92) in five volumes, Croatia (1991-97) and Slovenia (1991-2002) each in a single volume, all either Ka-Be or
Lighthouse hingeless and all with slipcases; a true labor of love, each collection is highly complete and includes
miniature sheets, souvenir sheets, etc.; Czechoslovakia includes a number of 1919 overprints, Postage Dues, etc.;
Slovenia has several pages of “Obligatory Tax Stamps” as well; fresh and sound throughout; some items duplicated,
with the Czech collection showing off their engravers’ skills to full advantage; a boon for the modern collector, as these
issues are rarely found in such quantity and quality used, Very Fine overall, a beautiful collection and a must-see.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Czechoslovakia, Collection, 1918-1993. Mostly used in two albums filled with many hundreds of stamps,
with starting with first issues, many CTO’s among 1950’s to the 1990’s issues, continuing to decent (and sometimes
difficult to find) back of the book issues, with Czechoslovakia air, semi-post, special delivery, postage dues, officials and
newspapers, overall condition seems better than most, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
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HH/H/m France, The Louis XVII Collection, 1849-1991. The promised deluge, filling a Scott Specialty album to
bursting point; starts with a gorgeous array of Cérès and Napoléon issues (including a repaired #37), strong Navigation
& Commerce issues (including an 1879-90 25c on piece cancelled Constantinople/Galata), full
Blanc/Mouchon/Merson series, Blanc and Sower gutter blocks of eight, much inter-war material present parallel mint
and used including a FIPEX sheet, Normandie dark blue mint plus three shades used, several imperforates, with most
post-WWII issues mint and overwhelmingly never hinged; Semis, near-complete and with numerous Red Cross
booklets of the 1960s, include #B1-B2 and B11 parallel mint and used; beautiful Airs with #C2, C5-C6, C7, C8-C13,
C16-C17 and C18-C21, etc., parallel; strong Dues including #J1-J4; Military Franks, Officials, Newspapers,
Occupations and Offices round out the lot; 19th century used offer an array of cancels including Small and Large
Numeral, Star-with-Numeral, c.d.s., etc., F.-V.F. with much better throughout, grab your wellies for this one; inspection
highly recommended, ex Winston.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

524

HH/H/m France, Fantastic Collection, 1849-1976. Presented on Lindner hingeless album pages, housed in two
Lindner binders plus one springback binder; impressively complete and overwhelmingly mint (the vast majority of which
appears to be never hinged); 19th century issues mostly used but fresh and sound with a nice range of cancel types,
early 20th century a mix of mint and used, with post-war issues essentially complete and mint; note a used #37, Cérès
and Napoléons to the 80c values, many Sages, good Sowers and Pasteurs, a nice mix of 1929-31 Famous Sites (with
types), extensive Semi-Postals, #C1-C2 mint, and much, much more, Very Fine overall, an excellent, high-value
collection on which to build—or to break down for stock.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

525

HH/H/m

68

France, Dealer Stock, 1849-1991. In ten small dealer counter books of better items, stamps seem to be
mostly correctly identified and overall much better stock than usually encountered with mostly $20+ to many hundreds
of dollars sets and singles, spot checked issues appear properly identified, better items include (used): 1 (2), 2, 7 (5), 9
(7), 13 (7), 19 (4), 21 (2), 22-28, 38 (2), 39 (2), 40, 41 (3), 46 (3), 46 (2), 47 (3), 48 (2), 65 (2), 79 (3), 83 (5), 96 (6), 109-32
(2), 348 (5), 226b (2), 246, 253 (6), 254, 254A (6), 840-44 (8), 952-55 (10), B11 (3), B12-18, B12-19, B19 (2), B20-23,
B34 (2), B35-37, B38, B39-41, B66-67 (5), B285-90 (2), B294-99, J1, J7 (2), J9, J18, J21 (2), J26 (4), J27, N1-7, N7, N8
and (mint): 22, 23, 25 (2), 27, 30 (2), 31 (2), 32, 40 (2), 41, 51 (3), 65, 77, 93, 94, 99 (2), 119, 120, 123 (6), 125, 129, 130,
131 (2), 143-54, 135 (2), 136, 138-54, 141 (2), 302 (7), 304 (6), 306 (9), 311-12 (9), 315-20 (4 sets), 342-47, 348, 410-14
(5), 475-76H (9 sets), 185-96 (3 sets), 197, 198-201 (8 sets), 226b (2), 247A, 247 (3), 251 (2), 251A, 252 (2), 253,
264-83 (3), 291-93, 294 (3), 296-97 (4), 299 (5), 300a (2), 700-5 (4), 711-15 (8), 907-9 (6), 2273-83 (2), B7 (2), B8 (3),
B10, B11 (3), B12-19 (2), B19 (2), B22 (2), B20-22 (2), B31-33, B34 (3), B38 (2), B41, B42-43 (5), B49-53 (14), B66-67
(2), B70 (10), B83 (14), B86-89A (11), B117-28 (27 sets), B153-57 (5 sets), B249-54 (7), B258-63 (7), B267-72 (12),
B276-81 (10), B285-90 (9), B294-99 (7), B303-8 (9), C5-6, C8-13 (2), C13, C22 (2), J18, J80-92, N9 (2), N10, N11, N14
and M1-4, condition is mixed, with usual problem areas among early classical issues, Scott value has drifted over the
years, so you should make an adjustment in the owner’s catalog value to compensate, plenty of catalog value and some
interesting items, generally F.-V.F. Scott approximately $108,000+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $12,000 - 15,000

France, Early Airmail Postal History Collection, 1910’s-1930’s. 166 covers and postcards (145 of which
are French and 21 of which are from Belgium), plus a few panes and singles of unused show labels, in two albums of
Vario pages, most of which seem to be connected to an Aviation Show or Exposition, with many of the covers containing
special labels or postmarks, including several interesting Meeting Aeronautique DE BUC October 1920 labels (slightly
mimicking the semi-postal of the time), and several covers and several different small sheets of Rouen 2-3 September
1922 labels, three Flying Post - Ghent Exhibition postcards (two used, one unused), a few first fights and the occasional
unusual item such as a few Balloons, a couple around the world covers, or special destination, including several with
Northern Africa or Indo-China destinations, many of the numerous post cards feature fascinating early aviation themes
or photographs of aviation pioneers, one card with interrupted by accident, return to sender marking, an amazing
collection that you really need to view to fully appreciate, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

France, Le Moulin Rouge Collection, 1849-1986. As sexy as they come, mounted in two Scott Specialty
albums; the revue kicks off with a bang, with near-complete First Issue Cérès and Napoléons, the latter complete for
1853-70 (including a gorgeously centered #37 with near-maximum strike of Star “22" cancel); Sage issues nearly
complete, 1900-03 series complete, Sowers complete mint, after which you’re offered an essentially complete, all-mint
collection; highlights include Bordeaux and Le Havre Philatelic Exposition issues, Strasbourg and PEXIP souvenir
sheets, numerous imperforate singles, Bordeaux and Lyon ”R.F." overprints, double impressions of 1944 Hervé set
(including one from Algeria), Dulac and Gandon Mariannes complete, complete booklets from the 1980s on,
Semi-Postals complete mint less #B38 (including a never hinged #B10!), Dues mint and used, Military Frank issues,
Officials, Newspapers, Offices, and much, much more, Very Fine overall, a truly remarkable show worthy of an encore.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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France, Rixheim Postal History Exhibition Collection, 1809-89. A thoroughly annotated single-frame
(16-page) presentation showing the postal upheavals of 19th-century Franco-German enmity.

Rixheim, a small town in the Haut-Rhin Département of Upper Alsace, changed hands between France and Germany
five times between 1870 and 1945, resulting in as many changes of postal administrations, issues and markings. This
collection focuses on the 1800s, with 40 covers or cards. The story begins with two pre-philatelic covers (dated 1809
and 1833), with stampless covers continuing even after the issuance of France’s first stamps (the Haut-Rhin not being
provisioned until the early 1850s). Napoléons follow until 1871 with the use of German Occupation stamps, which
continues until February 1872. At this point we find, thanks to neither country recognizing the other’s postal authority,
double-franked (French double affranchissement) covers until the Germans renounced this agreement in May, when
solely German frankings were used.
Four French cancels were used for the town during this period, each of which is included here: Type 15 1) without
stamps, 2) with small numeral “2685", 3) with large numeral ”3154", and 4) Type 16 plus “3154". Special interest
material is found throughout, with money letters, turned covers, rural commune box, foreign destinations, a parcel card,
a third weight-band letter, Registered, Due, and more.
Rounding out the collection is a fascinating cover from Ecuador using Rixheim’s ”3154" canceller—one of
25-30 such covers known.
Two Occupation covers accompanied by 2016 Roumet, Schiff & Pagnoux certificates.
A fascinating look at what small-town post offices can offer the postal historian.

Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

527

HH
France, Collection of Merveilles, 1900-68. In three lovely old-time Yvert & Tellier slipcased albums, with
our spot check turning up all never hinged; essentially complete from 1930, the collection starts with a selection of
Mersons (Yvert #119, 121 & 123 with 2014 Behr certificate), Blancs appear complete with Yvert-listed types and
varieties; Sowers singles hit-or-miss, but include eight coins datés of the 20c violet; #B3-B7 with 2014 Behr certificates,
#B4 a millésime “9" gutter pair; numerous margin or position pieces throughout, including a perfectly centered coin daté
single of #B38, plus dated blocks of Mercury, Iris, Gandon Mariannes (including the 100F), etc.; also note a cut-down
PEXIP sheet and a stunning set of Dulac Mariannes as plate blocks of four and bottom margin strips of 20 with plate
number and De La Rue imprint; later issues include Allied Occupations, se-tenants, Semi-Postals, Airs, etc., etc., Very
Fine, overall superior quality to most such collections; a must-see.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

528

H/m
France, Collection, 1849-1967. Neatly mounted in four Brimont albums, largely complete to 1967 with
(mint): 3, 30, 35a with APS certificate, 39, 40 with APS certificate, 41, 59, 93, 329 (2 mint, one souvenir sheet with Expo
cancel far from stamps), B3-10, B28-30, B157a, B285-90, B294-99, C8-14, C15, C16-17, J9, J16, and (used): 7b with
Sismondo certificate, 9 with Briefmarkenprüfstelle Basel certificate, 10, 22-28, 37 with APS certificate, 48, 96, 126,
B66-67 and J26, condition and centering seem better than usually encountered, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

529

HH/H/m
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H/m

France, Dealer Stock, 1850’s-1980’s. In eight dealer counter book and small box of back up pages
containing a total of approximately 1,400 pages, with occasional better items that include a good selection of early
Ceres and Napoleon issues with many 80c values, 96 (2), B31-33, B39-41, B153-57, B572a (2), C1-2 mint, C8-14 mint,
C16-17 (2 mint), C22 (2 mint), C23-27 mint, C29-32 mint and C34-36 mint; a few small faults, mostly among earlier
issues, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
France, Fly-Specker’s Fantasy, 1900-41. An veritable swarm, with easily thousands of stamps covering the
1900-03 issues, Sowers, etc.; presented in two homemade albums (one a springback, one a two-post); springback
focuses on the Blancs, Mouchons and Mersons, with perfins, multiples, shades, paper types, plate varieties,
millésimes, etc., along with a few covers, circled-numeral, scalloped conveyance station, straightline and newspaper
cancels—even one from Smyrna (!); some neat material, including a 3c Blanc cross-gutter pair of 16 (millésime “3" at
bottom) mint, plus used gutter strip of 20 with left sheet margin present; the two-poster presents as a semi-specialized
1914-41 collection, with paper and color varieties, socked-on-the-nose cancels (including a 1919 St. Germain en Laye
Peace Congress cancel on 2c+3c Orphans Semi-Postal pair); Sowers reap blocks, millésime singles and gutter pairs
mint and used; advertising tabs, 1929-38 Monuments & Sites, plate flaws, etc., with cancels including British and Italian,
paquebot, double-ring ”Annulé", and more, Very Fine, exceptional quality, even on the used; a specialist’s delight.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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France, Filled Up with the Fair Mint Collection, 1863-1972. Hinged on Scott Specialty pages; mint
throughout, mostly o.g. with some Classics no gum per our spot check; regular issues are solid to WWII, with post-war
issues essentially complete; strong Semi-Postals, plus nice array of Dues, Officials, Allied Occupations and
Newspapers (no Airmails); any concerns about what’s missing are more than allayed by what’s here, with nary a fault or
spot of toning to be found; worthy selection of Napoléons and Cérès, strong Sages, good Sowers, Dulac Mariannes
complete, Gandon high values, plus virtually complete commemoratives; bright, fresh and clean throughout, F.-V.F.
with much better, inspection invited, ex Sheeran. Scott $16,000+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
France, French Railway Transfer Office Exhibit, 1864-82. 16 pages dedicated to the French railroads and
their conveyance of la poste. Created in 1864 as station sorting and forwarding facilities for mail not carried in closed
sacks, the system grew to 23 offices, mainly at junctions of two or more rail lines, and all on at least one trunk line. These
bureaux de passe fell into disuse from the mid-1870s and were done away with entirely in mid-December of 1882.
Each of the 23 offices operating during this relatively short time period is represented here. The markings took the form
of eccentric double-circle markings using the station town’s alphanumeric identifier. Three distinct types were used,
differing in the size and font used for the numeral (illustrated on the title page).
As transit markings, these most commonly were struck on the back of the cover. Accordingly, most of the covers here
are shown recto-verso, though several have the transits struck face-side (there are also two stamps, off cover, showing
near complete strikes of the markings). And while nearly all covers reached their destination passing through just one of
these transfer offices, the collector was able to find one example each of a two-transit and three-transit cover. Come
aboard for this Napoléon- and Cérès-filled journey on the rails.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

533

HH/H
France, Sumptuous Souvenir Sheet Collection, 1927-2014. From Strasbourg to St. Louis, on Danish
pages (all in sheet protectors) in a standard three-ring binder; holding starts with two classics: Strasbourg (#241, lightly
hinged at top margin) and PEXIP (2, each with Expo cancel in margin, one with evidence of prior hinging, one appearing
never hinged), then jumps to Arphila ‘75 (three stamps cancelled), Philexfrance ‘82, 1986’s Film History sheet, then a
strong run from the 1989 Bicentennial issues on; most all mint, though note the “Colors of Marianne” sheets cancelled;
much of Topical interest, with History, Art, Sports, Wildlife, Red Cross, Astérix, etc., Very Fine, great material for the
dealer or the modern collector looking to fill in gaps.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

534
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HH/H/m France, Lovely, Highly Complete Collection, 1849-1948. Nicely presented in a Lighthouse hingeless
album; starts with a pretty used #2 (small thin), and continues with a solid selection of Cérès, Napoléons, both with a
nice array of cancel types; good Sages, Rights of Man, and Mersons (the latter to the 10F value), then Sowers and
Pasteurs (mixed mint and used), followed by a highly complete, mostly mint (and many never hinged) selection of later
commemoratives and definitives; Back-of-the-Book is present also, with Semi-Postals including a nice selection of War
Orphans issues (mostly used), Airs (mix), Precancels and Dues; exceptionally fresh condition throughout, F.-V.F. with
much better, well worth review. Scott $9,500+.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

70

France, Solid Mint and Used Collection, 1849-2014. Four volumes of Danish album pages, all in sheet
protectors and housed in matching binders; most used to 1937, with very much mint (and we assume never hinged) until
1996, when mixed mint and used is the norm; starts with nice examples of #3, 4 and 9, picking up with the 1852 Empire
issue and running with few empty spaces thereon; note a nice array of cancel on early and recent material, millésimes,
#C5-C6, C6a, C8-13, Europas, modern booklets, souvenir sheets, miniature sheets, etc.; some issues parallel, many
through the 1930s with shade and paper varieties noted, Very Fine overall, a pretty collection in very nice quality; well
worth a look.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
France, Useful Double Collection, 1853-1978. Each spanning roughly the same time period, and each in
its own Scott Specialty album; one more heavily mint, the other used, making this a great opportunity for collector and
dealer alike; note interesting range of cancel types on Republic and Empire Cérès and Napoléon issues, nice
Blancs/Mouchons/Mersons, good Sowers (both lined and cameo), well-filled post-war issues, plus Semi-Postals, Airs,
Dues and Officials; one volume additionally includes Occupations and Colonies/Offices; generally fresh and sound,
F.-V.F. with better, inspect.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
France, Coils Gone Wild Stock Selection, 1955-70 (751, 755-756, 1143, 1231). Five issues in total, all on
original cores, in quantities ranging from approximately 20 to 250; issues present are 1955-59 series Marianne (Muller)
#751 (45), 755 (250) and 756 (250); 1966 Arms of Saint-Lo (#1143, 20); and 1969-70 Marianne (Cheffer) #1231 (33);
Post Office fresh across the board, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, a worthwhile lot. Yvert R38, R40-41, R50, R64;
€28,330 ($33,290).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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France, Lovely Booklet Collection, 1952-94. Presented in a custom Lindner hingeless album; the
collection begins with a near-complete 40-year run of Red Cross Semi-Postals (1952-93, missing only the 1984 issue),
and continues with a wide array of Marianne and Sabine booklets of various sizes, denominations and covers, plus
lovely commemorative booklets from 1984 on; bonus material includes a First Issue Europa set mint, plus Council of
Europe and UNESCO Officials never hinged, Very Fine, your chance to add this popular material to your collection, or to
your stock.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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HH/H/m France & Colonies, Funtabulous Collection, 1858-1960. Housed in four Scott albums, we note Algeria
B1-B13, Cameroun B2-B6, B7-B9, Chad, Dahomey, French Offices Abroad, French Equatorial Africa B4-B8, French
Guinea B3-B7, French Sudan B1-B6, French West Africa, Gabon, Ivory Coast, Inini, Laos, Martinique, Madagascar,
Mauritania, Middle Congo, Monaco, New Caledonia 182-207, Niger, Reunion 122-125, B5-B9, Saint Pierre & Miquelon
Senegal B4-B8, Somali Coast,Togo, Tunisia, Ubangi, Upper Volta amongst other countries, with loads of easily sale
able material, inspection invited, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

543

H/m
France and Offices, Collection, 1853-2000. In fifteen albums of stockbooks forming several different
collections, with some duplication as many of the individual collections run parallel to each other, duplicating various
issues, with some useful highlights including a small section of early Napoleon and Ceres issues up to 80c, many
complete booklets including a bit of modern Euro value panes and some useful mint panes, occasional deluxe proofs,
1937 Louvre commemorative panel, a decent section of early dues including a nice section of early imperf issues, some
useful sections of various French offices and the occasional colony issue, usual mixed condition, nice sections adding
up to decent cumulative value, generally F.-V.F., ex Sheeran.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

544

P
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HH/H/m France & Colonies, Dealers Stock, 1950’s-2001. In five dealer counter books, full of tear sheets, identified
and priced Scott mostly modern issues, with France from the 1980’s-2000’s and French Polynesia and French
Southern and Antarctic Territories from 1960’s to 1990’s, with France B27, B66-67, B67 NH, C13, French Southern and
Antarctic Territories 28, 30 NH plate block, C14, St. Pierre and Miquelon C21-22, generally F.-V.F. Scott $4,250+
(Owner’s).
Estimate $800 - 1,200

France, Sumptuous Never Hinged Collection, 1877-1970. Neatly presented in a Scott Specialty album
(with pages to 1976); earlies spotty as expected, since the collector held out for only never hinged—though there are a
few Sage issues and a selection of Sowers and Pasteurs among others; essentially complete from 1936 on, with a
handful of Airs and Dues (including a #J11), rock-solid Semi-Postals, the lovely Mariannes of Dulac, Gandon and
Cheffer, all the Europas for the period, several dated corner singles, Officials, a few Offices, etc., many with simply
sensational centering; three stamps break the never hinged mold: #N4, N5 and N6, all used and each with a clean 2019
APS certificate, Very Fine on the whole, a beautiful collection on which to build. Scott $3,000+.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
France, First Day Panel Collection, 1950-2010. Collection of several hundred first day panels, each panel
has canceled stamp, proof stamp on letter and write-up on the various subjects; great lot for the Topical dealer, F.-V.F.,
review, ex Sheeran.
Estimate $300 - 400
France & Colonies, Fantastically Filled All-Mint Collection, 1934-40. On Scott Specialty pages in
mounts; countries featured (no Africa, which is offered elsewhere in this sale) are France, Offices in China
(Kwangchowan), Offices in Morocco, Alexandretta, French India, French Oceania, Guadeloupe, Indo-China, Lebanon,
Martinique, New Caledonia, New Hebrides (French issues only), St. Pierre & Miquelon, Syria and Wallis & Futuna;
France proper virtually complete for regular issues, Semi-Postals and Airs, including a PEXIP sheet, #C7, C8-C13,
C16 and a superbly fresh #C17; Offices near-complete, as are the Colonies, which include all the 1937 International
Expo singles and souvenir sheets, French Revolution common designs, etc.; Syria includes the sought-after 1934
Proclamation of the Republic issue; and much, much more; incredibly bright and clean, with some of the finest
engraving work out there for the period, Very Fine, unleash your inner Francophile on this one; inspection a must.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

France & Colonies, Grand Array of 123 Deluxe Proofs. A magnificent collection of these highly desirable,
stunningly beautiful items; most are of engraved issues, but a fair number of offset/litho issues are included as well; a
couple from France proper, but most from her one-time holdings, including “CFA” overprints, Andorra (mostly Europa
issues), New Caledonia, with perhaps a full half of the total from Algeria (some overprinted, most so-inscribed); a wide
array of Topicals are here, with Airs and Dues featured as well; nearly all fresh and pristine (noted a couple slightly
nibbed corners) with outstanding color and impressions as to be expected, Very Fine, wonderful collateral material not
often encountered; be sure to view.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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HH/H/m French Colonies, America & Asia Collection, 1859-1975. In two Scott Specialty albums, earlier mainly
used, later mainly mint, from late 1940s or so apparently never hinged in black Showguard-style mounts, highlights
include (mint unless noted): General Issues #12 used, 43 used, 45 used, 52 mint and used, 54 mint and used, 55-56,
57-58, 59 mint and used; Alaouites #1-15, C5-19; Alexandretta # 1-12, 15 used, 16, C1-C8 never hinged; Cambodia
#1-17, plus very scarce First Set in unexploded booklet, #18-37 never hinged, 18a-28a never hinged, 53-58, C1-C14
never hinged, C14a never hinged, C101-C109 (C109 with APS certificate), plus many never hinged souvenir sheets;
Cochin China #2-5 used; French Guiana #40, 41, 43, 46, 48, 49 used, 109-151, C18-C20, CB1 never hinged; French
India #22; Guadeloupe #4-5, 6 used, 9, 23 used; Indo-China #15-16, 20-21, 21 used, 37-38, 53-56, 58 used, Q1-Q2
used, Q4 used; Inini complete except for two Postage Dues; Latakia #C1-C10; Martinique #5, 9, 15, 19 used, 21, 29,
32, 40, 45, 47-48, 50-51, 58, 120-128, 173-178, B1-B7, C10-C12; Ile Rouad #4-15; Syria #51, 1071-1078 never
hinged, 1141-1143 never hinged, 1214-1224 never hinged B1-B12, C38-C44, C109-C113, C141a, MC1-MC4, RA1
used, RA4-RA5 used, RA8-RA9 used, RA10-RA12 used; Vietnam #30-35, 39-50, 54 never hinged plate number
corner inscription block of four, 108-123 never hinged, 290Ab never hinged, 402-404, 417-424 never hinged,
420a/424a never hinged, 496-500 never hinged, 504-511 never hinged, J15-J20 never hinged, M3; North Vietnam
#17-19, 20-22, 23-27, 28-31, 39-42, 47-49, 51-53, 67-68, 86-87, 160-161 perforated and imperforate, J14-J18, O8-O9,
O10-O16; colonies have large runs of stamps/sets, especially of note the scarcer early issues of North Vietnam, F.-V.F.
or better, ex Winston.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
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France & Colonies, Solid Largely Mint Stock Selection, 1849-2000. Presented in two full-length red
boxes, a stockbook, a counter book, plus a Scott Specialty album; nice used Napoléons and Cérès issues, Mersons,
etc., with later issues in the album, which also contains a nice array of Offices; counter book is a mixed array of France
proper with some Colonies, stockbook and red boxes arranged by country and Scott number, with everything identified
on 102 cards; clean and fresh throughout; no great rarities, but mostly mint with solid never hinged percentage;
well-thumbed but clean 2008 Yvert catalogue included as well; a boon for the dealer looking to replenish stock, F.-V.F.
or better, make time to review, ex Sheeran.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

France & Colonies, Useful All-Mint Holding, ca. 1910-40. Downtrodden, perhaps, but never cancelled;
this small format 16-page (32-side) Lighthouse stockbook is nearly full (14 pages used) of la francophonie, from
Alaouites to Wallis & Futuna; a mix of never hinged and hinged, with some beautiful designs; highlights include
Alexandretta #J1-J6, Cameroun #B16-B17, Cilicia #117-127; France #185-196, 236; Gabon #49-71, Indochina
#J44-J56 (never hinged); Lebanon #1-14, 22-38, B1-B12, C5-C8; Martinique #120-128 (never hinged); New Hebrides
#1-21, Niger #29-72, Port Lagos #5, and much more, all amazingly fresh and clean, Very Fine, a must-see. Scott
$4,500+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $600 - 800

French Colonies, Dealer Stock, 1859-1960’s. In five small dealer counter books of better items, stamps
seem to be mostly correctly identified and overall much better stock than usually encountered with mostly $20+ to
hundreds of dollars sets and singles, spot checked issues appear properly identified, better items include (used):
Castelloriza 11, Reunion J1-5, French Colonies 6 (3), 9 pair, Offices Alexandria 14, Port Said 12a, Guadeloupe 6-9, 38,
Ivory Coast 18, Madagascar 4b, Malagasy 5a, 8-11, 22, Martinique 18 (2), 20, New Caledonia 2, 4, 33, Nossi Be 25 and
(mint): Afars and Issas 310-14, Comoro Islands 48-53, C5-6, Dahomey J1-8, French Andorra 114-23, 124-42, 124-40,
142, 143-53 (5), B1 block of four, C1 (2), Reunion 12, 48, 181-23 (4), 299-300, B1, C42-45 (2), French Colonies 57,
French Morocco 21, Annam & Tonkin 9, Vathy 2a, Ivory Coast 6, Malagasy 10, Martinique 7, 12, 32 block of four, 56-60,
New Caledonia 25, 29, 30, 32, 117a, St. Pierre and Miquelon 100, 46-51, 56, 136-58, 412-14 and Somali Coast 1 (2),
condition is mixed, with usual problem areas among early classical issues, Scott value has drifted over the years, so you
should make an adjustment in the owner’s catalog value to compensate, plenty of catalog value and the potential to find
some interesting items for the specialist, generally F.-V.F. Scott approximately $21,500+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
French Colonies, Collection, Late 19th Century To 1990’s. In nine stockbooks or albums, with occasional
slightly better areas from early classical issues to modern 1990’s issues, with French Africa in Scott Specialty album
from B to I, four small handmade albums or stock books with a few better sections of Reunion, French Polynesia, French
Southern, Antarctic Territory and St. Pierre and Miquelon and an album full of various common design issues from
1937-1958, generally F.-V.F., ex Sheeran.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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French Colonies: French Africa, Alluring All-Mint Collection, 1934-40. Comprising country collections of
Algeria, Cameroons, Dahomey, French Equatorial Africa, French Guiana, French Guinea, French Sudan, Inini, Ivory
Coast, Madagascar, Mauritania, Niger Territory, Reunion, Senegal, Somali Coast, Togo and Tunisia, all mounted on
Scott Specialty pages; as beautiful as it is extensive, this collection offers all of the common design 1937 Expo stamps
and souvenir sheets as well as the French Revolution issues; furthermore, Algeria presents the complete Views set plus
Semi-Postals, Cameroons Pictorials (basic and overprinted sets) plus Dues; Dahomey Airs, French Equatorial Africa
the complete “Afrique Française/Libre” and “Libre” overprints (regulars and Airs); Reunion #C1 (“Roland Garros”),
while Tunisia centers on the 50th Anniversary of French Rule issues, plus much, much more; exceptional quality
throughout, with just a handful of used stamps (easily upgradable to mint), and very few empty spaces, Very Fine
overall, formidable.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

553

French Colonies: French Africa, The Post-Independence Collection, 1956-81. The continent in ten Scott
Specialty albums: Benin (1976-81), Cameroun (1958-74), Central African Republic (1959-72), Chad (1959-80), Congo
(1959-81), Dahomey (1960-74), Gambia (1965-77), Guinea (1959-72), Madagascar (1958-73), Malawi (1964-76), Mali
(1959-74), Mauritania (1960-73), Morocco (1956-74), Niger (1959-74), Rwanda (1962-+74), Senegal (1960-80) and
Togo (1957-74); mix of Scott and Minkus pages, with many countries having additional, unused Scott pages from the
1992-2000 included; each country virtually complete, including Semi-Postals, Airs, Dues and Officials, perforated and
imperforate issues, some mint and used, souvenir sheets, a full pane or two…the full panoply of the first quarter-century
of independence; if you’re a fan of engraved stamps, this is one not to miss, Very Fine, inspect, ex Winston.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
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French Colonies: French Equatorial Africa, Sensational Specialized Mint Collection, 1936-57. On
homemade pages in a slipcased binder, apparently complete (including Semi-Postals, Airs, Air Semi-Postals and
Dues), along with issues from Chad, Middle Congo and Ubangi-Shari; all mint, with numerous never hinged, plus a
1937 First Flight Cover Pointe Noire-to-Dakar franked by pair of #8, the 1937 Paris Expo stamp and souvenir sheet, all
“Afrique Française Libre” and “Libre” overprints on regular issues as well as “Libération” and “Résistance” overprints
on Semi-Postals, “France Libre”-inscribed issues, imperforate margin singles of #166-184, a #202 First Day Cover to
Brazzaville, Vichy Government issues, along with sunken die proofs of #169, 199 (2, a first state proof in black plus
engraver-signed die proof in reddish brown), B38, and C31-C33 (on vertically laid paper), all with Seated Liberty
“Republique Française/Ministère des Colonies” emboss, #C31-C33 with additional circled “A.C.T.P.C.” emboss as
well; of the other three territories, Chad includes a #C1 with 1940 Olympics Rings overprint (noted SCV $1200); fresh
and bright throughout, all in pristine condition, Very Fine, a marvel to behold; be sure to view.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

556

HH/H

French Colonies: French Africa, Beautiful Nearly All-Mint Collection, 1888-1976. Afars & Issas to Upper
Volta in two thoroughly filled Scott Specialty albums; Navigation & Commerce issues a mix of mint and used, with 20th
century stamps nearly all mint and solidly never hinged; Front- and Back-of-the-Book both well represented, with
Pictorials, France Libre (overprinted and inscribed) and common design issues all present, as are relevant Airs, Dues,
Parcel Posts, etc.; most countries run to the end of Empire in the late 1950s, with Afars & Issas continuing to 1972 and
Comoro Islands to 1976 (the latter with pages to 1999); uncommonly fresh and bright throughout, F.-V.F. with much
better, well worth the time to explore, ex Winston.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

HH/H

French Colonies: French Africa, A Mint Decade Collection, ca. 1974-84. Presented in six Minkus
albums, running Algeria to Zaire; a few countries start prior to 1974 (e.g., Equatorial Guinea and Katanga), but the bulk
of the collection runs Ford to Reagan; mint throughout, with much never hinged (the handful of used stamps present
aren’t worth mentioning); well-filled across the board, with Algeria, Madagascar and Tunisia particularly solid; note
perforated and imperforate issues (including Neo-Destour souvenir sheet), long runs of complete sets, and many very
pretty engraved issues; an easy way to fill in your missing moderns, Very Fine on the whole, worth a look, ex Winston.
Estimate $600 - 800

French Colonies: French Pacific, Nearly All-Mint Collection, 1881-1990. New Caledonia (1892-1990,
pages to 2000), New Hebrides (1908-80) and Wallis & Futuna (1920-90, pages to 2000), all in a single Scott Specialty
album; with the exception of just a handful of items (all 19th century, apart from New Hebrides #J1-J5), the collection is
mint, with much mounted never hinged; each country well-filled with completion a real possibility; Back-of-the-Book
included in each, with Semis, Airs and Dues; some multiples, including a New Caledonia #219 mint block of 25;
exuberantly fresh throughout, F.-V.F. with much better, be sure to view, ex Winston.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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French Colonies: French Polynesia, Collection, 1892-2002. In three albums and a stock book full of mint
stamps, with better items: 21-54, 57-59, 72-75, 80-116, 126-35, C17-19, C21, C24-27, C47a, C48, C50, C54, C55-56,
C63-67, C78-82, C88, C89-93, C100-4, C112-14 and C107-11, generally F.-V.F., ex Sheeran.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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French Colonies: French Polynesia & FSAT, The Collection So Hot It’ll Give You Chills, 1892-1993.
One Scott Specialty album bringing together two of the most popular French Colonies; Polynesia virtually complete for
the period, starting with Navigation & Commerce series mint and used (the 15c on quadrille paper), “Tahiti” overprints,
the Pictorial issues of the 1910s-’40s, France Libre issues (overprinted and inscribed), gutter pairs of #80-86 with
ornate script in gutter, several modern imperforates, Semi-Postals, and complete Airs; FSAT runs 1955-83, virtually
complete for the period for both regular and Air issues; both territories with pages continuing to about 2000, F.-V.F. with
much better throughout, inspection invited, ex Winston.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
French Colonies: French Polynesia, “Surf’s Up!” All-Mint Collection, 1892-1972. A gorgeous,
near-complete holding mounted on Scott Specialty pages; from inscribed Commerce and Navigation issues to
Polynesian Painters, the island group complete less #18; includes all Pictorials (basic and surcharged), Colonial
Exposition singles and souvenir sheet (the latter never hinged), “France Libre” issues (1941 overprints, 1942
inscribed), UN-related issues, all Semis, Airs (the latter including Vichy issues #C1A-C1E) and Dues; amazingly bright
and fresh throughout, Very Fine overall, this collection will make some waves. Scott $4,218.Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
French Colonies: French Polynesia, Dealer Stock, 1892-1994. In small dealer counter book of better
items, stamps seem to be mostly correctly identified and overall much better stock than usually encountered with mostly
$20+ to hundreds of dollars sets and singles, better items include (mint): C33 (3), C52-53, C54 (4), C63-67 (2 sets),
C100-4 and C27 (4 different color trial color proofs and two regular proofs), condition appears mostly sound, Scott value
has drifted over the years, so you should make an adjustment in the owner’s catalog value to compensate, nice stock of
a very popular area, generally F.-V.F. Scott approximately $3,900+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $800 - 1,200

French Colonies: French Southern & Antarctic Territories, Dealer Stock, 1956-1999. In small dealer
counter book of better items, stamps seem to be mostly correctly identified and overall much better stock than usually
encountered with mostly $20+ to hundreds of dollars sets and singles, better items include (mint): 16-19 (3), 23-24 (2),
25-28 (3), 28 (2), 30 (4), C1-2, C3 (3), C4 (3), C6 (2), C7 (3), C8 (3), C13-14 (2), C19-23 (3) and C26-27 (4), condition
appears mostly sound, Scott value has drifted over the years, so you should make an adjustment in the owner’s catalog
value to compensate, nice stock of a very popular area, generally F.-V.F. Scott approximately $8,600+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
French Colonies: Indochina, Collection Stamps & Covers, 1892-1945. On pages we note sixteen covers
or cards and a selection of mint & used stamps, the covers include a 1947 cover scarce expeditionary forces to U.S. with
French stamps, 15c letter sheet uprated with #5 to Germany, 1946 cover with #235-236 tied by Washington DC
cancels, 1908 ad cover with 27 (2) & 29, then a page of mint 1942-1945 stamps, inspection urged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
French Colonies: New Caledonia, Impressive Imperf Compilation, 1981-94. In two file sheet books, one
large, one smaller format, each filled with imperforates of the island’s colorful issues, all identified and priced by Maury;
most present as corner margin blocks of nine, with numerous complete panes as well; a lovely mix of offset and
engraved issues picturing the flora and fauna of the island and its waters, its cultural institutions and its ties to France;
fresh and exceptionally clean throughout, Very Fine, a stock to make you cry, “Great Scot!”; inspect. Maury €24,600
($28,900).
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
French Colonies: St. Pierre & Miquelon, The Stamps of the Fisherman Collection, 1891-1990. In a Scott
Specialty album, a few scattered earlies, but becomes extremely powerful in the mid-20th century with a large number
of the scarcer sets in choice mint never hinged condition; highlights include mint o.g.: #75, 78, 157, 171, 211, 226, 239,
404-407, B3, B4-B8, B9-B 10, C18-C20, J1-J31, J45; mint never hinged: #209, 2145-215, 232, 235, 243, 245-246, 249,
251-253, 374-377, 378-382, 389-392, 393-396, 408-411, 412-414, 419-422, 429-433, 439-440, 450-452, C15-C17,
C21-C23, C25, C27, C36, C43-C44, C47-C49, C51-C54; also the stunning and very scarce specialty item #408-411 in
mint never hinged upper margin block-of-four; this ever popular area is France’s last colony in North America, generally
F.-V.F., ex Winston.
Estimate $400 - 600
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French Colonies: Wallis & Futuna, Lovely Selection of Imperforates, 1981-94. Housed in a pristine
sheet file binder of 58 pages, 39 of which (78 sides) present an array of issues, all imperforate, most in corner margin
blocks of nine, with some issues presented as complete panes; all identified by Yvert and Maury numbers (and priced in
the latter), with catalogue tallies by the latter; roughly 40% are the popular engraved issues, with much of Topical
interest; useful quantities of bright, clean material with great resale potential, Very Fine, inspection invited. Maury
€14,500+ ($17,040).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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HH/H/m German Area, Dealer Stock, 1872-1994. In six small dealer counter books of better items, stamps seem to
be mostly correctly identified and overall much better stock than usually encountered with mostly $20+ to many
hundreds of dollars sets and singles, spot checked issues appear properly identified, better items include (used): 6, 8
(5), 11, 12, 14, 19-20, 25 (2), 26, 28 (2), 75-79, 115-17, 173, 221-34, 363-65, 526a, 527a, 557-77, 574-77, B5-7 (5 sets),
B15-18, B23-27 (3 sets), B28-32, B33a-d, B34-37, B38-41 (9 sets), B49-57 (5 sets), B55, B55a (3), B57 (2), B59-67 (2
sets), B69-78 (3 sets), B91-92 (blocks from souvenir sheet), B294, B295, B310-13, B320-23 (2 sets), B316-17 (6 sets),
B320-23 (9 sets), C15-19, C43, O29-39, O40-48, 1N25-41, 1N42-58, 3N19, 3N20 (2), 4N1-13, 5N28-40, 5NB1-4,
5NB5-8, 6N30-38, 6NB1-2, 6NB3-6, 8N28-37, 8NB1-4, 8N28-35 and (mint): 1, 8a, 683, 685, 702-21 (3 sets), B32,
B49-57, B55, B55a, B57 (2), B310-13 (2 sets), B314-15, B148-59, B327-30 (2 sets), B327-30 (6 sets), C27-34, C46-56
(3 sets) and 9N61-63 (2 sets), condition is mixed, with usual problem areas among early classic issues and added
cancels as you usually see with German issues, Scott value has drifted over the years, so you should make an
adjustment in the owner’s catalog value to compensate, plenty of catalog value and the potential to find some
interesting items for the specialist, generally F.-V.F. Scott approximately $45,000+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

568

German Area, Fatherland Philately Collection of States, Colonies & Plebiscites, 1850-1959. In Scott
Specialty album, mint and used, many parallel, with mint in black Showguard-style mounts; many, many hundreds of
stamps in nice condition, with long runs in several areas; highlights include (used unless noted): Allenstein complete
mint (with a dozen extra used); Baden #25 (with APS certificate, repaired); Bavaria #3-4, 13, 14, 18, 29A (APS
certificate, repaired), 35, 238-254, 271-275, O6-O1; Bremen #11; Brunswick #8, 12; Cameroun #1-6 mint, 18;
Caroline Islands #7-18 mint; Danzig #1-30 mint and used, 156-167 mint, B15-B19 mint and used; B23-B32 mint and
used, C1-C41 mint, J1-J42 mint or used; German East Africa #3, N17-N29 mint (with used as extras); Hanover #16-17
mint and used; Lübeck #2 mint; Marienwerder #32-35 mint; Mecklenburg-Schwerin #5; Memel #30-33, N1-N63
mint or used, N66-N67 mint, N114 mint; Prussia #1 mint and used, 2-3 mint, 3-5, 6-8, 10, 14, 21-22, 23-27; Saar #16
(APS certificate), 38 (APS certificate), 39 mint, 68-83 mint, 120-135, 139-154 mint, B61-B73 mint or never hinged,
B77-B126 mint or never hinged; Saxony #3-8, 9-13, 14 (APS certificate, fault); Upper Silesia #15-47 mint or used;
Württemberg #2-6, 7-8, 17, 21, 25, 27, 31, 34 mint and used, 43, 45, 47-52, 54, 66, O7-O11 mint or used, O33-O93
mint or used, O107, and on and on, F.-V.F., a must-see, ex Winston.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

569

HH/H/m German Area, “Get an Uber, Alice!” Stock. You’ll need one for this holding: 27 albums, seven stockbooks,
four thick binders filled with manila stockpages, plus additional sheet files, stockpages, and more; multiple collections
included—and with some mix-and-match work on your part, you could probably create two all-periods collections;
there’s not much from the fringes (States, Offices, etc.), but solid amounts of material from the Empire, Reich, and all
post-war entities; most albums are hingeless of some sort, so a great deal of the mint will be never hinged; the perfect
holding for the dealer looking to restock, Very Fine on the whole, be sure to add to your view list.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

French Area, Dealer Stock, mostly from 1930’s to 2000’s. Approximately 125 manila counter cards filled
with many modern souvenir sheets and sheetlets from France and Monaco, many better items in the $20 and up range,
with better items that include (mint unless noted otherwise): Cameroun C199 signed die proof, France 157a, B301a
complete booklet, French Polynesia 462-64 proof sheets, Mali 107 signed die proof, Monaco 596 proof sheet, 962a (5),
condition is better than usual with several useful booklet panes and souvenir sheets, o.g., some never hinged / some
hinged, generally F.-V.F. Scott $4,600+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $800 - 1,200
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HH/H/m German Area, Wagnerian Rhapsody, 1852-1991. In bursting-at-the-seams Scott Specialty album; major
collection with huge number parallel mint (or never hinged) and used; begins with mainly used Thurn & Taxis complete
but for two stamps, followed by North German Confederation #1-11 and 13-19 used with a few extra mint; Empire
(used unless noted) #1-3, 4 mint, 6, 6 strip of five with c.d.s., 8-10, 14, 19-21, 24, 27-28 mint, 29-35, 64, 75-79, and then
many mint and used examples of most regular issues through WWII, followed by Bundesrepublik (mint and used
unless noted): #684 unused (with APS Certificate), 665-666, 668, 669, 693-694, with 694 and 696 mint never hinged
and then virtually complete through 1990; fairly exhaustive Semi-Postals include #B59-B67, B141-B143 and
B320-B323 mint o.g. and B91-B92, B140, and B mint never hinged, with (mint AND used) #B38-B41, B42-B43,
B69-B78, B104, B105, B144, B173, B310-B313, B332-B333, and B334-B337, with many never hinged and used,
including: #B79-B81, B82-B89, B93-B101, B102, B134-B136, B177-B185, B306-B308, B318-B319, and on and on;
Airmails include (mint o.g. and used) #C3-C19, C27-34, C36-C38, with #C20-C26 and C43-C45 mint alone; Berlin
issues are largely complete, with many mint and used; includes Occupations (Belgian, plus close-to-complete Allied
post-WWII), as well as some Offices in China, Morocco and Turkey; truly exceptional in the number of choice stamps
presented parallel; enormous catalogue value, F.-V.F. with better throughout, ex Winston. Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

572

German Area, Dealer Stock, 1897-1950’s. In three small dealer counter books of better items, stamps
seem to be mostly correctly identified and overall much better stock than usually encountered with mostly $20+ to many
hundreds of dollars sets and singles, spot checked issues appear properly identified, better items include (used):
Cameroun: 20-23, Danzig: 31-43, 45-46, 168-92, 193-99, 233 (2), C36-40, France N3, N7, N15-26, Heligoland: 2,
Marienwerder: 30, 31, Marshall Islands: 3, 4 (2), 7-12, Memel: 1-17, 18-29, 30-33, 50-92, C1-17, C19, C20-29, N26,
N28-30, Montenegro 3N1-9, 3NB1, 3NB3-6, 3NCB1-3, 3NCB4-6, Poland 77-78, N30-55, 1K25-27, Saar: 16, 39, 68-83,
139-54, 175-87, B5-8, B16-22, B29, B44-46, B47-53, B65-66, B84-88, C3-4, O27-38, Serbia: 2N1-5, 2N16-30,
2NB7a-10a, 2NB7b-10b, 2NB29-36, 2NB29-37, 2NC1-10, 2NC8, 2NC11-15, 2NJ1-8, 2NJ16-20, 2NJ9-15, Yugoslavia
Laibach: N36-54, N55-70, NJ14-22 and (mint): Marshall Islands 2 (2), 7-12, Saar 1-17, 16 (4) and 204-20, condition is
mixed, with usual problem areas among early classical issues, Scott value has drifted over the years, so you should
make an adjustment in the owner’s catalog value to compensate, plenty of catalog value and the potential to find some
interesting items for the specialist, generally F.-V.F. Scott approximately $31,000+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
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German Area, Huge Dealer Stock, 1850’s to late 1980’s. In thirty eight dealer counter books and five boxes
of backup inventory containing approximately 7,000 dealer tear pages, with values ranging from slightly below a dollar
to well into the hundreds of dollars, with many better genuine sets as well as some difficult better Michel listed varieties
from knowledgeable dealer who not only had an eye for authentication, but also condition, with many great premium
items, including Caroline Islands 6a used, 19 mint, German South West Africa 5-6 mint, Germany 11, 13, 22, 25, 26, 28,
many better Michel listed varieties among early Empire and Germania issues, group of ten better Germania stamps with
advertising labels, 72-73 mint, 351-62 mint, 366-84 mint, 401-14 mint, 446-47 NH, 670-85 (2 sets), 702-21 (3 sets),
702a/704a/708a booklet, B28-32 mint, B49-57 (1 mint set, 1 used set), B59-67, B141-43 mint, B310-13 NH, 9N553a,
Zusammendrücke Michel W18, W22, W23, W24, SZ1A, SZ5, SZ6 (2), SKZ3, SKZ4, a few better offices abroad, China
55, 56, Morocco 39, 42-44, Turkey 59, Poland several better WWI Michel listed varieties, Kiauchau 18-22, 28, 31 mint,
Mariana Islands 29, Marshall Islands 1, 6 on piece and 25, condition varies with occasional faults (mostly among the
early issues), overall condition appearing mostly sound and adding up to substantial catalog value, generally F.-V.F.
appearance.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

H/m

German Area, Specialized Collection, 1852-1944. In four Scott Specialty albums, highly complete
collection with many complete sets with the occasional interesting cover and a few unusual essays that add some zest
to any collection, along with some interesting varieties, starting with Thurn and Taxis mostly complete (only missing a
half dozen issues), North German Confederation regular issue only missing #11, German Imperial Eagles complete,
12-13, 27-28, 45-51 mint, 52-61 mint, 62-65A mint, 75-78 mint, 79 mint, Michel 97 mint, Ministerdruck with BPP
signature and paper 1982 certificate, English POW camp post Ruhleben cover and several stamps on card, each with
One Year Captivity cancel, 1921 Germany’s Lost Provinces Mourning Stamp group of 14 stamps and same complete
set on complete Gedenkmarken card, 210 Watermark Quatrefoils, 1921-1922 Deutsche National Volks Partei set of
four blocks of four, definitive essay for 1924 German Eagle design, signed Ludin, 366-84 mint, 400 mint block of four,
Michel 799U and 800U imperf pairs, B23-32, B33, B33a-d, B49-57, B58, B68, B82a-B83a two sets of souvenir sheets
with different Olympic cancels, many different cancels on many Hitler souvenir sheets with matching postcards, C27-34
mint, C32 1929 Graf Zeppelin postcard, 1929 Katapultflug postcard, C35-37 mint, C38-39 mint, C40-42 mint, C43-45
(1m is used, 2m and 4m are mint), C46-56 mint, complete Belgium occupation issues, seven early 1930’s rocket mail
stamps, each on piece, six 1934 rocket mail stamps on piece, several semi-official airmail stamps, a few Operation
Cornflake Hitler forgeries, overall condition is better than usual, with mixed condition among the classics and mostly
clean among the later issues, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
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German Area, Dealers Stock, 1860’s-1950’s. In nine dealer counter books, full of tear sheets, identified
and priced Scott and partially with Deutschmarks many years ago, with (used) 667-68, 669 (7), B309, B313 (2),
B314-15, B316-17, B320-23, B330, C35-37 (3), C35 (3), C37 (2), C38, 9N61-63 and (mint) 351-62, 667-68, B107-15,
B309, B314-15, B334-37, C31-34, 9N35-41, 9N68, 9N76-79 (2), DDR B21a and Danzig 1-15, some typical faults you
usually see in dealer stocks, generally F.-V.F. Scott $15,000+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

577

H/m)

578

)

579

HH/H/m

580

German Area, Eclectic Collection of Better Items, 1870-1980’s. In book of black stock pages, of various
interesting and difficult to find, singles, various Zusammendrücke multiples, better booklets, souvenir sheets (some
with special cancels), interesting covers with some interesting usages, etc., with Bavaria 257 block of 25 with dramatic
preprint paper fold and shifted overprint at bottom left, Danzig 241-54 on airmail, express, registered cover, Germany
524-26 full sheets, 600-16 set on cover, 667-68, B309 on Hammaposta 1949 souvenir card, 667-68, B309 first day
cover, various Zusammendrücke multiples with Heuss 1954 1pf-20pf in various values and configurations on 1/2 pane,
B68 OSTROPA, B91-92 Olympics souvenir sheets (used), B104, C1-18 on large registered cover, C37 on delayed
1929 flight to U.S., Michel MH 20.2 full booklet, mint group of 1870 Telegraph stamps (6 values) in corner margin and
gutter multiples, various Thuringen gutter pair, block and single group, West Berlin Michel MH1 full booklet, Berlin
9N1-20 on two registered covers to New York (one cover with APS cert), 9N21//9N34 (10 values from Red Berlin
overprint set) on registered cover to New York, 9N80-83 on cover to New York, DDR 82-84 on cover to U.S., Serbia
2NC1-15 blocks of four, some mixed condition, condition is a little mixed as you would find with most collections, with a
good selection of some real quality items, generally F.-V.F., ex Sheeran. Scott approximately $22,000 (Owner’s).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

German Area, Decadent Deutschland Collection, 1872-1988. A ten-volume delight from the Empire on
featuring Offices and Colonies, Empire and Reich, post-war Local Issues, Bund and Berlin plus DDR; solidly complete
(with exception of Locals, which are always tough), but enough blank spaces to make the hunt to fill them in fun; among
the many highlights are an OSTROPA sheet (toned, with clipped corner), a very lightly hinged Professions set; nice
Allied Occupations including the Buildings series, a selection of Posthorn overprints, souvenir sheets, etc.; with
post-war states essentially complete mint, Very Fine as a whole, worth viewing.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

German Area, The Triple-C Stock of Covers, Cards and Cancels. One to wrap your hands around; well in
excess of 1000 items (our estimate is closer to 2000), most all individually sleeved and ready for display; material runs
from Empire to Bund, Berlin and DDR, with postal cards and stationery, covers with commemorative and slogan
cancels, show and expo cancels, First Day Covers and maximum cards, etc., with some standard commercial mail
mixed in as well; all housed in four long document boxes, three binders and more loose; overall clean and fresh, Very
Fine overall, inspection invited.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

German Area, Postal Stationery Stock To Make You Say, “Potsdam!” Easily well in excess of 1000 items
total, presented in three long boxes plus a large handful loose, nearly all individually sleeved and ready for your next
bourse; postal cards are the rule, but note letter cards, aerogrammes, message reply cards and money orders as well;
material covers the broad sweep of German philately, with Bavaria, Hannover, Stuttgart and Württemburg, Empire,
extensive Reich, Bund and DDR, Occupations (both by and of Germany), private posts, Offices, etc.; Reich material is
identified by Michel series and includes proofs, propaganda cards; useful duplication, with mint and used, the latter
bearing a mix of commercial and commemorative cancels, Very Fine.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
German Area, Postal History, 1935-1965. Several hundreds of a meaty collection of mostly post war
covers, a few better includes Netherlands air mail with 667-668, B30, Germany 664a first day cover, 1948 registered
with 576 (2), 10N1-10N8 first day cover, 1949 Germany Baden French Zone airlift card, 1949 B310-B313 airmail, and
1949 registered mixed franking with 665-666, 5NB12-5NB14, 8NB7-8NB8, fresh & clean lot, bid early, bid often, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
German Area, Primo Positivo Mostly Mint Collection, 1850-1978. In five Lighthouse albums, with most
material mounted; includes States and Empire, Reich, Bund (to 1978), Berlin (to 1974) and Saar; Reich, Bund and
Berlin all mint (just a handful of used items), virtually complete, with never hinged; States, Empire and Saar a mix of mint
and used; States feature nice Thurn & Taxis, Prussia and Saxony (pages, no stamps, for others); Empire slight but with
nice mostly used Germanias, and mint #C1-C2, Coat-of-Arms Semi-Postals, plus used Occupation of Belgium; Reich
with Professions set complete, 1936-37 souvenir sheets, plus Semi-Postals and a good selection of Feldpost and
General Government issues; Saar starts with overprinted Bavaria issues (including 10M value) and runs through
post-war Occupation and inscribed issues; fresh and sound throughout, F.-V.F. with much better, well worth the time to
review, ex Sheeran.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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German Area, Collection / Stock, 1870’s-1960’s. In half a dozen stock books and loose album pages,
consisting of German Stock and some interesting Occupation and Administrative areas, containing: 665-66 (6 sets),
667-68, 669, 691 (12), 695 (4), 698-701 (5), B310-13, B316-17, B320-23 (3 sets), B325-26 (4 sets), B327-30, B331 (4),
B332-33 (4 sets), B334-37 (6 sets), B338-41 (8 sets), B344-47 (14 sets), DDR 82-84 mint and used, 226a mint and
used, a group of DDR 1940’s under Russian occupation issues, and many nice $20+ sets and singles scattered about,
generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

584

HH/H

585

H/m/)
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HH/H/m
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H/m/)

588

HH/H/m
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German Area, Extensive Mint and Used Collection, 1850s-1967. Housed in a Minkus album covering
States, Empire and Reich, post-war Occupations, Bund and DDR, plus Colonies, German Occupations, etc.; States
better (and more widely) filled than normally found, with great early Bavaria cancels, solid Brandenburg, Brunswick,
Thurn & Taxis, and North German Confederation; Empire & Reich offers a nice array of Eagle-and-Shields (including
both 18Kr values), nice Germanias, a mint set of the large Pigeon Airmails, nice Inflations, Coat-of-Arms Semi-Postals,
mint Feldpost; Occupations include Posthorn roller and rug overprints, items from the Buildings series (mint and used),
plus French and Soviet Zones material; Bund and DDR are nicely filled with much later material mint; Colonies are
variously filled, but note plenty of Yachts, etc., F.-V.F., a nice collection on which to build. Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
German Area, Se-Tenant, Booklets & Coils Collection, 1925-1980. A few hundred items stored in three
stockbooks, a counter book and loose, some better includes booklets 702a, 404a, 406a, 399b, se-tenant W22Y11,
S52y11, SY50Y11, mint roll #511, opportunity won’t knock twice, don’t let it escape, F.-V.F. Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

German Area, Nicely Filled All-Mint Collection, 1919-96. In five Scott Specialty albums (three with
slipcases) running from the end of WWI to the end of the Cold War; covers Empire and Reich, Bund and Berlin, as well
as DDR (1964-90); no great rarities, but what is here was chosen with an eye to quality, with superior centering and
condition than often found; note late Germanias, complete Inflations, Ruhr Assistance Semi-Postals (including the
1000M on 20M value), good WWI and post-WWII Occupations including Posthorn overprints (both roller and carpet)
and apparently complete French Zone issues; Bund and Berlin missing a handful of early issues but otherwise
complete, while DDR runs complete 1964-90, Very Fine, a pretty collection; viewing encouraged.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
German Area, Made of Good Stock Collection, 1869-1960s. Housed in seven stockbooks of various sizes
and makes, with the majority of the holding running between Germanias and the end of the Reich, but also with North
German Confederation (including three covers, one envelope with embossed “collar” for stamp placement), some
Bund, Occupations (Russia, Ukraine), Allied Occupations (French and Soviet Zones, including a mint #16N9), a bit of
Bavaria, etc.; includes regular issues as well as Airs and Officials, along with two Inflation covers, two large pieces with
either large block or multi-issue frankings, a 1919 cover with three of the four National Reconstruction issue franking,
and much more of interest; solid to heavy duplication to keep the dealer’s sales going, or the cancel/shade hunter
searching for some time, F.-V.F. or better, worth careful review.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
German Area, The “Going Once, Twice, Isolde!” Collection, 1849-1990. And we’re not trystin’; from
States to Berlin in five Lighthouse hingeless albums (three with slipcases); very nice States, with coverage, centering
and condition superior to what’s normally found; Empire presents both 18Kr Shields mint, nice Germania/Symbols of
Empire sets (including noted War and Peace printings), while the Airmails include a lightly hinged 1912 Rhein-Main set
mint, a used Gelber Hund, plus mint Pigeons; Reich includes an OSTROPA sheet (toned), a used Nazi Sun set, WWII
Occupations, Feldpost items mint, etc.; Bund appears complete mint never hinged 1956 on (including vended
postage), with matching Berlin 1955 on; highly complete across all periods (but with room to grow), some items
duplicated or parallel mint and used; much never hinged, stretching back at least to the 1919 National Reconstruction
issue; no Allied Occupations, F.-V.F. with much better throughout, definitely worth viewing. Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
German Area, Spectacular Accumulation, 1872-1970. Thousands of mostly mint material, loaded with
inflationary issues, Hitler semi-postals, Saar 263-282, Soviet Occupation issues, locals, Exchange Tax revenue
stamps, album of AMG stamps and covers, 1872-1945 mint & used collection, full and part sheets including sheet of
B342, there is too much to go through so we leave that enjoyment to the viewer, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
German Area, The Jagd Tiger, Stockbook With Better Material. With choice, better material like (used
unless noted): Brunswick #2, 11(signed), 18 (signed), Hanover #18, Germany #C20-C26**(!), Zusammendruke
(se-tenants from booklet panes) Michel #W 1, W 2, KZ 17, KZ 19, S 109, S 113, Berlin # 9N70-9N74**, 9N80**,
9N84-9N93**, 9NB6-9NB7**, etc.; powerful and high caliber! generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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592

HH/H/m German Area, Zusammendrücke Collection, 1909-1952. Over 400 items mounted in a KaBe album,
includes gutter pairs and tete beche, includes mint Michel S100, S101, S239, and much more, careful inspection will
reap huge results, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

593

)

594

HH/H/m

595

H/m/)
German Area, Collection, 1860’s-1950’s. With strong WWII focus, with 50+ Germany (mostly Nazi era)
postcards and covers, with many Hitler and Nazi theme photos or postmarks, several WWII era German photographs,
large group of little mini collections on Scott Specialty pages of German area countries, consisting of Heligoland,
Danzig, Czechoslovakia - Bohemia and Moravia and Slovakia, German Occupation of Poland, German occupation of
Serbia and Saar, a great lot for WWII enthusiasts; occasional faults, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

596

HH/H/m

597

H)

German Area, Accumulation, 1850’s-1980. Decent size holding in several large stock books, a Kabe
album and many loose stamps on dealer cards and in glassines with pockets of better issues floating about, with decent
souvenir sheets, including mint Olympic’s sheets, a group of mint DDR Freedom bells, a glassine of various Nazi era
Revenue stamps, a few mint Kaisers Yacht’s, some better Post War issues with some early DDR and Bund commem’s,
B93-101 (four sets), six early Empire era Telegraph stamps, a stock page of early Empire Zusammendrücke, and many
other useful items, some mixed condition generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
German Area, Dealer Stock, 1880’s-1980’s. From large index card filing cabinet full of #4 glassines packed
with stamps, thousands of glassines, starting from the early Imperial Eagles to modern issues, in large quantity of each,
this would make a great lot for the specialist looking for Michel listed varieties and interesting town postmarks; usual
mixed condition, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
German Area, Extensive Mint and Used Collection, 1850-1983. Housed in four albums, three Scott
Specialty for Empire & Reich, Colonies, Occupations, Plebiscites, Offices, Bund and Berlin (stamps through 1983, with
pages continuing to 1987), one Schaubek in springback cover for Saar (1920-59); States very nicely filled, with
particularly strong Bavaria, Hamburg, Hanover, Prussia, Saxony, Thurn & Taxis (including #49 with a 1970 German
Philatelic Society certificate), and Württemberg; Shields include both 18kr values, good Germania/Symbols of Empire
sets, mint Hindenburg se-tenants and tête-bêche pairs and gutters, Stormtroopers Semi-Postals mint, Military Airpost &
Parcel Post issues (mint and used); roller and carpet Posthorn overprints, Bund UPU and Posthorns used; Berlin to
1985 with mint 1953 Liberty Bells; Saar nicely filled, a mix of mint and used, including #39 mint, etc., etc., F.-V.F. or
better, worth viewing.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

German Area, Cover Collection, 1941-1947. Group of 25 interesting covers, with nine feldpost covers and
postcards, mostly with Latvia theme (either with the postmark or the picture on the postcards), five WWII prisoner of war
covers, a couple German censor covers to U.S.A. and finally five Concentration Camp (Konzentrationslager) covers,
each containing original letters, two of the covers on Auschwitz stationary, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

German Area, Souvenir Sheet and Multiples Dealer Stock, mostly from 1930’s to 2000. Slightly over
110 manila counter cards filled, many better items in the $20 and up range, with better items that include (mint): B21a,
B104, Michel HB79, 5NB4a, 8NB1-4 (2), DDR 144a (2) (used): 9NB1-3 first day souvenir card, 16N9f, DDR 144a-46a,
144a, 264a and B35a, condition is better than usual with several useful booklet panes and souvenir sheets, generally
F.-V.F. Scott $5,600+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

German Area, Koblenz Together the Ends of a Consignment. A diversity of Deutschland in albums,
binders, stockbooks and more, some common, some not; stockbook of mint and used Empire and Reich with useful
duplication; a Specialty album of States and Occupations (including an apparently never hinged Saar Flood Relief
sheets); a document box of mint DDR (including never hinged); Bund stock (including Framas); sheets and part-sheets
of Empire issues (early 1920s through Inflations); an oversized old-style photo album with Bohemia & Moravia mint,
used and covers; a nice stock holding of private booklets for various charities (i.a., Red Cross, Sports, Bishops’ Fund,
Youth, Jewish Community); even two binders of framable numbered, artist-signed sheets with the stamp issue First
Day-cancelled, etc., etc., F.-V.F. with better, worth review.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
German Area, Mint Postal Card Accumulation, 1898-1946. Includes German Offices in Turkey postal
cards, German Offices Abroad China, German East Africa, German Southwest Africa, German Offices Morocco,
Samoa, Togo, A.M.G. cards, Heligoland cards, a wondrous selection, a few reprints present, careful examination
please, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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German Area, Mint Collection, 1900-1960. Presented in a Schaubek and a Rupprect album, includes mint
59-60, 459, 469, 702-721, B59-B67, B69-B78, B90, B91-B92, B103, B105, B106, a great way to start collecting this
area or to restock inexpensively, happy bidding, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

600

HH/H/m

601

H/m

602

HH/H/m

603

H/m

604

H/m
German States, Dealer Stock, 1851-1920. In three small dealer counter books of better items, stamps
seem to be mostly correctly identified and overall much better stock than usually encountered with mostly $20+ to many
hundreds of dollars sets and singles, spot checked issues appear properly identified, better items include (used):
Bavaria: 3, 7 (3), 8 (4), 14 (4), 15-22, 27a, 22, 28a, 29a, 35, 36, 38-47, 73-76, J2, O6-19, O20-33, O34-51, Bremen: 4, 6,
7, Brunswick: 2, 5, 11, 13, 14, 23-26, 25, 26, Hamburg: 2, 3, 12, 25, Hannover 8, 8A, 9, 16 (2), 18 (2), 26, Holstein 24,
Lubeck 3, 5, 9, 12, Mecklenburg-Schwerin: 3, 8, Oldenburg: 16, Prussia: 9-13, 10, 22 (2), 23-27, Saxony 13a,
Schleswig-Holstein: 6, 10-14, Thurn and Taxis 2, 4 (2), 12, 13, 19, 27, 29, 31, 32, 51, 52 (2), 60-63, Wurttemberg 6 (2),
45, and (mint): Bavaria: 1, 251a-54a, Hamburg: 1, 4, Hannover: 17, Lubeck 11, Mecklenburg-Schwerin: 6,
Mecklenburg-Strelitz 1, 3, 4, Oldenburg: 17a, Prussia: 13, Thurn and Taxis 13 and Wurttemberg 36a, some faults as
usual, Scott value has drifted over the years, so you should make an adjustment in the owner’s catalog value to
compensate, plenty of catalog value and the potential to find some interesting items for the specialist, generally F.-V.F.
Scott approximately $38,000+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

605

H/m
German States, The Baker’s Dozen Collection, 1850-70. Lighthouse hingeless pages presenting a
valuable collection of mint and used from 11 States, North German Confederation, and Franco-Prussian War
Occupation issues for Alsace and Lorraine; as complete as you’ll hope to find, needing just Saxony #1 and two
Schleswig-Holstein items; highlights include Baden used #1-4, 6-9, 10, 12-14, 18 and 24; Bergedorf mint #1-5;
Brunswick used #1-3, 4-5, 7-11, 21, and mint #24; Lübeck used #2 (signed) and 4, plus mint #1;
Mecklenburg-Schwerin used #1-3 and mint #5-8 and 6A; Mecklenburg-Strelitz mint #1-6; Prussia used #1-3, 5, 6-8,
9-13, 14-20, 21-22 and 23-27, plus mint #14a; Saxony used #2-13 and 2a, plus mint #6 and 14; Schleswig-Holstein
used #11-15 and 22-25, plus mint #1, 2, 6-14 and 16 (no gum); plus Thurn & Taxis, North German Confederation and
Occupations complete and mostly mint; exceptionally clean, with centering and condition nearly universally far superior
to what you normally find, F.-V.F. with much better, a must-view. Scott $26,000+.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

80

German Area, Collection, 1870’s-1980’s. In a total of six albums, with three Scott Specialty albums, one
album containing states and Plebiscites, one album of Germany and occupation issues, one album of Germany and
occupation issues, an album of DDR on mixed Scott International pages and quadrille pages and finally an album of
various interesting covers, singles, sheets, postcards, etc., with an interesting section of Kaiser Yacht private proofs
that show various elements of frames and complete designs (similar to deluxe proofs), generally F.-V.F., ex Sheeran.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

German Area, Collection, 1850’s-1960’s. Mounted in Scott Specialty album, with a couple early German
States, 6 used, 27 used, 363-65, useful 1930’s souvenir sheets with Olympics set and Hitler Nuremberg sheets,
generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $500 - 750
German Area, Smoking Stockbook Accumulation, 1870’s-1980’s. 14 large stockbooks, mostly
Lighthouse and other quality stockbook manufacturers, containing many thousands of German and German States
stamps from the late 19th Century to nearly the reunification period and everything in between, not only is there the
potential to find some interesting better stamps floating about, but there is are also in demand for the stockbooks by
collectors, who always need these stockbooks for various reasons, making a good opportunity for some resale profit,
with a little elbow grease, there could be some decent potential here, generally F.-V.F., ex Sheeran.
Estimate $500 - 750
Germany Area & Austria, The Anschluss Assemblage, 1852-1991. A bit of a hodgepodge, the Germany
on a folder-full of Scott pages covering States, Empire, Reich, Occupations and post-WWII period, the Austria in a
Lighthouse stockbook; both mixed mint and used, but generally clean and sound; Austria roughly organized
chronologically, with souvenir and miniature sheets included; a nice lot for the internet or bourse dealer, F.-V.F. with
better, worth a look.
Estimate $400 - 600
German Area, Collection, 1872-1980’s. Ten Lighthouse albums (of various years) filled with mint and used
stamps with various level of completion, ignoring the many hundreds (possibly thousands of stamps), the value of this
lot can easily be figured with just the resale value of the albums alone, most of which retail for over $100 each when they
are new, making this a great profit potential lot for Ebay resale, generally F.-V.F., ex Sheeran. Estimate $300 - 400
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HH/H/m German States: Bavaria, Impressive Mint and Used Collection, 1849-1920. An astounding holding,
needing just two stamps for completion; neatly presented on Lighthouse hingeless pages, with highlights galore; used
includes #2-3, 4-8, 9-14, 15-22, 23a-27a, 29a, 77-91, J3, etc.; and mint #28a, 30a, CL1, perfined Officials Michel #6-15
never hinged, etc.; clean, bright and fresh, the used displaying an interesting array of types, F.-V.F. or better, inspect.
Scott $5,800+.
Estimate $800 - 1,200

608

H/m

609

H/m

610

H/m
German States: Oldenburg, Sharp-Looking Mint and Used Collection, 1852-67. 23 different stamps on
two Lighthouse hingeless pages, with mint (mostly o.g., some signed) #6, 9-10, 12, 19, 21-22 and 24-25; and used #1-3,
7-8, 13-15, 16-18, 20, 23 and 25; all clean, most with four solid margins, F.-V.F.+, inspect. Scott $5,500+.
Estimate $600 - 800

611

H/m

612

HH/H
Germany, First-Class Third Reich Collection, 1933-45. A specialized holding done right; fully mounted on
homemade annotated pages in eight Lighthouse binders; each issue presented on its own page(s), with mint singles
plus examples used (many with one-day commemorative cancels, on piece or cover), plate flaws, watermark and paper
varieties, shades, occasional printers waste, imperforates, part-perforates, proofs, complete booklets, se-tenants, etc.,
etc., all identified by Michel number; highlights are far too numerous to list, but a sampling includes a pristine #B58
(hinged in margins only), Professions series publicity labels (?) and sheet strips used for booklet panes, a 1934 Rocket
Mail cover, OSTROPA sheet with Königsberg cancel, Olympics set on Zeppelin-cacheted cover, #B90 on cover with
North America Flight Zeppelin cachet plus a second mint sheet with small tail on “6" of watermark (a GPS ”known
variety"), a 1938 cover showing a late example of mixed Austrian-German franking, a rare 1939 Registered cover
notifying a winner in a Volkswagen lottery (with Bug-themed cachet in violet), Hitler Head coil wrappers, Michel #785aU
(€300), 799U-801U (each signed) plus #799 proof, #850U-851U (€300), and more; beyond the purely philatelic, we find
a slew of propaganda postcards, photos of Hitler (one with possibly authentic autograph), several examples of Hitler’s
Munich letterhead (one bearing Christmas greetings from the Führer, the other *ahem* picked up by an American
soldier, picture post cards of various shows and fairs (including 1939 Auto Show with some slinky Mercedes on view),
and much, much more, Very Fine, a gorgeous collection, and an excellent source of material for anyone interested in
the history of the period; viewing encouraged.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

613

H/m/)

German States: Baden and Bavaria, The Beemer Collection in Stockbook With Various Material,
1849-1950. Including better stamps like (used unless noted): Baden #1 (signed Brun), 16* (signed Brun), 24 (2x), 24*
(2x), Bavaria #4*, 4 in pair, 3*, 7, 8, 14 (short left), Officials perforated initials Michel #9*, 14**, and with nice German
Occupation zones., generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

German States: Bremen, Complete Collection, 1855-67. With 16 stamps presented on a Lighthouse
hingeless page; includes mint (mostly o.g.) #1, 1A, 2-4, 7-13 and 15; and used #5 (signed), 6 and 14; crisp printing and
solid color across the board, F.-V.F.+, a pretty lot. Scott $7,930.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
German States: Helgoland, Complete Collection, 1867-79. On a Lighthouse hingeless page displaying
26 stamps, all mint with three exceptions; includes mint #1, 1A, 2-10, 13-16, 18-20 and 22-25; and used #11, 17 and 21;
all with great colors on clean paper, F.-V.F. or better, imaged in full online; some signed. Scott $6,200+.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

German States: Württemberg, Nearly Complete Mostly Used Collection, 1851-1923. Neatly presented
on Lighthouse hingeless pages, with highlights including used #1-6, 7-11, 12, 13-17, 18, 19-22, 23-27, 28, 31-33, 34-40,
41-46, 47-52, 56-72, etc., plus an unused (no gum) #30 and complete and largely mint Officials; clean and sound
throughout, F.-V.F. or better, worth a look. Scott $12,800.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Germany, Stadtpost Locals Collection, 1860’s-1890’s. With two albums of over 1,000 different mint and
used singles in two large albums of home made pages and approximately 200 postal stationary entires, the albums of
singles have a great diversity of issues from many different German cities, sorted into genuine and forgeries (if known),
some of the issues have beautiful multicolor and ornate designs that make up some beautiful issues, you should add
this to your viewing list if you collect Germany and are growing board of the usual Scott or Michel listed stamps you see
in every auction as you may never see a German locals collection like this ever again; usual mixed condition, generally
F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
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H/m

615

H/m)
Germany, Specialized Collection of Private Postal Entires, 1933-45. Three Lindner binders full, with over
170 in total, each identified in pencil by Borek catalogue number (these are noted, briefly, in Michel, but unpriced); 12
early designs including a 10pf Germania in red with Prussian Centenary “collar” design (#26.D3), different
Numerals/Workers/Posthorns of the 1921 definitives series, etc., 22 later Hitler Head or Nazi Sun designs, with the
majority of the collection (143, by our count) being variations of the Hindenburg Medallion design; note eight window
envelopes, OSTROPA ‘35 (two designs) and ‘37, Hansaposta ‘35, several designs of War Graves Foundation cachets,
company advertisements, a pretty Colonial Stamps Show 1937 cover (#119.C3 with commemorative cancel), etc.;
most items with single indicia, but note some dual (e.g., #59.A1, 74.A1c, 81.A1, 131.A3 (mint and used), 131.A4) or
even triple (#87.A1c), along with a couple wrappers (#8.B4, 22.C1) book-ending the collection; used examples bear a
mix of regular postal and special commemorative cancels, with usages including Registered, Printed Matter, uprated
and censored, Very Fine, some toned, some with normal usage wear, but all sound, interesting and rarely offered.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

616

Germany, Near-Complete Collection, 1872-1932. A real beauty, presented in a pristine Lighthouse
hingeless album; you’ll need to add just four items to say “everything is here”; used highlights include #1-11, 19a, 22,
25, 25a, etc., while mint include #65A, C35-C42, CL1-CL6 (CL4-CL6 signed), and more; excellent condition throughout,
F.-V.F. or better, a must-see. Scott $11,000+.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

617

HH/H
Germany, Inflation Full Sheet Accumulation, 1921-1923. Incredible collection of mint inflation full sheets,
some better include 167, 171, 252, 282, a wonderful inventory that is rarely seen in such quantities, please review
meticulously, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

618

)

619

Germany, Near-Complete Third Reich Collection, 1933-45. Nearly all-mint in a very well-filled Lighthouse
hingeless album including WWII Occupation issues as well; highlights include Germany #B68 (OSTROPA souvenir
sheet, the counter of the watermark’s “O” burned away), C43-C45; Theresienstadt Michel #1 never hinged;
Montenegro #3N1-3N9, 3NB1-3NB10, 3NCB1-3NCB6 (all never hinged); Laibach #N55-N70 never hinged; Serbia
#2NB5, 2NC1-2NC10 (all never hinged), etc., etc.; fresh and sound holding, F.-V.F. or better, take time to view. Scott
$8,000+.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

620

)
Germany, Inflation Cover Collection, 1921-1924. Approximately 200 covers and cards, includes 251
single franking, 274 single franking, 298 (4) on cover, 1923 C14 perf & imperf, many annotated, a wondrous not soon to
be duplicated lot, F.-V.F.
Estimate $800 - 1,200

621

)

622

)

82

Germany, Stadtpost Locals Dealer Stock, 1860’s-1890’s. In nine dealer counter books with well over
1,300+ different mint and used singles with a great diversity of issues from many different German cities, and hundreds
of mint and used duplicates in five large stock books of manila pages, some of the issues have beautiful multicolor and
ornate designs that make up some beautiful issues, you should add this to your viewing list if you collect Germany or are
looking for something different to add to your inventory; usual mixed condition, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

HH/H/m

Germany, Early Airmail Postal History Collection, 1910’s-1930’s. 118 covers and postcards in an album
of Vario pages, some with Aviation Show or Exposition labels or markings, several picture postcards and printed
Aviation Exposition postcards with various aviation themes, a few covers with private flight overprints on C1-2, several
balloon flights, including an early Gordon Bennet cover, an amazing collection that you really need to view to fully
appreciate, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
HH/H/m

Germany, Hundreds of Inflation Covers, 1921-1923. With a few registered and picture postcards, mostly
modestly values, a few better include 1923 registered cover with strip of three #183, 1922 registered with (20) 148 & (6)
114, 1922 registered with C5 (2), C6 (2), C7, C9 & C10, 1922 air letter private printing, & 1922 message card with
uprated 138 & 144, an excellent lotting of these covers, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Germany, Inflationary Cover Collection, 1912-1925. Approximately 120 covers in a cover album, includes
registered, German States, advertising, postal cards, censored, intriguing lot, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
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HH

625

)

626

H/m

627

)

628

H/m

629

HH/H/m

630

Germany, WWII Occupation Issues, Huge Dealer Stock. In seven dealer counter book containing
approximately 700 pages, with many better genuine sets from knowledgeable dealer who not only had an eye for
authentication, but also condition, with many great items, with Albania Michel 1-14, Belgium Flemish Legion I-IV two
sets of singles and sheetlet set, V-VIII sheetlet set, IX-XIV, IX - XIV sheetlet set, XV A - XIX A (2 sets), XV B - XIX B, XX A
(2), XX A printed on reverse, XXI-XXIV sheetlet set, Valdon Legion Michel I-IV two sets and sheetlet set, Croatia 48/52
se-tenant block of four, some better semi-postals, Michel 170-72, B76 souvenir sheet with 1987 BPP certificate,
Denmark Michel I-III, Estonia Pernau Michel 1-10II, France Saint Nazaire 1-2a, Kotor Michel 1-6, Laibach Michel 2
block of four, expertized, 33-38, 45-60, Montenegro Michel 1-9, 20-28, 29-35, Pleskau Michel 16B pair, Poland Michel
87U block of four and Netherlands B144a-B145a, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

Germany, Mostly Inflation Era Mint Sheet Accumulation, mostly from 1920’s. Plus the occasional mint
sheet from the 50’s or 60’s, in approximately a dozen file folders, a couple mint sheet files and a mint sheet album of
several hundred mint sheets or large multiples, condition ranges with some sheets not surviving these many decades
very well, but others appearing to be of useful quality, a great lot for the specialist or for individual resale, with interesting
margin advertisements on the occasional sheet or the potential to find the occasional variety for the specialist, generally
F.-V.F., ex Sheeran.
Estimate $400 - 600
Germany, Inflation Period Full Sheets, 20th Century. Maybe a hundred or so in an old time folder,
unchecked and includes HAN #, advertising, varieties, airmails, etc., plus many more partial and/or broken sheets,
generally F.-V.F., ex Winston.
Estimate $200 - 300
German Offices in Morocco, Cover Collection, 1899-1911. Various covers and picture post cards neatly
mounted to blank Scott pages, with early surcharges on one picture post card and six covers, various Germania
surcharges: eight covers of various frankings, one of which is large fancy Royal Malaga Bodega Company advertising
cover and another with nine different values to 80pf on registry cover and fourteen post cards (many of which are picture
post cards), overall F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
German Colonies & Offices Abroad, Imperial Longings, 1889-1915. On Lighthouse hingeless pages in a
springback binder, including (used unless noted): Cameroun #1-6; German East Africa #2-5, 6-10, 6a, 11-16, 18-29,
37; German New Guinea #1, 1b, 2-5; German South West Africa #5-6 (mint), 13-16, 18-25, 31; Offices in China #1-6,
2a-6a, 24-35, 45, 47-53; Offices in Morocco #4-6, 45-53, 55; Offices in Turkey, #8-12, 13-20, 25-28, 40-41, 43, 52, 54;
Kiautschou #13-17, 29, 40 (on piece); Mariana Islands #12a ($1700!); Marshall Islands #7-10, 12, 21; Samoa #1 (on
piece), 3-4; and Togo #1a-1b, 5-6, 16-17, generally F.-V.F. Scott $7,000+.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

German Colonies & Offices Abroad, Wide-ranging Postal History Collection. Neatly presented on
two-sided, two-pocket black pages in a Safe binder, 49 covers, cards and forms (48 mailed); features China (including
two Boxer Rebellion Field P.O.-cancelled cards), Morocco and Turkish Empire; German New Guinea, East Africa (with
two covers each franked with 2½h-20h values), Cameroon, South West Africa (including a bisect usage and an
International Postal Order), Kiautschou, Caroline Islands, Marshall Islands, Samoa and Togo; several with overprinted
German issues; a variety of origin postmarks from each territory, numerous Registered usages, etc.; most to Germany,
but note Great Britain, New South Wales, Greece—even a local usage or two, Very Fine, a lovely, clean compilation;
inspection invited.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
German Colonies, Compelling Mint and Used Collection, 1893-1922. In a Lighthouse hingeless album,
which additionally has pages (no stamps) for German Offices; the Colonies are well-filled, with Cameroon, Caroline
Islands, German East Africa (including post-WWI Belgian Occupation issues), German New Guinea, German
Southwest Africa, Kiauchau, Marianas Islands, Marshall Islands, Samoa and Togo (with some British Occupations);
fresh and clean throughout, with even the cancels unobtrusive, F.-V.F. or better, be sure to view. Scott $5,500+.
Estimate $600 - 800
German Plebiscite Areas & Occupations, Essentially Complete Collection, 1914-39. A gorgeous
collection presented in a Lighthouse hingeless album; we count six empty spaces for the entire holding, which is
overwhelmingly mint; highlights include Danzig never hinged #156-167 and 200-210 plus used #26a-30a and J19;
Saar mint #1-17, 19, 20-32, 32a, 35-37, 38-39 and all Semi-Postals; near-complete Polish Danzig and Memel; very
nice Plebiscites of Allenstein, Marienwerder, Schleswig (including mint #O1-O14, the two high values signed), and
Upper Silesia, plus fairly complete WWI Occupation issues, F.-V.F. with better, inspection invited. Scott $11,600+.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
HH/H/m
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H/m/)

632

)

633

)
Germany, Postal History, 1946-1950. Approximately 130 post war covers mounted in a cover album,
includes locals with many signed “GPSY”, cover with five 5m tied, quite a few large multiples on cover, many hand
stamped, inspection urged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

634

HH/H/m

635

HH/H/m Germany, The Stamps That Came in From the Cold War Mint and Used Collection, 1945-1990. On
handwritten pages (with mounts) in three Lighthouse albums; extremely extensive, many mint and/or used, including
nice French Occupations Zones with many plate/die varieties, strong West Germany and Berlin, with much better
material, such as (used unless noted): #665-666, 665-666*, B310-B313*, B314-B315*, B318-B319, 9N35-9N41,
9N61-9N63*, 9N68, 9N70-9N74, 9NB1-9NB3*, 9NB4-9NB5*, 9NB5, etc., generally Very Fine.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

636

H/m/)
Germany, Post WWII Soviet Zone Local Issues and DDR Collection, 1945-1987. Mounted in four Scott
Specialty albums, highly complete with many complete sets followed by the occasional cover, with the first volume
containing emergency Locals and Russian Zone issues, with 50+ covers, many sets of various Hitler head issues and
1945-1946 local designs, second to fourth album containing DDR from inception to 1987, with notable items that
include: DDR 54-57A, 82-84, 144a Marx perf souvenir sheet, 146a Marx perf and imperf souvenir sheets, 10NB11,
12NB10-12 mixed franking with Strausberg stamps on registered Strausberg cover to Hamburg, 12NB10-12 souvenir
card and scarce 15N1 mint 12pf Pochta issue, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

637

H/m/)
Germany and Berlin, Post-WWII Specialized Collection, 1946-90. In eleven Scott Specialty albums,
highly complete collection of Germany and Berlin with many complete sets with the occasional interesting cover, along
with some interesting varieties, plus first day sheets (Ersttagsblatt) in five albums plus eleven post office year sets and
many loose in original envelopes to early 2000’s, collection starting with Bad Nauheim Michel 4-8, 585A-593,
593A-599, 634-661, 670-85 posthorn set, Michel XIII used - 1980 Olympics in Moscow that was not official issued, Red
and Black 1948 Berlin overprint sets, with several covers, 9N35-41 mint, 9N61-63, complete Freedom Bells, 9NB1-3
and 9NB3a, overall condition is generally sound, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

638

H/m/)
Germany, Liberation, Post WWII Locals and Russian Occupation Collection 1945-1949. In Lindner
hingeless album and home made album, with 10NB11 mint, many useful local issues with several overprints of Hitler
head issues, some of which have been used on cover or on piece, locals on covers, nice section of Russian WWII
occupation issues with a few souvenir sheets, condition is a little mixed, nice section that can sometimes be difficult to
find with such diversity, generally F.-V.F., ex Sheeran.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

84

Germany, WWII Propaganda Collection. Starting with the popular Free India set of 1943, various ally and
German propaganda leaflets and finally various popular propaganda forgeries, with 1943 Azad Hind I-VI perf and
imperf sets, plus duplicates, VII-VIIb complete group of three imperf high values, a German propaganda leaflet dropped
by German aircraft over American lines, a Great Britain propaganda miniature newspaper “Wolkiger Beobachter” a
parody of “Völkischer Beobachter”, several Polish Anti-German propaganda cards from 1940 World’s Fair, 1939
German Propaganda card from Danzig showing equivalent of European Map of German and Poland and the North East
U.S. to justify the German occupation of northern Poland and Danzig and a great group of Propaganda stamps with U.S.
of 1940 German stamp with girl spitting on Hitler’s Face and German Propaganda forgeries Michel numbers 1, 2, 3-8,
9-14 St. Lucia, 15-16 pairs, 17 single and proof sheets, 23-26, 27, 28 type II with 1958 AIEP certificate, 29, post war
privately prepared propaganda sheet showing Göring stamp similar to B231-36 set, but behind bars, generally F.-V.F.
appearance.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Germany, Post World War II, Postmark Collection, 1964-1980. Approximately 670 covers, with 149 Berlin
& 400 Federal Republic, 40 Bremen with an additional over 300 cut squares, & 27 Lower Saxony with cut squares
housed in three albums and on pages, a fabulous collection of postmarks from these three cities, inspection urged,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Germany, Sensational Stock Selection, 1949-72. Neatly arranged on (our guess) 500-600 C5 stock cards,
all identified by Michel number; much parallel mint and used, with the main emphasis of the holding being the 1950s,
with later issues more sporadic; many items in manageable, useful quantities—good for both the dealer and the plate
flaw-hunter; quality varies, as expected, but overwhelming majority is fresh and sound; note numerous souvenir sheets
in quantity, a used Posthorn set complete, much of Topical interest, etc., F.-V.F. with much better throughout, take the
time to view. Scott approximately $30,000.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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HH/H

640

)

641

)

642

)

643

H/)
Germany, AMG Collection, 1945-1946. Presented in four albums, first volume of AMG Germany
Washington printing with complete sets, shades, varieties, covers, inscription blocks, second volume of AMG Germany
Brunswick printing with complete sets, postal stationery, covers, forgeries, shades, volume of AMG Germany London
printing, and a volume of AMG Specimens, a great start off point to delve deeper into this fascinating area, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

644

HH/H/m

645

HH/H

646

)

647

HH/H/m

648

)

649

)
Germany, Building Issue, 1948-1951. Over 150 covers from this popular issue, advertising, registered,
1940 “Free of Duty” hand stamp, 1953 cover with B325, U.S. postage due, 1948 first flight Germany to New York, first
days, postal cards, picture postcards, commemorative cards, 1951 balloon flight, research should yield solid returns,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

Germany, Post World War II, Virtually Complete Allied Occupations Collection, 1945-49. An all-mint
holding in a Lighthouse hingeless album; all Zones are here, complete (including souvenir sheets) less a handful of
Building Series issues to fill all the spaces; among the highlights are #585A-593 never hinged, 634a-661a, 658b,
5N41a, 16N3a never hinged, 16N7b never hinged, 16NB4a never hinged, East Saxony 12pf Post/Pochta (signed
Buhler), etc., etc.; clean and sound throughout, F.-V.F. or better, good opportunity to acquire some very scarce issues.
Scott $5,400+.
Estimate $600 - 800
Germany, Cover Collection, 1948-1955. Approximately 110 covers and cards in two cover albums, with
many “Paid” covers, also includes picture postcards, postal stationery, airmail and more, nice group, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
Germany, Postal History, 1948-1953. Over 250 covers and cards in three cover albums, includes first day
covers, postal cards, air mails, first flight, advertising, commercial, registered, with many better frankings, review at your
leisure, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
Germany, Airpost Label Covers, 1949-1955. 7 covers, includes three with 658-661, two with British Zone
stamps, and two airmails, nice material, mixed condition, review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $350 - 500

German Democratic Republic, Dealer Stock, 1949-1964. In two small dealer counter books of better
items, stamps seem to be mostly correctly identified and overall much better stock than usually encountered, spot
checked issues appear properly identified, better items include (used): 58-67 (11 sets), 82-84, 122-36 (6 sets), 129 (2),
B21a, and (mint): B21a, 54-57A, 58-67, 129 (3) and B17-20 blocks of four, condition appears mostly sound, Scott value
has drifted over the years, so you should make an adjustment in the owner’s catalog value to compensate, plenty of
catalog value and the potential to find some interesting items for the specialist, generally F.-V.F. Scott approximately
$7,900+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $800 - 1,200
German Democratic Republic, The “Where East Meets Best” Collection, 1948-90. In a bulging Scott
Specialty album, East Germany complete mint from Soviet Occupation Zone overprints to the fall (less 16 stamps by our
count: seven regular issues, eight Semi-Postals and one Official), plus mint Russian Occupation issues for Berlin,
Mecklenburg-Vorpommern, Saxony, West Saxony, East Saxony and Thüringia (all partial); fresh and clean throughout,
with some issues, mostly earlies, offered parallel mint and used; note 1953’s Karl Marx Year souvenir sheets both
perforated and imperforate, all Workers united, 1955’s various souvenir sheets, a complete sheet of 1964 Tokyo
Olympics cancelled, plus several complete booklets, panes and blocks of nine or 12 with “X” selvage markings, F.-V.F.
with much better, well worth a look, ex Winston.
Estimate $600 - 800
German Democratic Republic, First Day Cover Collection, 1948-1970. Approximately 200 first day
covers in three cover albums, better includes #70, 82-84, B21, and a local with 12 postage for letter and “Gebühr
Bezahlt” cancellation used for registry fee, loads of topical covers, inspect, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
Germany: Berlin, Ich bin ein Philatelist! Mint and Used Collection, 1948-1990. In three stockbooks, from
#9N1-9N20*, 9N70-9N74*, 9N75-9N79*, etc., and on and on, with singles, booklet panes, some bloka, frama, souvenir
sheets, the whole range! attractive Very Fine appearance.
Estimate $400 - 600

Germany: Berlin, Issues & Overprints, 1948-1955. Approximately 190 covers in two cover albums,
includes 9N71 & 9N73 on cover, 9N81-9N83 on cover, 9N99 & 9N100 on cover, first day covers, loads of overprinted
stamps on cover, Berlin Air post covers, with many better frankings, review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
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653

HH/H/m Greece, Dealer Stock, 1861-2002. In two small dealer counter books of better items, stamps seem to be
mostly correctly identified and overall much better stock than usually encountered with mostly $20+ to hundreds of
dollars sets and singles, spot checked issues appear properly identified, better items include (used): 3 (2), 5 (2), 7, 12
(4), 14, 15, 25, 29 (4), 30a, 34, 35 (2), 38a, 49, 50, 55, 65, 126 (2), 535-38, N54, Epirus N21 inverted overprint, N22,
Thrace 14, 15, 30 and (mint): 1, 8 (2), 30, 30a, 32 (2), 45a, 47, 89, 151-8, 157, 195, 197, 214-31, 338-43 (2), 344-61,
416-20, 520-22, 535-38 (3), 539-44, 549-55 (3), 556-67 (2), 568-73, 574-81, 582-85, 604-17 (2), C8-14 (2), C15-20,
C46-47, C71-73, C22-30, N32, N108a, N124, N125, NC9, Crete 17, 19, 21, 22, 33, 34, Epirus N18a, Ionian Islands 1,
1-3 and N6, condition is mixed, with usual problem areas among early classical issues, Scott value has drifted over the
years, so you should make an adjustment in the owner’s catalog value to compensate, plenty of catalog value and the
potential to find some interesting items for the specialist, generally F.-V.F. Scott approximately $25,000+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

654

H/m
Greece, Semi-Specialized Large Hermes Head Collection, 1861-82 (1-58a). A highly complete run,
including many minor number items, presented on black stockpages in a 3-ring binder; Paris and Athens prints, clear,
coarse and in-between; shades and paper varieties, all identified by Scott number; useful duplication throughout,
starting even with #1 and #2; overwhelmingly fresh, clean and sound, with the couple faulties present noted by the
collector (who took this very seriously); note mint #1-2, complete used set of #1-6, a gorgeous #7 with near-maximal
Athens “1" in diamond-of-dots cancel; a range of cancel locations and types, a couple multiples (including #46 used pair
with part of back number missing), etc., etc., Very Fine as a whole, a lovely collection; viewing a must.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

655

Greece, Olympian Refuge Collection, 1861-1991. In a Scott Specialty album, beginning with #1 and #1a
(APS certificate) used followed by dozens of Hermes Heads and then the First Olympics (mint and/or used) through the
2 Drachma (#196 mint and used) and continuing with mint #176-177, 179-183, 299-309, 416-420, C8-C14, C15-C20;
never hinged #372-377, 472-481, 535-538; almost complete from 1923 onwards, with several decades containing
parallel mint and used examples, including #195, 198-213, 344-361, C22-C35; after the late 1940s, apparently never
hinged, including #425-426, 459-466, 556-567, 568-573, 582-586, 604-617, 618-623, 632-638 (and #638 Type 2 mint
and used), 639-648, 708-715, C1-C5, C74-C80; also fairly strong Occupations or Dependencies, such as Epirus #5-22
mint and used, Ionian Islands #1-3 mint; tremendous value with almost all the key sets of the 1940s and ‘50s, generally
F.-V.F., Athena will have her Owl-eyes looking out for this one! ex Winston.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

86

Germany: Federal Republic, The Walpurgis Night Mint and Used Collection, 1949-2013. B316-B317,
partly double (mint + used) collection in 5 stockbooks, including better material like (used unless noted):
#667-668/B309*, 669*, B310-B313, B316-B317, B318-B319 (both mint and used), B320-B323, B327-B330, etc., plus
well over €150 face value in more recent stamps. Many nights of devilish philatelic revelry to be spent on this collection!
F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
Germany: Federal Republic & Berlin, Virtually Complete Collection, 1949-2007. A sensational
collection in four Lighthouse hingeless albums, comprising Bund 1949-2007, Berlin 1948-90 and Saar 1947-59; albums
are pristine, as are the stamps; Germany to 1959 is mostly lightly hinged (including Posthorns, #670-685) with some
never hinged; Berlin is nearly all never hinged with #9N1-9N20, 9N21-9N34 (signed Schlegel), 9N35-9N41,
9N61-9N67, 9N42-9N60 (lightly hinged), 9NB1-9NB3, and 9NB3a (signed Schlegel, lightly hinged); Saar with #B64a
and CB1a; fresh and sound, as one would expect, F.-V.F. or better. Scott $9,000+.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Greece, Sensational, Apparently Complete Collection, 1886-2014. From the Small Hermes Heads to the
absolute modern, all mounted on homemade pages in 16 binders; with the exception of a couple items from the 2000s,
everything is here, including a duplicated and extensive Small Hermes Heads volume, all the major sets of the 1940s
and ‘50s, the unissued 1l brown (noted in Scott, listed in Hellas, #48), the full contingent of 2004 Olympic Medalists
sheets (three different printings, including three rare withdrawn sheets featuring Leonidas Sampanis), plus
Semi-Postals and a complete 2008-2014 Mt. Athos collection (all items margin singles); consignor notes all items from
#316 are never hinged; added bonus is the decade-plus of Euro-valued items with a high face value total, Very Fine, a
dealer’s—or collector’s delight.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

HH/H/m
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660

HH/H
Greece, Complete Airmails Collection, 1926-58 (C1-C80). A 3-ring binder filled with quadrille homemade
pages, all items neatly mounted, arranged and annotated (including hinging status); includes #C22-C30 never hinged,
1941-42 surcharges on Postage Dues with varieties (surcharges inverted, serrated roulettes, etc.), 1958 Harbors issue
(#C74-C80) as both a set of singles plus bottom margin blocks of ten, along with Air Semi-Postals #CB1-CB10
complete; fresh and sound throughout, Very Fine, a pretty holding.
Estimate $350 - 500

661

H
Greece, Virtually Complete Postal Tax Collection, 1914-56 (RA1-RA91, RAB1-RAB3). Mounted on
quadrille homemade pages, plus in mounts on one manila stockpage, all in a 3-ring binder; begins with two shades of
#RA1 and runs nearly uninterrupted to the penultimate issue; note numerous surcharge varieties (inverted, double one
inverted, double, comma rather than period printed, etc.), #RA10 left margin imperforate single, part-sheet of 25 (upper
right corner) of #RA12, a triple surcharge on #RA16, 1917 issues with midline vertical perforations, Hellas-listed
#C53-C55, top margin block of 12 #RA47, the unissued surcharged 1906 Olympics 1l issue (Hellas-listed), #RA55a
bottom margin imprint block of eight, #RA78 with additional surcharge on reverse, and much, much more; fresh and
sound throughout, Very Fine on the whole, uncommon material, especially in this quality and variety; inspect. Scott
$1,300.
Estimate $350 - 500

662

Greece, Essentially Complete Postage Dues Collection, 1875-1943 (J1//J93). Neatly mounted on
quadrille homemade pages, each in its own page protector; needing just four items (#J15-J16, J24 and J27), plus a mint
#J31, for completion, and with additional unlisted material, such as #J1 imperforate, J6 perf 10½ x 12½, J25 imperforate
pair, J39 with five impressions (!) and J47 vertical pair imperforate horizontally (Scott considers these last two as
printer’s waste); beautifully vibrant colors, crisp printings and immaculate paper throughout, Very Fine overall, worth
viewing.
Estimate $300 - 400

663

HH

Greece, “This Could Be the Start of a Beautiful Collection” Selection. A caboose lot from an outstanding
collection, this comprises the collector’s duplicates and stocks; runs from Large and Small Hermes Heads to modern,
presented in every manner imaginable: in an album, on stockpages, on album pages still in auction house folders, in
glassines, etc.; note solid Airs, mint Dues, mint (some never hinged) Occupations, a handful of “real mail” covers from
the 1960s and early ‘70s, etc.; much, if not most, identified by Scott, with good useful duplication, and some modern
material still in Greece Post’s glassines; excellent material for the collector looking to fill in holes (we note some Hermes
Heads minor number varieties), or would make nice stock for the dealer, F.-V.F. with much better, worth the time to
view.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Greece, A Trireme Hellenic Group of Collections, 1924-74. Three collections, all on fresh Lindner
hingeless pages (two sets in binders, one loose), all covering the same time period with varying degrees of completion
and composition; tan album—the most complete and with the largest percentage mint (much never hinged)—could be
sold as-is or broken up for sets, while the blue album and loose pages offer additional material for sale as a unit or
separately; each compilation a solid basis on which to build as a collector, F.-V.F. or better, nothing spartan here; be
sure to view.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Greece, Hellenic Hodgepodge, 1861-1979. Mostly hinged (with much used) in a Scott Specialty binder;
begins with a fairly extensive holding of Hermes Heads in need of confirmation, and followed by solid, if basic, array of
later issues; note partial 1896 and 1906 Olympics sets, coin-inspired 1911-16 issues (basic and overprinted), 1922
overprints, Pictorial issues, First Issue Airs (complete both mint and used), some nice Postage Dues, a selection of
Occupations, and more; a good collection on which to build, with some interesting cancels on earlier issues, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800

Greece, Solid Mostly Mint Collection, 1860s-1992. Presented in a 24-page (48-side) stockbook plus, for
1968-92, two essentially complete Lindner hingeless albums; nice array of Hermes Heads, both mint and used, early
commemoratives, 1896 and 1906 Olympics (part-sets), plus solid early to mid-20th century; much mint and never
hinged; note early Europa issues, souvenir sheets, booklets, Semi-Postals, Airs, Dues and Occupations; one or two
earlies faulty, but overall sound and fresh, F.-V.F. or better, inspect, ex Sheeran.
Estimate $500 - 750

H

Greece, Lovely Never Hinged Collection, 1924-71. Handsomely presented in black mounts in a Scott
Specialty album; begins with the 1924 Byron issue, the 1937 Statuary and Paintings issue, along with a few smaller sets
in between, with 1942-45 and 1958-71 complete; Back-of-the-Book nicely represented, with Airs, Dues, Occupations
(nice Epirus and Italian Occupation overprinted pairs), various Tax stamps, and more; exceptionally fresh and bright
throughout, with some lovely centering to be had; album is pristine as well, with pages running to 1973, Very Fine
overall, a solid holding; inspection invited. Scott $1,100.
Estimate $250 - 350
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664

HH/H
Hungary, Collection, 1871-1970. In Scott Specialty album, with a high level of completion throughout with
many of the better early long sets (without separation of the early perf varieties), mostly mint, with only a tiny minority of
used issues, with better highlights that include: 9-10, 34, 41, several Franz Josef I higher values of various watermarks,
415-17, 462-65, 486, 871-84, 1035 perf and imperf souvenir sheets, several imperf issues, Malaria souvenir sheet,
B1-17, B18-34, B94, B103-7, B148a-50a, B202-3 sheets of four, C24-25, C26-34, C95, CB1D, CB2, CB13-14 as well
as a strong section of the higher value occupation issues, overall condition appears better than usual, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

665

)

666

Hungary, The Hussars Collection, 1871-1990. In two Scott Specialty albums, mainly mint, some parallel
mint and used, largely complete through 1978 and from 1985-90; from 1950s apparently never hinged; highlights
include used #2, 5, 12, 450-456, B1-B17, B80-B87, B94, B97, C31-C33, 2N20, 2N21; mint #4, 64, 311-330, 657-698,
700-707, 871-884, B1-B14, B80-B87, B97, C1-C2, C12-C23, C35-C44, 2N20, 2N21, 3N1-3N34, 3NB1-3NB7,
3NJ1-3NJ5, 5N20a, 5N20b; and never hinged #487-491, scarce 1949 UPU unexploded booklet which includes #859a
and 860a, #1461a imperforate sheet with control number, B188-B198, B202, C123-C128, CB1-CB1C, CB1D, CB2;
also many key Topicals such as Space, Olympics, Sports, Animals and Flowers, including some scarce imperforate
sets; and almost complete Postage Dues, Officials, Parcel Posts and Occupations, F.-V.F., ex Winston.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

667

HH/H/m Hungary, Mint & Used Collection, 1871-2006. Housed in three volumes, with mint 511-524, 929-932,
945-958, 1062-1069, B69-B71, B108, B148a, B149a, B150a, C95, C157, C166, and many complete mint set runs,
excellent lot for both dealer & collector alike, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

668

H/m/)
Hungary, Extraordinary Mint & Used Collection, 1874-1975. Mounted on pages, this collection of
thousands of stamps includes mint 67-83, 462-465, 486, 855b, 996, B203 sheet of four, C24-C25, C67 sheet of four,
C81,CB2, with many varieties, long runs of mint sets and mint souvenir sheets, lots of premium items to sell, please
examine, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

669

H/m

670

HH/H/m

671

HH/H/m

88

Hungary, Early Airmail Postal History Collection, 1910’s-1930’s. 115 covers and postcards in an album
of Vario pages, many with Aviation Show or Exposition labels or markings, several 486 complete souvenir sheets,
several picture postcards with various aviation themes, several balloon covers, many covers with interesting
destinations and/or cancels, a couple with pilot signatures, an amazing collection that you really need to view to fully
appreciate, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
HH/H/m

Hungary, Collection / Accumulation, 1871-1970’s. With one Minkus album and five stock books filled with
duplicates and miscellaneous issues, plus a few mini accumulations in file folders, with several early Franz Josef I
issues of various printings, a stock page packed with difficult to find revenue issues and the occasional occupation
issues, a great collection for the beginner or specialist due to the large quantity of stamps here; usual mixed condition,
generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $300 - 400
Italian Area, Dealer Stock, 1877-1961. In four small dealer counter books of better items, stamps seem to
be mostly correctly identified and overall much better stock than usually encountered with mostly $20+ to many
hundreds of dollars sets and singles, spot checked issues appear properly identified, better items include (used): San
Marino 21, 24, 25-27, 72, C91, Vatican City 41-46 (2), 47-54 and (mint): A.M.G. 15-17, 58-68, C1-6, C6, C23-26,
J16-29, J16-17, J20-25, J27-29, 1LN19 (15), San Marino 4 (2), 5, 22, 292-93, Vatican City 19-34 (4), 41-46 (5), 43 (2),
45, 46 (2), 47-50, 47-54 (4), 51, 55-60, 122-30 (6), C22-23, E3-4 (3), E11-12 (6), J5 and Q1-15, condition is mixed, with
usual problem areas among early classical issues, Scott value has drifted over the years, so you should make an
adjustment in the owner’s catalog value to compensate, plenty of catalog value and the potential to find some
interesting items for the specialist, generally F.-V.F. Scott approximately $25,500+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
Italian Area, Wide-Ranging Collection, 1862-2001. Presented in four stockbooks, four albums and a sheaf
of additional album pages, all of various makes and models, and covering the entire range of Italian philately, less
States; Italy proper starts with a nice array of Classics, including good Offices and excellent Colonies, including Trieste
(apparently complete), African holdings (Cyrenaica, Eritrea and Somalia particularly strong), Ionian Islands, etc., etc.;
good Back-of-the-Book with Airmails including mint #C1 and Zeppelins, Special Delivery, nice Dues and Parcel Posts,
Italian Social Republic, Occupations, and much, much more; some interesting cancels on early material; material in
need of reorganization, but a wealth of material for the patient, F.-V.F. with much better, well worth the time to review, ex
Sheeran.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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674

)

675

HH/H/m

676

)

Italian Area, Collection / Accumulation, 1850’s-1970’s. In 12 albums or stock books and a small box of
Vatican City ‘102’ counter cards, with many better sets scattered about, including: Italy: 24-33, 33 (2), 51, 58-63 (1 mint
and 1 used sets), many Victor Emmanuel with advertising label tabs: 100c (2 mint singles and 1 used pair), 100d used,
100f used, 105f used, 105j used, 209-10 used, 258-64 used, 268-79 used, 280-89 used, 290-305 used, 324-28 (mixed
mint and used set), 331-41 used, 538-39 used, a few 1990’s mint issues, C34, C37-38, C42-47, C48-49 mint, C66-72,
Q1-2 mint, several sets of 1908 Massina earthquake in British, French, German and American issues, a couple pages
of Italian revenues, Italian Social Republic Q1-12, G.N.R. Sassone Segnatasse 47-59 mint (high values with Raybaudi
certificate), San Marino, two Volume White Ace albums, and Vatican City in several albums and stock books,
containing: 19-34, 35-40, 41-46, 47-54, 55-60 (2), 149-53, 155a (3), C16-17, C18-19 (2), C20-21 (2), E3-4. When you
first view, you will find the collection to be misleading, because of the lack of organization and overall messiness, but as
you go through and carefully examine, you will find many $50+, $100+ and more items scattered about that quickly add
up in value; usual mixed condition, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Italian Area, Wholly Roman Empire: A Mint and Used Collection, 1861-1937. In old album, with some
better material like (used unless noted): 48 (*), 58-63, 72, 115-116, 165-170* (partly stuck to the page), 171-174*,
324-328, B17-B19*, C23-C26*, C42-C47*, etc.; also includes some early Italian States (with covers), Offices in Turkey,
Rhodes, Fiume, Austrian Occupations, fairly strong Eritrea, Libya, Vatican City (#30*, 31*, 47-54*, etc.) and San Marino
(#179*, 180*)., generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Italian Area, Postal History Collection, 1910-1960. Several hundred covers, includes stockbook with
hundreds of used #477 & #477a, we note six covers, #175’s on cover, advertising, registered, first flights, picture
postcards, some better items, please review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
Italian States, Dealer Stock, 1851-1868. In two small dealer counter books of better items, as with all
collections of Italian states, there are some genuine stamps and some reprints, if you look at the Scott value,
approximately 1/3 of the value stamps have accompanying certificates, out of the remaining there are many Roman
states, but there are also many Tuscany and Two Sicilies which aren’t as heavily reprinted, better items include (used):
1c with Sismondo certificate, 10 with Sismondo certificate and (mint): 1e no gum with Sismondo certificate, 4d o.g. with
Sismondo certificate, 7 part o.g. with Sismondo certificate, 7a no gum with Sismondo certificate, 7 variety o.g. with
Sismondo certificate, 10 part o.g. with Sismondo certificate, 11 no gum with Sismondo certificate, 11 no gum with
Sismondo certificate, 12 no gum with Sismondo certificate, 13a no gum with Sismondo certificate, some faults and
occasional reprints with bring down some of the value, but to an expert of this very difficult area, there will be plenty of
value to be found, generally F.-V.F. Scott approximately $99,000+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
Italian States: Papal/Roman States, Cover Collection, 1852-1868. 77 covers from ex Papal States
expertiser’s collections, mostly stamped with a few stampless covers, most covers with certificates (mostly BPP and
Sismondo) from Bajochci issues - 40 covers, from Baj ½ to Baj 6, some in horizontal or vertical pairs (including pair of
Baj ½ on cover), also Baj 8. The 1867 new currency 5c pair on cover (Sassone €750), 10c pair on cover (Sassone
€1000), 20c on cover; 1868 perf issues (7 covers) with 10c, 20c and 40c frankings, including a couple covers with
multiple denominations. Many different shades (figured at regular catalog values). Good variety of postmarks including
single line cancels on stamps (Macerata on a Papal Legation letter front), boxed official cancels (Sassone €450),
Genzano, Cornetto, Castelnuovo di Porte (Sassone €125 alone), also interesting transit and arrival postmarks. A good
range of destinations, with covers to Trieste, Geneva, Marseilles and Malta. A superb basis for further expansion and
possibly even more finds to be discovered. Sassone cover value €8,080 with further €1,200 for better postmarks, Very
Fine, ex Sheeran. Sassone €9,280 ($10,900).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Kelleher offers telephone bidding during the auction for clients on a priority
basis so please call us to arrange for phone bidding as soon as possible.
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678

HH/H/m Italy, The Well-Heeled Collection, 1862-1991. In an over-filled Scott Specialty album with pages continuing
to 2000; a remarkable feat, with much from First Issue on mint, a large part of which is parallel mint and used; essentially
complete for the period, including Semi-Postals, Airs, Dues, and the rest of Scott-listed Back-of-the-Book; also features
Occupations, Socialist Republic, a page of Polish Forces in Italy and CLN items, Offices, etc., etc.; note #49 used with
1981 APS certificate, #115-118 used (#117-118 also mint, appearing never hinged), Manzoni mint to the 1L, all the
1930s sets complete, with several fully parallel, #B9-B11 mint, Airs with Zeppelins and I-BIAN triptychs, Offices #10
very light hinged, Peking #1 on piece, Turkish Empire including city overprints, solid Aegean Islands (general and
island-overprinted issues), and much, much more; a remarkably pretty holding, Very Fine overall, don’t give this one the
boot, ex Winston.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

679

)
Italy, Specialized Collection of Covers, 1946. 14 covers franked with #477 & 477a, includes advertising
covers, airmails, registered, all addressed to U.S., please review, Very Fine.
Estimate $600 - 800

680

HH/H/m Italy, La Mandragola, Extensive Mint and Used Collection, 1860-1979. On handmade pages (with
mounts) in album, starting with a page of Italian States, then Italy with strong classics, including some choice cancels,
e.g. (used unless noted): #60-63, 121 vf, 136-139, 136-139*, 165-168, B17-B19*; with many of the better issues of
1920s/1930s/1950s, also early dues, semi-postals, airmails, officials and other nice back-of-the book; modern stamps
appear all mint never hinged! generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

681

HH/H/m

682

HH/H
Italy & Colonies, Exceptional, Essentially Complete Mint Collection, 1934-40. Comprising Italy proper
(with general Aegean Islands and Rhodes issues), Cyrenaica, Eritrea, Ethiopia, Italian East Africa, Italian Somaliland,
Libya, San Marino, Tripolitania and Vatican City; complete less a couple Parcel Post issues and San Marino #129 and
some Dues; all the popular Italy sets are here in full, both front- and back-of-book; Aegean Islands include both
overprinted and inscribed issues, with Rhodes Dues, Special Deliveries and Parcel Posts complete; colonial issues
include regular, Airmail and Airmail Semi-Postals; etc., etc.; vivacious color on crisp paper throughout, though we note
one or two single items with a bit of toning, still Very Fine overall, a real beauty of a collection; be sure to view.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

90

Italy, Dealer Stock, 1862-1953. In seven small dealer counter books of better items, stamps seem to be
mostly correctly identified and overall much better stock than usually encountered with mostly $20+ to many hundreds
of dollars sets and singles, spot checked issues appear properly identified, better items include (used): 33 (4), 35,
37-44, 57, 58-63, 64-66 (3 sets), 72, 100d, 105i, 117, 118, 133-35, 139 (2), 140-42, 143-46, 146, 159-64, 165, 166, 167,
171, 177a, 175a-77a, 177a (3), 183, 208 (3), 209, 237, 268-77, 288-89, 305, 310-14, 324-28, 359-66, 364, 365, 367-74,
385, 386, 518 (6), 574-76, B10a, B11, B15, B16, B20-25 (2), B39-42, C5, C9, C26, C32, C48-49, C62-65, C65 (2),
C66-72 (6), C79-83, C82, C88, C92, C95-99, C100-5 (2), CB1-2, D7, E6-8, E7, E16-17 (2), J3-20, O7, O8, Q1 (2), Q1-6,
Q6 (4) and (mint): 20, 26 (2), 27, 38, 47, 51, 58-63 (6 sets), 60 (11), 67, 72, 79, 111, 119-22 (4 sets), 140-42, 165-68, 169
(2), 201-8, 232-38, 238, 248-56 (2 sets), 268-78, 268-79 (2 sets), 280-89 (2 sets), 290-305 (5 sets), 324-28 (2), 331-41
(2), 345-48 (2), 349-53, 349-54, 354, 359-66, 377-86 (2), 477 (3), 486-88, 488, 495-506 (4), 518 (2), 538-39, 549-67 (2),
583 imperf proof, 626-33 (2), B30-33 (2), C9, C23-26 (3), C33-34, C34, C35-39 (2), C40-41, C52-55, C62-65 (5),
C73-78 (2), C79-83 (2), C89-94, C95-99 (7), C127-28, CE1-2, E1-2, E16-17, E26, J1, Q2, Q7-19 (some used), Q37-48,
Q55-60 and Q61-75, condition is mixed, with usual problem areas among early classical issues and cancels, Scott
value has drifted over the years, so you should make an adjustment in the owner’s catalog value to compensate, plenty
of catalog value and the potential to find some interesting items for the specialist, generally F.-V.F. Scott approximately
$85,000+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $8,000 - 10,000

Italy, the Duchess of Amalfi Mint and Used Collection, 1862-1992. In old Philos album, stuffed with many
hundreds and hundreds of different stamps, mixed mint and used, including some better material like (used unless
noted): #64-66. 72*, 119-122*232-238*, 268-279 (*), 331-341 (*), 377-386*, B20-B25*, B30-B33*, C52-C55*, D6**,
D11-D12**, D14**, etc., also with nice Fiume., generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
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HH/H/m Italian Colonies & States, The Roamin Collection, 1851-1951. A lovely holding in a pristine Scott Specialty
album; Colonies run Castellorizo to Tripoli, along with General Issues; States include Modena, Roman States, Sardinia,
Tuscany and Two Sicilies; Colonies are strong, the majority mint (with solid never hinged material) and include Airs and
Dues, while States are generally used; included are the less-commonly encountered such as Dalmatia, along with solid
AMG-FTT Trieste issues, F.-V.F. or better, much of interest here; inspection invited, ex Winston.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

685

HH/H/m

686

H/m/)

Italian Colonies & Offices Abroad, Dealer Stock, 1874-1964. In two small dealer counter books of better
items, stamps seem to be mostly correctly identified and overall much better stock than usually encountered with mostly
$20+ to many hundreds of dollars sets and singles, spot checked issues appear properly identified, better items include
(used): Eritrea J3a, Q30, Fiume 86-99, 172-83, Italian States: Sardinia 5, 8b, Two Sicilies 14, offices abroad: 4 (2), 7,
Pechino 16var. (see note after 21), Bengasi: 1, Crete: 13, Aegean Islands 31, Rhodes J1-9, Q1-11, Scarpanto 10, Libya
64A-F, Somalia 6, 100-3, 151, and (mint): Eritrea 5, 6, 11, 22, J1bc, Fiume 127 (2), 130, 145, E5, Italian East Africa
34-40, C18-19, Italy Sardinia 7b, offices abroad: Tientsin 15, Tripoli 4, Aegean Islands 10, Rhodes 13, 15-20 (2),
Tripolitania C8-9 (2), C11-15 (2), Somalia 1, B48-50, J5 and Q3 condition is mixed, with usual problem areas among
early classical issues, Scott value has drifted over the years, so you should make an adjustment in the owner’s catalog
value to compensate, plenty of catalog value and the potential to find some interesting items for the specialist, generally
F.-V.F. Scott approximately $19,000+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Italian Colonies & Offices Abroad, Collection, 1904-1952. Mounted in two Scott albums, with mint
Cyrenaica 1-4, 5-10, 65-77, Eritrea 99-101, 168-174, CB1-CB10, Italian Colonies C1-C6, C20-C27, C29-C35, Italian
East Africa C18-C19, Somaliland 55-60, CB1-CB10, Libya C2, C4-C7, Tripolitania, plus Aegean Islands, mostly mint, a
super lot, please inspect, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
Latvia, Highly Specialized Collection, 1918-1945. One of the most amazing collections of this country we
have ever had the privilege to work with, virtually complete with nearly every variety known, in order by issue, with
semi-postal and airmail issues mixed with regular issues, many sets in both mint and used condition, including various
perforations of the early issues, with many mint blocks, covers, and varieties, occasional forgery references, various
occupation issues as Germany and Russia fought for control of this region, difficult cancels including some difficult early
issues, some items that we couldn’t find in Scott or Michel, including some items that were used for a short time, a little
over 200 of these early covers, postcards and postal cards that can be difficult to find, starting with Regular Issues:
seventeen early Russian stamps with Latvian cancels (mostly Riga in Cyrillic), first to fourth coat of arms issues, each
separated by issue, with mint sets with known perf varieties (perf 11.5 and 9.5 on one side), occasional identified
forgeries, followed by various multiples and finally by various used stamps with a great selection of early cancels and
finally a selection of covers, with some noted items: first issue showing great pieces of German maps on multiples,
interesting double print strip of four, three first day covers, second issue on ruled writing paper with several misperfs,
third issue on pelure paper with two covers on Russian stationary, fourth issue on watermarked paper with a group of
private perforation issues, Liberation of Riga issue in watermark and pelure papers with multiples, used examples and
five covers, Rising Sun issue, imperf and perf issues with gutter pairs and three covers, One Year of Independence
issue, with different papers, several error and print varieties and unusual cancels, a couple 1r missing red and missing
perforations, Liberation of Kurzeme (Warrior Slaying Dragon) several strong frame or vignette offsets on reverse,
10k-1r frame essay pairs, seven covers, followed by forgeries, Liberation of Latgale issue, several large multiples
showing unfinished banknotes and cover, 1920-21 coat of arms with various shades of 5k, gutter multiples, sheet
margin position pieces, eight covers and postcards, First National Assembly Issue, mint (singles and blocks of four) and
used sets, three values imperf, many large multiples and positions pieces, 1r perf foldover error, six covers, various
1920-21 surcharge sets with the usual varieties we mentioned on the regular issues and semi-postal issues above and
14 covers, 1921 arms and stars issues with various plate positions, 50k large gutter block of 12, several postcards and
covers, 1922 50r-100r mint and used high value coat of arms, 1923 arms and stars sets and multiples, plus 6s foldover
error, 4 post cards and a cover, 25s full sheet, 130-31 high values mint and used plus multiples of 10l high value, 132-34
mint set, used set, mint blocks of four set, two covers, 1927 coat of arms and stars mint and used sets with multiples,
plus six covers, 1928 View of Rezekne mint and used sets with normal and inverted watermarks, plus three covers,
1928 Riga Bridge perf and imperf sets, mixed perf and imperf used set, set of mint margin blocks and a couple covers,
1932 Riga Exhibition mint and used set with normal watermarks and some inverted watermarks and four covers, 1934
mint normal and inverted watermark set and used set, plus large multiples and eight covers, 1936 mint and used sets,
1938 normal and inverted mint sets and used set and four covers, 1939 National Unity Day mint and used sets and
occasional inverted watermarks, mint block of four set, two covers, 1939 mint and used sets, mint inscription and corner
margin blocks, piece of stationary from Latvian Legation and two edge strips of ten that were previously part of the
F.D.R. collection, 1940 mint and used sets, with some inverted watermarks, several mint sheets and 12 covers, group of
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15 coat of arms and stars postal cards, Semi Postals: Red Cross issue in imperf and perforated (watermarked and
unwatermarked) mint and used sets of each, plus multiples, some showing full unfinished banknotes on backs, six
covers and postcards, 1923 Latvian War Invalids Society overprints, mint and used sets, multiples and a couple covers,
B24-28 mint and used sets, 50s P for R plate flaw, imperf pair set and a couple covers, President Cakste mint set, used
set and some blocks of four, 1929 Meierovics perf and imperf sets in mint and used (nearly complete used) sets, 1930
Rainis perf and imperf mint sets, Dec 1930 pictorial set mint and used, plus partial set with inverted watermark, Michel
161F mint block of four, three covers, each containing full sets, 1931 surcharge set, complete mint with partial used and
inverted watermark sets, 1932 Militia Maintenance Fund of perf and imperf, normal and inverted watermark mint sets,
used perf and imperf sets, and used perf and imperf sets on cover, 1932 Latvian Home Guards perf and imperf, mint and
used sets, 1936 mint and used, normal and inverted watermark sets, two covers, Airmails: 1921 airmail perf and imperf
sets with multiples plus a rare imperf between 20r perforate pair, three covers, 1928 airmails mint and used sets, used
set of pairs, C5 with Pact. watermark, some forgeries and six covers, 1931 airmail set mint and used sets, plus inverted
watermark mint set, several multiples and six covers, 1933 airmail mint perf and imperf sets, 1935 Latvia-Africa 1933
imperf mint set and multiples and great section of forgeries, Airmail Semi-Officials: 1930 mint perf and imperf sets,
15s perf and imperf with inverted watermarks, some used mixed perf and imperf with different watermark orientations,
mint imperf block of ten set and two covers, 1931 perf and imperf, mint and used complete sets plus mint pair sets,
imperf mint blocks of six, perf and imperf sets on cover, 1932 airmail semi official perf and imperf, normal and inverted
watermark sets, mint perforated triangle block of four set, mint pair set, imperf mint blocks of six, perf and imperf cover,
1932 Pioneer set with perforated normal and inverted watermarks, imperf set and used set on cover, 1933 Triangle
Biplane Taking Off perf and imperf, normal and inverted watermark sets, plus forgeries and two covers, 1933 Latvian
Aviators perf and imperf sets and a cover, Occupation Issues: group of Germany Germania stamps with Labau
overprints on Germania stamps on piece 1N2-1N6, 1N8-1N13 with Friedl certificates (each signed Bloch and Kosack),
very scarce Smilten overprints (Michel II A-B) on Russian stamps with on mint perf and imperf singles and used
perforated pair, only 200 imperf and 300 perf known, mint Russian Occupation (Bermondt-Avalov) issues: 2N1-11,
2N12-22, 2N23-36 plus two covers from the third occupation issue, 1941 Russian Overprint mint set of blocks of four
and singles, with several mint full sheets and a couple 20k unused stationery entires, Germany 1941 Ostland mint set,
with used set on piece and 11 mint and used postal card entires, four covers and three pieces that most of the set, 1945
Kurland mint and used sets, with 1N20-1N24 used on pieces, and several better overprint errors (mostly signed BPP)
including Michel 2 I, II, III strip of three, 2 II, III, IV strip of three, 3 I, II pair, 3 I, II, IV strip of three, 3 I, II, III, IV two strips of
four, 3 I and II block of four, two full sets on two covers, 1944 Germany Military Parcel Post stamp MQ2 bisect on postal
card with Libau service postmark, 1944 SS Feldpost cover to Lettland, German offices in Russia: N1-12 mint and
used set, each with socked on the nose Riga and Libau postmarks, various corner margin blocks of four (only missing
20pf), N12 1m full pane of 20, group of seven offices in Russia cover with Dorpat, Libau or Riga postmarks, offices in
Russia postal cards and reply cards with four unused and four used postal cards with various Lativian postmarks, a
couple military Feldpost postcards, Various Scott and Michel Unlisted Issues: Russia 1918 Deutsch-Baltisches
Comité 1r Private Currier from the Baltic States to St. Petersburg, three Charity labels (issued in Switzerland), 1919
Eleja emergency issue with hand overprint on Latvian revenue issues with 15k (3 imperf and two perf) 30k (four imperf),
1926 mint and used railway newspaper stamp sets of the first and second issues, group of December 1935 Charity
stamps with usage on cover and Latvian Legion Essays in black set plus four color shade in panes, overall condition is
much better than usual with most of the better stamps signed by the appropriate expert (mostly BPP), generally Very
Fine.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
687

)

688

)
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Latvia, Stampless Cover Collection, 1783-1902. Approximately 200 different covers or letters
(approximately 50-75 without postmark or received mark), mostly from Riga to Wolmar, mostly proclamation of the
Tsar, sent from manor to manor and then returned to the parish preacher, with many of the earlier covers with important
state policy such as new postal rates, minimum marriage age (18 for men, 16 for women) or procedure for divorces, to
religious policy such as amending official prayer format, many with wax seal still largely intact; a couple interesting
1850-60 covers to Rothschild in Paris concerning banking business, etc.; a wonderful glimpse of Latvian civil life,
generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
Latvia, Commercial Cover Dealer Stock, 1991-2000’s. In twenty large cover boxes, containing
approximately 10,000 covers, starting shortly after Latvia declared their independence from Russia with many good
covers from the crossover period where you can still find Russian stamps used in Latvia, using the Russian postal
system to send mail internationally, Lativian stamps on early covers with early Russian style cancels from Latvian post
offices, early Latvija overprints on Russian stamps, early postal stationary issues, after the first year of independence,
you find covers of the Latvian post using their own stamps, also small group of usages from Latvia during the Soviet
period, a few Latvian Independence labels used on cover, occasional WWII German Feldpost cover to Lettland, one
box of post cards (with a few earlier cards), generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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Latvia, Modern Mint Stock, 1991-2008. In five large stock books of manila pages filled with Latvian new
issues from inception as a free state until late in 2008 (just a few years prior to converting to the Euro) with many full
panes, singles and blocks filling many pages of these issues that were often neglected by many philatelists and are
often missing from many collections, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

692

)

693
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695

HH/H
Liechtenstein, Collection, 1912-1989. Exceptionally clean and largely complete, with stamps neatly hinged
and mounted into two Scott Specialty albums, with 1-3, 54-69, 74-80, 82-89, 94-107, 108-110, 111-13, 114, 115 (stamp
is NH), 116-29, 171 sheetlet of four, 218 sheetlet of four, 238, 259-60, B1-13, C1-6, C7-8, C9-13, C14, C15-16, O1-8,
O9-10, O11-20 and starting in the early 1960’s, you will also start to find full mint sheets and first day covers to 1989,
generally sound, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Latvia, Baltic Lynchpin Stock, 1918-. Possibly the most solid, wide-ranging stock of the country that you’ve
ever seen; 16 binders of stockpages and pageholders filled from #1 to Scott-unlisted Back-of-the-Book material; most
every issue is here from our review, with regular issues, Semi-Postals, Airs and Air Semi-Postals appearing complete,
with mint and used and perforated and imperforate examples throughout; plus there’s a huge range of material not often
encountered, such as Revenues, extensive labels from Latvian Philatelic Society (Canada) meetings and Latvian
Scouts in Exile (Gen. Goppera Foundation), the latter from 1961, those of the late 1980s on both perforated and
imperforate in near-complete sheets; a lovely selection of mint and used Wenden issues (!!), WWI and WWII
Occupation issues (identified by both Scott and Michel), one folder with WWI-era covers, etc., etc., Very Fine, well worth
the time to review.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Latvia, Highly Specialized Modern Collection, 1990-2002. With main collection in twenty one albums of
well written home made pages plus seven stockbooks of duplicates, starting on May 4, 1990 when Latvia declared their
independence from Russia with many good covers from the crossover period where you can still find Russian stamps
used in Latvia, using the Russian postal system to send mail internationally, Lativian stamps on early covers with early
Russian style cancels from Latvian post offices, early postal stationary issues, after the first year of independence, the
Latvian post office finally started issuing their own stamps, with 1991 Latvia provisional overprints on Russian stamps,
including a nice section of broken letter varieties, good selection of covers along with early 1991 issues, from 1991 on,
you start to see full sets in blocks with occasional block and large multiple and several example of philatelic and first day
covers along with some interesting commercial usages, along with the main collection, there are cover duplicates in the
stock books with mild duplication (from one of each to approximately a half dozen of some issues) along with some
pages which were unfiled in the mail collection, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Latvia, Philatelic Cover Dealer Stock, 1990’s-2000’s. In four large cover boxes, containing between 1,000
to 2,000 covers, with a couple boxes of covers with special cachet for special events, one box with special
commemorative cancels from 1991-1992 and finally a box of first day covers and postal stationary, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
Liechtenstein, Gold Standard All-Mint Collection, 1912-2010. Housed in three slipcased Davo hingeless
albums; virtually complete, with all fresh, mint and never hinged; includes #1-3 (with 1981 Werner Reinhardt
certificate), 54-69, 56a, 58a-60a, 74-80, 82-89, 94-107, 116-131, along with better souvenir sheets such as #151, 159a,
171a, 218a, etc.; Semi-Postals, Airs and Postage Dues all complete; later issues include the full run of Europas,
souvenir sheets, and much, much more, Very Fine, a big collection of a small country; inspection invited. Scott
$25,000+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
Liechtenstein, Dealer Stock, 1912-1996. In four small dealer counter books of better items, stamps seem to
be mostly correctly identified and overall much better stock than usually encountered with mostly $20+ to many
hundreds of dollars sets and singles, spot checked issues appear properly identified, better items include (used): 1-3
(14), 1-2, 3 (2), 3a (2), 74-80, 80, 82-85, 136-50, 171 (2), B1-3 (6), C1-6, C9-13 (3), O9-10 and (mint): 1-3 (10), 2, 1a-2a
(3), 2a (2), 3 (4), 3b, 74-80, 80 (2), 82-85, 105, 108-10, 121 (2), 125 (4), 171 (3), 260a, 264 (2), 274-76 (3), 287-88 (2),
B1-3 (6), B7-10 (2), C1-6, C7-8, C9-13 (3), C15-16, O3 and O9-10, condition is mixed, with usual problem areas among
early classical issues, Scott value has drifted over the years, so you should make an adjustment in the owner’s catalog
value to compensate, plenty of catalog value and the potential to find some interesting items for the specialist, generally
F.-V.F. Scott approximately $20,000+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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HH/H/m Liechtenstein, Philatelic Fastnachtsdienstag: A Well Filled Mint and Used Collection, 1912-1967. In
mounts in Kabe album (some stamps with greasy hinges), with much better material, including (mint o.g. unless noted):
#55a-61a, 61, 69 used, 71a, 73, 82-89, 90-93, 104 (w/ short perf), 106 used, 111-113, 130, 131, 218**, 238**,
259-260**, 266-269**, 287-288 used, 356**, B7-B10 used, B11-B13, C1-C6 used, C7-C8, C9-C13, C15-C16, J13-J20,
and also with very scarce 1918 Vaduz-Sevelen Private Messenger Post stamp (Michel #1B) etc.; from 1960 on many
sheetlets and mint pairs/blocks included! F.-V.F. appearing.
Estimate $500 - 750

699

HH/H/m

700

HH/H/m

701

HH/H/m Luxembourg, The Collection With No Name Mint and Used Collection, 1882-2013. On Safe hingeless
pages in four well-filled luxe albums; assembled by a picky philatelic Loner with an eye for quality, and stuffed with
better—including scarcer—material, like (used): #69, 93, 151, 217, 242-245, 261-264, 272-277, 278-279, B20-B24,
B25-34, B35-B39, B40-B44, B45-B49, B50-B54, B55-B59, B60-B65, B67-B72, B79-B84, B92-B97, B98-B103,
B121-B125, B126, B131, B132, B133-B135, B137-B142, etc., etc.; mainly used (which is much tougher-to-find on most
issues) until the mid-1960s when it becomes mainly apparently mint never hinged, with some better mailed first-day
covers; some items both mint AND used; with souvenir sheets (including the very elusive first one!) with nice show
cancels, and containing all the key post-War issues in difficult-to-find used condition., generally Very Fine.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

702

HH/H/m

703

H/m
Luxembourg, Collection, 1852-1989. Neatly organized in roughly Scott number order in large Lighthouse
stockbook, with the following better: 1-2, several coat of arms of various perforations, 4, numerals set, 75-93, B60-65,
B65A-65Q, O51 and O75-79, condition is a little mixed, with several useful items, generally F.-V.F., ex Sheeran.
Estimate $400 - 600

94

Liechtenstein, The Grauspitz Collection, 19123-91. In Scott Specialty album, mint and used, and from
1960s-or-so appears mint never hinged in black Showguard-style mounts; highlights include, used: #1-3, 59, 131, 265,
289-292 in blocks-of-four; mint o.g.: #1-3, 59, 61, 62, 69-79, 116-129, 135-150, 247-258, 261-263, 266-269, B1-B3,
B4-B6, C1-C6; mint never hinged: #66, 270-273, 274-276, 289-292, 595-597 souvenir sheets-of-eight, 674 souvenir
sheet-of-four, B7-B10, B11, B13, B14, C9-C13, C17-C23; plus many Postage Dues and Officials., generally F.-V.F., ex
Winston.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Liechtenstein, The Microstate Mint and Used Collection, 1912-1992. In two Abria printed albums (with
mounts) and stockbook, with better material, including (used unless noted): #1-3*, 54-69*, 55a-61a*, 73**, 82-89*,
90-93*, 94-107*/**, 108*, 110, 111-113, 130*, 131*, 157-159, 218, 222, 238, 246, 259, 274-276, B1-B3, B4-B6,
B7-B10*, C1-C6, C9-C13, C14**, O7-O8*; a large number of stamps are both mint AND used! generally Very Fine.
Estimate $800 - 1,200

Luxembourg, Dealer Stock, 1852-1957. In four small dealer counter books of better items, stamps seem to
be mostly correctly identified and overall much better stock than usually encountered with mostly $20+ to many
hundreds of dollars sets and singles, spot checked issues appear properly identified, better items include (used): 2 (4),
4, 5, 6 (2), 8 (3), 9 (2), 10 (2), 11 (2), 12 (3), 13 (2), 15 (2), 37, B45-49, B50-54, B55-59, B67-72 (2), O6 (2), O7, O13, O15,
O32, O41, O47, O65-74, O96-98 and (mint): 4 (2), 5 (3), 6 (2), 9, 12, 13 (3), 15, 55, 272-77 (6), 278-79 (5), 318-20 (2),
B55-59 (2), B65A-M, B67-72, B151, O9 (2), O10, O11-13, O16-19, O28, O29 (3), O43 and O46, condition is mixed, with
usual problem areas among early classical issues, Scott value has drifted over the years, so you should make an
adjustment in the owner’s catalog value to compensate, plenty of catalog value and the potential to find some
interesting items for the specialist, generally F.-V.F. Scott approximately $27,000+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
Luxembourg, The Octave Market Collection, 1852-1991. In Scott Specialty album, mainly through 1983;
used earlies, and then mainly mint, with most apparently mint never hinged in black Showguard-style mounts; highlights
include, used: #1, 1a, 2, 5, 7-8, 10, 12, 24, 26, 34, 44, O19, O28, O33; unused: #4, 8, 13, 15; mint o.g. includes: #B1-B65;
from mid-1950s through 1982 virtually complete apparently mint never hinged, including: #217, 318-320, B65A-B65Q,
B151, B156-B161, O47, and B228-B233 in complete sheetlets of 25, generally F.-V.F., a lot of value from a highly
collectable area., ex Winston.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Luxembourg, Dommeldange Domain: Extensive Mint and Used Collection, 1873-2013. In two Davo
albums, with lots of material and hundreds of different stamps, mixed mint and used, including some nice surprises,
such as (used unless noted): #68, 93, 197, 198, 261-264*, 278*, 315-317*,318-320, 329-331*, B35-B39, B47-B50,
B67-B72, etc., generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
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Monaco, Collection, 1885-1999. Neatly organized in two large stockbooks, with better items in black stock
book of loose stock pages and main collection in large Lighthouse stockbook, with (used): several early first day covers,
J4 and (mint): 1-10, 7, 15, 17, 20 (2), 27 (2), 28, 123-30 (5fr is used), 366-70 Deluxe Proof, 9 different trees miniature
sheets, 1729 deluxe proofs (one signed, one with show postmark), B2-5, B6, B9-17, B16-17, C46-48 Deluxe Proof and
J18, condition is a little mixed, with several useful items, generally F.-V.F., ex Sheeran.
Estimate $600 - 800

710

H/m

711

HH/H/m Monaco, Collection, 1891-1993. Mostly mint, in two albums, with better items: 176, 209-13, 283-87 and high
level of completion among modern issues to 1993, generally F.-V.F., ex Sheeran.
Estimate $500 - 750

712

HH

Monaco, Trial / Progressive Color Sheets Selection, 1967-71. 23 in all in a Lighthouse sheet file, each
sheet depicting a prince or princess of the Royal House of Grimaldi; all engraved, with the proofs providing offset
background colors combined, the engraved design in various monochrome, duo-chrome and finished multicolor
combinations, with different colors tested for even the sheet inscriptions; panes are complete, providing a dated corner
for each, with many annotated in pencil as to colors used, notes, etc.; fresh and luxuriant, with useful duplication, Very
Fine, lovely Monegasques to make you gasp.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Monaco, Dealer Stock, 1885-2002. In three small dealer counter books of better items, stamps seem to be
mostly correctly identified and overall much better stock than usually encountered with mostly $20+ to hundreds of
dollars sets and singles, spot checked issues appear properly identified, better items include (used): J18, C42a and
(mint): 2 (Maury 2g Pyramid on Neck variety) with Sismondo certificate, 5 (2), 6 (2), 8, 9, 11-26, 13 (4), 15, 17, 100-2
(Maury 114-16a), 155 (Maury 167a Couleur Rose), 176, 255 precancel surcharge with small raised T, 235 precancel
surcharge with small raised T, 236 precancel surcharge with small raised T, 333, B14-17, B19-23, B53-54 blocks of
four, C55-58 (2), C41-43, condition is mixed, with higher percentage of better mint sets, Scott value has drifted over the
years, so you should make an adjustment in the owner’s catalog value to compensate, plenty of catalog value and the
potential to find some interesting items for the specialist, generally F.-V.F. Scott approximately $13,500+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Monaco, The Monte-Carlo Collection, 1885-1991. In a Scott Specialty album, most mint, some used (such
as #20, 127); highlights include mint o.g.: #1-8, 13, 15, 17, 27, 29, 30-32, 40-49, 60-92, 131-144, 160-175B, B1-B6,
B14-B15, B17, C36-C39, C55-C58; Regular issues look just about complete mint never hinged from 1951-91, plus
#333, B24-B25, B51-B60, CB11-CB14, J28-J38A; also contains the scarce souvenir sheets mint never hinged, such
as: #159a, 291a, and two #291a in uncut pane-of-four, 962a, etc., generally F.-V.F., ex Winston.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
Monaco, Mostly Mint Collection, 1885-1967. Mounted in a Schaubek album, better mint includes 1-8, 27,
159, B2-B6, B9-B17, B51-B60, B94, fresh with gorgeous colors, please inspect, F.-V.F. Scott $6,400.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Monaco, Collection 1885-1984, 1993-2004. With stamps neatly mounted in two albums, with the early
stamps in clean Scott Specialty album and modern section in Minkus album, containing (used): 1-8, 27 and (mint):
60-92, 131-44, 145-58, 159 (2 souvenir sheets, one sheet with postmark in corner), 176, 291b perf and imperf complete
sheets of four blocks each, B19-23, B26-35, B36-50, B51-60, B99a perf and imperf complete sheets of four blocks
each, C36-39, C41-44, C55-58, C69-72A, CB11-14 and J39-56, overall condition appears mostly sound with many
fresh and clean complete sets, generally F.-V.F., ex Sheeran.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

H/m

Monaco, Collection, 1891-1984. With mostly mint stamps neatly mounted in Minkus album, containing
good selection of postage and the following better: 40-49, 60-92 (90c is used), 131-44, 159, 176, 262-73, B36-50,
B51-60, C36-39, CB7-10, CB11-14, J21-26, overall condition appears mostly clean and sound sets, generally F.-V.F.,
ex Sheeran.
Estimate $600 - 800

Monaco & French Andorra, Gorgeous Never Hinged Collection, 1924-71. Both housed in a single Scott
Specialty album; Monaco well-filled from 1939-70 with Bosio issue, nearly all Rainiers, #333, 365, 391-399, 418a, solid
Semi-Postals including #B94, Airs #C1, C8-C9, C10-C13 and Dues; Andorra from overprinted #1-3 and complete
1961-71; a beautiful display of engraved issues, with all Europas and much Topical allure; as fresh-faced (and backed)
as the day they were produced, Very Fine, well worth review. Scott $1,489.
Estimate $350 - 500
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Netherlands, The Little Mermaid under the Sea-Land Postal Stationery Accumulation. Box with more
than 2,000 used postal cards/stationery (most advertising or commercial) mailed/cancelleds in the historic Zeeland
province (which is below sea-level) with the small round cancels from turn of the 19th century, cancelled in tiny historic
villages of Kapelle, Biezelinge, etc. Be careful you don’t get giddy from the Bends looking at these beauties! generally
F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $600 - 800
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Netherlands, Solid Mostly Mint Collection, 1864-1991. Presented in four Lindner hingeless albums (one
slipcased), running from perforated Williams to the end of the guilder; much mint throughout, starting with #19 and
nearly complete mint from 1926 on; nice arrays of later Williams and Wilhelminas; mint De Ruyters, 1913 set to the 25c
value (several appearing never hinged), solid Semi-Postals and Airs, pristine never hinged Legion sheets, plus a wealth
of modern material including miniature and souvenir sheets; bonus binder of homemade pages with Surinam stock
(mixed mint and used) included, F.-V.F. with better, worth the time to view.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Netherlands, The Soldier of Orange Collection, 1852-1991. In a Scott Specialty album, most mint but
hundreds of stamps in both mint AND used condition, with many sets beginning in 1930s in black Showguard-style
mounts and apparently never hinged; very extensive and approaching completeness, also with large number of
booklets, coils and souvenir sheets, with great depth in the highly desirable Semi-Postal sets; highlights include, used:
#1-3, 4-6, 7-12, 18, 22, 33, 51-52, 97-98, 100, 278-281, B1-B3, B6-B11, B16-B47, B50-B53, B58-BB71,B73-B418,
C1-C3, C6-C8, O9-O15, O16-O19; mint o.g.:#71, 79, 80, 82, 87-89, B1-B11, B16-B47, B50-B71, B73-B127,
B203-B218, C1-C 3, C6-C8; mint never hinged: #87-89, 226-243, 326, 336-339, 448-450 in sheetlets-of-ten, B12-B15,
B48-B49, B128-B202, B144a, B145a, B219-B223, B229-B367, etc., etc., generally F.-V.F., You might need a
Semi-Truck to carry all these choice Semi-Postals, ex Winston.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Netherlands, Stampless Cover Collection, 1687-1869. Over 60 covers (folded letter sheets) on
homemade pages, each annotated to greater or lesser degree; the earliest, dated Nov. 14, 1687, a letter sent within
Amsterdam; the latest sent Hoorn to Rotterdam Dec. 18, 1869; in between, a wide array of cancels and auxiliary
markings; much originating in Amsterdam, but we note also items from Arnhem, Delft, Doordrecht, Haarlem, the Hague,
Leiden, ‘s Gravenhage (on what appears to be an official letter), Shertogenbosch, Zaandam, etc.; cancels in both black,
red and violet, with straightline, two-line, circular dated, etc.; multiple transits, receivers, company cachets, “Na Posttid”
(“After Posting Time”), and more, including an 1841 “Express” letter sent via Concordia stagecoach with company
cachet, an 1863 cover sent Riga to Paris via Amsterdam, an 1814 French Occupation cover, and more, Very Fine,
interesting and uncommon material; imaged in full online.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Netherlands, Muse on the Meuse Mint and Used Collection, 1852-1997. In four Davo albums, with all but
a half-dozen or so items, including nice examples of (used unless noted): #32, 50, 83a, 105, 137-139, 226-243,
B144a-B145a (Flemish Legion souvenir sheets), etc.; some mixed condition on earlies, mainly used to about 1940,
after that mainly mint, but still many nice used stamps., generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $600 - 800

Netherlands, The Poldermolen Mostly Used Collection, 1852-2002. Mostly used with classics somewhat
specialised (varieties, shades, cancels, plate flaws) collection in three well-filled Kabe albums, with choice examples of
(used unless noted): #3, 6, 12, 33, 50, 53, 83a, 105, 133-134, 137-139, 278-281, 336-339, etc., generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800

Netherlands, The Wooden Shoes Collection of Small Round Cancels, 1870s-1920s. In two fat
stockbooks, couple thousand classic-era stamps with CDS cancels arranged in alphabetical order by city/town, mixed
condition, with better towns such as: Niebert, Neerlangbroek, Nieuw-Buinen, Nieuw-Dordrecht, Odoorn, etc., Fine
appearing.
Estimate $500 - 750
Netherlands, The Zaanse Schans: An Almost Complete Mint and Used Collection, 1852-1999. In four
Davo luxe hingeless albums, extensive—missing only the early most elusive early items—after 1930s mainly mint, with
plenty of material, including many souvenir sheets (including Flemish Legion), Framas, International Court of Justice,
an album with stamp booklets, etc., generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
Netherlands, Collection, 1852-1980’s. Neatly organized in two large G&K or Lighthouse stockbooks, with
(used): 1-2 several copies of each with various shades and nice cancels, 3 single and pair, 4-6, 7-12, 17-22 with various
shades, 23-33 with various shades, 40-53, 98-100, 105 and (mint): 45-46, 48, 100, 226-43, B1-3 and B144a-B145a,
condition is a little mixed, with occasional useful and better items, generally F.-V.F., ex Sheeran.
Estimate $500 - 750
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Netherlands Colonies, The Going Dutch Collection, 1864-1991. But you’ll want this Scott Specialty album
(front cover loose) all to yourself; comprises Aruba (1987-90, pages to 2000), Dutch Indies (1864-1949), Netherlands
New Guinea (1950-62), Netherlands Antilles/Curacao (1873-1991, pages to 2000), and Surinam (1873-1991, pages to
2000); Dutch Indies from #1 (used, faults), with nice used Williams and mostly mint Wilhelminas including Portrait sets
to the 5G or 10G high value, “JAVA” overprints complete mint (15c on a pre-cancelled stamp (?), most values also
present used), and strong Japanese Occupations; New Guinea complete including Dues; Antilles/Curacao includes
two examples of a bisect on piece, a booklet or two, souvenir and miniature sheets, Semi-Postals, Airs, Air Semis and
Dues; Surinam equally pretty with a full Back-of-the-Book contingent, including “Do. X” Air overprints; fresh and clean
throughout, F.-V.F. or better, add to your viewing list, ex Winston.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

726

HH/H/m Poland, Philatelic Polonaise, 1860-1990. In two loaded Scott Specialty albums; a very extensive, major
collection, mainly complete; from 1940s through mid-’70s virtually complete mint (many never hinged) and used;
highlights begin with #1 and include mint #15-25, 21a, 30-39, 56, 81-92, 277-278, 280-281, 284-286, 314-316,
347-356, 362-363, B49-B49B, C1-C9, C10, C26A-C26C, N30-N55, 1K24, 2K1, 2K3-2K10, 3K12; used #15-25, 21a,
30-40 (used on individual pieces with Lublin c.d.s.), 46-51, 56, 277-278, 284-286, 1K24; also includes #27a-29a
(inverted overprints) mint or used, some sought-after Topical issues like Space limited edition souvenir sheets and
Olympics (#1147-1150 and 1263-1264 never hinged), plus mostly complete Back-of-the-Book, such as never hinged
#C11-12, C34, P1-P5, 3K1-3K8, 3K9-3K16, 3K17-3K20, generally F.-V.F., ex Winston.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

727

m

728

HH

Netherlands & Colonies, Dealer Stock, 1852-1991. In four small dealer counter books of better items,
stamps seem to be mostly correctly identified and overall much better stock than usually encountered with mostly $20+
to many hundreds of dollars sets and singles, spot checked issues appear properly identified, better items include
(used): Netherlands: 3 (7), 6 (5), 7-11, 11 (6), 12 (5), 33 (6), 53, 53a (2), 54 (2), J3-12, Netherlands Indies 1 (2), 2 (3), J3
and (mint): Netherlands: 22, 33, 40-45, 47, 48, 56-82, 69, 74, 99, 124-34, 134, 137-39 (2), 142-60, 145 block of four,
201, 161-63, 164-93, 266-43, 315 block of four, 325-27, 336-39 (6), 368-69 (8), B25-32, B62-65, Netherlands Antilles
188-98 and 226-29, Surinam 26 proof, condition is mixed, with usual problem areas among early classical issues, Scott
value has drifted over the years, so you should make an adjustment in the owner’s catalog value to compensate, plenty
of catalog value and the potential to find some interesting items for the specialist, generally F.-V.F. Scott approximately
$23,000+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
Netherlands & Colonies, All-Mint, Essentially Complete Collection, 1934-40. On Scott Specialty pages
for Netherlands proper, Curacao, Dutch Indies and Surinam; Netherlands run complete (less a used #167 and missing
#186, J65 and O15) from #202 to 243 (with #216B, 220B, 225A and 225B), plus #B72-B133, C11, and O16-O19;
Curacao complete #127-146, C4-C8, C12, and C17; Dutch Indies complete less several Wilhelminas of the 1939 series
(but with 2G and 5G values present), including Semi-Postals; Surinam complete #142-166, B16-B33; all fresh and
bright without fault, Very Fine on the whole, inspect.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Netherlands & Colonies, Nice Never Hinged Collection, 1876-1966. In a Scott Specialty album covering
Netherlands, Netherlands Antilles/Curacao, Netherlands Indies and Surinam; Netherlands with solid Semi-Postals
from 1938; Curacao issues mostly 1940s; Indies begin with #3 and include a #81 with inverted “JAVA” overprint, early
Indonesia issues to 1949, solid Semi-Postals, nice Airs, and a nice array of Japanese Occupation issues; etc.; all clean,
fresh and most with better than average centering, Very Fine overall, inspect. Scott $965.
Estimate $250 - 350
HH/H/m

Poland, Outstanding All-Used Collection, 1944-99. In five slipcased Ka-Be hingeless albums; pages
begin at 1941, but stamp issues start in 1944, including overprinted Eagles (both dated and city names), Personalities
issue both perforated and imperforate, nearly all souvenir sheets (! including exhibition-cancelled 1954 Stagecoach
issue), etc., etc., and with the exception of a couple souvenir sheets, complete for the period; some issues duplicated,
the 1940s items showing paper and shade varieties; a few parallel mint and used; much modern material, including
miniature sheets and perforated and imperforate souvenir sheets not often encountered, especially used; clean and
sound throughout, with the albums and binders pristine, F.-V.F. or better, real dedication went into this collection;
viewing encouraged.
Estimate $600 - 800
Poland, Powerful Never Hinged Collection, 1918-70. In a filled-to-capacity Scott Specialized album;
begins with several 1918-19 overprints including Lublin issue, 1919-20 Northern and Southern districts highly
complete, then running strong to 1924 and, from 1936 on, virtually complete; includes #307, 314-316, post-war
overprints, C1-C9, C34, solid Dues and extensive Occupations including General Government and Western Ukraine;
outstandingly fresh with much beautifully centered, Very Fine overall, a must-see. Scott $2,600.
Estimate $600 - 800
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Portugal, The Vinho Verde Collection, 1853-1990. In a bulging Scott Specialty album, mint and used, a
large number of stamps are both mint AND used, decent classics, mainly used, usual mixed condition, builds great
strength in 20th century which is largely complete, including the high value and key sets (many mint AND used) and
souvenir sheets, especially after early 1930s, and from early 1960s on pretty much mint never hinged; highlights
include, used: #13, 15, 32, 41b, 53, 196, 315-345, 496R, 575-578, 717-720, C1-C10, Q1-Q17; mint o.g.: #185-192,
197-198, 199-206, 315-345, 377-397, 398-421, 422-436, 437-452, 490-495, 575-578, 579-586, 594a, 595-602,
605-614, 614a, 642-649, 661a, 637a, 649a, 650-657, 667a, 683-688, 717-720, 784-791, 800-803, 803-815, 818-821,
824-827; mint never hinged: #602a, 657a, 662a, 675-682, 701a, 713-716, 761-775, 860-865, etc. A solid country that
has held its value, generally F.-V.F., ex Winston.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Portugal, The Piri-Piri Well Filled Mint and Used Collection, 1853-1966. In old Yvert album, with mainly
used classics (imperf and perf), including #9 in strip-of-three on-piece, lots of nice cancels, #422-436*, 437-452 */o,
453-489 */o, starts to get nearer to completion in late 1920s, mixed mint and used, souvenir sheets, etc., F.-V.F.
appearing.
Estimate $600 - 800
Portugal, The Calso Verde Nicely Filled Mostly Used Collection, 1853-1992. In two Davo albums,
including (used unless noted): #97-109*/o (less #104), 397A-397K*, 422-436* (less 432) 539, 614*, 657a (*), 667-668*,
669**, 683-688*, 689-692*, 701a, etc.; many nice postal cancels on early stamps, a few mint sets, and virtually
complete from late 1920s onwards., generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
Portugal & Colonies, Dealer Stock, mostly 1850’s-1950’s. Approximately 2,000 dealer ‘102’ size dealer
counter cards in two red boxes, with: Azores 14, 26 mint, 32 mint, 34 mint, 38, 45 mint, 54 mint, 54 used, 167 mint, Cape
Verde 6 mint, 6 used, Macao 16b mint, 24 mint, 26 mint, 28 mint, Nyassa 63-65 mint, Portugal 1, 5, 7, 8, 13, 14 mint, 16,
17 mint, 18, 19 mint, 24-27, 26 (2), 30 (3), 31 (2), 33 (3), 34 (3 mint), 35 (2 mint), 36 (2 mint), 40 mint, 40 (5 used), 42, 43,
92 mint, 92 (2 used), 94 mint, 106 mint, 377-97 mint, 534-9 mint, 579-86 (2 mint sets), 654-57 (2 mint sets), 662-9 mint,
675-82 (2 mint sets), 721-6 mint, Condition is mixed with a few rough sections, generally F.-V.F. Scott $32,000+
(Owner’s).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
Portugal & Colonies, Dealer Stock, 1853-1985. In two small dealer counter books of better items, stamps
seem to be mostly correctly identified and overall much better stock than usually encountered with mostly $20+ to
hundreds of dollars sets and singles, spot checked issues appear properly identified, better items include (used):
Portugal: 3, 16, 18, 26, 29, 31, 33, 47, Azores 12, 15 and (mint): Portugal: 7, 11, 12, 13, 57-63, 64-68, 67-70a, 88-90,
92-93, 96, 568A, 579-86, 624-27, 662-69, 650-57, 662-69, 675-82 (2), 717-20 (2), 761-75, 284-91 and 800-3 (2),
condition is mixed, with usual problem areas among early classical issues, Scott value has drifted over the years, so you
should make an adjustment in the owner’s catalog value to compensate, plenty of catalog value and the potential to find
some interesting items for the specialist, generally F.-V.F. Scott approximately $10,500+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Portugal & Colonies, Comprehensive Mint Collection, 1934-40. Highly complete, mounted on Scott
Specialty pages; Portugal proper features a number of the popular stamp/souvenir sheet issues of the period, including
#579-586, 586a, 587-594, 594a, 595-602, 602a, plus Airs #C3-C9 along with Parcel Posts #Q18-Q25; Colonies, highly
complete for the period, encompass Portuguese India, Angola, Cape Verde, Guinea, Macao, Mozambique and
Mozambique Company, St. Thomas & Prince, and Timor, with all of the common design issues present and accounted;
crisp and fresh throughout, with vibrant color and centering better than normally found, Very Fine overall, inspection
invited.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Portugal & Colonies, Prodigious Mostly Mint Collection, 1864-2007. Presented in four large stockbooks
plus a Lighthouse album for 1980-97 Azores and Madeira; incredibly clean holding, starting with Portugal embossed
King Luiz issues; three stockbooks of Portugal and Colonies are arranged by country and Scott number, with the
majority of material mint with minor duplication (some of which is parallel mint and used); another stockbook of never
hinged Portugal miniature and souvenir sheets from 2000-2007 (many Europa issues); modern Azores and Madeira
include souvenir sheets and booklets; enough Crowns, Kings, Ceres, and “REPUBLICA” overprints, along with lovely
Pictorials from, e.g., Nyassa, to please any collector or dealer, F.-V.F. or better, inspect, ex Sheeran.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Portugal & Colonies, Collection, 1866-1970. Presented in two volumes, mint Portugal, Angola, Azores,
Cape Verde, Funchal, Lourenco Marques, Macao, Mozambique, Mozambique Company, Nyassa, St Thomas & Prince
Islands, Timor, with representation of every other colony, don’t let this pass you by, F.-V.F. Estimate $750 - 1,000
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HH/H/m Portuguese Colonies, Impressive Collection, ca. 1868-1980. From Angola to Zambesia, in three Scott
Specialty albums; solid completion across the board, with Angola, Cape Verde, etc., continuing into the independence
period (with some pages running up to 2000); Crowns and Kings with strong representation, good “Provisio” and
“Republica” overprints, strong Cérès and commemorative sets (some complete), etc.; a well-stocked Back-of-the-Book
component as well, with broader than usual Postal Tax and Postage Dues in addition to Airs, etc.; this collection has
much to commend it, including a Nyassa #26-38 set complete mint with centers inverted, F.-V.F. or better, a pretty
collection with plenty of room for expansion, ex Winston.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

738

HH/H/m Romania, The Danube Basin, 1859-1977. In two Scott Specialty albums, very extensive especially in 20th
century, from late 1940s or so apparently never hinged; highlights include (mint unless noted): #10 used, 26, 46, 50-52,
53-59 (some used), 60-65 (some used), 66-72 (some used), 186-195, 230-238, 230-239 mint, 417-419 used, 419,
C1-C6 (some used), B44-B49 never hinged, B273-B278 never hinged, C7-C12 (some used); most stamps in black
Showguard-style mounts, many of which are included both mint and used, including #196-206, 384-388, 389-395,
396-399 (never hinged and used), B1-B4, B5-B8 never hinged and used, B9-B12, B26-B30, B40 never hinged and
used; includes the popular and in-demand Topicals, including Space, Olympics (#B279-B288 never hinged complete
miniature sheets of nine), Flowers, and Animals (#1082-1093 never hinged and used, plus imperforate singles mint and
used); a number of the scarcer imperforate varieties (listed but not given separate numbers by Scott); also with some
interesting specialty material, like (blocks of four and gutter blocks of four): #B1-B4 used, B5-B8 never hinged, B9-B12
used; while some European country values are flat, many of these are holding their own or increasing, generally F.-V.F.,
ex Winston.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

739

H/m

740

H/m
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HH/H/m

743

HH/H/m Russia, Solid Stock, 1866-1981. An untouched, three-generation collection, housed in 14 albums (two
Scott Specialty, five Lighthouse hingeless albums in springback binders, and seven Safe hingeless), seven stockbooks
of various sizes, plus more in bags, glassines, etc.; overwhelming majority of the holding is from 1958-91 (a Scott album
with pages extending to 1993), with much of that mint; Scotts are spotty in places, but the remaining albums are all
virtually complete; a perfect opportunity for the dealer to sell on as-is or to break up to refill stock; fresh and clean
throughout, with many souvenir sheets, etc., F.-V.F. or better, you’ll see red if you don’t bid.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Romania, Collection and Backup, 19th / 20th Century. In three albums and pages plus three bulging
old-school Elbe stockbooks (which have become a sought-after commodity in their own rights), includes better items
throughout that examination will be rewarded, generally F.-V.F., ex Winston.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Romania & Bulgaria, The Trans-Danube Collections, 1866-1984. Two countries in four albums: Romania
in a single Minkus album (1866-1984), plus three Lighthouse springback binders holding Schaubek hingeless pages;
Romania collection is hinged, the album solidly filled with good Kings, pretty mint 1906 issues, overprints,
Semi-Postals, Dues, some Occupations and interesting cancels; Bulgaria is all post-WWII and largely mounted, though
our spot-check of mint shows they are previously hinged; well-filled to 1976, with pages continuing to 1990; begins with
mint and used overprinted Parcel Post issues of 1945 and continues with many of the large-format, colorful sets the
country is known for; no great rarities, but a good foundation on which to expand, or solid stock for the dealer, F.-V.F. or
better, worth review.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Russia, Imposing Collection, 1858-1990. In three Scott Specialty albums, an impressive holding spanning
Tsarist and Soviet times; begins with a rock-solid holding of Coat-of-Arms issues (many parallel mint and used), parallel
Romanovs to the 3R value, RSFSR essentially complete mint with duplicates presenting paper types, etc.; Soviet
period highly complete, including a full cadre of Workers, parallel Pioneers, 1938 Crimea issue mint and used; strong
souvenir sheets from 1938 Pushkin and Moscow on, including 1946 Stamp Anniversary set and Stalin’s 70th Birthday
sheet (all hinged), plus most later examples; Airs are strong with 1935 Heroes used, 1937 Planes never hinged and
used, a range of Zeppelin issues, etc.; Semi-Postals, Special Deliveries and Dues strong as well, plus some Wenden,
Aunus and Army of the North items, plus Occupation of Ukraine and Offices as well; earlies offer a range of cancel
styles; mint mixed throughout, never hinged appearing in strength around 1956, F.-V.F. with much better, well worth the
time to view, ex Winston.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

Russia, Spectacular Soviet Stock, 1921-60. Arranged by Michel in 11 stockbooks (most Lighthouse); a mix
of used, mint and never hinged (in descending order of quantities), with useful duplication throughout; most identified by
Michel number, with types and varieties noted (in Russian); most sets complete and often parallel mint and used, with
souvenir sheets as well; early issues noted in multiples either mint or used, the latter making for some striking
presentations; generally fresh and sound, though expect the occasional foxing or item without gum; there’s enough
rock-solid material here to please the busiest dealer, F.-V.F. or better.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
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Russia, Coast-to-Coast Never Hinged Compilation, 1921-60. Pull out your Michel catalogue for this one,
as that’s how the stamps are arranged on stockpages (close enough to Scott for easy identification); the two-sided
pages top out at over an inch high, with early issues sometimes in complete sets, sometimes broken, but with paper and
shade varieties, not all of which are Scott-listed; high percentage of wartime and post-war issues are here complete;
highlights include Scott #302-303 imperforate, 413-426, 452-454, 470a, 480-482, 478, 519-523, 529-530, 577-579,
611-613, 629-635, 643-646, 678-686, 687-692, 706-712, 718-720, 724-733, 745-748, 749-756, 757-759, 763-766,
767-771, 772-775, 776-779, 780-783, 789-793, 845-849, 850-851, 857-858, 909-910, 1080a-1082a, 1083a,
1230-1233, 1261-1264, 1289-1294, 1325 (2, 1 regular paper, 1 heavier paper), 1327a imperforate, 1360a, B14-B17
blocks of four (B14-B15 offering two vertical Type I-II pairs), and much, much more; sound throughout and generally
fresh, though the occasional item may be lightly toned, the gum with offset from prior storage, etc.—but not a hint of a
hinge, F.-V.F. with much better throughout, an excellent opportunity, for dealer or collector. Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
Russia, All-Union All-Mint Collection, 1921-60. Arranged on double-sided stockpages in rough Minkus
order; early Soviet issues offer an array of paper, shade and watermark varieties (many unlisted in Scott), with solid runs
of complete sets from the 1930s on, with many of the iconic images of Soviet life present; note strong Workers, many
Airs (including a few Zeppelins), Lenin and Marx, Spartakiada complete, writer and painters, Moscow’s metro, some
Semi-Postals, etc., with souvenir sheets from 1937 Pushkin and Moscow to the Siege of Leningrad, to Expositions, to
Lenin’s Mausoleum to Stalin’s 70th (2, one regular paper, one thick paper); generally fresh and sound, though some
might have toned spots, others with gum that is missing or disturbed—but there’s much never hinged throughout, and
not a cancel in sight, F.-V.F. with much better, a must-see.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
Russia, Mint & Used Dealers’ Stock, 1857-1940. Over 2500 mint & used stamps in a stockbook, sheet file,
in glassines, better includes mint 5 (6), 6, 7 (2), 8 (3), 45, 294-301, plus glassines of mint, with many blocks of four or
larger, plus many positional pieces, stock pages of modern souvenir sheets, fabulous opportunity to restock
inexpensively, inspection invited, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
Russia, Ready-Made Mint Collection Stock, 1963-99. Housed in seven Lighthouse or Schaubek
stockbooks; appears highly complete, comprising most issues as single examples, though there are some in blocks or
lightly duplicated; the occasional used item, but 99.9% never hinged; note several shade varieties, imperforate pairs
(many marginal), tête-bêche blocks of four, several part-sheets, souvenir and miniature sheets, plus a number of First
Day- or commemorative-cancelled covers, including a 1963 Cosmonauts Day cover and 1964 maximum card, both
autographed by Yuri Gagarin; vibrant color and fresh paper throughout; if you’re a collector, you just need an album; if
you’re a dealer, show these to your customers, Very Fine, well worth review.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Russia, Mostly Mint Collection of Zemstvos, 1864-1917. Approximately 345 locals in a stock book
arranged alphabetically, an excellent showing of these popular stamps, nearly all districts represented mostly mint, a
few condition issues, review & enjoy, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
These locals were used in the rural regions of Russia from 1865-1917, with an estimated 3,000 different issued.

749

HH/H/m
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H/m
Russian Offices & Republics, Extensive Stock. Arranged in a nicely filled 32-page (64-side) Lighthouse
stockbook; begins with a page of poster/charity stamps from around WWI (plus some RSFSR-inscribed stamps), and
moves on to lovely Offices in Turkey and in China, as well as China #479 with Russian Philatelic Society overprints (2, 1
never hinged, 1 used); good Civil War material, with South Russia, Western Army in Latvia, General Denikin, Siberia
and Wenden issues; Czech Army in Siberia Military Post items; extensive Ukraine; Carpatho-Ukraine, Azerbaijan,
Batum, Transcaucasian Federation, plus Russia used in Finland, etc.; all identified by Michel number, with useful
duplication on some, F.-V.F. with better throughout, a pretty holding; inspect.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

100

Russia, Dealer Stock, 1857-2002. In four small dealer counter books of better items, stamps seem to be
mostly correctly identified and overall much better stock than usually encountered with mostly $20+ to hundreds of
dollars sets and singles, spot checked issues appear properly identified, better items include (used): 1, 9 (3), 10, 12-18,
88-104 (4 sets), C25a, Wenden L2 and (mint): 31-36, 45, 53, 55-65, 71-72, 250-59, 597-604, 665-77, 678-86, 1230-33
(2), 1289-94 (two mixed mint and used sets), 1508-9, 1532-33, 1584-85, 1606-9, 1624-27, N5 and Far Eastern
Republic 13, condition is mixed, with usual problem areas among early classical issues, Scott value has drifted over the
years, so you should make an adjustment in the owner’s catalog value to compensate, plenty of catalog value and the
potential to find some interesting items for the specialist, generally F.-V.F. Scott approximately $12,000+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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HH/H/m Russia, Extensive Collection, 1863-1986. Taking eight volumes to hold it all: one Schaubek springback to
1971, plus seven Ka-Be hingeless albums 1962-86; Schaubek a nicely filled mix of mint and used, while the Ka-Be’s are
complete never hinged (the random used has snuck in); collection starts with nice Tsarist material, including
Coats-of-Arms, Romanovs (5R mint), plus nice array of early Soviets along with better sets such as (hinged, unless
noted): #546-550, 555-558, 559-568 used, 569-572, 597-604 (#599 used), 647-658 (#647, 653, 657 used), 678-686,
1325 (light diagonal crease), B30-B34, B48-B51, C21, C53-C57 used, C58-C67 used, with Telegraphs, Revenues,
etc., F.-V.F. with better throughout, well worth viewing.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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Russia, St. Petersburg Numeral Consular Cancel Collection, 1920-1945. A remarkable collection,
virtually complete from #1- #31, with Prigara catalog included, with 48 covers and cards, over 2,500 stamps, all with
strong strikes, as nice a collection as there exists, be sure to put this on your “To View” list, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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Russia, Essentially Complete All-Mint Collection, 1934-40. Mounted on Scott Specialty pages; complete
for the period less a couple items, and all mint less #615; most of the iconic sets are here in full, including #540-545,
551-554, 555-558, 559-564 (all but the 1k never hinged!), 583-588, 590-592, 593-595, 597-604, 636-642666-677,
687-692, 698-705, 706-712794-810, C50-C52, C53-C57, C69-C75, etc., etc., plus souvenir sheets #596, 603a, C75a;
Post Office fresh and sound throughout, Very Fine, well worth review.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Russia, Railway Station Cancel Collection. On 125 covers or cards plus hundreds of stamps, all neatly
presented on original Fabergé pages and arranged alphabetically, don’t let this get away, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Russia, Mint & Used Collection, 1949-1990. A magnificent collection mounted in six Lindner Hingeless
Albums (Retail $2,500.00), early issues are used, after 1961 all are mint NH, virtually complete needing but a handful for
completion, a unique opportunity to acquire so nice a collection, review at your leisure, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Russia, Postal History, 1840-1960. Approximately 130 covers & cards in a cover album, includes
stampless, registered, burlap envelope, picture postcards, postal cards & stationary, advertising, censored,
propaganda, well worth our low estimate, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Russia, Tsarist Stock of Thousands, 1858-1922. In a well-filled stockbook; mostly used from #1 on (and
identified by Michel number); includes extensive Coat-of-Arms issues with varieties noted (including Scott #77b, the 5k
double print), paper, perforation and watermark types, etc.; note interesting perfins as well as even more interesting
hole-punched stamps, several Specimens (some fully overprinted “OBRAZETS’”, some with only one letter
(incomplete…time to practice your Scrabble skills); nice Romanovs, some multiples and position pieces, etc.; wide
array of cancels both in terms of geography (we noted Riga to Baku) and types (c.d.s.’s, dot-gridded circles,
numeral-geometrics, etc.); some postal stationery, a fascinating picture post card showing a WWI “Automobile
Floodlight”, several lovely stampless covers including domestic from Tarnopol (Western Ukraine) and from Vladimir to
Kiev (with five beautiful, intact red wax seals, one inscribed “Vladimir G.P. Office”), and international from
Odessa—even a March 13, 1831 Royal Decree (in German), sent Riga to Trikaten (Trikata) ordering the addition of
Princess Alexandra (born Jan. 16) to the Order of Service, with enclosure of the new prayer (in Old Church Slavonic);
generally fresh and nearly all sound, F.-V.F. with better, a definite must-view.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Russia, Mint NH Collection, 1960-1993. A substantial collection of mint NH issues mounted in a stockbook,
virtually complete missing only a handful, includes souvenir sheets, please evaluate carefully, F.-V.F.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
Russia, Rambling Stock Selection, ca. 1908-92. Comprising ten stockbooks of various makes, holding
mint and used mid-1950s Soviet material through 1992 with post-Soviet Republics, Touva, Russian/Soviet Dues (some
overprinted), plus used inter-war Latvia and various advertising stamp “collar stamps”; two cover albums, one featuring
1963//72 First Day Covers, one with miscellaneous covers, postcards, picture post cards, etc., Empire to
post-Independence, including Ukraine, Latvia, advertising and propaganda, photos of Port Arthur, Batum, an Orenburg
camel train, a Kyrgyz family (hand-colored), Astrakhan, etc.; plus seven folders of miniature and (near-) complete
sheets, both Soviet and post-1991 Russia; manageable duplication throughout, with much spot-checked mint turning
up never hinged, F.-V.F. with better throughout, if you deal in the East, don’t let this deal go south; inspection invited.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
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Scandinavia, Collection, 1850’s-1989. Mounted in sixteen Scott Specialty albums, original collection was
obviously a strong specialized collection with many rare varieties that you usually don’t encounter often, but then it
appears to have been sold to someone who took out some Scott listed items, but left behind a great deal of interesting
and specialized items, with interesting locals, postal stationary, expensive high value singles and so many better
stamps that add up to substantial value, with Aland, Denmark well represented imperf coat of arms, 11-15, good
numerals, 79-81, 82, 135, decent newspaper surcharges, 164-75, 167a-175a mint, B1-2, C1-C5, Thule set, a couple
local stamps and nice postal stationary entires, Faroe Islands, Finland, several early imperf coat of arms and strong
group of seven different serpentine coat of arms issues, good semi-postals and airs, Q1-5 mint, Q6-13, many postal
stationary entires, 1952 Jakobstad essay corner block of four, Greenland 10-18 mint, 19-27 mint, 28-38, Q1-9, Q10-11,
Iceland 14, 20, 86-91, 98, 108-28, 162 used, 155 multiple print and imperf block of four, C4-8 mint, O4-8, several
Parliament Millenary official stamps, O64, Norway with #1, 2-5, 11-15, 22-34, various other post horn issues including
some stationary, 104-10 mint, 48 local posts from 1860’s-1880’s, Sweden with 40-49, 145-63, 198-206, 216-18, 223
and many postal stationary entires; occasional faults among classics, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

102

Russia, Postal History, 1960-1995. Gorgeous lot of covers and postal stationery, thousands of items in all,
great topicals, includes a few sleepers, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800

Russia, Compilation including Provisional Issues, 1917-19. Filling 23 sides of a 60-side (30-page)
Importa stockbook; nice array of material, including stamp tax issues, multiples used, a few covers, etc.; some parallel
mint and used; useful duplication throughout, the used multiples offering both a range of origins and plating
opportunities; solid number of position pieces throughout; stockbook itself is pristine and sound, with years of use still in
it, F.-V.F. with better, well worth review.
Estimate $500 - 750
Russia, Mint & Used Collection, 1944-94. Several hundred stamps & souvenir sheets mounted on (7)
albums and on pages, better mint includes 931-937, 947-951, 970 used, 974-979, with lots of full sheets such as
4765-4769, 5572-5576 & 4721-4726, viewing will be a pleasure, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, F.-V.F., ex
Sheeran.
Estimate $400 - 600

Russia, First Day Covers for the 1980 Olympics. Approximately 65 covers, great cachets with all manner
of sports, please review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200
Russian Civil War, Soviet Republics Collection, 1918-23. Mostly mint hinged in two Scott Specialty
albums; pages (but no stamps) are included all for post-Soviet independent Republics; here you’ll find Armenia,
Azerbaijan, Batum (British Occupation), Far Eastern Republic, Georgia, Karelia (Bears!), Mongolia, Siberia, South
Russia, Tannu Tuva and Ukraine; variously filled, but all nicely represented; includes both overprinted Tsarist issues
and native Republic issues, with many popular items present, F.-V.F. or better, worth inspection, ex Winston.
Estimate $350 - 500
San Marino, Collection, 1877-1975. Neatly hinged in Scott Specialty album, with (used): 4, 10, 13, 17 (2),
24, 50 and (mint): 1-15, 23, 27 (2), 28, 29-31, 89-92, 104-6, 111-14, 115-32, 136, 139-42, 143-50, 151-54, 155-58,
169-80, 239 perf and imperf, 242-56, 272-76, 277, 278-93, 308-19, 411, B1-2, B3-11, B12-17, C1-10, C68-71, C77,
C117 and Q36, condition appears mostly sound, with just a few small faults among the early classics, generally F.-V.F.,
ex Sheeran.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
San Marino, The Most Serene Collection, 1877-1988. Presented in a Scott Specialty album; well-filled
from the First Issue through the early 1980s, with later years less complete, but with pages running to 2000; just a
handful of items present only used, the vast majority of the collection mint, with much never hinged; strong Classics
including #23 used, 24 no gum, 25a & 26a used, 28 mint and used, a possible #7a mint and used; a pretty 1903-25 Mt.
Titano set, incomplete through the 2L value, but with some very well centered examples for this notorious issue; plus
mint Garibaldi and St. Francis issues, Castles, 1934 Philatelic Exhibition, Delfico, 1918 Semi-Postals (normal and
overprinted), 1949 UPU Airmail sheetlet (hinged), etc., etc.; souvenir sheets, a booklet, and Back-of-the-Book running
Semis to Parcel Post are all here as well, F.-V.F. with much better, exciting, ex Winston.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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Scandinavia, Collection, 1870’s-2000. Approximately 10 albums and stockbooks, plus many loose album
and stock pages, with occasional interesting classic stamp, but the majority of the value seems to be in the face value
postage, with some nice sections of modern issues and booklets, with sparse Finland collection in Lindner hingeless
album with pages from 1982-1994, small collection of 20 Greenland Parcel Post reprint sheets (from the 1980’s),
collection of Scandinavia (and Baltic States) in Minkus album, moderately filled of mint and used stamps from inception
to 1974, album of Norway and Greenland complete booklets from 1960’s to 2008, large envelope of Iceland stock pages
packed with used stamps from 1980’s+, Faroe collection mount on White Ace pages of mint stamps from 1975-2003,
Iceland collection on loose Scott Specialty pages to 1985, Faroe collection of post office year sets in two albums from
1977-1989, 1992-1998, Denmark collection in Århus album from 1850’s-1995, earlier issues mostly used with
occasional slight better items including a few early imperf coat of arms and nice album pages with spaces for many of
the Facit listed items, some mixed condition among early used classics, modern issues are generally sound, generally
F.-V.F., ex Sheeran.
Estimate $500 - 750

Scandinavia, We’ve Definitely Seen Norse Stock Accumulation. With Sweden dominating, presented in
five stockbooks, two binders (one one-inch, one three-inch) plus a further binder holding a used Sweden collection
running 1855-1936, as well as a Scott Specialty binder holding a general mint and used Scandinavia-wide collection (all
mounted); stockbooks and binders mainly mid-years to modern material, with quantity complementing quality and
catalogue value; used collection features several pages of used Standing Lions, most multiples, unchecked for all the
Facit-listed varieties; Scandinavia collection with solid stock for each country, perfect for quick resale at the bourse or
online, Very Fine overall, this is no herring—we think your response will be “holy mackerel!”; inspect.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Scandinavia, Collection, Late 19th Century To 1990’s. In two large boxes full of 12 albums and
stockbooks, plus loose album pages, stock sheets and post office sets, with large stockbooks containing various
country collections in order by Scott number with a few occasional premium stamps and many modern stamps from the
1980’s and 1990’s, with Greenland collection in stockbook with 22a, Iceland collection in Lighthouse album with nice
group of early numerals, 34-42, 85-91, 92-95, 97, Christian X set to 5kr, several surcharges (a couple with Tollur
cancels), O13-19, O31-38, dozens of Sweden post office sets and year sets from 1980’s and 1990’s, plenty of mint face
value postage, centering and condition are mixed, generally F.-V.F., ex Sheeran.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Scandinavia, Dealers Stock, 1860’s-2001. In five dealer counter books, full of tear sheets, identified and
priced Scott, with Finland 6 and several other early coat of arms with serpentine roulettes, Iceland C15-20, O3 (perf
faults), Norway 69 mint, 104-10 mint, 362 booklet, 363 booklet, 427a booklet, B1-3 mint, Sweden 14, B11 mint, B12-21,
J13-21, generally F.-V.F. Scott $10,000+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Scandinavia, Multiple and Souvenir Sheet Dealer Stock, mostly from 1970’s to 2000’s. 230 manila
counter cards filled with mostly modern booklets and souvenir sheets, with many better items in the $20 to $50 range,
with better items that include: Finland 836a-45a complete booklet, 1009 sheetlet, Greenland 91a +130a booklet,
Iceland B5, Norway 1 mounted on Kaiser certificate, condition is mostly sound with many lovely topical and higher face
value items, generally F.-V.F. Scott $7,050+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Scandinavia, Top of the World Stock Selection. Comprising 11 counter books (Aland, Denmark (3),
Finland (5) and Iceland (2)), four Velcro-sealed document boxes of counter book pages, plus ten Post-produced books;
Aland includes First Issue blocks of four, Framas, a booklet, etc.; Denmark begins with four-margined #7a and 9 (each
with socked-on-the-nose target cancel), with solid mint material from the late 1930s to 2000 with Semi-Postals; Faroes
includes 1987 and 1988 Yearbooks (2 each, 1987 without stamps, 1988 with stamps and Slania-engraved blackprint
mounted); Finland runs overwhelmingly mint from #180 on, with issues up to 2000, solid Semi-Postals, Framas (some
used!), a nice array of Queen Margrethe booklets, plus Back-of-the-Book including #M1, Aunus and Karelia overprints
plus North Ingermanland issues; Iceland mint (and mostly never hinged) from #41 with an Eiricsson souvenir sheet,
some Semis and a selection of Airs (including #C1); Norway includes solid modern plus 1988-91 Yearbooks; Sweden
appears to run from the 1970s or ‘80s forward, with Images of Sweden book; fresh and clean throughout, coverage
weighted to the mid- and modern periods, Very Fine, nice stock selection—or a budding collection—with a bit of
organizing; worth a look.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
Scandinavia, Festival of First Day & Other Covers, 1938-ca. 1996. Four long document boxes filled with
First Day Covers, maximum cards, and a smattering of normal mail; many hundreds in total, with Sweden dominating
both in quantity and in range, with the earliest cover 1938’s Gustav V issue; most material from the 1960s on, all clean
and fresh, with nearly everything sleeved, in order, and ready for sale; all countries (including the smaller Aland, Faroes
and Greenland) are represented, with even vended postage (Framas) making their appearance, Very Fine, a solid
holding; worth inspection.
Estimate $600 - 800
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Scandinavia, Old Time Collection, 1915-1982. Several hundred items, with blocks of four some with plate
numbers, first day covers, Christmas Seals, countries include Denmark, Danish West Indies, Greenland, Iceland,
Norway, Sweden, mostly used, also a binder with mint & used Sweden, with booklets, souvenir sheets and first day
covers, great starter collection, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

776

m
Scandinavia: Denmark, Back-of-the-Book Collection, 1871-1940. A tasty high-calorie Danish desert, on
nice Scott Specialty pages (newer ones that fit both 2-post and 3-ring binders), assembled by serious quality- and
condition-conscious collector, including Postage Dues, Late Fee and Military stamps complete, extensive Officials
(O1-4, 6-9, 10-15, etc.), Newspaper stamps (P1, 3-5, 7-17, 20) and all but three of the difficult-to-find used Parcel Post
stamps (Q1, 3, 5, 7-26)., F.-V.F. Scott $2,800 ++.
Estimate $400 - 600

777

HH/H/m

778

HH/H/m Scandinavia: Denmark & Colonies with Norway, The Eric Blood-Axe Bulwark, 1851-1991. In stuffed
Scott album, strong in Classics, 19th and early 20th century in usual used condition, but generally sound with attractive
cancels; 20th century mainly mint, many mint and used, and from 1940s most mint apparently never hinged; highlights
include (used unless noted): Denmark #1-9, 11-15, 16-20, 25-34, 41-52, 65-69, 79-81, B1-B2 mint and used, B3-B5,
C1-C4, C6-C10, J1-J7, O1-O2, O6-O9, O9A-O10 mint, O16-O24 mint or used, P1-P10; Danish West Indies: #5-10, 11
mint; Faroe Islands largely complete mint through 1990, including some scarcer miniature sheets and margin cylinder
number blocks of 8; Greenland largely complete mint o.g. or never hinged, including: #1-9 mint, 10-18 and 19-21 both
mint and used, 28-38 and 39-40 mint never hinged and used; Norway: #1, 2-5, 6, 9-10, 11-15, 16-21, used until late
1920s, mint o.g. and/or used through 1940s and from about 1960 most mint apparently never hinged, including better
souvenir sheets mint never hinged (such as #934, 946-947) and scarcer Semi-Postals (such as #B6-B9, B10-B11 and
B50-B52 mint and used, and B54-B66 and B69-B70 mint never hinged), as well as extensive Postage Dues and
Officials (including #O44-O54 mint), F.-V.F. with much better, ex Winston.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

779

HH/H/m Scandinavia: Finland and Aland Islands, Dealer Stock, 1856-1994. In three small dealer counter books of
better items, stamps seem to be mostly correctly identified and overall much better stock than usually encountered with
mostly $20+ to many hundreds of dollars sets and singles, spot checked issues appear properly identified, stamps
appear unchecked for cancels or interesting unlisted Facit varieties, so this could be a win for the specialist, better items
include (used): 1, 2 (3), 4a (5), 5 (8), 6 (4), 6b, 7 (6), 7 pair, 7b (3), 7d, 8 (2), 8a, 8b, 9 (7), 9a (2), 10 (8), 10b (2), 10d, 11
(2), 11a, 12 (4), 12a, 13 (2), 17-24, 24 (2), 25-30 (2 sets), 31-37, 36, 38-45, 46-58 (2 sets), 58, 69, 77-82, 82, 111-18,
118, 140, 143-52, 153-54 blocks of four, Q1-5 and (mint): 2, 3, 18a and Q6-9, condition is mixed, with usual problem
areas among early classical issues, Scott value has drifted over the years, so you should make an adjustment in the
owner’s catalog value to compensate, plenty of catalog value and the potential to find some interesting items for the
specialist, generally F.-V.F. Scott approximately $52,000 (Owner’s).
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
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H/m
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Scandinavia: Denmark & Colonies, Dealer Stock, 1851-1994. In four small dealer counter books of better
items, stamps seem to be mostly correctly identified and overall much better stock than usually encountered with mostly
$20+ to many hundreds of dollars sets and singles, spot checked issues appear properly identified, stamps appear
unchecked for cancels or interesting unlisted Facit varieties, so this could be a win for the specialist, better items include
(used): Danish West Indies: 1, 3, 9 (2), 9b, 11 (2), 13, 14 (2), 18a (2), 20, 43-50 (2 sets), 51-58, Denmark: 6 (6), 8 (9),
11-15 (2 sets), 14 (6), 15 (7), 16-20, 20 (2), 22, 24 (5), 35, 65-69 (2 sets), 68 (8), 81 (2), 82 (3), 97-131 (2 sets), 135 (3),
136-37, 138-44, 142 block of four, 145-54 (2 sets), 164-75 (2 sets), 167a-75a, 181-91, B1-2 (3 sets), C1-5, C2 (2), C3
(3), C4 (3), J9-J24, O3 (3), O5, O16-24, P1-10 (4 sets), Q1-11, Q7, Q15-27 and (mint): Danish West Indies: 3, Denmark:
24, 65-69, 77, 78, 123, 128, 132-33, 145-54, 160, 164-75 (2 sets), 181-91, 192-97 (2 sets), 210-19, B3-5, C1-5, C2 (2),
C3 (2), C5, Faroe Islands 1 with Wowern certificate and 2-6, condition is mixed, with usual problem areas among early
classical issues, Scott value has drifted over the years, so you should make an adjustment in the owner’s catalog value
to compensate, plenty of catalog value and the potential to find some interesting items for the specialist, generally
F.-V.F. Scott approximately $46,000+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

Scandinavia: Finland and Norway, Collection, 1856-1973. In Scott Specialty album, of early classics with
Finland - a couple imperf coat of arms stamps with small pearls, 4-5 with a couple shades of each, 6-11 with a few shade
duplicates, 17-24, 25-30, 31-37, 38-45, 46-56, 70-75, 111-18, some Karelia and a few Russian occupation of Finland
issues, Norway starting with 1877 post horns with a diverse selection of post horns, 104-10 mint, good postage dues
and officials. Mixed condition among the earlier classics (occasional faults among the early issues), but modern issues
after early 1930’s appear to be generally sound, generally F.-V.F., ex Sheeran.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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Scandinavia: Greenland, Collection, 1938-early 1980’s. In Lighthouse hingeless album, with singles in
the front and plate blocks in the rear of the collection, most stamps are mint (or noted if used), consisting of 10-18,
overprints mostly complete (19-27, 22a-27a, only missing 22 10ø black), Q1-2, Q3 used, Thule 1935 set. Condition
appears mostly sound, overall Very Fine, ex Sheeran.
Estimate $500 - 750

784

HH/H/m Scandinavia: Iceland, Dealer Stock, 1873-1992. In four small dealer counter books of better items, stamps
seem to be mostly correctly identified and overall much better stock than usually encountered with mostly $20+ to many
hundreds of dollars sets and singles, there are a few revenue cancels among some earlier issues, all spot checked
issues appear properly identified, stamps appear unchecked for cancels or interesting unlisted Facit varieties, so this
could be a win for the specialist, better items include (used): 2 (2), 8 (2), 9, 13 (3), 14, 20, 27 (2), 34-44B, 68, 71-85, 85,
86-91 (6 sets), 92-98 (3 sets), 98, 99-107, 103 (2), 108-28 (4 sets), 130-33, 130-38, 140-43, 140-43 revenue cancels,
149, 152-66, 176-87, 232-35, 240-45, C1-2, C4-8, C10, C15-20 (2 sets), CO1, O2 (2), O3 (3), O9 (2), O26, O29 (2),
O31-38 (3 sets), O40-49, O50-51, O53-67, and (mint): 1, 2 (2), 5 (2), 9, 15 (2), 16 block of four, 34-44A, 44B, 49, 71-85,
92-98, 102, 125, 144-48 (2 sets), 150 (2), 181, 232-35, 273 (2), 281 block of four, 292 block of four, C4-8 (2), C9-11 (2
sets), O3, O9 (2) and O51, condition is mixed, with usual problem areas among early classical issues, Scott value has
drifted over the years, so you should make an adjustment in the owner’s catalog value to compensate, plenty of catalog
value and the potential to find some interesting items for the specialist, generally F.-V.F. Scott approximately $52,500+
(Owner’s).
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000

785

H/m
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Scandinavia: Iceland, Icelandic Avalanche, 1873-1990. In Scott Specialty album, most in black
Showguard-style mounts; some dubious First Issue items, but nice used #8, 12, 28, 76, 98, 137-138, O12; mint #13,
36, 83, 92-97, 124-125, 152-166, 181, C2, C4-C7, C9-C11, CO1; never hinged #51, 67, 117, 184, C3; a large number
of stamps are present both mint and used, including #23, 29, 86-91, 144-148, 170-175, 193-198, 199-201, 203-208B,
209-211, 228-231, 257-268, C15-C20, O11, O31-O38; complete from 1950, F.-V.F. or better, ex Winston.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Scandinavia: Finland, Finnish Fantasia, 1856-1990. In a Scott Specialty album, most earlies are used,
some condition issues, but includes nice quality (used unless noted): #10, 23, 30, 37 mint, 54-55, 127-140 mint o.g. or
never hinged, 279; very many stamps both mint and used, such as #283-284, or mint never hinged and used, including:
#B2-B4, B5-B7, B24-B26; most stamps in black Showguard-style mounts; Back-of-the-Book is very strong, as
Semi-Postals and Airmails appear complete (#C1 mint o.g.); decades of issues are virtually complete, including
souvenir sheets and some booklets; ends with about two dozen Åland stamps, F.-V.F. or better, ex Winston.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Scandinavia: Greenland, Dealer Stock, 1938-2007. In small dealer counter book of better items, better
items include (used): 10-18, 19-27, Q2, Q5, Q7, Q10 (2) and (mint): 1-9 (2 sets), 10-18 (3 sets), 19-21, 19-27, 28-38 (2
sets) and 39-40, condition appears mostly sound, Scott value has drifted over the years, so you should make an
adjustment in the owner’s catalog value to compensate, generally F.-V.F. Scott approximately $7,150+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Scandinavia: Iceland, Collection, 1873-1998. Mounted on Scott Specialty pages, in Lighthouse album,
highly complete, starting with mostly complete numerals, only missing a few values, mostly complete þrír issues (with
accompanying certificates), “1 Gildi” issues partially complete (still needed to fill in a couple perf 13 and all of the perf
14x13½ set) and the rest of the collection is virtually complete, with some duplication to fill in supplemental pages of
Tollur cancellations of the 1920’s and 30’s, plus a few other interesting varieties, better highlights include (used): 2, 3, 7,
9-12, 14, 15-20, 21-30, 31a with APS certificate, 32 with APS certificate, 32b with APS certificate, 34-44B, 71-85, 86-91,
92-98, 99-107, 108-28, 130-38, 149, 176-87, C15-20, O4-9, O28-30, O31-38, O40-49 and (mint): 1 with Grønlund
certificate, 5, 8, 32 with Grønlund certificate, 33 with Grønlund certificate, 33A with APS certificate, 50b, 52, 53, 140-43,
152-66, 152-66 with Specimen overprints, 170-75, 203-8B with perf varieties, 213-16, 217-28 with perf varieties,
232-35, 246-52, 273, 289-96, B5, C2, C4-8, C9-11, O2, O3, O10-12, O25-27, O50-51 and O53-67. Condition seems
much better than usually encountered, with just a few small faults among some classics, strong collection which could
be made complete by filling in the few classic issues and bringing the collection current from 1998, generally F.-V.F., ex
Sheeran.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
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HH/H/m Scandinavia: Iceland, The Harrison Fjord Collection, 1873-1999. Ruggedly handsome and mounted not
in carbonite, but a Lighthouse hingeless album, mixed mint and used through about 1926 (including a couple numeral
cancels on the Christian IX issues) and mint thereafter, essentially complete from 1933 on, with solid earlier holdings;
begins with a nice array of Numerals, several of the 1876-1901 issue duplicated showing shades, pretty mint Í Gildi
issues, Kings basic and overprinted, and (mint, unless noted) #144-148 & C4-C8, C1-C2 (2 each, #C1’s appearing
never hinged), Parliament Millenary issue complete, #C9-C11 (Zeppelin overprints, very lightly hinged), the popular
Geyser, Landscapes and World’s Fair issues (overprints included), Christian X and Eiricsson souvenir sheets, a
perfectly centered never hinged 25Kr Parliament Building, plus incredible face value in the modern material; stamps
mainly run to 1994, with pages and the occasional set to 1999, Very Fine overall, you’ll want to make the Kessel Run in
under 12 parsecs to witness this collection—because once you have, you’ll be jonesing for it.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

788

HH/H/m
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Scandinavia: Sweden, The Nordlicht Collection, 1855-1993. Beautifully presented in six hingeless
albums (a mix of Lighthouse and Lindner), essentially complete never hinged from about 1940 onward; starts with four
nicely centered examples of #2 (grab your Facit for shades and papers), a nice used #LX1 plus unused #LX1p, pretty
öre-value Coats-of-Arms and Lions (again with shades, including a few mint), outstanding Dues and Officials (the latter
both perforation varieties), two #66 used (one as perfect as they come), Landstormen and Airmail overprints, a pride of
Standing Lion sheets and coils unchecked for paper or watermark varieties, both UPU sets including never hinged
#225-227, cut squares of Military stationery, many Facit-listed BC and CB booklet pairs or strips of the late 1930s, two
examples of #C8c (1 never hinged, 1 hinged, two shades), a slew of booklets mainly from the 1970s on, a huge total in
recent face (and corresponding catalogue) value, booklet panes and pairs, a wealth of material from engravers such as
Slania, Mörck, Sjööblom, Franzén, and others, and much, much more, Very Fine, a true Swedish collection; inspection
will be rewarded.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

791

HH/H/m Scandinavia: Sweden, The Ice Palace, 1858-1994. Jam-packed in a bulging Scott Specialty album; mainly
used (often two examples) in 19th and early 20th century (often mint and used), then becoming eventually almost all
mint, many appearing to be never hinged in black Showguard-style mounts; a sampling includes (used unless noted):
#6-12, 13-14, 16, 17-27, 66 mint and used, 197-209, 212, 213-225; also very strong Back-of-the-Book, such as
#J9-J11, O2, etc.; a major highlight is the extremely extensive (appears to be several hundred) selection of booklets and
booklet panes, including some scarcer ones, F.-V.F. with much better, ex Winston.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

106

Scandinavia: Norway, Dealer Stock, 1855-1992. In four small dealer counter books of better items, stamps
seem to be mostly correctly identified and overall much better stock than usually encountered with mostly $20+ to many
hundreds of dollars sets and singles, spot checked issues appear properly identified, stamps appear unchecked for
cancels or interesting unlisted Facit varieties, so this could be a win for the specialist, better items include (used): 1 (7), 2
(6), 3 (9), 6 (7), 7 (3), 13 (7), 22-34, 28 (3), 41, 61, 65 (3), 66 (3), 68, 104-10 (4 sets), 207-17, 219 (2 sets), 220-39, B1-3 (2
sets), B24 (2), O44-54 (2 sets) and (mint): 1, 38, 67, 104-10 (2 sets), 115-26, 129-30 blocks of four, 218, 275-78 (3 sets),
B1-3 (3 sets) and several sets of locals, condition is mixed, with usual problem areas among early classical issues, Scott
value has drifted over the years, so you should make an adjustment in the owner’s catalog value to compensate, plenty
of catalog value and the potential to find some interesting items for the specialist, generally F.-V.F. Scott approximately
$35,000 (Owner’s).
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
Scandinavia: Sweden, Dealer Stock, 1855-2013. In five small dealer counter books of better items, stamps
seem to be mostly correctly identified and overall much better stock than usually encountered with mostly $20+ to many
hundreds of dollars sets and singles, a few of the earlier stamps with certificates, there may be a few reprints hidden
among the early classic issues, but all spot checked issues appeared properly identified, stamps appear unchecked for
cancels or interesting unlisted Facit varieties, so this could be a win for the specialist, better items include (used): 2 with
Sjöman Certificate, 2 (7), 3, 4e with Sjöman Certificate, 4 (4), 5a with Sjöman Certificate, 7 (4), 12 (6), 14 (9), 18 (3), 21
(3), 27 (9), 37 (2), 133, 161, 189, 197-212, 197-208, 213-28 (3 sets), B12-21, C5, J12-22, J19 (2), many city postage
issues, O5 (5), O10 (4) and (mint): 6, 7 (2), 8 (2), 9, 12, 13, 15, 16, 18, 21, 22, 23, 25, 29, 31, 33, 36, 47, 48, 63, 65 (2),
145-59, 194-96, 211, 229, 248-62 (3 sets), 297a (2), 1351b, J4 (3), J7, J10, J12-22 and O23, condition is mixed, with
usual problem areas among early classical issues, Scott value has drifted over the years, so you should make an
adjustment in the owner’s catalog value to compensate, plenty of catalog value and the potential to find some
interesting items for the specialist, generally F.-V.F. Scott approximately $62,500+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
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Scandinavia: Sweden, Stockholm Surprise Collection, 1856-1919. Sound and fault free collection built
by very picky philatelist, many with nice CDS, stunning back-of-the-book collection on Scott Specialty album pages
(ready for either 2-post or 3-ring binders) includes complete Postage Dues (J1-J22 w/color varieties), Stockholm Local
Stamps for City Postage (LX1-LX2), complete Officials O1-O55 (!), and Parcel Post (Q1-2); it took years to put this baby
together! These notoriously DTFIAKODC (difficult-to-find-in-any-kind-of-decent-condition) stamps are some of the
toughest in Scandinavia! F.-V.F. Scott $3,500.
Estimate $500 - 750

796

H/m

797

HH/H/m Spain & Colonies, The Matador’s Out of Luck Collection, 1850-1991. ‘cause there’s no bull here, just a
truly impressive mostly mint (with much never hinged) collection in two Scott Specialty albums; volume one is Spain
proper, starting with three used examples of #1 with a nice selection of Isabellas; unused items begin as early as 1862,
with the majority of stamps post-1929 mint and effectively complete; note #92 pair (no gum) with 1981 APS certificate,
Columbus and Goya sets complete, souvenir sheets including 1958 Philatelic Expo and Velasquez, etc.; near-full First
Issue Francos (mixed mint and used); Semis and Airs, plus “regular” Back-of-the-Book through Postal Tax issues, plus
a neat array of Carlist and Revolutionary issues, Exposition stamps, pro-Franco/Beneficence stamps, Locals, some
Revenues and Giros, plus Offices including Tangier Telegraphs (several used!); volume two is a highly complete
holding of Colonies: Andorra, Cape Juby; Elobey, Annabon & Corisco; Fernando Po, Ifni, Rio de Oro, Rio Muni,
Spanish Guinea (including 1926 Red Cross overprints), Spanish West Africa and Spanish (Western) Sahara; pages for
Spain and Andorra continue to 2000; a fresh and clean collection, F.-V.F. with much better, an interesting lot that must
be viewed, ex Winston.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

798

HH/H/m

Scandinavia: Sweden, The Pippi Longstocking Well-Filled Used Collection, 1855-1980. In two
Lighthouse albums, with some better material like: #LX1, LX2, 6-12, 14, 27, 66, 197-210, 213-228, etc., in mounts; also
includes many first-day covers from late-1950s onwards., generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
Scandinavia: Sweden, Collection, 1855-1984. Neatly organized in four Lindner hingeless albums, of
mostly used stamps from early classical issues to many modern issues, with 2, 6, 8-12, 13 mint, 22-26, 40-49, B1-10,
good section of perf 14 and 13 early postage dues and officials, with several better perf 14, condition is a little mixed,
with occasional small faults, with good section of modern used issues that can sometimes be difficult to find, generally
F.-V.F., ex Sheeran.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
Scandinavia: Sweden, Collection, 1870’s-2000. Group of six albums and stock books, plus group of
glassines full of booklets and souvenir sheets and small year sets, with small group of classics from the late 19th and
early 20th centuries of used stamps in old stock book, dealer stock of mint stamps (mostly coils and booklet panes) in
quantity from 1939-1989, Sweden collection in old Lighthouse album of used stamps from inception to 1972, partial mint
collection from 1960-1974 on hingeless Safe pages, group of complete booklets in glassines in small box from
1962-1986, group of post office year sets from 1992-1995, group of souvenir sheets in glassines in quantity from
1979-1985, collection of complete booklets in Lindner album and large stockbook from 1947-2000, some mixed
condition among early used classics, modern issues are generally sound, generally F.-V.F., ex Sheeran.
Estimate $500 - 750

Spain, Dealer Stock, 1850’s-1960’s. Approximately 600 dealer ‘102’ size dealer counter cards in a red box,
with: 102, 220 (2), 251 (repaired telegraph cancel), 448 mint, C12-17 mint and C55a mint. Condition is mixed with a few
rough sections, generally F.-V.F. Scott $8,500+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Spain & Colonies, Dealer Stock, 1850-1993. In two small dealer counter books of better items, stamps
seem to be mostly correctly identified and overall much better stock than usually encountered with mostly $20+ to
hundreds of dollars sets and singles, spot checked issues appear properly identified, better items include (used): Spain
42, 78, 91, 100, 270 (2) and (mint): Spanish Andorra 13-24, Spain 64, 186, 188, 210, 230, 237, 418-32 (5), 605B imperf
proof in changed color, 2734-37 blocks of four, B22, B114-22, X1 and X2, condition is mixed, with usual problem areas
among early classical issues, Scott value has drifted over the years, so you should make an adjustment in the owner’s
catalog value to compensate, plenty of catalog value and the potential to find some interesting items for the specialist,
generally F.-V.F. Scott approximately $11,500+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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HH/H/m Switzerland, Dealer Stock, 1845-1959. In four small dealer counter books of better items, stamps seem to
be mostly correctly identified and overall much better stock than usually encountered with mostly $20+ to many
hundreds of dollars sets and singles, spot checked issues appear properly identified, better items include (used): 1L4,
1L5, 2L2, 2L5, 2L6, 2L7, 1, 2, 3, 7 (2), 7a, 7c, 8 (8), 8a, 10 (5), 11, 12 (4), 17, 17a (3), 18, 19 (2), 23, 25 (2), 26, 29, 30 (3),
32, 34 (3), 35 (2), 48, 50 (2), 50a, 92, 98-100 (13), 244-46, 300, 301 (2), 303-4, B2-3 (4), B4-6 (5), B21-24, C2 (2), J14,
J28, 2O17a and (mint): 48, 76 (3), 82a, 145, 172c (2), 200b-2b, 203, 200-3 (2), 200a-3a, 206 (2), 226, 243-46,
284a-86a, 293-305 (2), 303, 305 (2), 376-77 (14), B1-3, B3, B105, B116, B206 (2), C13-15 and C15, condition is mixed,
with usual problem areas among early classical issues, Scott value has drifted over the years, so you should make an
adjustment in the owner’s catalog value to compensate, plenty of catalog value and the potential to find some
interesting items for the specialist, generally F.-V.F. Scott approximately $87,000 (Owner’s).
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000

802
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Spain & Colonies, All-Mint Collection Running, 1934-40. And that’s no bull; all mounted on Scott
Specialty pages, covering Spain proper, Offices in Morocco, Spanish Guinea and Cape Juby; Spain largely complete,
but the holes among the regular issues are more than made up for by the surprising range of rarely-offered
Revolutionary issues; we note #678-705 mint (a tough first set of Franco), B108 with oversized overprint covering a
block of four, numerous Semi-Postal souvenir sheets of 1937-38, plus Airs (including #C97 with 2002 APS certificate),
Air Semi-Postals (#CB6 with 2006 APS certificate), Special Deliveries, etc., plus Franco government Airs, and
Revolutionary issues of Burgos, Canary Islands, Málaga, Orense and Seville, with coverage varying by locale; Offices
in Morocco nearly complete; Spanish Guinea complete for 1934-35 Pictorials, Cape Juby largely complete from #57;
fresh and bright throughout, F.-V.F. or better, an exciting collection with material not often seen; inspection a must.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Spanish Philippines, 12 different Proofs and Errors, 1872-1890. Scott 43 imperf in green double printed,
one inverted, 43 printed in blue, 46 perforated, double impression, one inverted, 46 imperf, 46 printed in rose, 52 imperf
printed in lilac, 62 proof, 64 proof, 66 proof, 69 proof, 92 with inverted surcharge, 144 proof pair; most appear sound,
generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

Switzerland, The Matterhorn Collection, 1850-1991. In Scott Specialty album, with later stamps in black
Showguard-style mounts, virtually complete for 20th century stamps, most of which are both mint and postally used,
including: some early Federal Union stamps (#7-8, 12-13 used) in slightly mixed condition; Seated Helvetias (#24-29,
40, 42, 48-50 used), some Numerals; Standing Helvetias (#84 used); with some very attractive cancels; semi-postal
stamps complete to about 1975 (virtually all both mint AND used), airmails from #C2 complete, most both mint AND
used, more than 200 different official stamps from different departments/agencies, a handful of special presentation
small folders, several unexploded booklets, fair number of souvenir sheets (including #B132 and #B297 mint
never-hinged), F.-V.F. or better, ex Winston.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
Switzerland, The Alpine Collection, 1850-1973. Mounted in a Schaubek springback album, virtually
complete less Cantonal issues, and overwhelmingly mint (with much of that never hinged); begins with used #8 and 12,
and continues with a lovely mix of mint and used Helvetias, mint Tells, a full Pax set, a never hinged 1913 Pro Juventute,
all the Semi-Postals (less the fore-runner set, but including all the early Coat-of-Arms issues), a never hinged NABA
sheet, Airs, a handful of 1919-24 Dues, 1950 Officials, and much more besides; fresh and bright throughout, Very Fine
overall, Jura gonna love this one.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Switzerland, Collection, 1850-1960. Hinged and mounted in Scott Specialty album with slipcase, largely
complete for regular issues to 1960, including 7a, 8, 10, mostly complete Strubels, perforated Helvetia of various
perforations, mint PAX set, with better than usual quality for the classics, semi-postals complete starting in 1913 to 1970
including mini sheets to 1964, airmails complete, major varieties and Scott listed tete-beche pairs, a few useful covers,
substantial catalog value, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Switzerland, Solid Mostly Mint Collection, 1850-1987. Neatly mounted or hinged in two Scott Specialty
albums, the first devoted to regular issues, the second to Semi-Postals, Airs, Officials, and other Back-of-the-Book
material; begins with a 10rp Rayon II of 1850, followed by a pretty mix of mint and used Helvetias, with the collection
essentially complete from 1907, mint from 1939; note mint Pax set complete, mint NABA sheet, complete mint
Semi-Postals and Airs, a handful of used stationery, covers and show cards with commemorative cancels, some later
booklets (complete or exploded), First Day Covers, PTT presentation folders, tête-bêche pairs and gutters, several test
stamps in blocks, and more; no extravagant rarities, but a pleasingly solid collection, Very Fine overall, inspection
invited.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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Switzerland, Wonderfully Fresh All-Mint Collection, 1907-74. Mounted on Minkus pages in a lovely
leather binder; solid holdings from 1913, and complete less Pax issue from 1934 onward; includes all souvenir sheets,
among them NABA (as pretty as they come), Pro Juventute issues, etc.; Semi-Postals complete, including 1913 Pro
Juventute, the early Coat-of-Arms issues, etc.; 1961 Evangelists, Europa issues, engraved definitives, and more; nice
array of Airs and Dues; Officials (both Swiss and International Organizations’) incomplete but a robust holding; album
itself is pristine (other than toned title page) and ready for years of further service, Very Fine on the whole, well worth the
time to review.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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Switzerland, Sumptuous Collection, 1842-1991. Mounted in a Scott Specialty album; predominantly mint,
with much never hinged; includes strong Classics plus good Semi-Postals and Officials; the collection kicks off with a
beautiful array of mint and used Seated Helvetias, and continues through the Standings, along with essentially
complete Tells; note a Mythen set complete used, 1930s Landscapes mint and used, a mint Aarau souvenir sheet, 1939
trilingual issues complete mint, Semi-Postals missing just a handful for completion, pretty Dues and Franchise stamps,
plus a nice mix of Officials for both Switzerland and international bodies; clean and fresh throughout; a bonus second
Scott Specialty album contains full runs of UN Geneva and Vienna issues, singles, blocks (most marginal inscriptions of
four), souvenir/miniature sheets, etc., F.-V.F. with much better, inspection invited.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
Switzerland, Collection, 1845-1990. Presented in a pair of Lighthouse hingeless albums (one with
slipcase), plus on various pages loose; a pretty mint and used collection with surprisingly strong early issues; begins
with a number of Cantonal issues (one noted “falsch” on reverse), with extensive Helvetias in her various positions
(Seated, Standing, Kneeling), strong Tells including blocks of four mint, good commemoratives, a Mythen set complete
used plus all but the 3F green mint and lightly hinged, the early Coat-of-Arms Semi-Postals, good Pro Juventute, Pro
Patria and Pro Aero issues, and much, much more; generally fresh and sound, F.-V.F. with better throughout, don’t
pass on viewing this one.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Switzerland, Large Accumulation, 1854-1980’s. Approximately a couple thousand stamps on four stock
pages and many loose black stock cards, with over 210 early imperf Strubels with various threads, over 65 perforated
sitting Helvetia’s, over 300 cross and numeral issues, over 285 standing Helvetia’s and 73 UPU issue of 1900, plus
many mint and used postal, semi-postal, airmail and officials, mostly in complete sets, classic issues have many nice
cancels and possible fly speck varieties and better perforations, includes unused Scott Specialty album with slipcase
with pages from beginning to 1962, immense catalog value, generally F.-V.F. appearance. Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Switzerland, Collection, 1850-2002. In two large stockbooks, with Scott #7-8, seven imperf Helvetia’s, a
page and a half of perforated Helvetia’s with various perforations, half a page of numerals of various perforations, a
couple pages of standing Helvetia’s, 181-85, 242 mint and used souvenir sheets, various Pax values including used
10fr, 1075a Embroidery, good section of semi postals with B80, a few other better semi postal souvenir sheets and
useful section of officials, most stamps appear sound, with some faults among early classics, generally F.-V.F., ex
Sheeran.
Estimate $600 - 800
Switzerland, The Swiss Miss Miscellany, 1907-1963. A box with various material of Switzerland in albums,
stockbooks, glassines, cards etc., with many hundreds of choice used stamps with magnificent CDS cancels, paper
varieties, types, souvenir sheets, tete-beche pairs from booklets, some sets in quantities, extensive semi-postals, also
a few very special gems such as scarce BIE Aid for Intellectual War Refugees (Pestalozzi, blue) in complete imperforate
sheet of 12! Very Fine and attractive.
Estimate $500 - 750
Switzerland, The Apple of My Arrow: Extensive Mint and Used Collection, 1850-1983. In Philos album
with black mounts, including very attractive c.d.s. on Seated and Standing Helvetias, Numerals, with more recent
apparently MNH, Very Fine appearance.
Estimate $500 - 750
Switzerland, Postal History Collection, 1799-1920’s. 40 different Swiss classic era covers, starting with 4
early stampless covers with early official postmarks, #10 on small cover, 4 imperf 1850’s seated Helvetia folded letters
of different denominations (10r (x2), 15r and 40r), 21 early stationary postal cards and envelopes, mostly featuring
Swiss coat of arms or Swiss dove above coat of arms, a J7 (very rare on cover) tied to cover by Berne 1879 c.d.s., from
Brussels Swiss Consulate to Federate Office in Bern, some William Tell and William Tell’s son issue postal cards, plus a
small group of covers franked with Helvetia and William Tell issues, generally F.-V.F., a lovely classical era group that
any serious Swiss collector should love.
Estimate $500 - 750
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HH/H/m Vatican, The Gloria in Excelsis Almost Complete Mostly Mint Collection, 1929-2002. On Schaubek
pages in album, containing a good deal of the more difficult-to-find items, like (mint o.g. unless noted): #1-13/E1-E2,
B1-B4, 19-34/E3-E4, 41-46, 47-54, 155a**, C16-C17**, C18-C19**, C20-C21**, C22-C23, etc.; also includes some old
Papal States! mostly Very Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750

824
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Switzerland, Mint & Used Collection, 1854-1980. A few hundred housed in an album, includes used 15-16,
19, 20, 28, 40, 181-185, B2-B3, B7-B9, mint 371a, B80, B297, with lots of mint, some officials, with (16) new issue
folders, great start up collection, inspect, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
Switzerland, Seated Helvetia Issues, 1862-81. Marvelous little collection of 29 used and 10 mint; the used
stamps comprise Scott numbers 41-50, 50b, 52-65 and 67-68 plus a few shades, while the mint are all lower values;
there are also five low value single-franked covers, as well as certificates for #48, 63 & 67; condition is all clean and
F-VF. A great lot. Scott $4,350.
Estimate $400 - 600
Switzerland, Tête-Bêche & Se-Tenant Combinations, 1908-1991.
A nice, completely intact,
one-collection mounted on homemade pages neatly captioned in German; the tête-bêche material is mostly used while
the se-tenant and gutter combinations are both MNH and used including 22 of 25 possible combinations of the 1942
Recycling Issue. An excellent lot; all clean and Very Fine. Scott value for the tête-bêche pairs is $635, with an additional
CHF3000+ in Zumstein for se-tenant and gutter combinations..
Estimate $400 - 600
Vatican, The Kyrie Almost Complete Mint Collection, 1929-1979. On hingeless pages in Safe album,
including better material like (mint o.g. unless noted): #1-13/E1-E2, B1-B4**, 19-34/E3-E4, 35-40, 41-46, 47-54**,
55-60**, 155a ** (first souvenir sheet), C16-C17**,C18-C19**, C22-C23**, etc.; here is the first half-century (most of it
mint never-hinged), including the tougher-to-find items! generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Vatican, Humongous Collection of Collections, 1929-1980’s. In fourteen albums and stockbooks, plus a
couple small shoe boxes, with the meat of the collection in two albums (one mint and one used), with nice sections of
early used Roman States, 1-13 mint, 19-34 mint, 31 used, 35-37 mint, 39-40 mint, 41-46 mint, 41-46 used, 47-54 mint,
47-54 used, 55-60 used, 122-31 mint, 155a mint, 155a used, C16-17 mint, C18-19 mint, C20-21, C22-23 mint, E1-2
mint, E3-4 mint, E11-12 mint, some of the other albums containing some covers and larger multiples, generally F.-V.F.,
ex Sheeran.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Vatican, Tempting Quintet of Collections, 1929-83. Five albums of various makes, each with a mixed mint
and used collection of the Holy See; stamps mounted in all but one, with much of the mounted material appearing to be
never hinged; duplication, of course, but enough material to create a single very fine collection with plenty left over for
the internet or bourse; note First Issue complete mint, a mint set of #35-40 (#35 signed A Roig/Barcelona, #36-38
signed A. Diena—and appearing never hinged), a never hinged Gratianus set, several 1933 Holy Year sets, two used
#C16, etc., etc.; fresh throughout, with bonus material of a few First Day Covers and even some metered mail, F.-V.F.
with better, worth review.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Vatican, The Pontificate Mint Collection, 1929-1988. On Davo hingeless pages in album, with items from
1985 on Hagner-style stocksheets and loose Schaubek hingeless album pages, well filled and including some better
material like (mint o.g. unless noted): #19-34/E3-E4, 41-46, 47-54, 55-60, 61-67, 155a, B1-B4, C16-C17, C18-C19,
C20-C21, C22-C23, J1-J6, etc.; from 1950s onward apparently all are mint never-hinged, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800
Vatican, The Papal Bull Almost Complete Used Collection, 1929-2005. On Safe hingeless pages in three
luxe albums, with tougher-to-find used material, including: #41-46, 149-153, 155a (first souvenir sheet used!), B1-B4,
C18-C19, C22-C23, etc.; souvenir sheets with desirable exhibit/pictorial cancellations—75 years almost complete!
mostly Very Fine.
Estimate $600 - 800
Vatican, Beautiful Mint Collection, 1929-1960. In two Kagan albums, includes 1-13, 35-40 signed Diena,
242a, C16-C17, C18-C19, C20-C21, E1-E2, with a group of postal cards, a fresh & clean collection, please review,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800

Vatican, Collection, 1929-2000. Neatly hinged in Scott Specialty album, with decent level of completion to
1991 (followed by empty pages to 2000), with 47-54 mint, 51 used, 155a mint, B1-4 used and C22-23 mint, generally
F.-V.F., ex Winston.
Estimate $400 - 600
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Vatican, Collection, 1929-1988. Mostly mint, in Scott Specialty album, with several of the key items that can
be difficult to find, with 1-13, 19-30, 41-46, 47-54, 55-60, 149-53, 155a, C17, C22-23, E1-2, E11-12 and Q1-15,
generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
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Vatican, Collection, 1867-1984. In two Minkus albums, with some nice early Roman States and Vatican City
155a; some faults among early States issues, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

829

HH/H/m Yugoslavia, The Zastava Collection, 1918-78. In a Scott Specialty album, fairly extensive, mint and used,
earlies are used and many mint later in black Showguard-style mounts; highlights include, mint o.g.: #355-357,
452-460, B25-B31, B32-B37, N1-N17, NB1-NB4, NB5-NB6, NC11-NC17; mint never hinged: #206-210, 290-293,
359-364, 398-409, 461-468, 497-505, 582-584, 615, 627-645, 663-671, 918-923, B126-B127, C61; includes many
attractive topicals such as Plants, Sports and Animals, generally F.-V.F., ex Winston.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

830

H/m
Yugoslavia, The Corfu Treaty Mint and Used Collection, 1866-1945. On quadrilled pages (with Hawid
mounts) in two albums, partially specialized, with some duplicates (some mint and used), including (mint o.g. unless
noted): Serbia #8, 124, 126-128, 134-138, 339, 450, Yugoslavia #B40-B42, used, IL33, 2N1-2N15, 2N31-2N41, good
Montenegro, nice Bosnia & Herzogovina, Occupations, Fiume, etc., generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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Vatican, Solid Collection, 1929-90. In an over-filled Lindner hingeless album, with later years’ pages loose
in the binder; to about 1940 a mix of mint and used, with later issues mint never hinged; fresh and clean throughout, and
including better such as #19-34 mint, 35-39 used, B1-B4 mint, C16 mint, C18-C19 very lightly cancelled, plus a range of
Dues and Parcel Posts, Very Fine overall, a pretty holding; inspect.
Estimate $350 - 500

Vatican, Collection / Accumulation of Mint and Used,1929-1991. A collection of several hundred mint and
used singles plus souvenir sheets and full sheets, all housed in sheet files or neatly mounted on quadrille pages in a
binder. The singles collection including a used 35 and 36. Mint unless noted: 28-31, B1-4, E1-2, Q4-13, used 41-54,
also a set of sheets of 20 of C60-62. We note 75 full sheets between 1972 and 1975, all different. A nice holding to break
down for eBay sales. The late owner’s 1991 Scott value was over $2500 with main value in the mint. Condition is almost
all Fine to Very Fine with much mint n.h.
Estimate $250 - 350

Yugoslavia, The Dinaric Mint and Used Collection, 1918-1940. Many thousands of stamps on blank
pages in two albums, 1920s issues are extremely specialized with many examples, shades, cancels, etc., generally
F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $600 - 800
Yugoslavia, The Tito Mint and Used Collection Including Croatia and Serbia, 1886-1953. On Schaubek
and blank pages in folder, fairly extensive, including some duplicates (mint and/or used), with what looks like all the
souvenir sheets / miniature sheetlets, etc., generally Very Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750

Area Collections
833

HH/H/m Balkan States, Solid Pre-Cold War Collection, 1866-1954. The entire region presented in a Scott
Specialty album with many countries’ pages continuing into the 1990s; Bosnia & Herzegovina complete less #1 and
#9 through 1917 with Semi-Postals, Dues, Special Handling and Newspaper stamps; Croatia complete for WWII with
Semi-Postals (many of which in complete miniature sheets, several perforated and imperforate, missing just the Zagreb
sheet); pages (no stamps) for Macedonia and Slovenia; Montenegro essentially complete including Back-of-the-Book,
plus an array of Italian and German Occupation issues; Serbia from 1866, with Death Masks and German Occupation
complete; a selection of Occupied Thrace items; plus post-WWII Yugoslav Trieste issues, F.-V.F. with much better,
worth viewing, ex Winston.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

834

HH/H/m

Baltic States, Pretty Mostly Mint Collection, 1918-95. In a Scott Specialty album with pages to 2000;
comprises Central Lithuania (highly complete), Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania; inter-war issues solid across the board,
with coverage and the mint/used percentage varying, while post-independence essentially complete never hinged;
includes Semi-Postals and Airs as well as regular issues, plus souvenir and miniature sheets, Occupations, booklets,
some blocks, perforated and imperforate issues, etc.; in addition to the strong basic collections, we note an Estonian
color proof, mint Dorpat and Nazi Occupation issues, even a Revenue; Latvian Soviet Occupations; Lithuanian Soviet
Occupations (“1940" and ”1941" overprints), plus post-independence vended postage, etc., F.-V.F. with much better
throughout, a solid, pretty collection; inspection invited, ex Winston.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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H/m
Baltic States, Substantial Stock, 1991-. Neatly presented in ten binders of manila stockpages, two large
each for Estonia and Lithuania, filled with mint issues; five one-inch binders with used Latvia (including souvenir sheets,
singles and blocks); an old-time black-paged stockbook with extensive Central Lithuania mint and used; a counter book
of Latvian cinderella/poster stamps; plus a few odds-and-ends stockpages as well; minimal duplication in the counter
book, while binders hold useful quantities of what appears to be a largely complete run of issues, including Europa
miniature sheets, etc.; fresh and bright, much like the countries they represent, Very Fine overall, inspect.
Estimate $800 - 1,200

836

H/m/)

837

H/m

838

HH/H/m

839

HH/H/m Benelux, Dealer Stock, 1850’s-1980’s. In eleven dealer counter books and small box of back up pages
containing a total of approximately 1,750 pages, with occasional better items that include Belgium B538-43 mint,
Luxembourg 151 mint and Netherlands; a few small faults, mostly among earlier issues, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

840

H/m

841

HH/H/m Europe, The Parliament of Albums Collection, 1849-1990. Totaling seven Scott Specialty albums: Austria
(1850-1969, pages to 1974); Belgium (1849-1975, with pages for Colonies); Hungary (1871-1974, pages to 1980);
Luxembourg (1852-1984); and Russia (three volumes, 1875-1990); each a solid, basic collection in its own right, with
surprisingly nice early material (usually running through the mid-1960s), several including “things that make you go,
‘Neat!’” items; note Austria 1873-74 Telegraph stamp Specimens, 1919 Tirol Parcel Control stamps, privately printed
labels for the 1924 dedication of Linz Cathedral, WIPA ‘33 poster stamps, 1918 Meron emergency local issues,
post-war overprints on German stamps, etc.; Russia light on Empire and early Soviets, but highly complete from the
early 1930s on, used, with some mint back to 1922); albums pristine and sound, F.-V.F. with better throughout, useful
stock or ready-made collections with much to build on.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

112

Baltic States, Dealer Stock Balance, 1918-1940. Decent Estonia stock on manila pages from 1919 to 1940
that could be a good lot to find interesting cancels or varieties, two stock books of 200+ Latvia Postal Money Transfer
Receipts franked with stamps from the 1920’s stars and arms sets, used between late 1920’s to 1930’s, a small ‘mini’
collection of Latvian triangle airmail stamps on loose album pages, a Latvia Collection from 1918 to 1940 on home made
quadrille pages with a decent level of completion, group of miscellaneous Latvia stamps in #1 glassines packed into five
medium sized envelopes plus some miscellaneous stamps on stock cards and manila stock pages, small album of
Latvian labels and ephemera and four mint sheet files of Lithuania large multiples; condition is a bit mixed, generally
F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $500 - 750
Benelux, Dealer Stock, mostly 1850’s-1950’s. Approximately 3,500-4,000 dealer ‘102’ size dealer counter
cards in four red boxes, with: Belgium B460-61 mint, B480-84 (2 mint), C12 mint, Netherlands: 3 (2), 4-6 (6), 10, 7-12,
12, 22 (2), 23-32, 23-33, 278-81 (23), 279 (39), 280 (37), 321 (77), 322 (57), Luxembourg 19-23, 31 mint, 36 mint, 42,
44, 59, 75-92, 92, B65J-M, O11-14 mint, O15, O31 mint, O41 mint, O47 mint, O48 mint, O51 and O65-74. Condition is
mixed with a few rough sections, generally F.-V.F. Scott $33,000+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Benelux, Big Lot of Small Countries Collection. Nine albums or stockbooks comprising Belgium,
Luxembourg and Netherlands & Colonies; sound and fresh throughout, including numerous Belgian souvenir sheets,
solid Luxembourg with souvenir and miniature sheets, Netherlands #1-3 used (each four-margined and neatly
cancelled), good Belgian and Dutch Colonies, the latter particularly strong in Netherlands East Indies (no Japanese
Occupations); material runs from Classics to modern, offering the collector a solid basis on which to build, or the dealer
plenty of material with which to restock, F.-V.F. or better, inspection a must, ex Sheeran.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Europe, Dealers Stock, mostly from late 19th Century to 1960’s. In 8 dealer counter books, full of tear
sheets, identified and priced Scott approximately 15 years ago, so prices may have drifted since then, some spot
checking should be considered, highlights include: Austria used C54-60, Belgium 92-102, 121, 172-84 (2), 435-45,
many of the better mint semi postal sets of the late 1940’s to early 1960’s, including B69-77 (2), B156-62, B513a, B514,
B521-22 mint, Italy 290-305, 413-18 NH blocks of four, C28-33 used, C48-49 Balboa set, Aegean Islands 31-35, 13 sets
of mint Ferrucci and Garibaldi sets from various Italian offices, Netherlands 195 mint, 321 NH, Luxembourg 318-20 (2),
B45-49, O9, Poland B31 (3), Portugal 437-52, occasional small faults among classical issues, but most of the value is
among many of the complete better sound mint sets of the 1930’s to 1960’s, generally F.-V.F. Scott approximately
$19,000+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
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842

H/m
Europe, Dealer Stock, mostly 1880’s-1950’s. Approximately 3,500 dealer ‘102’ size dealer counter cards
in four red boxes of mostly Eastern Europe, with some smaller sections of Liechtenstein and Portuguese Colonies, with:
Bosnia and Herzegovina B16-17 mint, Bulgaria C12-14 mint, Estonia B36-39, Hungary 1, 3, 4, 6, Liechtenstein 1-3,
C9-13 mint, Poland 1, 254 mint, 286 mint, 320-32 (3 mint), B45, C26A-C mint, N30-55 mint, Romania 24-25 mint, 27
mint, 31 mint, 42, 42b, 158-65 mint, 196-206 mint, 206 mint, Yugoslavia 3LJ3-9 mint, 3LJ32 mint, Condition is mixed
with a few rough sections, generally F.-V.F. Scott $22,000 ++ (Owner’s).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

843

H/m

844

HH/H/m

845

HH/H/m

846

HH/H/m

847

HH/H

Europe and Israel, Collection of Collections, 1860-1980. In four Scott Specialty album’s and one Minkus
album of Switzerland, with a nice album of Poland and Baltic States with nice Poland #1, well represented with many
complete sets, nice occupation issues, some Gdansk overprints, offices abroad, Central Lithuania, Estonia, Latvia and
Lithuania, a nice Swiss album with a few earlier standing Helvetia to William Tell issues in various perforations and a
decent amount of face value postage, a useful pre WWII Austria and Hungary album with useful early Austria issues and
some interesting Hungary occupation overprints, a sparsely filled album of Israel and a sparsely filled album of Eastern
and Southern Europe, usual mixed condition generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Europe (Eastern), Dealer Stock, 1860-1980’s. In eight small dealer counter books of better items, stamps
seem to be mostly correctly identified and overall much better stock than usually encountered with mostly $20+ to
hundreds of dollars sets and singles, spot checked issues appear properly identified, better items include (used):
Albania C60, Bulgaria 2 (2), 4 (3), 10, J1-3, Czechoslovakia 47a, Hungary 1 (2), 4, 462-65, Poland 1, Michel 3-10,
30-40, 27a-29a, Romania 10, 45 (3), 46, 47 (2), 196-206, Serbia 6, 2NB7-10, 2NB7c-10c, Yugoslavia C33, C33a and
(mint): Albania 424-31, 643 imperf (footnote), 643, 604A-6A (footnote, airmail overprints), Bulgaria 1 (2), 74-76, Croatia
1-8 (4), 9-23 (5), Michel 24-38 Army Overprints with Ispitivanju certificate, Czechoslovakia 556 (2), 556a-b (2), Estonia
79, Hungary 46, 1189A imperf, B80-87 (5), C24-25, CB10, Lithuania 52 block of four, Montenegro 3N11-13, Poland
Michel 1-2a, Michel 11-13, Michel 15-18, 341-43, 763A (8), B31a, Romania 16, 58, 59, 72, Serbia 11-13, 11, 14-15, J7a,
Yugoslavia 77-86 (81 is used), 93-104, 398-409, 435-46, 461-68 and 497-505, condition is mixed, with usual problem
areas among early classical issues, Scott value has drifted over the years, so you should make an adjustment in the
owner’s catalog value to compensate, plenty of catalog value and the potential to find some interesting items for the
specialist, generally F.-V.F. Scott $31,500+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
Europe (Eastern), Raising the Iron Curtain Stock Compilation. A whopping 47 counter books plus six
boxes (five cleverly Velcro-closed) of loose sales pages, covering Estonia (2 books), Latvia (4), Lithuania (5), Poland (8)
and Russia (25 plus the boxes); Baltics selections cover both inter-war and post-Soviet independent issues; Poland
runs from #133 (never hinged from #939); while Russia runs from #7 onward (most Empire used, Soviet and post-Soviet
mint) with Civil War issues, Offices, Republics, CIS Locals (not recognized by Scott, but fun nonetheless), etc., etc.;
some duplication, with booklets, miniature and souvenir sheets, etc.; though much are one-off offerings of the given set
or single; clean and fresh throughout, Very Fine on the whole, a great lot for the dealer and collector alike; inspection
invited.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
Europe (Eastern), Dealer Stock, mostly from 1950’s to 2000’s. Approximately 250 manila counter cards
filled with many modern souvenir sheets and sheetlets, many better items in the $20 and up range, with better items that
include (mint unless noted otherwise): Bulgaria Michel 2981 (3), Czechoslovakia 556, 942A-43A (used), 945A-48A
(used), Estonia Tartu Local Emergency Stamps (2 rare sets), Greece 1622a sheet, 1658a sheet, 1679a sheet, 1739a
sheet, Hungary 1202 imperf (2), Poland 251, 251 (used), 1046-48 variety (footnote in Scott), C34 variety, Romania B40,
C187B footnote, Russia 1360c and Serbia 2NB5-6, condition is better than usual with several useful booklet panes and
souvenir sheets, generally F.-V.F. Scott $16,900+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
Europe (Eastern), Highly Complete Mint Collection, 1934-40. On Scott Specialty pages covering Albania,
Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, Estonia, Greece, Hungary, Jugoslavia, Latvia, Lithuania, Poland and Romania, with stamps
mounted throughout; virtually everything from the period is here: regular issues, Airs, Dues, other Back-of-the-Book,
souvenir sheets, Occupation issues, etc.; note complete Albania including souvenir sheets and nearly complete Italian
Occupation issues, Bulgaria with Semi-Postals and Postal Tax issues, great Czech items including souvenir sheets
from #239 on plus German Occupation Bohemia & Moravia and Slovakia issues, Estonia President Päts complete plus
#B39a and B44a; Greece #427-436 never hinged (!!); Lithuania Russian Occupation issues (#2N9-2N16), extensive
and clean Poland, with all souvenir sheets for the period, Offices in Danzig and German Occupations, Romania filled,
and more; generally fresh and sound, Very Fine, be sure to view.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
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)
Europe (Eastern), FDC’s Maximum Cards and Stationery Dealer Stock 1960’s-1990’s. In nine large
dealer counter boxes and a small box of miscellaneous covers, containing approximately 4,000 covers and cards, with
two boxes of Russia (USSR) postal stationary, two boxes of Russia FDC’s from the 1970’s and 1980’s, two boxes of
Commonwealth of Independent States commercial covers, one box with a group of early stamp issues (mostly Belarus)
and three boxes of Baltic States (mostly commercial) covers, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

849

HH/H

850

HH/H/m

851

HH/H/m

852

)

853

H/m
Europe (Western), Two Collections, 1840’s-1980’s. With Germany in mixed Scott International and
quadrille pages to make homemade album, France in Scott Specialty album, with German highlights: decent early
Empire though Nazi era and decent Bonn section from late 1950’s on, a few decent early 1950’s commemoratives, a
few pages of Zusammendrücke and occasional better semi postal set, France highlights including a few higher value
perf and imperf Ceres and Napoleon issues, decent Peace and Commerce and Sower issues and a few useful French
Offices; some mixed condition, but generally F.-V.F. Scott approximately $3,000 (Owner’s).
Estimate $300 - 400

Europe (Western), Largely Filled Mint Collection, 1934-40. Mounted in an oversized slipcased Scott
International Blue album on Specialty pages encompassing Austria, Andorra (French and Spanish), Danzig, Denmark,
Finland, Germany, Greenland, Hatay, Iceland, Ireland, Liechtenstein, Luxembourg, Monaco, Norway, Saar, Sweden,
Switzerland and Turkey; virtually complete and all-mint (the handful of used stamps present are hardly worth
mentioning), with everything fresh and sound; regular issues abound, with solid Airs, Dues, Officials, etc.; note Danzig
souvenir sheets, Denmark HC Andersen issue and “POSTFÆRGE” overprints, Germany Reich virtually complete
including a (faulty) IPOSTA sheet plus 1936-37 souvenir sheets clean; Greenland #1-9 and a selection of
Pakke-Portos, seldom-offered Hatay, Iceland #B5-B6; Ireland with popular sets #93-95 (#95 with 2004 APS certificate),
96-98, etc.; Liechtenstein including #151 and 159a, Luxembourg with Occupation issues, Monaco #159, Swiss NABA
and Aarau souvenir sheets plus Officials for international organizations, etc., etc., etc., Very Fine overall, well worth
review.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Europe (Western), Souvenir Sheet Dealer Stock, mostly from 1930’s to 2000’s. Slightly over 200 manila
counter cards filled with many modern souvenir sheets and sheetlets, many better items in the $20 and up range, with
better items that include (mint): Austria unofficial UPU souvenir sheets of 955-57 (3), Belgium B199, Liechtenstein
218a, 1019-21, Luxembourg 217 (3), Netherlands B144a-45a, San Marino 1592, Switzerland 352a, B105, B116,
Vatican City 155a (10) and (used): Switzerland B105, condition is better than usual with several useful booklet panes
and souvenir sheets, generally F.-V.F. Scott $10,500+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Europe (Western), Dealer Stock, 1850’s-1980’s. In eight dealer counter books of Andorra, Switzerland and
Vatican City, two boxes of back up pages of Austria, Liechtenstein and Switzerland and a group of French Post Office
month packs from 1983-1995, an album on Scott International pages of French Colonies to 1960’s, a group of dealer
pages and a group of mint French Booklets from late 1980’s to early 1990’s, an album of worldwide Frama’s, o.g., some
never hinged, usual mixed condition generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Europe (Western), FDC’s, Maximum Cards and Stationery Dealer Stock, 1960’s-1990’s. In four large
dealer counter boxes, containing approximately 1,500-2,000 covers and cards, with Austria FDC’s and Maximum
Cards, Liechtenstein FDC’s and Maximum Cards, Switzerland FDC’s Maximum Cards, Booklets and Postal Stationary
and Vatican City Maximum Cards, plus a group of miscellaneous Maximum cards from various Western Europe
countries, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
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854

HH

855

HH

856

HH
Cambodia, Stock That Says, “Khmer, You!”, 1951-71. Neatly arrayed in a medium-format stockbook,
apparently complete for the period including Air Mails, Dues and souvenir sheets; all bright, fresh and clean, with the
items spot-checked showing clean gum as well; duplication on most, usually in quantities of a half-dozen or less;
numerous position pieces throughout, including dated corner blocks of four; a lovely holding of iconic engraved issues,
Very Fine. Yvert approximately €2,500 ($2,940).
Estimate $400 - 600

857

China, Compelling Empire-Taiwan Collection, 1878-1989. Presented hinged or mounted in a thick Scott
Specialty album covering the Empire, Republic and post-1950 Taiwan; our spot-check of mounted items turned up only
never hinged, with other mint mounted (often parallel mint and used), with very few items outside the earliest present
solely used; starts with a nice-looking selection of used Large and Small Dragons, with mint (no gum) Red Revenues
#78b (large box variety), 80 and 82, the latter two signed C. Chu; #97 no gum, #134, Junks to $2 (Second Peking Print to
$5, the dollar-values used), good Republic sets including #280-2836, 284-287, 307-310, etc., plus extensive Sun
Yat-sens and Martyrs including Provinces, CNCs and Golds; Taiwan highly complete to 1989 with pages continuing to
2001; mint highlights include #1012-1024, 1037-1040 perforated and imperforate, 1041, 1046-1051 perforated and
imperforate, 1349a-1351a, 1355-1358, 1414-1417, a few later booklets, souvenir sheets from Postal Service
Anniversary onwards, etc., etc.; even spotted a couple Revenues and Foochow Locals at the back, F.-V.F. with much
better throughout, well worth review, ex Winston.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

858

HH/H/m

859

HH/H/m

Armenia, Stock Selection, 1920-22 (278//287a). Small stockbook of 44 issues, with several hundred
stamps in total; each issue sorted by Scott into small selection cards, several of which contain both perforated and
imperforate printings; useful but not overwhelming duplication, with quantities up to about 15; fully identified, with
quantities and prices (we don’t know how old) noted, the prices given for hinged, the stock presented here never hinged;
fresh and sound throughout, with multiples or blocks (some position pieces), some Ararat issues, overprints, etc., Very
Fine on the whole, inspection invited. Scott $5,177 ++ for hinged.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Bhutan, Beautiful All-Mint Collection, 1967-86. Neatly presented in a Minkus album (pages to 1991), with
all but a handful of the 1967 Mythical Creatures issue mounted (and presumed never hinged); everything you love about
Bhutanese philately is here: the embossed issues, lenticulars, canvas, gold foil, etc., etc.; note a full set of Records,
some gutter pairs, many souvenir sheets, imperforate corner margin singles of the Expo ‘67 issue (33ch, 1.5nu and 2nu
values), plus most everything else; needs just a handful of book-ending items to complete, Very Fine, popular material;
a must-see, ex Winston.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

HH/H/m

China, Back-of-the-Book, Japanese Occupation and Provinces Collection, 1904-66. A Scott Specialty
album filled with Semi-Postals, Airs, Dues, Occupations, and Provinces; mostly mint and impressively complete, with
material fresh and sound throughout; Semi-Postals include #B9a, plus B11-B13 imperforate bottom margin imprint
singles; Airs complete less three items, and include #C1-C5, C6-C10, most all the Great Wall issues, plus Taiwan;
strong Dues from #J1-J6 (used), with many later issues mint; a handful of Parcel Post and Military stamps from the
Republic; strength of collection is in the Japanese Occupations and Provinces, the latter including Sinkiang
handstamped Airmails, Offices in Tibet, etc., F.-V.F. with much better, a strong collection worth viewing, ex Winston.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
China, Dealer Stock, 1865-1985. In two small dealer counter books of better items, stamps seem to be
mostly correctly identified and overall much better stock than usually encountered, spot checked issues appear
properly identified, better items include (used): Republic of China: 219, People’s Republic of China 35-48 (mixed mint
and used) and (mint): Republic of China: 836a, 1355-58, 1479-82 (3 sets), 1474-81, Formosa 58, 4N6a, People’s
Republic of China 57-59 (4 sets), Shanghai 40a, condition is mixed, with usual problem areas among early classical
issues, Scott value has drifted over the years, so you should make an adjustment in the owner’s catalog value to
compensate, plenty of catalog value and the potential to find some interesting items for the specialist, generally F.-V.F.
Scott approximately $6,450+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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H/m
China, Surprising Collection, 1878-1953. On Minkus pages for Empire and Republic, homemade pages
for Liberated Areas, plus a manila stockpage of CNCs and Golds (with duplication); the main collection’s pages are
slightly disarrayed, but begin with a #2 bearing partial Customs/Shanghai MAR 6 82 dater, followed by several
overprinted Dowagers, good Junks, numerous Sun Yat-sens (including several $10 and $20 values mint), mint Martyrs
galore; CNCs, Golds (including a top margin block of 50 of #826), Silvers and Units; some Provinces, nice Airs including
both printings of the Great Wall issue, Dues, Japanese Occupations, Manchukuo, plus some early Taiwan; Liberated
Areas include South China Bridge items, plus issues from South West, Central, North and North East China; most all
post-Junk issues mint, F.-V.F. with much better, thorough review a must, ex Winston.
Estimate $400 - 600

861

HH/H/m China (People’s Republic), Powerfully Rich Collection, 1946-84. In two Scott Specialty albums, with
pages continuing to 2000; begins with fantastic Liberated Areas, with North East China, Central China and East China
particularly strong, plus more scattered (but less commonly seen) Port Arthur & Dairen issues; North East in particular
features #1L37-1L40, plus the sought-after souvenir sheets #1L36a and 1L44a, all in perfect condition; early PRC
proper, as usual, is a mix of originals and reprints (identified), but the holding quickly grows into a powerhouse, with
most items mint and much never hinged; highly complete, with many of the iconic issues, including never hinged
#141//150 (some reprints), 234, 326-329, 438-440, 456, 487-489 (487 hinged), 506-517, 525-526, 527-528, 590-591,
606-609, 610-611, 615-617, 620-627, 684-695 imperforate, 713-715 perforated and imperforate, 716-731 (plus used
less #717, 722, 730), 732-736, 783-790, 796-798, 798b (hinged), 834-841, 842-849, 863-873, 938-948, 957-959 (#958
hinged), 967-980, 992-994 & 995-996 (strip split, three-two), 1001-1004, 1005-1006, 1011-1015, 1054-1057,
1047-1052, 1095-1098, 1108-1113, 1211-1214, 1255-1270, 1557-1572, 1574-1581, and 1586 (spectacular gold; any
marks showing in our image online are on the mount—the stamp is pristine); never hinged and used #304-305, 313,
321-325, 351-354, 457-462, 542-559 (less used #559), 592-599, 661-680; and souvenir sheets #245a-248a, 344a,
357a, 566a, 782, 1383a, 1399, 1433, 1452, 1483, 1492, 1497, 1501, 1518, 1540-1541, 1573, 1617 and 1761; condition
will leave even the pickiest collector happy, with items fresh and sound, the gum not just never hinged but, in the
overwhelming majority of our spot-checks, pristine white (and what wasn’t, was only lightly toned), Very Fine overall, a
superb quality collection, inspection urged, ex Winston.
Estimate $20,000 - 30,000

862

HH

863

m

864

HH/H/m

865

H/m/)

866

HH/H/m
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China (People’s Republic), Year Sets & Miscellaneous Material, 1984-2008. A collection of yearbooks in
original books that appears complete for period, with maximum cards and announcements, all fresh as if minted
yesterday, inspection invited, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
Egypt, Specialized Interpostal Seal Collection, 1867-1890. Over 800 seals sorted into their various types
and then into their many different various cities, some duplication and various varieties of many of the issues, a great
collection of these unusual issues that can be so difficult for even the most advanced Egypt collector to find in this
quantity; some mixed condition, but overall F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
Egypt, Exceptional Collection, 1866-2004. In two Minkus albums, essentially complete and nearly all mint;
all mounted, starting with the First Issue (less #5) lightly cancelled, followed by a Sphinx & Pyramids complete (mixed
mint and used); all of the iconic commemoratives of the 1930s are here, including a mint £1 Wedding and some
revaluations (no Port Fuads, sadly), along with the souvenir sheets of the 1940s, some both perforated and imperforate;
Back-of-the-Book equally well-filled, with Dues, Airs, Semi-Postals, plus complete Occupation of Palestine issues;
vibrant color throughout, F.-V.F. with much better, be sure to inspect, ex Sheeran.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Egypt, The Changing of the Guard Collection, 1914-22. Professionally presented on 40 homemade
pages, covering the final definitives issue under Ottoman suzerainty and the first overprinted issue of the Independent
Kingdom; a lovely mix of mint and used stamps (some parallel), with shades present and postal usages on cover or
piece, along with an outstanding selection of postal stationery (postal cards, entires, Registered envelopes, lettercards,
etc.), again mint and used with shades; includes Officials (most used, often in blocks of four or six) and Dues; each
page—and many individual items—briefly annotated in German; a truly lovely collection, F.-V.F. with better throughout,
well worth the time to review.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Egypt, Impressive Collection, 1866-1991. Highly complete and largely never hinged, presented in a Scott
Specialty album (1974-91 on Minkus pages) with Scott pages running to 2000 and for the Palestinian Authority;
collection covers the full history of Egyptian philately, from Khedival to British, Monarchy to Independence, UAR to Arab
Republic of Egypt; solid early issues, a mix of mint and used, with many of the iconic sets you’re looking for; note many
souvenir sheets of the 1940s on, “Kingdom of Egypt-Sudan” and three-bar overprints on Farouks, 1947 Airmails in plate
blocks of four (complete set of 12), Use in Palestine array, one bearing clear Gaza cancel, several Revenues and Salt
Department items, plus Back-of-the-Book from Semi-Postals to Officials; lovely material in excellent condition, F.-V.F.
with much better throughout, a must-see, ex Winston.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
info@kelleherauctions.com
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868

H

869

H/m

870

HH/H/m

871

HH/H/m

872

H

873

HH/H

874

HH

875

H/)
Israel, Mint Collection With & Without Tabs, 1960-2010. Full sheet collection, mint collections with &
without tabs, collection of Israel coins & medals, postal history, a well stacked lot, inspection invited, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800

876

H/m

Georgia, Gorgeous Collection 1918-1999. A solid collection of sixteen covers or cards and approximately
(170) items from the 1919-1923 issues including large blocks, covers include several with Batum cancels,1917
Transcaucasian Railway cancels, multiples of #1-4, 8-10, 13-14, mint block of fifteen #26 imperf, #37 mint block of
eighteen without surcharge, mint block of eight #43, selection of small size and large size overprints, group of Georgia
Consular Post in Constantinopol overprints, plus several pages of modern material, a lovely collection for the Russia or
States specialist, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Indonesia, Early Republic Issues Dealer Stock, 1948-1949. Approximately 135 different stamps from the
first Republic issues, each in individual glassine, filled with quantities ranging from 50 to 300 of each issue, with regular
issues, airmails, official airmails, special delivery, postage due and officials, unfortunately none make up complete sets,
but this could be a great windfall for packet makers or to send back to Indonesia to sell as “mini collections” to the many
Bali tourists that come each year, inventory list available upon request, generally F.-V.F. 2009 Scott $37,346 (Owner’s).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Indonesia, Collection, 1864-1998. Mounted in Minkus Specialty album and Scott Specialty album, with
stronger level of completion than usually encountered, with highlights (used): Netherlands Indies: 1-2, 23-30 and (mint):
Netherlands Indies: 307-30, complete Japanese Occupation, Indonesia - great section of early Republic issues,
863-88, usual mixed condition among early issues, strong intermediate collection that could form a great base to a new
collection or to fill in some sections of your existing collection, generally F.-V.F., ex Sheeran. Estimate $600 - 800
Indonesia, The Bali Balustrade: A Nice Mint and Used Collection, 1945-1980. In clear mounts on
quadrilled pages in an album, including duplicates (many stamps mint AND used), some nice blocks and cancels, from
the Revolutionary issues with Java, Sumatra overprints, a few Japanese occupations, interim period and Vienna
printings, RIS overprints, Temple set, Maluku Selantan, etc. An under-valued area that could become the next Asian
philatelic powerhouse! generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
Indonesia, The Goa Gajah Collection, 1950-76. In a Scott Specialty album, pretty much complete mint from
the Independent Republic through the mid-1970s, much of it mint never hinged, including souvenir sheets (such as
#798a) and the popular Native Fish series (#810-812, 834-836, 859-861, 926-928, 959-961); also West Irian (UNTEA)
issues complete mint (all but two never hinged), plus dozens and dozens of provisional or unlisted material., generally
F.-V.F., ex Winston.
Estimate $500 - 750
Iran, Powerful Pahlavi All-Mint Collection, 1935-39. On a half-dozen Scott Specialty pages, a grand
review of Reza Shah’s late philatelic legacy; begins with the pictorial set honoring his first decade on the throne, and
runs through to the Wedding issue for his son; complete sets encompass #786-794, 795-809, 810-817 (#810 with 2012
APS certificate), 827-840, 841-855, 871-875, and C51-C67; also note #870A-870H (less #870G), plus #870A-870E cut
from imperforate sheets (footnoted in Scott), the 5d and 90d with partial inscriptions at bottom; a perfectly fresh, clean
and sound group, Very Fine overall, high catalogue value in exceptional quality; inspect.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Israel, Highly Complete Mostly Never Hinged Collection, 1948-93. Neatly presented in a Scott Specialty
album; needing just a few items for the period for completion; from 1986-98, mostly souvenir sheets, with pages
continuing to 2000; includes regular issues, souvenir sheets, booklets, tête-bêche pairs, gutter pairs (some
tête-bêche), imprint/number blocks, etc., along with Airs, Dues, Officials complete plus a handful of Revenues
(inscribed “Knesset/Iradat”, hinged); a beautifully fresh collection, Very Fine, ex Winston.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
Israel, Fanta-stic Near-Complete Collection of Tabs, 1948-93. In mounts in a Scott Specialty album;
missing just a handful of items for completion for the period, but including many of the First Issue Coins, 1949 souvenir
sheet (hinged), #35-36, most later souvenir sheets, several complete panes, etc., etc.; pages, plus scattered post-1993
tabs, continue to 2000; as fresh and bright a collection as you could wish for, Very Fine, inspect, ex Winston.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Israel, Collection, 1948-2006. In nine albums or stockbooks, six of which contain singles (four albums are
for stamps with tabs, two albums are for stamps without tabs), one stockbook contains full sheets and the remaining two
stockbooks contain singles, the meat of the collection seems to be located in the first book of singles (without tabs), with:
1-9, 16, and other early 1950’s commemoratives and J1-5, generally F.-V.F., ex Sheeran.
Estimate $500 - 750
www.kelleherauctions.com
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H/m
Israel, Collection, 1948-1975. In two albums, with one Minkus album of singles (without tabs) containing
1-9, J1-5 and the second Lindner hingeless album with slipcase, containing 27 used with partial used tab single and tab
single with plate number, 33 used with partial tab, 46-47 with full tabs, 48-50 used with partial tab on high value and C1-6
used set with partial tabs; usual mixed condition, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $300 - 400

878

H/)

879

H/m

880

H

881

HH/H

882

HHa

883

HH/H/m Japan, Dealer Stock, 1872-1968. In three small dealer counter books of better items, stamps seem to be
mostly correctly identified and overall much better stock than usually encountered, spot checked issues appear
properly identified, better items include (used): 1c, 47, 54A and (mint): 257-75, 371, 421a (7), 422 (6), 423 (2), 439-42,
439-41, 456, 479 (15), 480-97, 505-8 (2), 513a, 517a (3), 519a (3), 521, 521c, 561-64 (5), 569-72 (6), C9-13 (2 sets),
C26 (5), C30 (2) and C33, condition is mixed, with usual problem areas among early classical issues, Scott value has
drifted over the years, so you should make an adjustment in the owner’s catalog value to compensate, plenty of catalog
value and the potential to find some interesting items for the specialist, generally F.-V.F. Scott approximately $13,500+
(Owner’s).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

884

HH/H/m Japan, Majestic Collection, 1872-1987. In a well-filled Scott Specialty album; essentially complete from
1876 on, with the 20th century (with a few exceptions) mint or never hinged; early issues offer a range of cancels, from
Botas to geometrics to Telegraphs (just a couple of the latter); sought-after material is here in abundance, including
National Park stamps (most mint/never hinged), Parks sheets including Nikko, Daisan and Aso (the latter two still in
their folders) plus the later second series in folders; Lottery sheets 1951 and 1954-; all Jingo issues used; Tazawas mint
and used, First Showa series mostly mint (the 1 En with very light background color); coils, complete booklets, booklet
panes, se-tenants, souvenir and miniature sheets; 1923 Emergency issue mint and used (much parallel); #161 with red
brown Hankow/I.J.P.O. cancel (!); #423 with commemorative cancel; Famous Japanese complete never hinged
(less#487) and used; plus Semi-Postals, Airs, Offices in China and Korea, even a few Revenues and a handful of
1959-64 Mihons, Very Fine on the whole, a real beauty, ex Winston.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

885

SHH

118

Israel, Stamp & Cover Collection, 1950-2010. Mint with tabs collection, first day covers and commercial
covers, mint & used postal stationery, a wonderful grouping for dealer and collector alike, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
Israel, Collection, 1948-1980’s. Three albums and group of loose album pages, with one album with seven
pages of early forerunners, 1-9, 16, 27 with tab, 28-30 partial tab (missing bottom selvage), 33-34 partial tab (missing
bottom selvage), J1-5 and several earlier forerunner and early Israel covers, a cover album with approximately 50
covers from 1948 to late 1950’s, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
Israel, Collection of Tabs plus, 1950s thru 1990s. In White Ace album, three stockbooks and a safe album,
nice range of completion and includes some of the sheetlets and booklets, useful, generally F.-V.F., ex Winston.
Estimate $200 - 300
Israel, Collection, 1950-1990. Mounted in two Minkus albums, seems mostly complete with tabs from
1953-1990, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
Japan, Gargantuan Holding of Complete Sheets, 1950s-’80s. Many, many hundreds (and we’d estimate
well in excess of 1000) in sheet files of various sizes and makes, plus loose; old-time dealer’s stock, so expect loads of
duplication to keep your customers coming back and going away happy; some books organized by denomination, some
by issue or year, so there’s some up-front reorganization required; we note tons of commemoratives, Letter Writing
Week issues, definitives, New Year issues…pretty much everything Japan has to offer for the period; most items are
sheets of 20, with some larger-format items, plus some broken sheets; full selvage further provides the opportunity to
offer inscription blocks; much material well worth our estimate, Very Fine, inspection invited.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

Japan, The Nihon Mihon Extravaganza, 1949-75. Many hundreds upon hundreds of Specimen
overprinted stamps, organized in two nine-inch glassines boxes and three small-format stockbooks; all organized by
Scott number (boxes note “Minkus number” but they seem to match Scott), with numerous MK Ozaki certificates of
authenticity included; note loads of singles, numerous inscription blocks of six, souvenir sheets (including 1953 New
Year lottery sheet, 1953 National Parks, etc.), some se-tenants, a few Airs, etc.; clean and bright throughout, with earlier
material more heavily duplicated, the latter years often providing one-of-a-kinds, Very Fine, a grand assortment.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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886

HH/H

887

HH/H/m

888

HHa

889

H/m
Japan, Collection, 1871-1978. With mostly mint stamps neatly mounted in Minkus album, containing good
selection of postage and the following better (mint): several National Parks sets, 283a, good selection of 1947-48
souvenir sheets, 421a, 422, 423, 457, 479a, 480-97, 504a, 519, 522 Lottery sheet, 564a, 572a, 575a, 609, many
additional parks and lottery sheets, C9-13, C25-38, overall condition appears mostly sound with many useful items,
generally F.-V.F., ex Sheeran.
Estimate $800 - 1,200

890

HH/H

891

HH/H
Japan, National Parks Sheets Selection, 1938-56. Over 40 sheets for the period, running Nikko to Saikai;
missing several issues, but what is here is duplicated throughout, most with their original presentation folders; the
occasional stain or fold, but most pristine, Very Fine, a lovely group of these popular issues. Scott $2,900+.
Estimate $500 - 750

892

HH

893

HH/H/m Korea, The Haseyo! Mostly Mint Collection, 1885-1988. In a full Scott Specialty album including both
Kingdom and South Korea issues; First and Second Issues complete mint (some parallel mint and used), plus 10p-50p
“Tai Han” overprints used (the 10p mint as well); nice Falcons, incomplete, but with the 5c to 15c values mint; solid
immediate post-war issues (some parallel), with 1951 Participating Nations stamps complete (including both Italy
types, the blue without-crown an imprint single; no souvenir sheets), 1953 presentation sheets, 1962 Revolutionary
Pledges souvenir sheets in Korean and English, most small format souvenir sheets from the 1960s and ‘70s,
se-tenants, 1971 UN block of 25, Semi-Postals and Airs; pages continue to 2000, F.-V.F. with much better, a pretty
collection, ex Winston.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,000

Japan, Sensei-sational Collection Stock, 1872-1999. Many hundreds of stamps, presented as a
near-complete 1953-74 collection in a Lindner hingeless album, two stockbooks, an additional binder, loose pages plus
loose in glassine; majority of holding dates from the mid-1920s onward; note a group of Dragon forgeries, Offices in
China, an anchor-overprinted Maritime Occupation stamp, numerous booklets (including several complete pads!), First
Showa coils, souvenir sheets, #422 and 479, 1961 Anniversary sheetlets in original folders, Airs, and much, much
more; massive face and catalogue value; nearly all fresh and clean, vast majority mint or never hinged, with a few used
items scattered about; duplication throughout, including blocks, se-tenants, etc., Very Fine, a lovely, useful holding.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Japan, Grand Dealer’s Stock, 1894-1983. Neatly presented in three Elbe binders on over 135 manila
stockpages; pre-war mint is mostly hinged, post-war is overwhelmingly never hinged; all professionally arrayed and
identified, with some sets in glassines ready for immediate resale, some singles to be grouped together; includes blocks
(among which are a number of inscription blocks), souvenir sheets, etc., with much Topical interest and a huge amount
of face value; solid duplication throughout, Very Fine overall, be sure to view.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Japan, Collection of Commemorative Sheets, 1950s-’80s. Over 550 in total, presented in six sheet file
folders plus a binder; in need of some organization, as some are grouped by issue, others by denomination, with still
others fully identified and priced (long ago) as singles; most sheets are of 20, though a couple larger-format items
included as well; all with complete selvage, thus including printed headers (where applicable) and imprints; fresh and
sound; given the presentation, expect a couple sheets to be duplicated, but we’ll wager 99% are single offerings; much
of Topical interest, including paintings, sport, the ever-popular (and beautiful, to boot) International Letter-writing Week,
Fuji-san, Sumo, and much, much more, Very Fine, a lovely holding; be sure to view.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Japan, Regular Issue Souvenir Sheet Sensation, 1946-99. Hundreds in all, most in glassines
(Scott-number identified) or on stock pages; begins with 1946 Japanese Postal Service issue (#378a) and a selection of
1947-48 Exposition sheets, with better including #385a (3), 422a (2), 423 (2), 575a (3), plus heavier but still
manageable duplication of later issues from the 1960s, ‘70s, etc.—even a 1960/61 Anti-Tuberculosis sheetlet of six; a
few items toned or marked, but vast majority clean, fresh and ready for sale, Very Fine, well worth a look.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Japan, A Happy Compilation of New Year Sheets, 1951-92. Over 100 in total, from Rabbits to Roosters; all
separated on stockpages or in glassines (individually or by issue), with solidly useful duplication throughout; begins with
four examples of #522a (two with selvage stains), with heavier stock progressing from the mid-1950s onward; a few
sheets curled, but overwhelming majority as fresh as the day they were issued, Very Fine, a perfect lot for the dealer or
eBayer.
Estimate $500 - 750
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894

HH/H/m Korea, Dealer Stock, 1884-1987. In three small dealer counter books of better items, stamps seem to be
mostly correctly identified and overall much better stock than usually encountered with mostly $20+ to hundreds of
dollars sets and singles, spot checked issues appear properly identified, better items include (used): 16, 189A, 433a (2)
and (mint): 2 (7), 7, 34 (2), a few Countries Participating in Korean War small sets, 187c (2), 353a-353b (E of Postage
omitted), 353a-b to 355a-b, 360-70, 433, 439a-43a, 434-43 (3 sets), 582-84, 617a-23a (2 sets), 617b-23b (2 sets), 652
(3), 664a-83a, 713a and C23-26, condition is mixed, with usual problem areas among early classical issues, Scott value
has drifted over the years, so you should make an adjustment in the owner’s catalog value to compensate, plenty of
catalog value and the potential to find some interesting items for the specialist, generally F.-V.F. Scott approximately
$11,700+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

895

H/m

896

HH/H/m Laos, The Mekong Collection, 1951-83. In Scott Specialty album, fairly extensive, mainly mint never hinged
in black Showguard-style mounts, some stamps both mint AND used, highlights include (mint never hinged unless
noted): #1-17, 25-26 (both mint o.g. and used), 266H, 266I, 272-276 (plus deluxe imperforated proofs), B9-B11 (plus
imperforate souvenir sheets and deluxe proofs), C1-C12 & C14-C19 with additional used sets, C20-C21 (mint o.g.),
C25-C29, C56a, C85-C86 (plus imperforate gutter blocks-of-four and deluxe proofs); includes some scarce specialty
material, generally F.-V.F., ex Winston.
Estimate $500 - 750

897

H/m
Lebanon, Collection, 1924-2000. Neatly hinged in Scott Specialty album, with high level of completion to
the early 1990’s (followed by empty pages to 2000), with early French Mandate overprints and surcharges about half
complete and much higher level of completion starting around 1930 of regular and airmail issues with only an
occasional missing stamp, with 114-34 mint and used sets, many nearly complete Cedar sets, 434-39 mint and used
birds sets, complete semi-postals, C21-24, C149a mint and used on registered cover, C654-56, C758-87 set mostly
complete (only missing C764), CB1-4 and RA1 mint, generally F.-V.F., ex Winston.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

898

HH/H/m

899

H/m
Liberia, Exhilarating Collection, 1860-1937. Mostly hinged on Scott Specialty pages; highly complete, with
much parallel mint and used; highlights include #1, 2 & 9 used (#2 with socked-on-the-nose Monrovia c.d.s. in blue), a
selection of the sought-after “Ordinaries” (mint #67, 68, 74, 76, 78 & 82; used #65, 71 & 77 (the latter on piece!), the
page imaged online); a 1950 Arthur Szyk sheet; numerous imperforates (singles or pairs), overprints galore, plus solid
Semi-Postals, Airs, Militaries, Registrations and Officials; exceptionally clean throughout, with much material loose
(gathered in glassines), offering the possibility of an even more complete parallel collection, Very Fine on the whole, a
must-see, ex Sheeran.
Estimate $400 - 600

900

HH/H/m

901

H/m
Philippines, Collection, 1859-2000. In four albums, two Minkus albums, plus a Scott Specialty album to
1947, with a good section of 1890 King Alfonso XIII issues, decent section of overprints of U.S. stamps and many Rizal
issues of various watermarks and perfs, 2048-88, 2120a, NB4, plus many of the modern issues from the 1980’s and
1990’s that can be so difficult to find. Mixed condition among the earlier classics (occasional faults among the early
issues), but modern issues after early 1930’s appear to be generally sound, generally F.-V.F., ex Sheeran.
Estimate $500 - 750

120

Korea, Collection, 1884-1903. Highly complete collection of early Korea stamps, neatly hinged on old
homemade album pages, with 1-5 mint, 6-13 mint, 6a mint, 10 double impression, 10 plate crack at top variety, 13f-15
used, 17 mint, 18-27 mint, 31-33 mint, 34 mint, 35-37 mint, 35-38 used, 39-50 mint and 51 used; some mixed condition,
generally F.-V.F. appearance. Scott $7,100+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Liberia, The Black Star Line Collection, 1860-1974. On Scott Specialty pages, mint and used, earlier are
mainly used, from mid-20th century becomes mostly mint and most apparently mint never hinged in black
Showguard-style mounts; in 1950s much specialty material, including regular and special souvenir sheets,
imperforates and even some missing clichés; also, many good topicals, like Sports, Space, Animals, JFK, MLK, Boy
Scouts, etc.; highlights include, unused: #1, F20-F24, J2, O127-140; mint o.g.: #47-49, 195-207, 259-276, 283-284,
289A, C56a, C56a imperforate, C63-C64 sheetlets signed by designer, C69a, F6-F9, F30-F34, O157, O165; mint
never hinged: 280-282, C200-C201 imperforates, very strong Airmail souvenir sheets from 1950s through mid-1970s,
generally F.-V.F., ex Winston.
Estimate $600 - 800

Libya, The Berber Collection, from Independence, 1951-91. On Scott Specialty pages, mint and used,
mainly mint, well-filled; from late 1950s many are mint never hinged in black Showguard-style mounts, includes the very
scarce first issues as well as many of the hard-to-find Revolutionary Issues of the late 1980s in mint never hinged
condition; highlights include, used: #153-167; mint o.g.: 102-110, 112-119, 122-134, 135-146, 217a; mint never hinged:
111, 120-121, 218-19 imperforate, 218-219 souvenir sheet, 225, 253a, 269-274, 263a imperforate, 291-295, 303-305,
305a, 306, 1329, 1331, 1342-1347, 1351-1352, 1354-1355, 1366-1368, 1369-1378, 1379-1380, 13881-1383,
1385-1387, 1397-1399, 1400-1406, generally F.-V.F., ex Winston.
Estimate $600 - 800
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Saudi Arabia, Desert Rose Selection, 1934-91. Semi-specialized collection housed in stockbook, binder of
homemade pages and a couple individual album or stock pages; binder features a solid array of Ibn Saud- and
Faisal-cartouched Dam, Oil Refinery and Airmail sets (some more complete than others), all arranged by cartouche,
design and watermark varieties—and includes some surprisingly better items; stockpage includes mint sets including
#187-191 and 196-197, plus a selection of other sets from the period through the 1970s, ‘80s and early ‘90s (some
duplicated); the real treasure—something we’ve not seen before—is the stockbook, which contains complete panes of
25 of the 1934-57 Ibn Saud Tughra issue (#159-165), First Issue Airs (#C1-C2; C3 in block of 10) and 1943 Postal Tax
issue (#RA4, with a possible RA4a); #161 present as a full sheet, with two panes of 25; selvage issues on a few sheets,
but the printers’ imprints alone make up for these, Very Fine overall, one to make you say, “What a hobby”.
Estimate $500 - 750

903

HH/H/m

904

HH/H

905

HH

906

HH
Thailand, Tremendous Never Hinged Collection, 1893-2002. Taking two Scott Specialty albums to hold it
all; a grand collection, essentially complete from the mid-1950s on, with every single item never hinged; remarkably,
even early issues are present, including King Chulalongkorn #35, 39-41, 46 and 52, Jubilee issues #113 and 115,
numerous 1908-19 overprints and surcharges, with nearly every King Bhumibol issue here, with se-tenants and blocks,
along with souvenir sheets, most of which are present both perforated and imperforate; Back-of-the-Book includes
Semi-Postals, Garuda-design Airs, and a complete set of 1963 Officials; amazing fresh and clean, Very Fine, say
Sawasdee to this beauty. Scott $5,200.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

907

HH/H/m

908

HH/H/m

HH/H/m

Syria, Collection, 1919-1996. In Minkus specialty album, with decent section of early French Occupation
overprints and French Mandate issues, with strong level of completion from 1920’s to 1996, with good section of
1938-1940’s airmail souvenir sheets, with highlights (mint): 11-20, 133-36, 166-69, 209-30, 306-10, C14-17, C57-66,
C88a, C141a, C143a, C145a, C147a, C156a, RA10 and (used): several early postal tax stamps and RA11-12.
Condition appears better than usual, with a small amount of small faults among early issues, generally F.-V.F., ex
Sheeran.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Thailand, Large Dealer Stock, 1947-2004. Post office fresh stock, some better areas include: many better
definitive singles, 331 (513), 337-38 (330), 500 (170), 553-56 (75), 835 (220), 933B (110), 983-92 (20), 989 (160), 992
(175), 1097 (40), 1128-29 (204), 1136-37 (194), 1211 (40), 1212 (580), 1226A (520), 1252 (50), 1500 (80), 1728-29
(200), 1745 (120), 1756 (217), 1757 (105), 1794-95 (100), 2084 (15 souvenir sheets and 16 singles) and B41-42 (250),
overall very clean and sound with plenty of interesting topicals, o.g., mostly never hinged, Very Fine. Scott $67,660.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
Thailand, Large Wholesale Booklet Stock, 1972-99. Post office fresh stock of booklets, containing: 608
(25), 922 (125), 925 (100), 929 (125), 930 (100), 951 (100), 954 (25), 955 (90), 958 (25), 970 (75), 976 (25), 981 (75),
982 (575), 984 (100), 994 (60), 998 (50, 25 of which are first day cancelled), 1847 (30), 1848 (30), 1849 (30), 1850 (30),
1880 (30), 1851 (30), 1860 (30), 1869 (30), 1870 (23), 1880 (30), 1901 (30) and 1903 (30), Very Fine. Scott $26,844.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

Thailand, Tantalizing Largely Mint Collection, 1883-1991. In a well-filled Scott Specialty album; starts with
First Issue King Chulalongkorns mint (less #4), followed by full-face issue regular plus various overprints, with solid
issues to the end of his reign and through King Vajiravudh (mixed mint and used); mint again predominates starting
around 1930, with nearly all post-war issues mint never hinged; note #348-362A (mixed mint and never hinged), a
commemorative sheet for the 50th Anniversary of Thai Scouts, all the popular International Letter Writing Week issues,
#457-458 never hinged, Thailandpex ‘71 overprints on blocks of four, souvenir sheets (those of the late ‘80s and early
‘90s both perforated and imperforate in many cases), #992b with original presentation folder, plus Semi-Postals, Airs
and Officials, F.-V.F. with much better, a tasty treat; be sure to view, ex Winston.
Estimate $1,400 - 1,800
Trucial States, Mostly Mint Arabian Gulf Collection, 1964-72. Presented in four Minkus albums and
comprising Yemen (both PDRY and YAR) and Trucial States, along with South Arabia Kathiri and Qu’aiti States; solidly
filled South Arabia, plus highly or near-complete Sharjah, Ras al-Khaima and Sharjah; Ajman, Dubai and Fujeira are
near-complete to 1968, with coverage more sporadic thereafter; Manama lags behind but it, as with the other Trucials,
includes numerous souvenir sheets and gold foil issues; fresh and clean throughout, Very Fine overall, worth a look, ex
Winston.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
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HH/H/m Turkey, The Dardanelles Dandy, 1863-1990. Wide-ranging in Scott Specialty album; mainly mint with early
stamps used and/or mint condition, 20th century mainly mint, such as (mint o.g.) #271-276, 758-764, with most
apparently never hinged from late 1940s onwards; really solid in better post-war sets such as (mint never hinged):
#805-810, 811-816, 829-832, 842-845, 855-858, and then #933, 1127-1129, 1130-1133; strong Back-of-the-Book
(such as #M1-M5 mint o.g.); looks like Hatay is here complete mint, many never hinged; also with Turkish Republic of
Northern Cyprus on Minkus pages, including the key items, such as (mint never hinged): #127, 181, 270a, 273-276,
F.-V.F. or better, ex Winston.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

910

m/)
Turkey, Slightly Messy Collection, 1865-1920. On blank pages in binder, 70+ pages of wonderful generally
specialized mainly used material—covers, cards, cancels, used-on-pieces, blocks, multiples, overprints,
surcharges—a lot of meat on these old bones! generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $500 - 750

911

H/m

912

HH

Turkey, The Pasha’s Prize: An Extensive Mint and Used Collection, 1863-1930. In mounts on
hand-written quadriiled pages in Borek album, including (used unless noted): #100a* (plate flaw “Cniq” for “Cinq”),
127*, 246, 775-780, J67-J70, P42, P43-P48; Turkey in Asia #88, 898, etc., with perf varieties, cancels, shades, some
mint AND used, nice cancels, surcharges, inverted overprints, nice part postage dues, red half moon varieties, etc.,
generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $500 - 750
Viet Nam (South), Essentially Complete Stock Selection, 1951-75. Neatly presented in a medium-format
stockbook, apparently complete less #20-26, each issue in manageable quantities of one to ten; includes regular
issues, Semi-Postals, Airs and Dues, with all fresh-faced and the vast majority with full white gum; note groups of
singles ready to pull, plus blocks or strips to be separated; several sets of dated corner blocks as well; a beautiful holding
before the Fall, Very Fine, inspect. Yvert €1,394 ($1,640).
Estimate $300 - 400

Area Collections
913

HH/H
Africa, Dealer Stock, mostly from 1950’s to 2000’s. Approximately 250 manila counter cards filled with
many modern souvenir sheets and sheetlets, many better items in the $20 and up range, with better items that include:
Biafra 26 imperf, Burundi 337-42, C132-37, Chad 232A-233J, Ethiopia 278-80, C21-27 top margin blocks of six set,
Ghana 186-88 sheetlet set, 389a first landing on the moon souvenir sheet variety, Libya 217a (5), St. Thomas and
Prices 754-55 and Togo 417-20 miniature sheets, condition is better than usual with several useful booklet panes and
souvenir sheets, o.g., mostly never hinged, generally F.-V.F. Scott $17,400+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

914

HH/H/m Africa, Dealer Stock, 1888-1980’s. In six small dealer counter books of better items, stamps seem to be
mostly correctly identified and overall much better stock than usually encountered with mostly $20+ to hundreds of
dollars sets and singles, spot checked issues appear properly identified, better items include (used): Ethiopia 111, 284,
Liberia 8, Tunisia 1-7, 6, 8, 9-24, 26, 29-37 and (mint): Burundi 240-55, C66-74, Central African Republic 81-85 (2),
Cameroon 62, 63, C111-16 first moon landing overprint gutter pairs set, Chad C84 (4 imperf), Congo Democratic
Republic 323-40 (4), Guinea 201-2, C24-26 (2), C114-14A, C116-18, Somali Coast C42-48 and Rwanda gold foil
stamp with note after 430, condition is mixed, with usual problem areas among early classical issues, Scott value has
drifted over the years, so you should make an adjustment in the owner’s catalog value to compensate, plenty of catalog
value and the potential to find some interesting items for the specialist, generally F.-V.F. Scott $9,500+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

915

HH/H

122

Africa, The Independent Nations Collection, 1894-1977. In four Scott Specialty albums; all but a handful
or two of items are mint, with the large majority never hinged; souvenir sheets throughout, with gutter pairs, perforated
and imperforate items, and solid Back-of-the-Book from Semis to Occupations throughout; collection comprises Algeria
(1962-73), Botswana (1966-77), Burundi (1962-74), Equatorial Guinea (1968), Ethiopia (1894-1974), Gabon
(1959-73), Ivory Coast (1952-72), Kenya (1963-77), Lesotho (1966-77), Somalia (1950-74), Sudan (1954-77), Tunisia
(1956-74), Upper Volta (1960-73) and Zambia (1964-77), with pages for Burkina Faso, Eritrea and Guinea-Bissau;
solid completion throughout, with many nearly complete; most with additional pages for the 1993-99 period as well; an
excellent collection on which to build, or for the dealer to break for stock, Very Fine on the whole, a wealth of material;
inspection invited, ex Winston.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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916

H/m
Africa, Dealer Stock, mostly 1860’s-1950’s. Approximately 1,500 dealer ‘102’ size dealer counter cards in
two red boxes, with: Egypt NC23 mint and a diverse selection of countries, Condition is mixed with a few rough sections,
generally F.-V.F. Scott $4,800 ++ (Owner’s).
Estimate $400 - 600

917

HH/H

918

HH/H

919

HH/H/m Asia, Dealer Stock, 1881-1980’s. In three small dealer counter books of better items, stamps seem to be
mostly correctly identified and overall much better stock than usually encountered with mostly $20+ to hundreds of
dollars sets and singles, spot checked issues appear properly identified, better items include (used): Nepal 4, 5, 6,
87-88, Thailand 75-89, 128-38, B38-39, Tibet 6 and (mint): Indonesia 863-88, Riau 1-22 (50s used), 1-22, 23-40,
Mongolia 67-71, 73-74, Nepal 4, 84-88, 88, 104-17, 117, Philippines 229, 2371E, Thailand 442-49, 464-67, 469-76,
477-84, Vietnam 30-35 and 39-50, condition is mixed, with usual problem areas among early classical issues, Scott
value has drifted over the years, so you should make an adjustment in the owner’s catalog value to compensate, plenty
of catalog value and the potential to find some interesting items for the specialist, generally F.-V.F. Scott approximately
$10,500+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

920

H/m

921

Asia, Wide-Ranging Mostly Mint Collection, 1865-1991. Overwhelmingly mint with much never hinged, in
five albums (two Scott Specialized, three Minkus), with minor duplication among them; comprises two-volume Minkus
Mongolia, virtually complete 1958-80 with stamps continuing to 1983 and pages to 1994; a Scott album comprising
Afghanistan (1887-1976, with souvenir sheets and solid Back-of-the-Book), Bhutan (1962-76, essentially complete
with Semis, Airs, souvenir sheets, foils and imperforates), a few Hejaz issues, highly complete Manchukuo with a page
of Manchuria Local Overprints, and well-filled Iran (1875-1991 with strong Back-of-the-Book); a separate Minkus
album covering the mid-1970s to 1991 for Afghanistan, Indonesia, Iraq, Iran, Jordan and the Philippines; plus
another Scott album holding Saudi Arabia to the mid-1970s, Shanghai (1865-96 with Large Dragons, solid Small
Dragons and overprints, Jubilees, and a couple entires), a pretty selection of Tibet, and Yemen (1930-62);
overwhelmingly mint on the whole, with a large part never hinged, F.-V.F. with much better throughout, careful review
will be rewarded, ex Winston.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

922

HH/H/m

923

H/m

Africa, Independent Nations Mint Collection, 1934-40. Scott Specialty pages for Abyssinia, Liberia, and
Egypt; all mint (with just a handful of lower value Egyptian issues) and mounted; Abyssinia runs #242-246 and B1-B5;
Liberia complete mint #249-279 plus #C3A-C13; Egypt highlighted by #149, 224, plus the popular commemorative sets
of the era, Semi-Postals, Airs, Officials and Military stamps; exceptionally bright and fresh, F.-V.F. or better, worth a
look.
Estimate $150 - 200
Asia, Souvenir Sheet Dealer Stock, mostly from 1970’s to 2000’s. Nearly 225 manila counter cards filled
with mostly souvenir sheets, with many better items in the $20 and up range, with better items that include: Bangladesh
68a (8), Bhutan 104Ch-104Gi (3), 154CF-154EG, 160E, Japan 457 (2), Korea 718a-20a, 756-80 (1 block, 3 half sheet
and 2 complete sheets), DPRK 10 block of 16, 2235-38 (2), Laos 253-55 proof card, 268-68c proof cards, C119 proof
card, Macao 634 and Turkey 933 (2), condition is mostly sound with many better topical and higher face value items,
generally F.-V.F. Scott $8,800+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Asia, Collection, Late 19th Century To 1980’s. In two large boxes full of various albums, loose album
pages, stock sheets, mint sheet files, etc., with Peoples Republic of China 1974-80, DDR 82-84 mint Mao set, Indonesia
small illustrated album of early Republic issues, Japan 280-81 two sets of mint sheets, 421a, 423, 457, 479 mint, 609
mint, a couple pages of early revenues, a mint sheet album of Japanese mint sheets and large blocks, Korea 10-12,
132-73 mint set, 756-80 block of 25, group of Ryukyus mint sheets and multiples in original new issue glassines and in a
couple mint sheet folders, Mongolia a few early issues, 62-74, a few early Shanghai issues, a stockpage full of earlier
North Vietnam issues and a folder of early Indonesia Republic issues, plenty of postage (especially among Japan and
Ryukyus issues), centering and condition are mixed, generally F.-V.F., ex Sheeran.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
HH/H/m

Asia, Dealer Stock, 1884-1980’s. In nine dealer counter book containing approximately 900 pages, with
occasional better items that include a volume of China with a few useful early PRC items and Japan with 551a, two
volumes of Korea with a few mint Falcon issues, four volumes of DPRK with 2, 33, a volume of Philippines with some
useful early Spanish American War overprints and E2 (2) and a volume of Thailand; usual mixed condition, generally
F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Asia, Dealer Stock, 1850’s-1997. In 102 cards, mostly ranging in value from $0.25 to $40+, with a bit of
Bhutan, with four red 102 boxes of China, a small box of Korea 102 cards and stock of 102 cards in two red boxes and
two small boxes of Japan, a box of Thailand with a good spectrum of issues across the boxes from classics to some
useful sets from the 1980’s and 1990’s; mixed condition, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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ASIA, AFRICA AND MIDDLE EAST: Area Collections
924

Asia, Dealer Stock, 1950’s-2000. With 1,500-2,000 dealer “102" counter cards (some several stamps to the
card and many of which were priced long ago and need to be updated) with Cambodia, Peoples Republic of China
80-100 cards from Liberated Area, Manchukuo (many of which have increased dramatically in Scott value) and North
and South Vietnam, many sets are priced in the $5 to $10+ range, some cards with multiple sets in each card, generally
F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

925

H

926

HH/H/m

927

H

928

HH/H/m

929

HH/H/m

930

HH/H

124

H/m

Asia, The Independents’ Mint Collection, 1934-40. Comprising Afghanistan, China, Manchukuo
(“independent” may be stretching it a bit), Nepal, Thailand and Yemen, all mounted on Scott Specialty pages; China
dominates, both in terms of coverage and value, though all are nicely filled with much to commend themselves; note a
nice array of China Sun Yat-sens including #344, 346, 348, 361-362, 372, 376-378, plus #C19-C40 and J67-J68;
Manchukuo needing just three stamps from #36 to complete, but with a South Manchuria Railway Co. presentation
folder and #59 with 1996 APS certificate; Nepal #38-43; Siam including #C13-C14, plus colorful Yemen, Very Fine
overall, a pretty holding; inspect.
Estimate $600 - 800
Asia, Small Accumulation. In five stockbooks with filled with thousands of stamps from Asia, especially
Afghanistan (including some early classics), Taiwan, Mongolia, etc. Well worth a look! generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800
Asia, Accumulation, late 19th Century to 2000’s. Hundreds of loose Japan singles and souvenir sheets in
loose glassines and cards with the occasional better item, three collections of Peoples Republic of China with The
Three Gorges of the Century, The Guangdong Collection and Sun Yat-sen Collection, plus a group of loose currency
from Asia, Western Europe and other scattered places and a group of coins of metals and loose change and with
several silver coins; occasional faults, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $500 - 750
Middle East, Dealer Stock, Mostly From 1950’s To 1980’s. Approximately 160 manila counter cards filled
with many modern souvenir sheets and sheetlets, many better items in the $20 and up range, with better items that
include (mint unless noted otherwise): Aden (Mahra State) Michel Block 6B, Dubai Michel 327-34, Michel BL23-26D,
Qatar 103-3A, 118CF, Lebanon C149a (2), Saudi Arabia 503 block of 28, Yemen Michel 5 (2), condition is better than
usual with several useful booklet panes and souvenir sheets, generally F.-V.F. Scott $16,900+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
Middle East, Dealer Stock, 1858-1980’s. In five small dealer counter books of better items, overall much
better stock than usually encountered with mostly $20+ to hundreds of dollars sets and singles, spot checked issues
appear properly identified, better items include (mint): Abu Dhabi 12-14 (2), Iran 871-75 (6), 933-34 (4), 882 (2 blocks of
four), 970-74, 985-86, 989, 1015-19, 1331-44 (3), Iraq 188-94, C34-36 (2), O269-70 (2), Israel 1-9 without tabs, 7-9
without tabs, 10-14 with tabs (2), 55 with partial tab, J5-11, Jordan N9-17, Lebanon 434-39, C427-36, Qatar 119B, Ras
Al Khaima Michel 72-79, Sharjah Michel 60-76, Michel 102-8, Michel 229-45A, Saudi Arabia 470, United Arab Emirates
13-24, Yemen (Kingdom) Michel 114-21B, Michael 200-4B, Michel Block 2 (2), Yemen Arab Republic 332-34B,
condition is mixed, with substantial sections of Iran along with the usual fakes and reprints among early Iran issues,
Scott value has drifted over the years, so you should make an adjustment in the owner’s catalog value to compensate,
plenty of catalog value and the potential to find some interesting items for the specialist, generally F.-V.F. Scott
$22,500+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Middle East, Fresh Mint Collection, 1934-38. Mounted on Scott Specialty pages comprising Aden,
Bahrain, Iraq, Kuwait, Nejd and Palestine; note pretty set of Aden Dhows plus 1939 Pictorials (the latter including
several minor number varieties); Bahrain and Kuwait each all overprinted India King George V and King George VI
issues (Bahrain with #19a, 30, 31; Kuwait including #34 and 45-57 never hinged); Iraq #61-78 plus a selection of
Officials between #O72 and O89; Nejd featuring Front- and Back-of-the-Book material including #RA2 unused,
Palestine a sole item of #67c; fresh and sound throughout, with lovely color and centering; most lightly hinged, Very
Fine, imaged in full online.
Estimate $600 - 800
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Latin America
Country Collections
931

HH/H/m

932

HH/H

933

HH/H/m

934

HH/H/m

935

HH/H/m Chile, Cool But Comfortable Collection, 1854-1990. In a pristine Scott Specialty album with pages through
2000; solid Classics and middle-period issues, mixed mint and used throughout, thinning after about 1970; as one
would expect, 19th century issues are mostly used, with mostly mint (and much never hinged) 20th century; starts with a
lovely group of Colons, some duplicated, all offering a range of cancels; note also Fauna sheetlets of 25 (blue and green
complete less some selvage, red broken into blocks of 15 and ten), solid Airs, plus Semi-Postals, Dues, Officials and
Postal Tax items; generally fresh and sound; a solid collection on its own, with plenty of spaces for the collector to fill,
F.-V.F. with better, inspect, ex Winston.
Estimate $350 - 500

936

HH/H/m Colombia, Solid Collection, 1863-1983. Mint and used, in a Scott Specialty album; good coverage from the
1860s onward, with Airs, Dues, Acknowledgment of Receipt, Late Fee, Locals, Postal Tax issues, plus States featuring
Antioquia, Bolivar, Boyaca, Cundinamarca, Santander and Tolima; no great rarities spotted, but much of interest,
especially among the Airs, where SCADTA regular issues and an Air Registration stamp are included, “A”- and
“L”-overprinted issues, LANSA issues, etc., etc.; goodly mint throughout, with majority of post-war material mounted
(and, per our spot-checks, assumed never hinged); a firm foundation on which to build, F.-V.F. or better, worth a look, ex
Winston.
Estimate $800 - 1,200

937

)

Argentina, The No Tears Collection, 1858-1987. Unless they’re for joy; a filled Scott Specialty album
starting with the First Issue; very well-filled, even among earlies, with mid-period and later issues largely mint with much
never hinged; note nice Rivadavias (including overprints/surcharges), #54b horizontal pair never hinged, lovely
Farmers and San Martins with some high values used, others mint perfined; blocks of four of #399-402, showing large
“S” variety in overprint; Evas, both regular issues and Officials; near-complete Condor Airmails, including Zeppelin
overprints; a nice array of Officials, etc.; generally fresh and clean, with all appearing sound, F.-V.F. or better, a
must-view, ex Winston.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

Argentina, Mostly Mint Collection & Stock, 1858-1970. Many hundreds of mostly mint Stamps in an album
& on stock pages, with mint 797 sheet, C87-C91, C101-C104, C123-C126, CB1-CB5, CB6, also includes Scott
Specialty album pages for Argentina, excellent starter collection, inspect, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350
Bolivia, The Bowl You Over Collection, 1866-1983. Presented in a pristine Scott Specialty album, a
near-complete holding of these attractive issues; mint items right off the bat, with two #2 (one appears part o.g., one no
gum), with solid mint and used 11- and 9-Star issues, #47-54 mint (1c, 5c and 20c appear never hinged), 1925
Centenary set mint, souvenir sheets perforated and imperforate, 1960 Gate of the Sun issue (both with (never hinged)
and without (most never hinged) values printed), great Airs including many overprints, Revenues used for postage, etc.,
etc.; essentially complete to about 1980, with pages to 2000, F.-V.F. with much better, a must-see (to) Bolivia, ex
Winston.
Estimate $500 - 750
Brazil, The Bossa Nova Collection, 1843-1983. In Scott Specialty album; very extensive, especially in 20th
century, mint and used, earlier mainly used, later mainly mint, from 1940s or so appear to be never hinged in black
Showguard-style mounts; includes used #3, 10, 26, 27, 38, 39, 40, 60, 62, 64, 73, 77, 78, 79-81, 94, C26-C27; mint
#38, 53-54, 57-58, 61, 65, 66, 68-70, 72, 73, 83, 147A, 172-173, 210, 364-374, 496-498, 989-992A, 1063-1067, J1-J9,
P18, P20; never hinged #465-466, 612, 1147, 1190a, C53, C76a, C86a, etc., with many decade-long runs of mint
stamps and sets, F.-V.F. with better, ex Winston.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Colombia, Early Airmail Collection, 1920’s-1930’s. 24 covers with a good variety of usages, with several
SCADTA, a censor cover, a gasoline illustrated advertising cover and some interesting corner cards, several covers
with show labels, interesting airmail labels and supplementary markings, many interesting foreign destinations, etc.,
lovely selection of this very popular area, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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LATIN AMERICA: Cuba - Mexico
938

HH/H/m

939

HH

940

HH/H/m

941

HH/H
Ecuador, Balanced Collection, 1865-1977. A lovely and colorful collection, mostly mint hinged, neatly
presented in a Scott Specialty album; begins with #2 and #6, each with the scarce French large-numeral 3154
Rixheim cancel (#2 in red, #6 in black); followed by the 1872 set complete (1P value mint (2) plus used), then a
complete mint 1881 issue, etc.; highly complete with much mint; regular issues are here including souvenir sheets, Airs
both regular and overprinted, nice selection of Dues, Officials, and Postal Tax issues, plus 1957 Galapagos issues;
exceptionally clean and overwhelmingly sound, F.-V.F. with better, a must-see, ex Winston.
Estimate $500 - 750

942

HH/H/m

943

HH/H/m

944

H/m
Mexico, Collection, 1856-1986. Mounted in Scott Specialty album, with stronger level of completion than
usually encountered, with many of the early issues that are always of interest to specialists as well as the more modern
issues that can sometimes be difficult to complete, containing good imperf Hidalgo, Coat of Arms, Maximilian issues,
early numerals and Hidalgo issues of various perforations, 1895 pictorials of various watermarks, some 1913 and 1914
Sonora issues, strong 1914-16 overprints, strong 1930’s-1940’s regular and airmail commemoratives, 1895 pictorials
with official overprints with various watermarks, with highlights (used): 1-4, 7-10, 12, 21-24, 32-34, 38, 49, 93-98,
99-102, 123-30 (mixed mint and used), 150-62, 165-73, 174-83 and other numerals of various perforations, 828,
O49-58, O113-16 and (mint): 6, 121-22, 142, 381-85, 434-38, 466-70, 495-99, 687, 740-45, 896a, C1, C40-44, C85-90,
C103-7 and C234a, usual mixed condition, strong intermediate collection that could form a great base to a new
collection or to fill in some sections of your existing collection, generally F.-V.F., ex Sheeran.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

126

Cuba and Dominican Republic, The Bay of Pigs Collection, 1855-1989. In a Scott Specialty album, mint
and used, most mint, although many are both mint AND used; most of the value is in Cuba, which goes through to the
U.S. Embargo (1961); very strong in the scarcer mint never hinged pre-Castro Cuba sets and the key souvenir sheets,
and from 1928 onwards, most of the stamps are apparently mint never hinged in black Showguard-style mounts;
highlights include, Cuba, used: #57, 184, E1-E8; mint o.g.: #16, 22, 24-26, 221-222, 226, 229-231, 259 (block-of-four),
264-273, 284–293, 312-316, C4-C11, C12-C15, E2-E4, J4; mint never hinged: #294-298, 300-303, 319-320, 322-323,
324-331, 332-339, 340-354, 356-367, 368-374, 375–386, 410-413, 423-430, 431-444, 469-499, 500-518, 519-528,
595-610, 648-662, B1-B4, C1, C16-C17, C18-C23, C24-C30, C33, C43A, C44-C50, C49a, C49b, C50a, C50b,
C51-C56, C61a, C1b, C62a, C62b, C63-C72, C75-C78, C96-C106, CC107-C119, C122-C133, C136-C146, C149a,
C178-C191, E7-E8, E9-E20, E21-E28, J1, J3, J5-J7, P7-P12, P19-P24, P26-P30; Dominican Republic, mint o.g.:
#111-119, 383-388, 381-382, C57-C*1; mint never hinged: #422-427, B47-B51, C146-C148, generally F.-V.F., ex
Winston.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
Cuba, Havana Wonderful Time Collection, 1960-85. In three Schaubek hingeless albums, with pages
through 1994; complete less about 13 items, with our spot check turning up only never hinged; all regular issues are
here, including souvenir and miniature sheets, se-tenant blocks, 1960s Christmas issues with labels adjacent, etc., plus
much of Topical interest; the most complete post-Castro collection we’ve seen, Very Fine on the whole, you’ll wish you
were here, ex Winston.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Cuba, Mint & Used Accumulation, 1960-1980. Enormous lot, with two Scott albums of mint 1963-1978
topical material, plus thousands of glassines with singles and sets, enormous catalog value, if these got by you the first
time round be sure to grab this, mixed condition, inspection urged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Haiti & Puerto Rico, Mostly Mint Collection of the Islands, 1876-1981. The Latin West Indies in a single
Scott Specialty album; Haiti begins with #4, mint stamps starting with the 1887 issue; strong 1902-19 surcharges and
overprints (some used), and highly complete post WWI; includes blocks, full panes, se-tenants, souvenir sheets, plus
Semi-Postals, Airs, Officials and Postal Tax issues; Puerto Rico begins with the 1876 “initialed” series, with the 1880s
and ‘90s highly complete, and running to the 1900 “Puerto Rico”-overprinted US issues; all fresh and clean, and
better-filled than most such collections, F.-V.F. or better, inspect, ex Winston.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
Mexico, Dealer Stock, 1856-1992. In small dealer counter book of better items, stamps seem to be mostly
correctly identified and overall much better stock than usually encountered with mostly $20+ to hundreds of dollars sets
and singles, spot checked issues appear properly identified, better items include (used): 9, 182, 265, 279-88, 289,
370-80 and (mint): 10b, 159 (2), 161a, 173, 377-80, 449, 740-45, 1698, C5-10, C26-27, C197 (2), C213 (3) and C217
(2), condition is mixed, with usual problem areas among early classical issues, Scott value has drifted over the years, so
you should make an adjustment in the owner’s catalog value to compensate, plenty of catalog value and the potential to
find some interesting items for the specialist, generally F.-V.F. Scott $6,500+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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LATIN AMERICA: Mexico - Venezuela, Area Collections
945

HH/H/m

946

HH/H

947

H/m
Mexico, Dealer Stock, mostly 1850’s-1950’s. Approximately 700 dealer ‘102’ size dealer counter cards in
two red boxes, with: 129 (2), 158 mint, 183 mint, 284, 618-25, 620, 740-5 mint, 828 mint, 828-29 NH, O117, O119-20.
Condition is a little rough in some areas, with occasional sound stamps, generally F.-V.F. Scott $8,600+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

948

HH/H

949

H/m

950

HH/H/m Venezuela, The Jaguar Smiles Collection, 1859-1983. Neatly presented in a filled Scott Specialty album
(with pages to 2000); well-filled from the very start, with first three issues complete, with some duplicates (check
placements); solid early issues both basic and overprinted, extensive Bolivars, highly complete Airs, plus further
Back-of-the-Book including Special Deliveries, Registration and Officials, along with Port of Carupano, State of
Guayana, several State of Maturin items, Revenues, etc.; fresh and clean, with much mint throughout, F.-V.F. or better,
worth a look, ex Winston.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Mexico, Lovely Largely Mint Collection, 1856-1991. With much never hinged, in a Scott Specialty album;
19th century issues surprisingly well-filled, from First Issues on, mixed mint and used and sporting an interesting array
of cancels; solid mix of early 20th century overprints, decent 1913-14 Revolutionary issues, etc.; highly complete from
1940 on, with souvenir sheets, some Exports (mint and used), Semi-Postals, pretty early Airs, Special Delivery, Insured
Letter, Parcel Post and Postal Tax stamps, even a few black Porte de Mar issues; no great rarities, but a solid collection
with space to grow, as pages continue to 2000, F.-V.F. with better throughout, inspect, ex Winston.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Mexico, Modern Accumulation, mostly 1980’s-2002. Collection of singles in a Scott Specialty album, plus
a medium sized stockbook of various mint singles, a box of Exporta issues in larger blocks of 10-20 of 99 different Scott
numbers adding up to a cumulative Scott value of thousands of dollars worth of Exporta issues and a small box full of
modern mint sheets, some with many hundreds of some stamps in dozens of mint sheets, useful stock with plenty of
value, generally F.-V.F., ex Sheeran.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Paraguay, Printing Varieties Accumulation, ca. 1920-40. Neatly arranged in a small Lighthouse
stockbook, about 100 stamp varieties, including reprints, part-perforates, imperforates, pairs, double prints, printed
both sides, etc.; an unusual grouping that’s rather fun; good material for the EFO collector or dealer, and interesting
peripheral material for your collection or exhibit, Very Fine, worth a look; all items imaged online.
Estimate $500 - 750
Peru, Collection, 1860-1970. Thousands of mint & used stamps housed in a Scott album we find mint 20,
65-73, 129-133, C4-C5, C49-C61, C78-C81, plus postage dues, special delivery, officials, postal tax, an excellent
starter collection, mixed condition, inspect, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350

Area Collections
951

HH/H/m Central America, Lovely Largely Mint Collection, 1862-1976. Housed in three Scott Specialty albums,
comprising Canal Zone (1904-76), Costa Rica (1863-1969), Guatemala (1871-1972), Honduras (1865-1945, Airs to
1975), Nicaragua (1862-1976), Panama (1878-1976), and Salvador (1869-1976); all start strong with early issues
(often First and Second Issues mint complete), the early revolutionary years of the 20th century spottier, but picking up
again, with many never hinged, from the 1920s/’30s on; Canal Zone includes Airs, Dues and Officials, with several plate
blocks, booklet panes, etc., of the 1920s; Costa Rica includes perforated and imperforate Semi-Postals, very pretty
Dues, and a full Back-of-the-Book panoply through Postal Tax issues—even several Guanacaste items; Guatemala
offers a vertical strip of three of #198 being Type V-VII-VI, perfined Officials, a couple Telegraph and Revenue stamps,
plus the full run of Scott categories; Honduras #O20 horizontal pair imperforate between; Nicaragua with several mint or
used 1912 Province of Zelaya Trains; Panama variously overprinted, souvenir and miniature sheets; and Salvador
including a fresh set of “1918" overprints, F.-V.F. with much better, a pretty collection worth your time to view, ex
Winston.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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952

HH/H

953

HH/H/m

954

H/m

955

HH/H

956

HH/H/m

957

H/m
Latin America, Collection, 1850’s-1980’s. Small box of better Mexico with better sets on dealer pages with
754-57, 774-76, C103-7, C123-25 and a glassine full of Olympics souvenir sheets, a Scott Specialty album of Mexico
containing a useful selection of Hidalgo and numeral issues, a couple albums containing Panama, Salvador and
Uruguay with better selection of early El Sol de Mayo issues and many useful sets that are mostly identified and
cataloged, but not added up and finally a diverse group of “mini collections” (small collections taken from large
multi-volume worldwide collections) from several different countries; some occasional faults, generally F.-V.F.
appearance.
Estimate $500 - 750

958

H/m

128

Central America & Caribbean, Near-Complete Mint Collection, 1934-40. All mounted on Scott Specialty
pages; warm colors on cool paper throughout, with nearly every single space filled with an example chosen for its
quality; includes regular issues, souvenir sheets, Airs (particularly strong, given the region’s issuing practices), Dues
and other Back-of-the-Book, with much of Topical interest; note Cuba imperforates and souvenir sheets; Guatemala
diagonally perforated, multicolor quetzals, overprinted Semi-Postals and Airs, etc.; Honduras Airmail Officials; lovely
Mexico, including #C54-C61 (minor toning to top values) and #CO30 (never hinged) with 2004 APS certificate;
outstanding Nicaragua including #C135 with 2016 APS certificate; Panama that runs straight through, with #C17A and
C19 each signed Sanabria, plus, plus, plus; the few used stamps are hardly worth mentioning other than for accuracy,
Very Fine on the whole, a gorgeous collection; add it to your must-view list.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

Central America and Caribbean, Dealer Stock, 1855-1960’s. In two small dealer counter books of better
items, stamps seem to be mostly correctly identified and overall much better stock than usually encountered with mostly
$20+ to hundreds of dollars sets and singles, spot checked issues appear properly identified, better items include
(used): Costa Rica 93-100, Cuba: 5, 7, 46, 57, 83, 120, 340-54 (3), C24-29 (3), E10-11 (3), Dominican Republic 15 and
(mint): Cuba: 22, 36, 62, 77 (2), 88-93, 94-98, 105 (2), 111, 114, 117 (2), C185-91, E26-27, Dominican Republic 37-40
proofs, Guatemala 7-10, Nicaragua 2 and 3-7, condition is mixed, with usual problem areas among early classical
issues, Scott value has drifted over the years, so you should make an adjustment in the owner’s catalog value to
compensate, plenty of catalog value and the potential to find some interesting items for the specialist, generally F.-V.F.
Scott $7,500+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Latin America, Dealer Stock, mostly 1850’s-1950’s. Approximately 5,000 dealer ‘102’ size dealer counter
cards in five red boxes, with: Brazil 22, 97 mint, 101 mint, Chile 19 no gum, Columbia E1 mint, Costa Rica 94 (2),
Guanacaste 15 mint, 29-30 mint, Ecuador 265, O27-33, Guatemala 6, 8-10 mint, Nicaragua 3-7 (2 mint sets), 99-109
mint, Panama C19, El Salvador 13-17, 117-28, 157B-O, 177-88, O129-40, Uruguay 282-4 mint. Condition is mixed with
a few rough sections, generally F.-V.F. Scott $28,000+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Latin America, Souvenir Sheet Dealer Stock, mostly from 1940’s to 1990’s. Nearly 115 manila counter
cards filled with mostly souvenir sheets, with many better items in the $20 and up range, with better items that include:
Argentina B82a-83a, Brazil 1147 (4), Guyana 3027 (21 souvenir sheets, 15 of which contain footnoted error), Honduras
C187a, Mexico 896a (2), Nicaragua 717-29 sheetlet set, condition is mostly sound with many better topical and higher
face value items, o.g., mostly never hinged, generally F.-V.F. Scott $5,400+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Latin America, The Trans-Canal Collection, 1862-1990. Mounted or hinged in four Minkus albums,
splitting the region into three time periods; the fullest collections cover the Classics period: Bolivia (1911-51), Colombia
& States (1862-1972) and Paraguay (1913-67); a pair of albums cover Ecuador (1965-83), Paraguay (1961-81), Peru
(1977-90) and Uruguay (1978-81); while the final binder runs from 1976/77, with the exception of Panama (from 1962),
with Costa Rica, Guatemala, Honduras, Nicaragua, Panama and El Salvador; mixed mint and used throughout; no
great rarities, but a generally fresh and sound collection which would serve as a solid basis on which to build, F.-V.F.
with better, inspect, ex Winston.
Estimate $600 - 800

Latin America, Combination Collections & Stock, 1850-1977. In four Scott Specialty albums, two counter
books plus additional Costa Rica counter pages loose; nice geographical spread covering Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil,
Costa Rica, Cuba, Guatemala, Honduras and Nicaragua, with additional Specialty pages for Chile and Ecuador (both to
1969); Argentina Airs from 1928, regular issues from 1959, plus nice Officials and Ministry stamps; Bolivia starts with a
mint #1 and runs to 1968; Brazil starts with black upright Numerals and includes Dues, Officials, and Condor and Varig
stamps (both mint and used); Costa Rica runs 1863-1956, Guatemala 1871-1957, Honduras 1865-1939 (most mint)
and Nicaragua 1862-1957 (large part mint); counter book of Cuba from 1940-96 (all never hinged), while Costa Rica
pages are a mix of mid- to late-period mint and used; stamps fresh and bright throughout, with especially solid Airs
(Bolivia including various colored overprints and a #C25a (no gum)), F.-V.F. with better throughout, review encouraged.
Estimate $500 - 750
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HH/H/m South America, Dealer Stock, 1858-1980’s. In five small dealer counter books of better items, stamps
seem to be mostly correctly identified and overall much better stock than usually encountered with mostly $20+ to
hundreds of dollars sets and singles, spot checked issues appear properly identified, better items include (used):
Argentina 3 (2), 4, 7, 7F, 8, 13 (3), 14 (2), 15 (2), 30-32, 85-88, 122-42, 160-75, 374-90, C20-24, C30-34, Argentina
Buenos Aires 9, 11, 12, Bolivia 3, 4, 8, Brazil 1, 3, 9, 22 (2), 28 (2), 39 (2), 40, 44, 81, 96-98, 97, 98 (3), P16, Chile 1 (2), 2,
4, 5, 6, 7, O8-15, Columbia 1a, 12, 14, 14a (2), 16 (2), 17, 18, 29, 52 (2), 320-22, 475-84, C35, C51-52 (2), J1-3, O9,
Ecuador 6, 8, 160-65, Peru 4, 20, Venezuela 44, 46a and (mint): Argentina 7H, 10 die proof, 439a proof, 25, 32, 67, 142,
Bolivia 35a pair, 51-54, 185, Brazil 9, 10, 40, 59, 64, 78, 92, 95, 173, Chile 16 and Columbia 21, condition is mixed, with
usual problem areas among early classical issues, Scott value has drifted over the years, so you should make an
adjustment in the owner’s catalog value to compensate, plenty of catalog value and the potential to find some
interesting items for the specialist, generally F.-V.F. Scott $32,500+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000

960

HH/H

961

HH/H/m South America (Paraguay / Peru / Uruguay), The Generalissimo Collection, 1856-1977. In a bulging
Scott Specialty album, extensive, deep and wide ranging; earlies are mainly used, but many are both mint AND used,
later stamps in black Showguard-style mounts and apparently mint never hinged; highlights include, Paraguay, mint
o.g.: 1, 5, 146-155, 244b (scarce center inverted), 245-252, 330-337, 674-683 (also with regular souvenir sheets and
trial color proofs imperforate), C1C3, C4-C6, C7-CC12, C19&C24, C54-C55, C74-C78, C79-C82, C84-C87, C93-C97,
C98-C109, C113-C121, C122-C123, C124-C126, C147-C153, C158-C162, C211a, C215a, C216-C220, C246-C251,
C277a mint never hinged, etc.; includes many souvenir sheets, extensive Back-of-the-Book and with many of the
hard-to-find Zeppelin Airmails from 1930s; Peru, including used #1 (with APS Certificate), also, mint o.g.: #20, 134-140,
141-153, 160, 173-175, 230-231, 375-384, C3-C5, C6-C12, C49-C61, C78-C81; mint never hinged: #533a, 582-593,
C81a (also example with scarce “Melbourne” overprint), C94-C102, C164a, C336-C340, C372-C381; Uruguay, used:
#13, 18, 37-38, 43A, 330a-332a, 388-390, C9, C105; mint o.g.: #1, 64-70, 124, 217-222, 225-234, 274-276, 282-284,
C1-C3, C4-C6, C10-C13, C182-C192; mint never hinged: 330a-332a, 388-390, 410a-413a, 430-440, 454-461, C398,
C418a with imperforate proof souvenir sheet; also includes Back-of-the-Book, many souvenir sheets and other
specialized material; an interesting area is that is extremely under-valued! generally F.-V.F., ex Winston.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

South America, Highly Complete Mint Continental Collection, 1934-40. From the equatorial to the
near-Antarctic, all mounted on Scott Specialty pages; pretty regular issues, strong Airmails, plus solid
Back-of-the-Book throughout, from Argentina to Venezuela; we note particularly strong Argentine Officials (overprinted
both “Servicio/Oficial” and with Ministry abbreviations), Brazil souvenir sheets, hot Chile, wide-ranging Colombia
including #O9 with 2003 APS certificate, Ecuador including National Olympics issue and complete Postal Tax and Air
issues, nice Paraguay, Peru complete (less dues, and with three or four used), Uruguay including the iconic Pegasus
issue (#C63-C82), etc., etc.; a couple toned stamps noted, but generally crisp, bright and sound, Very Fine overall,
definitely worth the time to view.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Don't miss our weekly internet sales which normally close every other Sunday evening
at 9 p.m. Eastern time. We offer a wide array of philatelic material for your enjoyment.
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Worldwide
Topical Collections
962

H/m/)
Worldwide, The Torch-Bearer Olympics Exhibition Collection, 1896-1992. A sensational central
collection with loads of extra material; the exhibit consists of 72 pages running from the 1896 Athens through 1960
Rome games, each page beautifully annotated…in Russian; highlights include Greece’s 1896 Olympics issue
complete mint (some as singles, some additionally as blocks or strips), plus used through the 5Dr value, plus uses on
cover, plus at least one forgery (noted); Greece’s 1906 issue as proofs (complete less the 30l and 50l values) plus
singles and covers, as well as several Postal Tax surcharges (one apparently unlisted in Scott); a US stationery entire
sent from St. Louis during the third games, along with covers from or during each of the subsequent games, many with
Olympics frankings; issues from Belgium, France (including 25c value plate flaws and Lebanon and Syria overprinted
issues), Uruguay, Czechoslovakia, Netherlands, Uruguay, the US, Germany (including souvenir sheets and two
Hindenburg Olympics Flight covers), Finland, a Nazi-censored 1939 Latvia cover, Switzerland, Great Britain (plus
overprints for Offices in Morocco, Tangier, Bahrain, Kuwait and Muscat), Norway, Italy,
Australia…even—amazingly—a number of 1944 Concentration Camp Olympics items with Woldenberg and
Gross-Born cancels (!); Olympics-themed stationery (much surrounding the 1980 Moscow games), Trory’s A Philatelic
History of the Olympic Games (giving technical details on stamp issues and cancels), seals/poster stamps, and much,
much more, including numerous participation/award “diplomas” from the USSR, France, Thailand, etc., Very Fine, start
training now for the expected spirited bidding.
Estimate $8,000 - 12,000

963

Worldwide, “Full Head of Steam” Trains, Trams and Locomotives Topical Collection. All aboard for this
ride around the globe; on homemade pages in seven large and bulging binders, the collection begins in Aden with a
Zimbabwe terminus; along the route are a huge number of sites calling out for a station stop; among other highlights, we
note a wide range of China from Junks (yes, there’s a train in the background!) to around 2000, including Liberated
Areas, Taiwan, even some PRC Cultural Revolution-era issues; Congo progressive color trial strips, Costa Rica #94
and 94a, each with 2015 APS certificate; Ecuador “Muestra” overprints, some very fresh Egypt, fantastic France
including #C8-C14, C15, imperforates, sunken die proofs signed by the engraver, deluxe proofs, etc., with much of the
same found for the various francophone countries (both as colonies and independent), with a particularly nice French
Somali Coast array of Obock and Djibouti including a deluxe proof, plus 1943 Vichy and France Libre issues (the latter
including two inverted surcharges); Great Britain booklets, 1971 Postal Strike labels, railway parcel post stamps
cancelled; extensive Guatemala with many hard-to-find stamps, some with varieties or plate flaws, including #C12a
with 2015 APS certificate; nice Haiti, Honduras with several certificates (plus a forgery, noted), Japan #436 mint single
plus used pair, #521B; lovely Mexico with imperforate trial colors, Officials, etc.; stately Monaco, wide-ranging
Nicaragua, Netherlands Railway Parcel Posts; Peru including #19 and 19a; strong Soviet Union, pretty El Salvador,
Saudi Arabia/Nejd 1925 overprints, a tough Transvaal #245 (no gum), Swiss NABA sheet mint; US including #114
(used), 114E7a and 114E6d, a used $2 Trans-Mississippi, #295 and 297 mint, Q3, Q5 and Q9 mint, plus an ocean of
islands, etc.; most mounted with additional items in glassines, stockcards, etc., along with a page or two of poster
stamps and the like; certificates as noted, with additional items variously signed, Very Fine, ensure your tender is full for
this one; bidding will be a long haul.
Estimate $8,000 - 12,000

964

H/)

965

H/m

130

HH/H

Worldwide, Stamp on Stamp Topical Collection 1945-1990. Extensive collection that includes mint &
used stamps, souvenir sheets, first day covers and proofs, with Bolivia 274-280, Cuba C33 & C126a used, Germany
667-668, B309, Luxembourg 278-279, Mexico 754-758 mint, Portugal India 523a, Spain 776-779, C127-C130,
Switzerland used B131, Vatican City used 155a, a plethora of sale able material on hand, we urge reviewing, F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
Worldwide, Collection of Topical Collections, 1940’s-1990’s. 14 albums of various topical issues, with
late 1940’s-1950’s worldwide collection commemorating United Nations, 1958 International World’s Fair collection,
1960 World Refugee Stamps two volume collection, 1978 QEII Coronation collection, 1978 Captain Cook collection,
1979 Roland Hill collection, 1992 Columbus Expo collection, Apollo 14 collection, Space collection and Statue of Liberty
collection, generally F.-V.F., ex Sheeran.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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966

H/m

967

H/m/)

968

HH/)

969

H/m/)
Worldwide, Nobel Laureates Collection. Seven binders of homemade pages honoring Nobel and
Nobelists from 1904 to 1982; all fields are included, with commemoratives picturing the winners presented mint, used
and with First Day Covers; some miniature sheets included, strong Red Cross (for their Peace medal), plus luminaries
such as Tagore, Einstein, Hammarskjöld, King, as well as many largely unknown today; fresh throughout, though the
binders will need to be replaced; an interesting collection on which to build (early winners more strongly represented
than latter years’), and a great history lesson to boot, F.-V.F. or better, we await your acceptance speech.
Estimate $500 - 750

970

H

971

Worldwide, Topical Collection, 1860-2010. Includes Princess Diana with first day covers and souvenir
sheets, bird first day cover, and Santa Claus covers and stamps, a lovely grouping, examine, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

972

H/m/)
Worldwide, World Refugee Collection, 1930-2010. A smart collection of mint & used stamps & over 75
different first day covers, includes 1960 Afghanistan 470-471 imperf & 470-471 souvenir sheets, Belgium B662a, Korea
304a, Lebanon C285a, Peru 164a, Yemen 96-97 imperf souvenir sheet, Syria B1-B12, France B44-B45, China B9a, a
very attractive collection, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

Worldwide, Collection of Topical Collections, mostly from 1960’s-1980’s. Consisting of fifteen albums,
with three albums of Aviation, one album of U.S. Bicentennial, one album of St. Patrick’s day, one album of Scouts, one
album of U.S. smallest post office covers, one album of Coldland (Chinese) fantasy covers (used in conjunction with
Taiwan stamps), a couple albums of Panda Bears, one album of Flora and Fauna, one album (without binder) of
Freemasonry, two album of ships and one album of unusual and interesting stamps, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Worldwide, Olympics Thematic Collection, 1896-2000. A mix of stamps and covers, organized in 39
albums or binders of various makes and models; begins with a partial 1896 Greece set, with coverage improving as
move forward in time, especially post-Paris 1924 (though skipping 1936 Munich); small but nice selection of 1932
covers, with Rome and Tokyo well-represented; majority of collection is from the games of the 1980s and ‘90s, 1980
Lake Placid and Moscow and 1996 Atlanta most fully covered, the latter featuring several pages of pins; in addition to
the strictly philatelic, a wealth of articles and photos, lists of medalists, and an autograph or two accompany, F.-V.F. with
much better throughout, worth review.
Estimate $500 - 750
Worldwide, Disney Accumulation, 1970’s-1990’s. Many hundreds of sets and souvenir sheets in original
new issue glassines and mint sheet file with a great variety of issues as well as a group of first day covers, useful group
of these very popular topical issues, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

Worldwide, Space, Disney, Insects & Mushrooms Topicals, 1930-2010. With a volume of insects, two
volumes of mushrooms, loose and in a counterbook Disney and three volumes of space related which is where most of
the value is, including Czechoslovakia 1305a & 1306a, Romania 1200-1201, 1764-1766, 1802-1806, Hungary imperf
1738-1739, Qatar 104, 104A, FSAT 8-10, Haiti C121a, fresh and clean, inspection invited, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

H/)

You can bid live via the internet at www.StampAuctionNetwork.com.
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Cover Collections
973

)

974

)

975

)

976

)
Worldwide, Terrible Tranche of Covers, 19th & 20th Century. Many thousands, originally housed in four
boxes (two bankers boxes and a two large cartons) and overflowing, there are the usual First Day Covers including a
nice run of Sweden and the Netherlands, some USA and even UN, but a generally worldwide composure that has items
from the 19th Century that would easily fetch $50-$100 a piece, not to be glanced at, a thorough review will reward the
ardent viewer and is a joy, ex Winston.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

977

)

132

Worldwide, Zeppelin Cover Collection, 1914-1979. 53 different Zeppelin (or Zeppelin topical) covers, with
WWI Era Zeppelin picture postcard, 1930 Argentina to Pernambuco to Lakehurst, NJ, 1929 Austria Graf Zeppelin
Mediterranean flight cover from Wien to Madrid, 1930 Austria Baltic Sea Graf Zeppelin flight cover to England, five 1930
Brazil Graf Zeppelin postcards and covers to U.S., 1930 Brazil Condor Zeppelin with label to U.S., 1930 Danzig #C26,
C28, C30 Nordlandfahrt Zeppelin cover, 1931 Danzig Luposta Flight from Danzig to Berlin franked with seven Danzig
airmail stamps, 1931 Danzig, Hungary Flight to Germany, 1932 Danzig franked with set of five 1932 Luftpost on Danzig
Flight cover to Danzig, ten miscellaneous Germany Zeppelin covers with Germany Zeppelin issues with C35 (1), C36
(2) and C37 (2), 1924 Germany ZR3 first Zeppelin trip from Germany to Lakehurst, NJ, 1929 Germany C37
Friedrichshafen to New York, 1934 Hamburg to Rio de Janeiro tenth South American Flight cover, 1933 Gibraltar first
South American flight registered cover to Brazil, 1933 Gibraltar sixth South American Flight to Brazil, 1931 Hungary
Graf Zeppelin flight cover from Budapest to Friedrichshafen, 1931 Hungary Graf Zeppelin flight from Budapest to
Friedrichshafen, 1931 Iceland C9 and C11 on Iceland Return registered cover, 1933 Ireland fifth South American Flight
with Condor cachet on reverse, 1936 Liechtenstein first North Atlantic Flight cover franked with C15-16 to U.S., 1932
Netherlands Zeppelin picture postcard, 1936 Netherland eighth North American Flight from Netherlands, via Germany
to Petersburg, Florida, 1932 Paraguay 288, 323, C75-76, 7th South American Flight, to Berlin, 1933 Romania first
South American Flight registered cover from Bucharest to Friedrichshafen to Buenos Aires, Argentina, 1931 Russian
Registered Polar Flight cover franked with C27 and C29, 1931 Saar Zeppelin Polar Flight cover from Friedrichshafen to
New York, 1933 Saar postcard return flight from Saar Brucken, 1930 Spain Europe Pan American Graf Zeppelin flight
from Sevilla to Rio de Janeiro, two Switzerland Zeppelin flight covers, 1928 U.S. C2, C6 first flight Zeppelin cover from
Lakehurst to Friedrichshafen to Budapest, Hungary, 1929 U.S. Round Flight from Los Angeles to Consul General in
Leipsig, Germany, 1933 U.S. #C18 on first flight cover to Rio Janeiro, 1936 U.S. Hindenburg First Flight cover, Brazil,
1934 Uruguay Condor flight cover to Wurttemburg, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
Worldwide, Zeppelin, Airship and Flight Collection, 1929-1939. Approximately 130 different airship and
Zeppelin cover’s, nearly all different with a great variety of cachets and dates, with Seiger numbers: 20A three Z.R.3
postcards Friedrichshafen to U.S., 21B, 23I two Orientfahrt covers (one with Germany 2m single), 27 six covers, mostly
Friedrichshafen postmarks and to U.S. (2 with Germany 2m and 3 with Germany 4m singles), 28 (6) Round-the-World
covers, 30 Weltrundfahrt cover franked with Germany 2m single and 4m pair, 55B Englandfahrt, 58 Spain to U.S., 59A,
59C, 59D, 59H (2), 59I covers from Brazil, 74C Nordlandfahrt (with Germany 2m single), 74 Nordlandfahrt (with 2m
South America Flight single), 105Ay Egypt, 106 Pommernfahrt, 113A Islandfahrt, 117B, 124C, 125A, 125B, 130 (2
covers with different Brazil stamps and 2m or 4m Germany singles), 134 (3 covers), 138 (two Zeppelin picture postcards
and a cover with Germany 1m or 2m frankings), 139, 158, 164, 196 Brazil, 202Ba, 207, 216A, 223B, 224A, 238Bca, 239,
241B, 241, 244C (2 Chicago to Friedrichshafen), 248, 254 (2), 261, 265, 268, 277A, 280, 283A, 286, 333, 345 (2), 406 (8
covers with several different postmarks, 409 (3), 458, 462, 7 Akron covers, 19 Zeppelin picture postcards, U.S. C6 block
of four first flight, several U.S. early first flight covers, Germany CL4 Gelber Hund cover and two 1931 DOX covers, one
franked with Brazil stamps and the other with 4m Germany Zeppelin, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
Worldwide, Postal History Extravaganza, 1860-1950. Thousands of covers & cards, with UPU, first days,
censored, feldpost, air mails, certified, first flights, registered, mourning, advertising, consular covers, picture
postcards, postal stationary, propaganda, POW, includes countries such as France, British Commonwealth, Latin
America, Norway, Sweden, Australia & States, Martinique, Spain, Asia, Europe, a stock that will please any dealer or
collector, mixed condition, review please, F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

Worldwide, Postal History Collection, 1860-1975. Several hundred cards & covers, with censored, picture
postcards, propaganda cards, political prisoner card, bisect, advertising, air mail, first flights, helicopter mail, first days,
postage dues, mint postal stationary, from countries such as Romania, Honduras, Norway, Ireland, India, New
Zealand, Germany, Great Britain, France, Switzerland, China, Israel, Iceland, a terrific lot with many premium items,
please inspect, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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)
Worldwide, Postal History Collection, 1900-2000. Thousands of covers and cards, with Canada first
flights, balloon flights, British Commonwealth first day covers, mint & used worldwide postal stationary, Palestine, air
mails, zeppelin flights, plenty of Germany, United Nations, Switzerland, Ireland collection, and this is just a taste of what
is awaiting the winning bidder, F.-V.F., ex Sheeran.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

979

)

980

)

981

H/m)

982

)

983

)

984

)
Worldwide, Stampless Cover Collection, 1839-1861. 36 covers, countries include Austria, Trieste,
Denmark, Mexico, Netherlands, Germany and Russia, a grand collection with many interesting cancels, please review,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

985

)

986

)

Worldwide, Massive Cover Trove, Mostly From Mid To Late 20th Century. Containing many thousands
(perhaps well over 10,000) commercial, event and first day covers, in eleven large boxes packed with covers from all
over the world, mostly loose or rubber banded into large groups, some in about a couple dozen albums and
approximately half a dozen small boxes. From what we know about the original collector, he had the tendency to hide
stamps all over his house. We found albums mixed with Corn Flake boxes in the kitchen and even occasional loose
stamps in the refrigerator and squirreled into various closets and drawers, so if ever there was a great lot for treasure
hunting potential, it will be this one. Do yourself a favor and be sure to add this lot to your view list., generally F.-V.F., ex
Sheeran.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

Worldwide, Whirlwind of Covers, 1850s-1960s. Comprising (as received) three photo boxes of US covers
(1874-1930s (with earlier items as well) 1940s, and 1950s-1960s), plus a long box and homemade oversized album of
worldwide covers; US features a gorgeous cover to London, franked by eight copies of #11 (some multiples, nearly all
four-margined) with “19" accounting handstamp in red plus London ”PAID" receiver, numerous Columbians (mostly 2¢)
on cover, free franks, loads of Prexies (solo, single and mixed usages), stationery (some uprated), and a slew of
commemorative-franked later covers, all business or personal correspondence, without a single philatelic item as far as
we can see; worldwide box organized alphabetically, running Angola to Zambia, with album mostly addressed to the
W.S. Tyler Company in Cleveland, with strong Latin America, good mix of European countries, Iran, Tunisia
(pre-independence), etc., with multi-stamp/multicolor frankings, overprints, etc., F.-V.F. with much better, an old-time,
unpicked collection; inspection invited.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Worldwide, Mint & Used Postal Stationery Collection, 1880-1965. Many hundreds of mint & used postal
cards & postal envelopes, includes Japan postal cards, Mexico postal cards, used India States, France & Colonies mint,
British Commonwealth including registered envelopes, mint Latin America, an immense lot, most identified by H&G
number, a great chance to restock at a decent price, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Worldwide, Postal History Collection, 1830-1975. A few hundred covers and cards, a superb lot of postal
history with advertising, registered, first days, commercial, feldpost, censored, APO’s, nice groups of Italy, Lithuania,
Luxembourg, Germany, excellent selection of (53) worldwide stampless covers, a few better includes Burma to U.S.
with #34, 1903 Paris to New South Wales, 1909 Queensland to U.S., 1940 Swiss POW cover, 1965 German Children
Village balloon flight, review is urged, should attract plenty of bidding, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Worldwide, Cover Accumulation, early 20th Century to 1990’s. Thousands of covers filling five large
boxes (before repacking) full of various earlier to modern event and first day covers, group of several albums of souvenir
pages (mostly German and French), interesting handful of Belgium packet receipts, various commercial covers
(including a few promising earlier covers that may warrant a good look), etc., generally F.-V.F., ex Sheeran.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Worldwide, Postal History Collection, 1915-1945. Approximately 115 covers, includes 1939 first flight
Marseilles to U.S, 1939 first flight Lisbon to U.S., 1937 first flight Hong Kong to U.S., 1938 Hindenburg flight cover to
U.S., 1936 Hindenburg flight cover to U.S., 1936 Hindenburg flight cover U.S. to Italy, 1936 Hindenburg flight cover
Germany with Olympic stamps to U.S., 1936 flight cover Austria to U.S forwarded, and 1936 Hindenburg flight cover
Italy to U.S., the rest of the collection are first day covers from the 1930’s to 1940’s, plenty of meat on these bones,
inspection earned, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800
Worldwide, Crash Covers, 1929-1936. 12 crash covers, includes AAMC 29.7 crashed in a snow storm,
29.18 crashed and caught fire near Portland OR, 30.1 crashed killing the pilot, 36.5 caught fire & exploded on take off,
most have newspaper clippings and post office notices, a great little lot, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
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987

)
Worldwide, Airmail and Space Topical Cover Collection, 1920’s-1970’s. 114 different covers, with C1
two first flight covers, C4 first trip, C5 first flight, C5 and C6 first flight cover, several Macon covers, several Canada
Semi-Official covers, a few crash covers, some German flights, several Lindberg covers, Balloons, etc., generally
F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

988

)

989

)

990

)
Worldwide, Philatelic Toady, 1888-2010. Over a thousand covers from the four corners of the globe, with
Swiss censored covers, Poland balloon covers, Egypt, Belgium wine advertising, picture post cards, world wide first
days, Germany stamps, ephemera, first flights, mostly modern material, but you can’t beat the price, inspect, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

991

)

992

)
Worldwide, Censored Cover Collection, 1938-1945. Approximately 340 covers, with an array of tapes &
markings, countries include Iceland, Brazil, Ireland, Cuba, Venezuela, U.S., Australia, Turkey, Egypt, Belgium, Mexico,
Finland, Spain, Chile, Portugal, please review, mixed condition, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

993

)

994

)

995

)

134

Worldwide, Diverse Selection of Covers, mostly late 19th Century to 1980’s. Many hundreds of covers
from a diverse selection of countries and usages, with plenty of good older commercial covers with the occasional
interesting usage, the occasional modern FDC, a three volume group of philatelic covers from a vacation around
Europe, and an interesting selection of first flights and maiden voyages from a diverse selection of countries from the
1940’s, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

Worldwide, Cover Compendium, 1945-2000. Over 1700 covers, with countries such as Italy, Vatican,
Malaya, Uganda, Kenya & Tanganyika, Japan, Portugal, Spain, Netherlands, Egypt, Chile, Argentina, Peru, Brazil,
Denmark, Sweden, includes advertising with illustrated, registered, air mail, with a few better frankings, mixed
condition, inspect, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

Worldwide, Soccer First Day Cover Collection, 1941-2006. Many hundreds; the earliest we spotted were
several 1941 Guatemala covers, with the holding running through at least 2006 with items from Bahrain and Fiji; the
powerhouses—Argentina, Italy, Germany, etc.—are all here, but this collection spans the globe; we noted covers from
Albania, Bulgaria, Iraq, Jamaica, Japan, Mongolia, the US, and many, many more; most individually sleeved, with some
in original presentation folders or envelopes, Very Fine, an extensive holding that will thrill the collector and dealer alike.
Estimate $500 - 750

Worldwide, Miscellaneous Postal History, 1920-2010. Various albums and folders containing worldwide
first day covers, British Commonwealth first days, 1939 National Wildlife Federation stamps, Iceland first days, foreign
picture postcards, great lot for the internet dealer, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
Worldwide, Cover Accumulation, late 19th to early 20th Centuries. A couple hundred covers from all
over the world with a few interesting sections including: a few Canadian semi-official airmail covers, some advertising
covers, some airmail or registered usages, a 2m Germany Graf Zeppelin cover, etc., worth a good look, generally
F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
Worldwide, Mainly Pacific Ocean and Antarctica Cover Collection 1930-2010. Over 330 Antarctic
covers, includes countries of Ross Dependency, Tristan da Cunha, British Antarctic Territory, South Georgia, France
Antarctic & Southern Territory, Australian Antarctic Territory, South Africa, Falkland Islands Dependencies, Argentina,
Chile, Russia, Island, Greenland, with first flights, first days and commemorative cacheted, please review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
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996

H/m

997

Worldwide, Nice Mint and Used Collection, 1849-1962. In 5 Scott International albums; unlike most such
offerings, this collection is weighted toward 19th- and early 20th century material, much sounder than often found, with
some lightly duplicated (!); many, many highlights, amongst which are Austria, Brazil (including a #2, plus inclinado,
black numeral and colored numeral examples), Bechuanaland Protectorate, Belgium with extensive Parcel Posts,
British Guyana, Bulgaria with a gorgeous page of Lions, Ceylon, Denmark and DWI, Fiji, France and French Colonies,
Hungary, India & States, Mauritius, Netherlands, New South Wales, Norway, Peru (including Provisionals), Russia,
Sierra Leone, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, etc., F.-V.F. with better throughout, well worth the time to review.
Estimate $8,000 - 12,000

998

H/m

Worldwide, Specialized Collection, 1840-1978. Many tens of thousands and probably reaching into six
figures, of different stamps with a high Scott catalog value, in a total of 29 different Scott International albums, expanded
with quadrille pages to make these albums more into Specialty type albums laid out in International format, consisting of
ten albums to early 1940’s, three albums from 1940-1949, three albums from 1949-1955, two albums of 1955 to 1959,
two albums of 1960 to 1965, two albums of 1966 to 1968, two albums of 1968 to 1970, album from 1971 to 1973, album
from 1973 to 1975, album from 1976 to 1977 and album from 1977 to 1979 plus a couple stray albums, collection is
strong with typical Western Europe (and Colonies), Latin America and Asia, with particularly strong British Colonies
along with decent Portuguese and French Colonies, strong Common Designs sets with mostly complete British Silver
Jubilee, Coronation, Peace and Silver Wedding sets, strength will be found within the first hundred years, with decent
sections of 1940’s and gradually waning as you progress to the 1970’s, with Argentina 452 mint, C1-19, Australia
150-51, 152-54, 166-79, Austria 110-27, useful post WWII semi postal issues, C32-46, Bahamas 100-13, Barbados
90-96, 125, Bavaria 77-91 used, group of 11 railroad stamps, Belgium N10-25, Bermuda 71-79, Brazil 2, 23-28, 37-38,
British Guiana, some early Seal of the Colony issues, Bulgaria 1-11, 23-27, Burma 1-15, Newfoundland 11A, 12A, 24,
33, 61-71, 73-74, 212-25, Nova Scotia 3, Canada 19, 23, 27-30 plus some additional shades, 46-47, 50-54 mint, 56-59,
58 mint, 66-73, 74-84, 89-95, 96-103 mint, 96-101 mint, 149-59 (158 is mint), 162-177, Cape of Good Hope several
triangles and a pages of interesting revenue stamps, a couple dozen early Ceylon Chalon heads, some Cave precancel
and some revenue stamps, Chile, some early imperf Columbus issues and 1948 animals blocks, good early China with
several Large Dragons and several Small Dragons, decent province issues and Treaty ports including nice Shanghai,
useful section of Columbian states, Cyprus 143-55, Denmark, some early coat of arms, good section of early numerals,
82, 164-75 (2 sets used), 164-75 mint blocks of four, C2-C3 mint, Egypt, some early Sphinx issues, Ethiopia N1-7 mint,
Falkland Islands, better Victoria’s, 30-37, 65-72 mint, 84-96 mint, France some early perf and imperf Napoleon and
Ceres issues up to 80c, decent Peace and Commerce, 131-32 mint, B4-B8 mint, B11 mint, a couple pages of revenues,
decent offices and decent early French Colonies issues, French Oceania good early Peace and Commerce issues,
German South West Africa 26-34 mint, German States: Baden 6-9, Germany some early Imperial Eagles, B91-92 mint
Olympics, C35-37 mint, C44 used, C46-56 mint, Gibraltar 107-18, 107-18 mint, 85-88 mint, 91 mint, Great Britain 1-2,
good early line engraved Victoria’s and surface print Victoria’s with many better high Scott value singles and better plate
numbers, page of various different perforated penny reds, good seahorses, offices, useful early Greece Hermes heads,
344-60 mint, C8-14 mint, N1, Haiti 169-75, 177-97, decent early Hong Kong with many Victoria’s with several
surcharges, 71-80, Hungary early Josef I set, Iceland decent numerals, 152-61 mint, C9-11 mint, India 2 and 4-6 in
various shades, 50-52 mint, some early Tuscany, Italy C26-27, C42-47, useful Japan with 423, a few 1940’s souvenir
sheets and sports se-tenant blocks, Labuan 58-62 mint, Liechtenstein C1-6, Malta 14, 15-17, 28-40, 191-205,
Mesopotamia N28-41, New Guinea 31-43, New Zealand, group of early Chalon heads and several stamps with
advertising on reverse, 182 mint, 203-16, B3-4 mint, useful early Queensland Chalon heads, Romania good amount of
Coat of Arms, Cuza and Carol issues, Russia decent early coat of arms, good airmails and useful offices, San Marino 4
mint, several early South Australia Chalon heads, lovely Spain with some interesting Civil War issues, Sweden 13 mint,
12, Switzerland 6 and nice group of imperf seated Helvetia, 160a used, decent semi-postals, better than usual Tannu
Tuva, several early Tasmania Chalon heads and perforated officials, interesting section of early Transvaal coat of arms
including overprints, Trinidad and Tobago 8-11 mint, 12-20 mint, 21-33 mint, 50-61 mint and nice Western Australia
swans; a few with faults, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000

HH/H/m

Worldwide, “Voyage-Around-the-World” Collection, 19th / 20th Century. In (18) bulging Scott Specialty
albums, and includes almost every Country from around the globe, includes Europe and Her Colonies, nice France and
Area, Scandinavia, Africa, South America, Middles East, Asia, many of these volumes could stand alone on their own
merits, combined here for your opportunity (or punishment) and a economical way to add to your very own or for the
chop-shop specialist, either works and certainly worthy of inspection, no telling what we could have missed here,
generally F.-V.F., ex Winston.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
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999

H/m
Worldwide, Collection, 1840-1965. In 10 Scott International albums, with a few slightly better sections
scattered about, in Europe, there are a few better France and Great Britain, in Asia you will find some useful sections of
China, Japan and Korea, a nice lot to break down into mini collections for resale, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

1000 H/m
Worldwide, Large Stock of Revenues, Labels and Cinderella’s, late 19th Century to 2000’s. Containing
approximately 5,000+ stamps, neatly presented in four stock books, one containing Airmail, Express and Registry
labels, another stockbook containing U.S. NY Stock Transfer and State sales tax stamps, two red boxes of 102 cards,
one contains approximately 500 cards of German Revenues and Scandinavia Christmas Seals and the second box
containing approximately 600-800 102 cards of Swiss Soldier stamps, dozens of mint sheet files and folders containing
a large group of many Christmas Seal sheets, a large manila envelope filled with various labels (Boys Town, American
Indian, Stamp related, etc.), a large backup dealer stock of approximately 1,500-2,000 revenues and labels, sorted by
country with a diverse group of issues, particularly strong (approximately 25-35%) among early Germany and German
locals, an envelope of manila stock cards of various worldwide issues sorted by country with some unusual usages,
small box of Latvian labels and revenue stamps, with approximately 200 revenue stamps on 102 cards and various
other interesting telegraph sheets and Russian independence labels in full sheets and multiples; usual mixed condition,
generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
1001 HH/H/m Worldwide, The Alphabet Soup Collection. From Abu Dhabi to Zululand, in 25 Scott International Blues
(!!); as often the case, coverage varies from country to country, but much to commend the collection; note decent Asia
with China from 5¢ on 5ca Dowager overprint (with pakua cancel), a mix of PRC and Taiwan, nice Japan, colorful
Cambodia, etc.; strong Eastern Europe, with Hungary, Poland and Russia particularly well-filled (Russia from First
Issues on); good Europe and Colonies, with France running from Cérès & Napoléon onward, Italy with many 1930s sets
(a few complete, most partial); surprisingly strong India & States, good Scandinavia, etc., etc., F.-V.F. with better, one to
view, as surprises may be lurking.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
1002 H/m
Worldwide, The Soup to Nuts Collection, 1850s-1960s. Multiple collections, in fact, in a stack of album
pages, many still in their original auction folders; we note particularly strong Austria, Denmark (with a nice #2 used),
Canada and British Commonwealth more generally, nice France from Cérès and Napoléon issues on, Greece from the
Small Hermes Heads, Hungary including WWI Occupation issues, several holdings of Japan, a nice range of Latin
America, Philippines with complete panes, surprising Sweden, and decent Turkey (late Ottoman to early Republic,
including numerous “B” and “Printed Matter” overprints), with much more besides, F.-V.F., excellent resale
potential—and good material for the internationalist.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
1003 H/m
Worldwide, The Global Gumbo Collection, 1850s-1960s. Comprising nine albums (most Scott) plus a
small-format stockbook with a lovely holding of Poland and WWII-era issues (including several French Legion items);
the albums are a mix, some single-country, some regional, some…whatever pages the collector needed space for;
included are a very nice Latin America album, with Brazil #2 used, Colombia and States, Venezuela and Guayana, plus
Argentine Ministry overprints); a solid German Area album (light on Germany proper, but with decent States,
Occupations, Colonies, etc.); a full-volume Hungary collection; a mash-up of Austria, Czechoslovakia, Hungary (yes,
again), Liechtenstein and a used Switzerland; a Netherlands & Colonies album, plus a pretty France; decent amount of
classic material throughout, ripe for closer inspection, F.-V.F., worth the time for review.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
1004 H/m
Worldwide, Specialty Albums, 19th & 20th Century. Eleven albums containing singles and sets from all
over the world, we noted : Scandinavia; Western Europe: Austria, Belgium; Germany (includes a valuable and not to be
overlooked folder of Locals!); Italy; Eastern Europe: Russia, Poland, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Latin America : Brazil,
Chile, Guatemala, Asia includes China and Japan and even some United States, useful to be mined from this either as a
collector seeking to add to the collection or the erstwhile trader to add to his listings, generally F.-V.F., ex Winston.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
1005 H/m
Worldwide, Supremely Global Collection, 19th / 20th Century. Mostly 2oth Century, tens of thousands of
stamps, housed in nine Supreme Global albums, bursting at the seems, and some so fat, I hate to admit it, needed two
hands to pick up and open, worthwhile for the worldwide collector/trader as this is intact and we didn’t see a Country that
was missed, generally F.-V.F., ex Winston.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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1006 H/m
Worldwide, Collection of Collections, 1850’s-1970’s. Over 100 albums, 27 of which are Scott
International albums with approximately half of the Scott International albums appearing to make up one set to the mid
1970’s and the balance of the albums making several broken sets, six albums are nice Minkus specialty albums (each
containing one country or area) and the balance of the albums of various subjects and manufacturers, inside you are
sure to find many great stamps or areas of stamps that could help fill in any large worldwide collection or can be broken
down into smaller units for resale; usual mixed condition, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
1007 H/m
Worldwide, Old Time Collection, 1840-1900. In old time bound Scott International 19th Century album,
plus some loose pages from another bound album and a small mini collection of Mexico from early issues to 1940,
containing several useful Australian States Chalon heads, Austria 1, 33, a few early Brazil numerals, Canada 56 mint,
72 mint, China, a couple Small Dragons, a couple surcharges, $1 and $2 Goose issues, Treaty ports including several
Shanghai issues, France, decent Ceres, as well Napoleon perf and imperf issues up to 80c, German States several
early Baden and Bavaria numerals including Bavaria 14, Great Britain 1, 5 (2), 5/- Victoria, 94-95, many high Scott value
Victoria surface print singles, complete Jubilee set, 10/- Victoria, Hawaii 34 mint, a few better earlier Hong Kong
Victoria’s, Italy 33, early Liberia allegory issues, Mexico, many useful early issues, with imperf Hidalgo’s, perforated
Hidalgo and Juarez issues, numerals and various useful surcharges, Newfoundland 54 mint, interesting Romania coat
of arms and Carol issues, interesting Sweden with early coat of arms, numerals and postage dues, useful Thailand
surcharge section, U.S. R74c, R77c, R79c, R80c, R86a, R94c, R97c, R100c, R101c, R114 and R149, some faults and
some very high Scott catalog value stamps as you usually see with these classical collection, generally F.-V.F., ex
Keller.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
1008 H/m
Worldwide, Collection of Collections, 1840-1970’s. In 15 albums, with a set of four worldwide albums, one
album of 80+ former French Colonies Imperfs, one Scott Specialty album with of Sweden containing two envelopes
packed with stamps that have not yet been mounted into album, one France Scott Specialty album, one stock book of
British Common Design issues from 1935 Silver Jubilee to WHO issue, France in Scott Specialty album with strong
section of Commemoratives mounted in album from 1930’s-1970’s, three volume Vatican City collection in hingeless
albums, containing Burma 1-15 mint, Ceylon 264-74, notable sections of early German Colonies with useful Yacht
issues, strong sections of early German States and early Germany mint and used Empire issues, 664a, B68, B104,
Great Britain 1, 4, various QEII overprints on Bahrain, Kuwait, Oman and Qatar, strong Iran commemoratives from
1950’s to mid 1980’s, good early Italy with 14 used sets of Ferrucci issues from various Aegean Islands, Qatar 69-85
FDC piece, Seychelles Victoria key plates nearly complete up to 48c, 22-26 mint, Edward II to 18c, George V to 1R,
157-71, many Syria early overprints on French stamps, Switzerland, a coat of arms issue and some imperf Helvetia’s,
useful Tannu Tuva section, Vatican City 41-46 used, 47-54 used and 155a mint, some faults and some very high Scott
catalog value stamps as you usually see with these classical collection, generally F.-V.F., ex Keller.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
1009 H/m/)
Worldwide, Stamps, Covers and More Collection, 1840-. A rambling, bit of a rough-and-tumble, holding
(but who doesn’t like a good scrap every now and again?); 18 albums of various makes and models (and variously
filled), plus envelopes and glassines, folders, etc., etc.; three or four albums of classics in generally good condition, two
like-new US National albums (one for regular issues plus Airs, etc., one dedicated to Revenues), a couple Penny Black
presentation folders, a neat little box of worldwide stationery (mint and used) and covers, some US postage, plus part of
a vermeil-winning German Feldpost exhibition, including Feldpost and Inselpost stamps mint (the latter including two
with overprint inverted), the North Africa Corps Palm Tree, several examples of microfilmed documents, etc., etc.; no
rarities noted, but solid aggregate value with the potential to surprise, F.-V.F. or better, worth a careful review.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
1010 HH/H/m Worldwide, Seven Nations Championship Collections, 1948-2007. All in slipcased Ka-Be hingeless
albums: used collections are West Germany (1949-2008 in six volumes), Berlin (1948-68), France (1966-99 in three
volumes), Belgium (1971-89 in two volumes) and Italy (1945-99 in four volumes); mint collections are Mexico
(1980-2002 in two volumes, no Export issues) and UN-New York Office (1988-2007); all amazingly complete and
including miniature and souvenir sheets, booklets, etc.; note Germany Posthorns complete; Berlin black, red and green
overprints; French pre-cancels, and much, much more; clean and sound throughout, with the albums and cases having
years of use left; additional material in various binders, bags, etc., a bonus, Very Fine on the whole, an extraordinary
holding that took years to build; inspect.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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1011 H/m/)
Worldwide, Philatelic Eruption, 1861-1990. A fun lot with many goodies, includes mint U.S. 692-701,
Liberty & Prominent Americans complete, White Plains sheet, first day covers mostly from the 1930’s with a few Crosby
cachets, mint sheet files with full sheets, year sets 1974-1990, mint & used worldwide in envelopes, in 5 Supreme
Global albums and 6 other albums, with nice China & Russia, well worth our low estimate, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1012 H/m
Worldwide, Collection, 1840s-1960s. In twelve Scott Internationals, one an International Junior, many
thousands of stamps and sets, pages haphazardly presented, countries repeated, a useful assembly spanning the four
corners of the globe and yes, it does contain Asia and is intact, F.-V.F., ex Winston.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1013 H/m
Worldwide, Stockbook City, 19th / 20th Century. In over 65 tomes of every type and vintage including a
few homemade, covering the four corners of the Globe, some interesting and diverse material that has been
dust-covered and out of the light for decades, better than a packet-makers delight as this one has smatterings of decent
material, sorry to say its worth a peek and well worth a multiple of the estimate, generally F.-V.F., ex Winston.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1014 H/m
Worldwide, Intermediate Mint and Used Collection, 1860s-1990. Mostly hinged in 10 Harris Standard
Worldwide albums; no great rarities, but a solid collection offering much in its own right, and as a source on which to
build; while no #1’s, a nice selection of early issues throughout, with solid coverage into the 1970s or ‘80s, with more
recent material thinning just slightly; note decent Asia (Bhutan, Indonesia and Laos), good Austria and Australia,
Canada (including a number of plate blocks/pairs/singles used), Eastern Europe (Bulgaria, Hungary and Russia
particularly full, Hungary including a number of Occupation overprints), Egypt, Germany, very nice India, solid Latin
America, good Scandinavia, Tunisia, Turkey, and much more besides; generally fresh and sound, F.-V.F. with better
throughout, careful review encouraged.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1015 H/m
Worldwide, Collection of Collections, 1850’s-1980’s. 70 old time albums and stock books, with many
Scott International, stock books of manila stock books and newer medium size bound stock books and even an
occasional Scott Specialty album filled with various stamps accumulated over several decades, there are sure to be
some pockets of interesting items that add up to decent Scott value; usual varying condition, generally F.-V.F.
appearance.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1016 H/m/)
Worldwide, Old Time Collection, mostly from 1850’s-1920’s. In six old time albums, two of which are old
time Scott International bound albums, one album of worldwide postal stationary cut squares, plus a group of
Washington / Franklin covers, a couple early Cape of Good Hope triangles, a few early China locals and 1c Large
Dragon, U.S. section with many better items (nearly all stuck to page), with (mint) 212, 216, 221-26, 230-40, 234, 237,
285-93, 294-99, group of officials, with complete Executive, Interior and Justice officials, Treasury (missing 24c) and
20+ original and reprint group of Local and Carrier issues, some faults, as you usually expect to see with these old time
albums, with high overall Scott value of mint U.S. issues, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1017 HH/H/m Worldwide, Philatelic Hocus Pocus, 1860-1970. Tremendous lot mounted in seven volumes and in a box,
includes two volumes Great Britain, Romania, Bulgaria, Persia, Turkey, Middle East, and a box of miscellaneous, which
material such as mint Egypt 105-107, 108-113, 168-171, Somali CB1-CB10, Syria C72-C79, Sudan 51-59, 98-114, with
scores of complete mint sets, review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1018 HH/H/m Worldwide, Various and Sundry Collections. For the dealer or the globalist, a lot to inspect; comprises
two-volume Scott Specialized mint Australia collection to 1995 (earlies thin, but near-complete Queen Elizabeth II
issues); a slipcased Lighthouse hingeless mint France collection (1977-89), a binder of 1981 Royal Wedding omnibus
stamps and covers, several various worldwide (largely used) collections, plus album pages in folders and loose, among
which are Switzerland (some nice Seated Helvetias), US, late Republican China, Syria, New Zealand, etc., even a nice
stack of South Korean complete sheets of 20; a hodgepodge, but plenty of saleable material to be had, F.-V.F. with
better, viewing encouraged.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1019 H/m
Worldwide, Old-Time Classics Collection, through about 1968. Presented in 21 albums, including eight
Scott International Blues and eight binders of homemade pages; Blues start off with a nice, truly worldwide array, with
pretty Latin America, solid Europe and Colonies, and nice Japan, with later albums more hit-or-miss but with a focus on
Germany, Japan and Russia (the latter albums are largely pristine and have years of use left in them); the homemade
pages are some of the prettiest material, with better Classics including much mint; no great rarities noted, but a solid
foundation on which to build—or broad-ranging material for the dealer, F.-V.F. with better. Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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1020 H/m
Worldwide, Collection of Collections, mid 19th Century to late 20th Century. Approximately 70 albums
and stockbooks, packed into seven large boxes from an old time holding that was assembled over many years by a
collector who never saw a collection or box lot he could avoid buying, inside you will find a couple of old Elbe stockbooks
that are always popular with bourse dealers, as well as better Lighthouse and similar large stock books and occasional
Scott Specialty albums, inside all of these albums and stockbooks are many thousands of stamps that appear to have
been unsorted for many decades and need a good sort, plenty of retail value for the enterprising bidder who sees the
profit potential from selling each of these albums and stockbooks individually on Ebay or at a local bourse, generally
F.-V.F., ex Sheeran.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1021 HH/H/m Worldwide, Philatelic Tsunami, 1860-1995. Thousands of mint & used stamps displayed on black cards,
with many $35-$50 sets & singles, we note mint Patmo 12-16 & Thailand 293-294, Tannu Tuva, China, Japan, France &
Colonies, U.S. & worldwide revenues, please inspect meticulously, a wealth of sale able material, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1022 H/m
Worldwide. Group of Stockbooks and Country Collections, mid 19th Century to 2009. 20 albums and
stockbooks with some interesting areas of Europe and Latin America, including some useful, but sparsely to moderately
filled Scott Specialty albums of Latin and South America, a few occasional better items here and there and some very
useful runs of modern issues, some notable items include: Austria C54-60 mint Birds, Cuba 1960 Navidad blocks,
Denmark Christmas Seals from 1904-1967, Yugoslavia Trieste Zone B, 93-104, C21, one album of New Issues of
various Worldwide countries, mostly from the early 2000’s to 2009, a couple albums of World Refugee stamp albums,
Brazil collection in Minkus album with modern issues from 1978-2000, Latin America collection in Scott Specialty album
to 1976, Scott Specialty album of Turkey to 1970’s with many modern sets from the 1940’s to 1960’s, Scott Specialty
album of Venezuela to 1976, condition is mixed, with occasional faults among the classics, generally F.-V.F., ex
Sheeran.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
1023 H/m
Worldwide, Enticing End of a Collection, 1850-1970s. A fun-filled caboose, sure to keep you entertained
for days; comprises seven various albums, a binder of manila stockpages, plus a box of truly mixed loose; albums
include country collections of Sweden, British Caribbean, St. Lucia (separately) and Bulgaria/Romania/Yugoslavia,
plus a brown 19th Century collection; early stamps include Austria and Lombardy-Venetia, Brazil Black Numerals,
Spain #1, etc., with lovely Latin America, nice (and well-filled) France, good German States, Persia and Turkey; China
has a 1ca Small Dragon plus a couple overprinted Dowagers; much more as well—including a dazzling array of
cancels; remaining material mid-period on the whole, but useful and clean; there may be some never hinged lurking, but
expect the mint to be o.g.; some condition issues on Classics, as to be expected, still F.-V.F. with better, inspect, ex
Winston.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
1024 H/m
Worldwide, Philatelic Muddle, 1860-1945. Mounted in a Scott Junior album, mint Austria N64-N74, Canal
Zone 120-135, Canada 54, 72, Italy 140-142, excellent Newfoundland, Italy, Labuan 99A-109, Portugal 422-436,
inspection invited, o.g., F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1025 H/m
Worldwide, Valuable Vintage Albums, 19th / 20th Century. In six volumes from various labels and
includes classics to middle periods of the world, at a quick glance we note some moderately useful material from the
United States, Europe and Asia, don’t miss the falling apart Schaubek album or the blue Worldwide Junior, part beast,
part beauty, a look-see will tell the tale and unleash the value hidden here, generally F.-V.F., ex Winston.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1026 H/m/)
Worldwide, Collection Balance, late 19th Century to 1970s. Filling two large boxes with various loose
stamps, glassines, shoeboxes, loose pages, etc., with a group of higher value Trucial States containing mint sheets with
older Michel Value of $13,000 when converted from marks, plus the potential of finding some other useful items floating
about; usual mixed condition, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1027 H/m
Worldwide, Collection of Collections, 1860-1990. Many thousands of mint & used stamps in 47 volumes
and a small tub with souvenir sheets and mint stock, includes six volumes of mint & used Austria, very nice France and
Colonies, British Commonwealth, Asia, a careful review will yield enormous potential, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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1028 H/m
Worldwide, Large Balance, 1850’s-1990’s. Filling approximately eight large boxes (before repacking),
containing many tens of thousands of stamps, with a dozen albums or stock books, shoe boxes and small boxes packed
with glassines, “mini” collections of loose albums pages, post office year sets, new issue glassines, full sheets, and so
much more, some sections we spot checked contained a useful amount of face value stamps and some better stamps
that could easily add up to substantial value, so a quick view is advisable to properly evaluate; usual varying condition,
generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1029 H/m
Worldwide, Collection of Collections, late 19th Century to 1990’s. In 24 albums and stock books, with
three albums of Israel containing 1-9 and Tabul souvenir sheet, 1 Switzerland album, three albums of British
Commonwealth common design sets with 1977 Silver Jubilee, 1978 Coronation and Commonwealth Day, Faroe
Islands from beginning to 1996, Monaco on loose pages from 1963-1994, Netherlands loose pages to 1980’s with
approximately $1,500 Scott value, four stock books of mint souvenir sheets and two stock books of mint worldwide sets,
Venezuela collection in stock book of mostly used to the 1980’s with nice group of earlies, Russia album from 1983-91;
occasional faults among early issues, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1030 H/m
Worldwide, Collection, 1940-1984. In eleven Scott International albums, plus group of four Minkus
worldwide albums, containing thousands of mostly different in these many volumes, first album is an old time bound
Scott International album, with stamps starting to show up around the 1850’s or 1860’s for many countries which go
back that far, followed by ten volumes that appear sparse to moderately filled, a couple volumes are nearly empty and
appear nearly new, the real meat of the collection appears to be in the many stamps to be found among the many
modern and occasionally topical sets found between 1960’s and 1980’s, a useful lot with plenty of potential if you wish to
break into smaller “mini” collections or to take the time to identify and retail the many low to mid range sets here,
generally F.-V.F., ex Sheeran.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1031 H/m/)
Worldwide, Philatelic Gallimaufry, 1880-1995. Thousands of mint, used, and covers, we note mint
Singapore, Hong Kong, mint & used British Commonwealth with nice Falkland Islands, British Antarctic Territories
25-38, U.S. face, postal history, ephemera, railroad stamps, with many mint singles and partial sets, organized by
country in Manila envelopes, come explore, mixed condition, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1032 H/m
Worldwide, A-Y Selections Collection, 1850-. A mix-up of numerous collections, including Scott-identified
homemade pages in three binders holding a collection of “because-I-like-them” stamps from countries A through Y,
mint and used, with many singles, part-sets, etc.; a two-binder White Ace Netherlands collection (1852-1980) starting
with #2 with much modern material mint; a Scott Specialized Austria collection (1850-1975) starting from #3, and
including Airs, Dues, Military, Newspaper and Occupation stamps, Offices in the Turkish Empire, etc., with much middle
period material mint, F.-V.F. with better, a fun lot to review.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
1033 HH/H/m Worldwide, Mainly Israel, U.S. Trust Territories and U.N., Dealer Stock, mostly from 1970’s to 2000’s.
Approximately 120 manila counter cards filled with many modern souvenir sheets and sheetlets, many better items in
the $20 and up range, with better items that include (mint unless noted otherwise): Israel 16 (8 souvenir sheets and 1
first day cover), 237 complete sheet, Ryukyu Islands 72-73 complete sheetlets, 74 complete sheet, U.N. 38 (2) and
many of the modern issues that seem to be neglected by modern collectors, U.N. West New Guinea 1a-19a, condition is
better than usual with several useful booklet panes and souvenir sheets, generally F.-V.F. Scott $4,200+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $800 - 1,200
1034 H/m
Worldwide, Philatelic Grab Bag, 1860-1950. Thousands of mint & used stamps, includes British
Commonwealth, France & Colonies, souvenir sheets, Eastern Europe, Latin America, Asia and much more, a
fascinating lot with many better, mixed condition, don’t let it get away, F.-V.F., ex Sheeran. Estimate $800 - 1,200
1035 HH
Worldwide, Countries without Borders Compilation, 1970s. aka Stamps without Perforations;
approximately 1500 in all, neatly arrayed in an SPL stockbook, 19 pages (38 sides) of imperforates from Ajman to Zaire;
some singles, most in sheet-wide strips of five, blocks of ten or 15, or as complete souvenir or miniature sheets; much
uncommon material, including from Aitutaki, Bhutan, Ethiopia, Iraq, Morocco, and Tunisia, with much of Topical
interest, including World Cup and Olympics, anti-Malaria, Flowers, Art/Religion, Royals, and more; a pristine holding in
an equally fresh stockbook, offering a further 13 pages/26 sides to fill as you see fit, Very Fine, we expect no holes
barred bidding; inspect.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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1036 H/m
Worldwide, Goodie Group, 1910’s-2007. Nice group of interesting or better items that were random items
that were close, but couldn’t quite reach our standards to make individual lots, with Cambodia booklet of souvenir
sheets with 15a, 16a and 17a (Scott $300), France block 1 French Expedition Post Polar Bear souvenir sheet on
Feldpost cover, Great Britain group of 300+ 1p red perforated issues in old time stock book sorted by plate, Laos 1-17,
C2-4, J1-6 booklet of souvenir sheets (Scott $300), Mexico 649 group of 25 NH sheets of 25, U.S. Shanghai group K1-3,
K5-7, K9-10, K12-15, K17-18, mint sheet book of souvenir sheets from 1930’s to 1970’s, a cover album with a U.S.
rocket mail cover and German Katapult cover, group of four 2007 International Polar Year sets with souvenir sheets
from eight different countries, appears complete set of 1946 Peace issue, several collections of several PRC Lunar New
Year sets from 1992-2004, appears complete set of 1953 QEII Coronation and nearly complete 1949 UPU omnibus set,
generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1037 HH/H/m Worldwide, Mint & Used Collections, 1860-2000. Thousands of mint & used stamps mounted in five stock
books, includes used British Commonwealth with used Aden 75, Australia 150, Great Britain 175, used Ireland with 117,
used Australia, mint Portugal 595-602, 689-692, Azores 28, Macau 11, 539, Portuguese India 375, 390, an inexpensive
opportunity to restock, mixed condition, F.-V.F. Scott $14,000+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1038 H
Worldwide, Photo Stamps, 1880-1940. An extensive worldwide collection of stamp-like photos, personal,
business, promotional including uses on cover, card, business card, etc., a broad range with emphasis on earlier
material, a 15-year collection, must be seen, Very Fine to Extremely Fine.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1039 H/m/)
Worldwide, Philatelic Cliff Hanger 1860-1995. Above average collection with volume of British
Commonwealth first day covers, useful Hong Kong collection, U.S. Local collection, British Antarctic collection with
covers, and a Scott Jr International with a few pickings, mixed condition, happy bidding, F.-V.F. Estimate $600 - 800
1040 H/m
Worldwide, Collection, 1860-1975. Many hundreds of stamps, mostly used, a few better countries include
Mexico, Denmark, Norway, Greece (2), Canada, fantastic Austria, Portugal, and Czechoslovakia, excellent lot for the
internet or bourse dealer, examine, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800
1041 HH/H/m Worldwide, Philatelic Motley, 1860-1950. Hundreds of mint & used stamps mounted in two Scott
International Albums, with nice used U.S. British Commonwealth, includes mint Falkland Islands 77-80, Grand Comoro
Islands 1-5, 7, 10, Italy C95-C99, a fresh clean collection with many mint partial sets, explore at your leisure, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
1042 H/m/)
Worldwide, Miscellany, 1932-1945. Autograph book with J. Edgar Hoover, Franklin Roosevelt, CE1 & CE2
mint stamps and covers, first Round The World cacheted zeppelin flight, plus four silk ribbons including Lincoln, H.R.H.
Prince Consort, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
1043 H/m/)
Worldwide, Philatelic Motley, 1857-1975. Mounted in 10 volumes and a few boxes, we note 1953
Coronation of Elizabeth II collection, U.S. plate block & block collection, mint Germany, mint Cayman Islands 122-134,
Gilbert & Ellice Islands 61-72, U.S. postal history, worth way more than our low estimate, mixed condition, inspection
invited, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
1044 H/m/)
Worldwide, Group of Better Odds and Ends, late 19th to mid 20th Centuries. Central American
Steamship Co., four different stamps and one overprint, Counani set of six fantasy stamps, France four 3rd Republic
issues on covers or folded letters, C16-17, Germany 1945 Stausberg set of 80pf and Werdau set to 5rm mint sets with
high values signed Richter, group of Iceland stamps, India C1-6 NH, Italy, two Lion of Tuscany issues and several coat
of arms stamps, several stock cards of various Russia Empire issues, Tierra Del Fuego 10c local stamp, Vietnam group
of 1950’s-60’s, with 17-19, occasional small faults generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $500 - 750
1045 H/m
Worldwide, Classic Collection, 1840-1970’s. In four albums, one of which is a nice old time bound Scott
International album with several better stamps, several USPS year years and a couple boxes of miscellaneous items,
some better items include: Canada 50-60 mint, 119-20 mint, useful German States with some early Bavaria numerals,
early Thurn and Taxis, useful Wurttemberg coat of arms issues, a few early Colonies Yacht issues, good early Germany
with decent eagles and early revenues, Great Britain, #1 in stamp portfolio, some early Victoria surface print issues,
usual mixed condition, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $500 - 750
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1046 H/m/)
Worldwide, Balance Collection, 1850’s-1990’s. Group of random glassines, dealer pages, album pages,
etc. filled with little interesting items, with WWII era ship stamps and postcards, Austria mint sets: 496-99, B630-63,
B269-71, U.S. 1053 FDC, group of eight U.N. limited edition artist signed first day panel featuring artist painting, French
Antifasciste group of propaganda mini sheets, group of worldwide currency with England 1990 £5 note, Hong Kong
1977 Chartered Bank $10 note, a group of French ‘mini’ collections, with France occupation issues (Alsace and
Lorraine), French Southern and Antarctic Territories group of 1990’s plate blocks, St. Pierre and Miquelon, group of five
Swiss Cantonals and a couple imperf Strubels, a few used Korea DPRK blocks of four, Macau RA11-13 set of blocks of
four and more; occasional faults, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $500 - 750
1047 HH/H/m Worldwide, Ten-Country Collection of Better Sets, 1926-41. Comprising (mint, unless noted) Algeria
#B14-B26; Danzig #C41; French Equatorial Africa #B22-B23, B24-B35, C15, C16 (used); Hungary #B94; Italy
#143-146 (never hinged); Latvia #B66-B71, B72-B81, CB6-CB8, CB9-CB13, CB14-CB17 (never hinged); Madagascar
#51-55 (#51, 53 mint, others used) plus 58-60; New Hebrides #J11-J15 (CTO); Russia #C12-C13, C26-C29; and Spain
#B1-B13; clean and fresh throughout, with nice centering and vibrant color, Very Fine overall, a pretty grouping; imaged
in full online. Scott $2,000+.
Estimate $500 - 750
1048 HH
Worldwide, New Issue Collection, 1991-2013. A choice lot of 2000s’ material, from British Caribbean,
Falkland Islands, Eastern Europe, Samoa & Fiji, Canada, British Europe, Western Europe, includes stamps,souvenir
sheets and booklets, please review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
1049 H/m
Worldwide, Postage Due Collection, 1870’s-1960’s. In large album of Vario pages with many nice sets
from a diverse selection of countries, with several better high values and many better mint sets and singles, a great way
to upgrade this often neglected portions of many collectors collections, generally F.-V.F., ex Sheeran.
Estimate $500 - 750
1050 H/m
Worldwide, Large Collection, 1840-1959. In six Scott International albums, containing approximately
18,000 (nearly all different) worldwide stamps from various countries, generally F.-V.F., ex Sheeran.
Estimate $500 - 750
1051 H/m
Worldwide, Collection Balance, late 19th to 1980’s. Many tens of thousands of stamps in full mint sheets,
album pages, glassines (some in small file boxes), small boxes, etc, filling two large boxes full of stamps from an old
time collector, accumulated over decades, so who knows what might be here, as various countries come in and out of
fashion, common stamps from the 1980’s could be the treasures of today, so a little examination may prove profitable,
generally F.-V.F., ex Sheeran.
Estimate $500 - 750
1052 H/m
Worldwide, Mainly British Commonwealth Omnibus and Netherlands Collections, 1850’s-1990’s.
Seven albums and two stock books, with a strong section of 1980’s-1990’s issues, with one normal Netherlands used
album, a Netherlands mint Lighthouse hingeless album of 1980-1999 with plenty of face value postage, and five albums
of British Commonwealth omnibus from 1980-1999, with various issues, such as Diana Wedding, Queen Mother
Birthday, QEII coronation issues, 1991 Diana and Charles Wedding Anniversary, etc., generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
1053 H/m
Worldwide, Philatelic Gallimaufry, 1880-1945. Over a thousand mint & used worldwide stamps and
revenues mounted on pages, some better mint unless noted includes Great Britain 112, 115, 116, 118, used revenues,
France B53, Trinidad & Tobago 34-40, Bermuda 43, 45-48 blocks of (8), Nyassa 106-125, Japan 283a, 288a, 293a, just
barely scratching the surface, a close and more thorough examination should provide plenty of surprises, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
1054 H/m/)
Worldwide, Philatelic Jambalaya, 1860-1945. Includes eight volumes with a few surprises, also used
Prexies, back of the book, #230-237 used with heavy duplication, registered, advertising, picture postcards, censored,
cut squares, revenues, Latin America covers, British Commonwealth, Europe, a delightful lot to plow through, mixed
condition, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
1055 H/m
Worldwide, Dashing “Dansco” Collection, 19th / 20th Century. In nine volumes from the Santa Monica
publisher, United States included, also some British Omnibus sets, then off to the world, smatterings from around the
globe with the occasional useful, neat little collection which brings back the west coast of Nassau Street, generally
F.-V.F., ex Winston.
Estimate $400 - 600
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1056 H/m
Worldwide, Labels, Seals & Ephemera, 1860-1975. Eclectic lot of several hundred stamps and seals, with
Chile 254 a-y, small box of seals and labels, notgeld, pair Belgium Q15 mint, Poland C34 used plus Poland collection,
cigar labels, airline etiquette collection, 1929 Graf Zeppelin book, stock book of foreign advertising labels, Olympic
labels, once in great demand, now offered at our low estimate, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
1057 H/m
Worldwide, Collection Balance, Late 19th Century to 1980’s. Six albums, a dozen stock books and many
loose pages and mini collections full of stamps with large Trucial States collection (that seems to have become difficult
to find these days), along with Israel, a bit of Japan and many many mini collections that could use a bit of sorting into
smaller lots for retail sale, a useful lot with nice potential, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
1058 H/m/)
Worldwide, Balance of Consignment, 1951-2000. Worldwide Space related collection in an album, used
U.S. including souvenir sheets & sheetlets, ten cover albums of 1960s to 1970s U.S. and United Nations first day
covers, and a three volume United Nations collection, please inspect, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
1059 m
Worldwide, Cancellation Compendium, 19th Century & 20th Century. Several hundred stamps, in two
volumes and some pages, mostly for Austria, Germany, Europe, USA, useful and interesting, generally F.-V.F., ex
Winston.
Estimate $200 - 300

Accumulations
1060 HH/H/m Worldwide, Philatelic Abomination, 1880-2010. Mint & used worldwide stock housed approximately 90
counter books, we note Switzerland, Russia, Eastern Europe, Great Britain, Greece, Germany, France, Canada,
Iceland, Austria, British Commonwealth and more, inexpensive opportunity to restock, F.-V.F. Scott $56,000
(Owner’s).
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
1061 H/m
Worldwide, Old Time Goodie Accumulation, mostly from 1860’s-1960’s. Hundreds of mostly black
approval cards filled with better stamps, mostly in complete sets or better singles, from classics to the 1960’s, culled
from dealer inventory which were probably ear-marked to go into inventory or into a main collection, many great items
around the late 19th century to 1930’s, containing useful highlights that include: Belgium B605a, Brazil Bullseye 2,
British Antarctic Territory 72-75 (5), British Indian Ocean Territory 16-33, Canada 79, 100-3 mint, 102 mint, 162-71,
173-76, 182, 195-201, 217-27, 241-43, 249-62, 268-73, C1-C2, E1, E2, J6-10, J11-14, O9, O16-25, R2, Cayman
Islands 25, 30, 43, 44a, 63 (2), 68, Fiji group of 18 early Crown and V.R. issues, George V £1 mint, France 700-5 imperf
mint, some German Colonies Yacht higher values, French Southern and Antarctic Territories C8 (3 mint), Germany
C57-58 on Graf Zeppelin picture postcard, Italy many better mint 1930’s issues with 276-79, 324-28, 345-48, C62-65,
AMG 58-69 (2 sets), 109-10 (2 sets), Netherlands 9-11, 22, 26, 71, 102, 218-19 imperf mint, 368-69, a few Liechtenstein
C1-6, New South Wales 1850’s Victoria’s, Romania B44-49, B50-54, B66-68, San Marino 17 mint, 539, Switzerland
three early coat of arms, some imperf Helvetia issues, 1O1, 1O3, 1O6, 1O7, 1O8 and Tripolitania 29-32, some faults
and some substantial cumulative Scott catalog value, generally F.-V.F., ex Keller.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
1062 H/m/)
Worldwide, Wide-Ranging Stock Selection. A total of 100 black cards housed two per page in a
Lighthouse stockbook; every page a surprise, with cards placed as they were obtained; good British Commonwealth,
with Great Britain #3 mint, Bahamas (including #17 no gum), Barbados (including four cards of Britannias), Bermuda,
Canada (Jubilees mint, ½¢ to 10¢; Quebec Tercentenary mint complete), Cape of Good Hope, Grenada, New South
Wales, Queensland, St. Vincent, South Australia, Trinidad (including #O8 with unlisted double overprint), Victoria,
Western Australia; as well as Algeria #178 double print, and imperforate pairs of #200, 203 and 206; two cards of
angled “Serbien” overprints on Bosnia Herzegovina Military Post issues; Liuboml Locals, Italian States (Romagna,
Parma, Roman States), Saar (two cards), Japan (including a pretty #3b used), Spain #164-165, 167 and 172 double
prints, Corrientes setting of eight, DDR #122-136 never hinged blocks of four, an 1867 cover front bearing Sweden #6
and 14 (both tied), Turkey (five cards), Seated Helvetias, Albania #13A mint, Mexico (three cards), Tibet #1//5 & 8 used,
Poland Tarnow Local overprints, and much more including even a few Revenues, F.-V.F. with much better throughout,
most definitely worth the time to view.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
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1063 H/m
Worldwide, Desirable Duplicity, 19th & 20th Century. The massive duplicates from the Winston
collection, housed in (23) boxes stuffed with glassines, tens of thousands of items that this beguiling barrister would sort
through bulk holdigs and if it was duplicated it would go here, in a glassine with Scott # and the then current catalog
value, no matter the price, includes better sections of Countries sorted alphabetically, we noted Bhutan Record set,
Italy, France, Germany, Nice Macau, Switzerland and Russia, Belgium, Malaya, and just about anywhere else one can
imagine being a place, literally thousands upon thousands of hours spent categorizing, identifying and pricing, your gain
here as the work is almost all done. would readily make suitable Country lots, some individual items to be found
throughout, take your time and have a look, it will be worth t! generally F.-V.F., ex Winston. Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
1064 H/m
Worldwide, The Global Smorgasbord, 1840s-1960s. Comprising in excess of 100 albums and binders of
stockpages, plus more in envelopes and loose; a true universal studio with lots of this and lots of that, all in desperate
need of a new house and organizing; our review shows used predominating, but nice mint (perhaps even some never
hinged) lurking as well, even among early material; albums range from sparse to nicely filled, organized to
higgledy-piggledy; many of the usual suspects are here, with nice Europe (Austria, France, Germany, Italy,
Scandinavia are a few highlights), plus Colonies; Eastern Europe is well-represented, with Czechoslovakia and
Hungary getting the most attention; good Latin America, nicer Turkey than usually encountered, some very pretty Asia
(China from CIP Coiling Dragons, PRC stock (earlies a mix of originals and reprints), nice Japan, pretty Thailand, etc.);
as to be expected in a holding of this size, massive duplication (perfect for the variety-spotter), loads of early cancel
types, and the occasional condition issue, but generally in good shape; there’s probably a decently filled international
collection here, if all were sorted and arranged in a new album, F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
1065 H/m
Worldwide, Fabulous Folders by Country Lot, 19th & 20th Century. Many hundreds, originally housed in
four large boxes, on pages or stocksheets, mostly by country and assembled over five decades! some items listed as
catalog value are worth more than the then listed values! a real sleeper potential here as someone that carefully views
and has the capacity to exploit, could be the best lot of cost very scarce. return of the entire sale, plan your time
accordingly as only a careful viewer will succeed, generally F.-V.F., ex Winston.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
1066 H/m
Worldwide, Massive Stock, 1850’s-1980’s. Well over 100,000 stamps adding up to many $1,000’s worth of
Scott catalog value, neatly organized and identified on manila stock pages, first identified by country and then by Scott
number with values ranging from $0.15 to $30+ many decades ago and could be worth considerably more by now,
before repacking the stock books filled over a dozen large boxes and cumulatively add up to high catalog value. This will
be a great lot to fill in some sections of your Scott International album or to break down into little “mini collections” for
individual retail sale; usual mixed condition, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
1067 HH
Worldwide, Mostly Mint Melange, 1945-1990. Fantastic mostly mint holding topically oriented holding of
thousands in a couple dozen stock books of various sizes, with a stock book of space related, extensive Russia & area
with earlier issues, souvenir sheets & imperfs, well worth a careful review, happy bidding, F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
1068 H/m
Worldwide, Better Accumulation, mostly from 1850’s-1980’s. In two large boxes, one half-full of Tarifold
sheets containing many better items scattered about, the other half of the box containing a couple small boxes of dealer
tear sheets that seem to be the queue for better sets going into the Tarifold sheets, the second box containing many
better small boxes of better items that made it through the first sort into country order, but never made the final sort into
inventory, so you see many $1 or $2 sets along with the occasional better sets, one box containing better modern
booklets of Belgium, Denmark and Great Britain that have not yet been processed into inventory, another box contains
better Empire and 1940’s Germany, other boxes contain new issue (from the 1960’s to 1980’s) sets and other contains
matching new issue souvenir sheets, plenty of value floating about with some quick notable items that include: Austria
B260-63, C57-58, Belgium B166-68 (2 sets of sheetlets of 10), B662a (2), a couple Finland coat of arms serpentine
roulette issues, France 329 used souvenir sheet, C27 full sheet of 10 (Scott $1,300 as singles), Germany 2 mint, 362, a
small box containing many useful 1940’s higher value commemorative sets and singles that quickly add up in value,
9NB8-11, DDR 82-84 Mao set (2 mint sets, 1 used set), 187-204, B21a (3), Great Britain 209, Iceland 240-45, Japan
422, Luxembourg B156-61, Mexico 286, Netherlands B144a-45a sheetlet set, B144a (2), New Zealand a couple
Victoria Chalon heads, Peru 42, 128, Portugal 602a, Surinam 184-207 (only missing 188, one of the low values),
B49-52, Switzerland B80, B130, B178, B179, C3-12, several Tannu Tuva sets, Togo 1-6, U.S. 67 with cancel removed
with APS cert, 1031 full sheet with foldover error, a few Express mail FDC’s, a couple express mail booklets, group of 36
Lock Seal stamps, Uruguay 282-84, C7-8, C83-90, Venezuela 380-83 and 384-85; expect condition to be mixed as
usual, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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1069 H/m
Worldwide, “Back Table” Premium Stock, mostly 1850s to 1950s. In two small Safe cover albums filled
with small black approval cards filled with better items that were separated from the main table stock to be left on the
back table to show the customers who would ask for these better items, including Belgium B169, B178a mint, B178a
mint, Chad C84 imperf mint, Finland group of ten serpentine coat of arms issues, France 329 postmarked away from
stamps, B66-67 mint, C13, Germany 100c NH, 657 imperf pair and double printed, 657 imperf pair, many better late
1940’s to 1950’s regular issue and semi-post sets, 702-21 NH, B33A-D, B55A mint, B58 mint, B91-92 mint, B310-13
used, C42 two Polar Flight flown covers, 9N35-41 NH, 9N37-41 used, DDR 58-67 mint block of four, 10NB11 on
registered cover, 10NB11 (four souvenir sheets), B21a mint, Great Britain 309-12 mint, Greenland 13-15 mint, 28-37
mint, Hong Kong mint Victoria issues 37, 39-40, 45, 47, Hungary CB1-1C souvenir sheet, Israel 16, Italy 165-68 mint,
349-52 mint, Macao 440-42 mint, Netherlands group of Wilhelmina issues 73-74, 76, 79, 81-82, B20a complete booklet,
Portugal 747-48 mint, Russia C45-49 mint, Saar B30-36 used, B37-43 used, B47-53 used, St. Helena 118-27, San
Marino 304 sheet of six, 355A sheetlet, Sweden 213-28 mint, Switzerland 244-46 mint, 284a-86a mint, 293-305 mint,
301-5 used, 303-5 mint, group of used PAX high values, 3O85-95 mint, 4O19-21 mint, Thailand 460-63, Vatican City
41-46 mint and C20 mint, condition appears better than usual, but still somewhat mixed, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
1070 H/m
Worldwide, “New Miscellany-Mischief”, 19th & 20th Century. 24 boxes packed with many tens of
thousands of items, sets, sorted as one might best imagine, and according to Hoyle, never gone through, the owner felt
that this was a real prize, we don’t disagree but will allow you to judge for yourself, many useful and better items to sift out
amongst the sands of miscellany, albeit useful and valuable to the right match, look and see if this slipper fits, generally
F.-V.F., ex Winston.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
1071 H/m
Worldwide, Large Glassine Accumulation, 1850’s-1990’s. Filling approximately 21 large boxes (before
repacking), of various glassines in mixed levels of sorting, some of which are stamps sorted into country, some boxes of
glassines appear completely unsorted, some contain slightly better items that were set aside for future processing, a
great project if you have some time to sort and are looking for a lot with potential, usual varying condition, generally
F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
1072 H/m
Worldwide, Goodie Lot Accumulation, 1840-1980’s. 1,000’s of stamps adding up to many $1,000’s worth
of Scott catalog value, barely organized with only a minority of the stamps identified and sorted into 20+ small to medium
size stock books and much of the value completely unorganized on bid board tear pages, glassines and loose stock
pages stuffed with better items that likely haven’t seen the light of day in decades, with a little sorting and processing,
this could end up being a gold mine for a knowledgeable philatelist, a few better items we noted include Brazil C26-27
mint, Canada 99-100 used, 100 (2 mint), 101 mint, 102 mint, 158 mint, 158 used, PRC small stock book of early 1980’s
commemorative sets, Great Britain 1, 139, some Sea Horses, group of QEII Windsor Castle sets, Hong Kong early
Victoria’s with a few early Victoria surcharges and a couple mint 1937 Coronation set, 298a (2 souvenir sheets), useful
section of Italian early common design sets, Poland 831 souvenir sheet, Portugal 315-45 mint, Singapore 62-69 mint,
U.S. C2 mint, expect to find many more better items scattered about; mixed condition, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
1073 HH
Worldwide, “If Variety Be the Spice of Life”. Then this is one tasty collection; over 75 sales cards, most
from J. Wolf of Paris, with a kitchen-full of EFOs, proofs, trial colors, etc.; roughly half of the material is from Indonesia,
but we also note Argentina, Brazil, Egypt, Guinea, Lebanon, Paraguay, Rwanda, and many others; much interesting
collateral material, including Costa Rican “Muestra” (Specimen) overprints, trial color blocks of six of Mexico’s 10c to
100c Porte de Mar issue; mis-registrations of color and perforations (sometimes both), Japan “Mihon” Tokyo Olympics
singles, South Korea imperforates, “Bangladesh” overprints on Pakistan and Bahawalpur issues, color separations for
a Napoleon issue (country name and denomination omitted), and much, much more; most items one-of-a-kind, but
several either in small blocks or in useful duplication, Very Fine, add this healthy serving to your stock.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
1074 H/m
Worldwide, Approval Book astonishment, Mostly 20th Century. Many thousands of stamps spanning
the globe, all neatly identified and placed into retired or yet-to-be-offered circuit books and/or older date approval by
stamp books, books range in value from very little to several hundred dollars a piece, certainly well into five figures, an
astonishing lot that sets you up in business as soon as the gavel falls with your number, generally F.-V.F., ex Winston.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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1075 HH/H/m Worldwide, Philatelic Master Blaster, 1860-1975. Tens of thousands of mint & used stamps in 23 red
boxes, plus a few misc., mostly $5 to $25 item but material such as Canada mint NH C2 (3), C4 (2), Newfoundland J1-J6
can occasionally pop up, most are identified by Scott numbers, a pleasant way to spend a week of New England
evenings, mixed condition, F.-V.F., ex Sheeran.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
1076 HH/H/m Worldwide, Massive Souvenir Sheet Accumulation, mostly from 1950’s-1980’s. Many thousands of full
mint souvenir sheets and occasional booklet, filling large box full of stamps, accumulated over decades, in dealer file
boxes, albums, even some large “bricks” of 100 or even several hundred souvenir sheets all grouped together and
ready for processing into either a terifold folder or small box for bourse resale for the passer by to browse at their leisure,
or a great way to add some catalog value to a mystery box, or just sell in large wholesale lots on Ebay, generally F.-V.F.,
ex Sheeran.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
1077 H/m
Worldwide, Massive Culled Group of Better Items, mid 19th Century to late 20th Century. From the first
pass sort (where you go through a room full of stamps and pull items with potential), filling three large boxes full of better
items, either slightly better with only a few dollars of Scott value, to much better, all thrown together and ready for the
second pass sort (where you open that catalog and start to identify and pull out better items for individual resale). It is
difficult to cite any specific items as everything is still jumbled up, but there is so much value here. The only way you are
really going to be able to see it is to take a look, this accumulation was thrown together in many packing boxes after an
exasperated collector called us to take everything so he could finally clear a path to move through his own house. We
took everything philatelic we could find, this being the loose items that didn’t made since as individual collections. From
what we know about the original collector, he had the tendency to hide stamps all over his house. We found albums
mixed with Corn Flake boxes in the kitchen and even occasional loose stamps in the refrigerator and squirreled into
various closets and drawers, so if ever there was a great lot for treasure hunting potential, it will be this one. Do yourself
a favor and be sure to add this lot to your view list and be sure to look at other similar lots from this consignment scattered
around this sale, generally F.-V.F., ex Sheeran.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
1078 H/m
Worldwide, Large Souvenir Sheet Accumulation, mostly from 1940’s-1980’s. Approximately 3,500 to
4,500 relatively modern souvenir sheets in various dealer counter cards in five file boxes, plus four albums and large
handful of unsorted souvenir sheets, file boxes with large counter cards filled with thousands of mostly mint souvenir
sheets, with most ranging in value from a few dollars up to $20+, with occasional sheets up to $40 up to over $100,
including a set of Netherlands B144a-B145a Netherlands Legion sheets, overall condition appears mostly clean and
fresh, generally F.-V.F., ex Sheeran.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
1079 H/m
Worldwide, Massive Backroom Hoarders Delight, 1850’s-1980’s. Filled with 30+ albums, 45+ stock
books, ten old time approval books and massive amount of album pages, dealer tear pages, glassines, loose stamps
and other detritus that fills many large boxes, these boxes were accumulated over many years, and probably even a
lifetime, so who knows what might be in here, many items probably haven’t been looked at in decades, so there is a
good opportunity to find some item that has increased in popularity over the last few decades or just have many hours of
stamp sorting fun or a great lot to break down into mystery box lots or smaller units for individual sale; usual mixed
condition, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
1080 H/m
Worldwide, Dealers Stock, mostly from late 19th Century to 1980’s. In four dealer counter books, full of
dealer tear sheets, identified and priced Scott approximately 15 years ago, so prices may have drifted since then, some
spot checking should be considered, highlights include: Hong Kong with some good early Elizabeth II high values,
1960’s better mint omnibus issues and some useful 1970’s mint commemorative sets, Japan 85-86 (2 mint), 110 (3
mint), 111-12 (2 mint), 167-70 mint, 201 mint, 371 (2), 372, 422 (5 mint), 479, 505-8 mint, 526 mint, 609 mint, 636-36A (3
mint sets), C11 mint, C9-13, C14-24 mint, M1 (5), M3 (4) and Korea 41-44, some classic issues have faults, but
generally F.-V.F. Scott approximately $7,900+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1081 H
Worldwide, Mystifying Mint Sets, 20th Century. Filling a large carton and a half, and includes nicer
complete sets, mostly identified in glassines, all corners of the globe, we noted full coil rolls and a stack of pages of sets
from the old Minkus store stock, well represented and requires a good sort to begin selling or adding to your albums,
noteworthy selection of Sweden which has a high face value, not your ordinary holding, inspection invited, overall Very
Fine, ex Winston.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1082 H/m
Worldwide, Mostly Mint Scintillating Souvenir Sheets, 20th Century. A jam-packed carton full of these
premium, sought-after items, from around the globe, many already identified by catalog number and older values, a
lovely lot to buy and start selling or add to your holdings, those we looked at were never hinged, generally F.-V.F., ex
Winston.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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1083 H/m
Worldwide, Massive Dealer Stock Balance, 1850’s-1980’s. Of nearly a dozen large boxes (before
repacking), containing small envelopes, large envelopes, file folders, manila stock pages, miscellaneous albums and
loose stamps, most partially sorted into country, but not fully broken down into individual better sets and singles, expect
a fair amount of work to extract better stamps that will be lurking about, some of the better areas of the main collection
include: Russia and Area, Germany and Area and Western Europe, with interesting sections of revenues and back of
the book, so be sure to keep an eye open among these areas for occasional better stamps, particularly among the file
folders (where we saw better items in the $50 to $80 range), usual mixed condition generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1084 HH/H/m Worldwide, A Deutschland & Diverse Dealer’s Delight. Over 180 APS mart books, filled to varying
degrees with foreign issues; Germany makes up the lion’s share, with offerings of Empire, Reich and Bund, with lesser
quantities of Berlin, Bavaria and DDR; mostly Germanias on, but note some earlier issues along with Airs, Occupations,
Feldpost singles and blocks mint and used, etc.; additional offerings include some very nice Iceland, fresh mint France,
Canada & Provinces, Macao, Switzerland, Sweden, Malayan States, Netherlands & Colonies, Bermuda, Bahamas,
etc., etc.; condition varies as expected, but we did not notice any damaged or faulty stamps, F.-V.F. or better, be sure to
view.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1085 H/m
Worldwide, Massive Kiloware Accumulation, 1860’s-1980’s. One wooden pallet filled with approximately
400 pounds of loose stamps in plastic bags, glassines, etc., with stamps from classical issues to more modern issues
randomly thrown into approximately 30 large boxes (before repackaging), a true mystery lot sure provide hours of fun
for a new collector or an opportunity to break down into smaller sections for individual resale; usual mixed condition,
generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1086 H/m
Worldwide, “Jumble-Rumble-Rama”, 19th & 20th Century. 20 boxes packed with many tens of
thousands of items, sets, sorted sort of, noted a box of Israel, could be the worst of it, a careful review would reveal a
lifetime of saving and what lurks within may just satisfy your appetite whether it be for filling your albums or reselling on
the net, generally F.-V.F., ex Winston.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1087 H/m/)
Worldwide, Philatelic Dire Straits, 1850-1950. Twenty two volumes of mint & used stamps, includes but
not limited to stock book of mint & used China & PRC, DDR postal history, worldwide mint & used stamps, worldwide
postal history, 1933 Swiss flight cover, Zieher U.S. stamp postcard, 1935 Bremen catapult cover, Hamburg local
envelope, 1936 zeppelin cover to US, 1932 Bremen catapult to Germany, censored covers, album of mint & used U.S.,
and much more, the only thing in short supply is patience, mixed condition, review, F.-V.F. Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1088 H/m
Worldwide, Premium Assortment, 19th & 20th Century. Housed in 5 counter sales books, several
hundred black cards with premium items in a shoebox, 3 albums, glassines, sales pages and a tin, all selected from the
philatelic rubble as slightly better slogan cancel, spanning the globe, a useful compact lot that packs a punch, viewing
invited, generally F.-V.F., ex Winston.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1089 H/m
Worldwide, Counter Stock, late 19th Century to 1980’s. Approximately 800 to 1,000 black approval cards,
with highlights that include: Canada 149-56, 195-201, 241-45, 249-62 (2 sets), 268-73 (2 sets), Greenland 10-18, Italy
AMG C1-6, Malta 246-58, Papua New Guinea 139-46, 153-63, Spain B7-10, St. Christopher, Nevis, Anguilla 120-34,
U.S. 78 used, RW2, Vatican City 47-54, some with condition, with occasional small fault, generally F.-V.F., ex Sheeran.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1090 H/m
Worldwide, Schmere, mid 19th Century to late 20th Century. Containing many tens of thousands of
stamps, probably hundreds of thousands of stamps in nine large boxes (before repacking), this lot is an absolute must
view as there is so much bulk here, it is hard to know where to even get started, filled with all sorts of glassines, loose
pages, small boxes, packed envelopes, plastic bags filled with on paper scrap, some worldwide mint stamps, covers,
etc. thrown together in many packing boxes after an exasperated collector called us to take everything so he could
finally clear a path to move through his own house. We took everything philatelic we could find, this being the loose
items that didn’t made since as individual collections. From what we know about the original collector, he had the
tendency to hide stamps all over his house. We found albums mixed with Corn Flake boxes in the kitchen and even
occasional loose stamps in the refrigerator and squirreled into various closets and drawers, so if ever there was a great
lot for treasure hunting potential, it will be this one. Do yourself a favor and be sure to add this lot to your view list and be
sure to look at other similar lots from this consignment scattered around this sale, generally F.-V.F., ex Sheeran.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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1091 H/m
Worldwide, The Magellan Stock. Go ‘round the globe with this one; items in glassines, on dealer pages,
stockcards, etc., etc., with a wide range of countries represented; the Commonwealth, Canada and Spain are probably
present in the greatest numbers, but note everything from the US to Japan, the Gulf States to a Western Australia Blue
Swan as well; mixed mint and used throughout; much of Topical interest, along with items as varied as a Hungarian
International Reply Coupon, a glassine holding 19 (!) PEI #6 (mint, most appear never hinged), Swiss Seated and
Standing Helvetias (including a very nice #63 mint, plus a #62 showing guide line at left) and a 3F Rütli used; fresh,
perforated Chile Columbus issues, nine- and 11-star Bolivias mint and used, Canada #166 plate block of four, etc., etc.;
earlies include a number of Queen Victoria items, and the Canada selection would make great postage north of the
border, F.-V.F., an interesting mix worthy of review.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1092 H/m/)
Worldwide, Elephantine Jumble Accumulation. A bit of this, a bit of that, a lot of the other…anything that
might be here probably is; our review turned up slogan meters (US and foreign), fdcs, First Flight Covers, US postal
stationery mint and used, a massive array of general covers and stamps (the latter loose, in glassines, in mart books, on
by-country album and stock pages, etc.); note interesting including several mint US Bank Note blocks of four, a nice
amount of 1950s-’70s US postage, some nice early 20th century US, a War Savings Certificate, even a piece of
encased postage (!); covers include a number of 19th century items, with two 1d Reds (one a mourning cover), a 30c
French Napoléon Lauré with forwarding agent’s cachet, a nice four-stamp-franked Austria, US #F1 on postal stationery
entire, a US stampless sent Pawtucket with red “5" rating, and much, much more, F.-V.F., a digger’s delight; set aside
plenty of time to view.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1093 HH/H/m Worldwide, Wide World of Sorts Accumulation. A large, totally disheveled holding of, well, just about
everything; roughly half of the holding is hundreds of envelopes, Scott number-identified, of Canadian duplicates;
most appear to range from the 1930s on, with additional loose off- and on-paper, a stockbook including modern high
denominations (some mint—ready for posting), plus #102 cards of even more stock, plus a handful of covers; the other
half consists of stockcards, -pages and -books plus envelopes and folders of material; note several strong holdings of
Wildlife Topicals, decent Russia (including some Empire), a slew of souvenir sheets, full and part-sheets mint or
cancelled, etc., etc., etc., F.-V.F. or better, completely unchecked, so who knows what treasures may await; careful
inspection rewarded.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1094 H/m
Worldwide, Approval Page and Dealer Stock, late 19th to mid 20th Centuries. Many hundreds of stamp
club approval books and four red boxes of 102 cards containing many thousands of stamps from all over the world, filling
approximately half a dozen bankers boxes, each stamp identified and priced nearly 30 years ago, most stamps seem to
be priced from 15¢ to tens of dollars, adding up to substantial Scott value, with each book containing an individual
country, which could easily be broken down into smaller groups to either interweave into your collection or for individual
resale; usual mixed condition, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1095 H/m
Worldwide, Massive Back Room Stock, 1850’s-1980’s. In approximately 130 large stockbooks of manila
pages filling 17 large boxes, sorted by country with many thousands of stamps carefully organized by Scott number, a
sure way to help you fill in a large worldwide collection or to be broken down into smaller units for resale; some usual
mixed condition, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1096 H/m
Worldwide, Accumulation, 1860’s-1980’s. In several large boxes full of stamps, with smaller index boxes
filled with stamps sorted into glassines, or binders full of dealer tear pages and many “mini” collections that have been
pulled from large worldwide albums, there are new issue glassines from the 1980’s, approval books, stock books filled
with stamps, etc., mint sheet file folders filled with various CTO sheets, a great lot if you have some time for treasure
hunting or for easy break down into smaller sections for individual resale; usual mixed condition, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1097 H
Worldwide, Strong Accumulation, 1850’s-1990’s. Three large boxes filled with thousands of various bulky
stamps in small boxes, loose album pages and stock pages, etc., with some better sections including some stockbooks
containing occasional Scott $100+ stamps and better stamps identified on older single stamp approval pages from
many decades ago, with just a quick view through a few of the stock books, we spotted a dozen Queensland Chalon
Head fiscals, Nova Scotia 2, Great Britain 1 (3), Korea a couple surcharges on early Yin Yang issues, a couple 1990’s
U.S. press sheets, Tahiti J22, as with all of these bulky hoards, you should expect to find some faults and plenty of high
cumulative Scott catalog value after you take the time to cull out the better items, generally F.-V.F., ex Keller.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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1098 H/m/)
Worldwide, Global Grab Bag Assortment. With material presented every way possible: in albums,
stockbooks, in glassines, on original auction cards, etc.; largest single-area holdings are nice Austria and Germany (all
periods) collections and stock; note also an apparently complete British Victory omnibus issue, 1970s Soviet souvenir
sheets plus an artist-signed set of singles, some China (Republic, Taiwan, mostly 1980s PRC), real photos and post
cards from WWII Asia, a 1928 Shanghai $100 banknote, plus huge amount of Topical interest, including Trains, Wildlife,
Christmas, miniature sheets, etc., F.-V.F. with much better, an interesting compilation worth a look.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1099 H/m/)
Worldwide, Philatelic Whirlpool, 1860-2010. Messily presented, with worldwide mint & used, worldwide
postal history, propaganda cards, U.S. first day covers, U.S. face, Churchill collection, commemorative items, foreign
currency, mint Bahrain 81-90, 104-114, kiloware, Great Britain presentation booklets, U.S. cut squares, a treat to mine,
mixed condition, please review, F.-V.F., ex Sheeran.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1100 H/m
Worldwide, Cache from King of the Hoarders, mid 19th Century to late 20th Century. Containing many
tens of thousands of stamps, probably hundreds of thousands of stamps in thirteen large boxes (before repacking),
filled with all sorts of glassines, loose pages, small boxes, packed envelopes, plastic bags filled with on paper scrap,
some worldwide mint stamps, covers, etc. thrown together in many packing boxes after an exasperated collector called
us to take everything so he could finally clear a path to move through his own house. We took everything philatelic we
could find, this being the loose items that didn’t made since as individual collections. From what we know about the
original collector, he had the tendency to hide stamps all over his house. We found albums mixed with Corn Flake boxes
in the kitchen and even occasional loose stamps in the refrigerator and squirreled into various closets and drawers, so if
ever there was a great lot for treasure hunting potential, it will be this one. Do yourself a favor and be sure to add this lot
to your view list and be sure to look at other similar lots from this consignment scattered around this sale, generally
F.-V.F., ex Sheeran.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1101 H
Worldwide, Large and Bulky Accumulation, late 19th to late 20th Centuries. Many tens of thousands of
stamps filling nine large boxes (before repacking) full of stamps in glassines, envelopes, album pages, small shoe
boxes, small albums and stock books, folders, one box filled with large plastic bags full of on paper stamps, etc., largely
unsorted, containing common stamps mixed with potential little nuggets. From what we know about the original
collector, he had the tendency to hide stamps all over his house. We found albums mixed with Corn Flake boxes in the
kitchen and even occasional loose stamps in the refrigerator and squirreled into various closets and drawers, so if ever
there was a great lot for treasure hunting potential, it will be this one. Do yourself a favor and be sure to add this lot to
your view list. Usual mixed condition, generally F.-V.F., ex Sheeran.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1102 H/m
Worldwide, Massive Value Accumulation, mostly from late 19th century to 1980’s. In two large boxes,
plus three tarifold displays full of sets and singles that were either to be sold at a stamp show or refills for the terifold
displays as the stamps sold, with many complete sets and souvenir sheets, mostly in glassines, album pages or
envelopes that require little effort to break down, much Great Britain mint issues and modern postage, a stock page of
French classics, plus a large wholesale groups of various worldwide issues from the 1960’s-1980’s in sheets or bricks of
souvenir sheets, containing over $12,000 worth of Scott value, consisting of Burundi 25-33 imperf (approximately 90
sets, Scott $1,800), 47-50 imperf (approximately 60 sets, Scott $720), Ecuador 764-64E (approximately 100 sets, Scott
$965), Haiti 394-96, C75 (x200 sets, Scott $530), 489-90, C191-92 (approximately 200 souvenir sheets, Scott $1,100),
Liberia 940 (approximately x500 sheets of 8, total Scott $3,000), 1081 (approximately x350, Scott $2,625), Russia
5129-33 (x400, Scott $920), 5164-68 (x330, Scott $511), 5171 (approximately x99, Scott $190+), plus other sections of
large quantities, with some Liberia glassines containing several sets per glassine and group of non-Scott listed Yemen,
etc., expect usual mixed condition, a great tool for any retail bourse dealer to bring in another revenue stream from
empty table space, generally F.-V.F., ex Sheeran.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1103 H/m
Worldwide, A Killa of Manila (Stockpages). Watch your back with this one; hundreds upon hundreds of
manila stock pages filled with thousands upon thousands of stamps the world ‘round; pages are mostly in alphabetical
(but not necessarily chronological) order, though there’s been some jumbling over the years; duplication runs from 2-3
stamps to tens if not hundreds; much Canada, France, Great Britain, Hungary, Poland, etc., with solid Spain, Sweden
and various Colonies as well; in addition to the stockpages, you’ll find loose album pages, a couple albums still in usable
condition, and more; mostly mid- to modern era material, but we did note a perforated Penny Red, France from Cérés
with nice Mersons, Chile from Colons, Sweden from Numerals and Oscars, etc., F.-V.F., careful inspection will be
rewarded.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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1104 H/m
Worldwide, Wondrous Whirlwind. That will let you reap hours of fun and discovery; a bit of everything is
here, on album or stock pages, in binders or albums, plus some free-floating; a true worldwide wonder, including a
three-volume International Blue 1965-71 collection; lovely Laos mostly mint, with a number of perforated Deluxe
Proofs; pretty Latin America, good Europe and Colonies, and more; note very nice Colombia (with more States—mint
and used—than usually found), good China from the Coiling Dragons forward, with CNC and Gold overprints and a
hinged set of Taiwan’s 1962 Emperors; modern dominates, but earlies are here as well, F.-V.F., anything could be here;
inspection a definite must.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1105 H/m
Worldwide, Captivating Caboose, 19th & 20th Century. Originally housed in seven large cartons, the
last-of-the-line, packet makers dream (or nightmare if you prefer), don’t forget this was assembled over eight long
decades, so one might find anything within, small boxes of sorted by Country, biscuit tins, candy boxes, shoe boxes,
runs of glassines, a quick study and you’ll make a multiple of our sheepish estimate, ex Winston.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1106 H/)
Worldwide, The Goldilocks Stock of Miniature Sheets and Oversized First Day Covers. And this one
feels just right; over 40 report binders (a roughly foot-high stack) filled with miniature sheets, mostly of 20, from late
Soviet Russia, Austria, Europa sheets of 10 plus 2 labels from Malta, etc.; oversized First Day Covers from Spain &
Madeira, along with Finland, Jersey, the Netherlands, Turkish Cyprus, Greece and Sweden (many of the latter booklet
pane FDCs, with booklet cover as part of the envelope); several folders of Austrian and German poster stamps for
various charities and events, one folder of Arthur Szyk album page artwork along with four Liberia “proof” sheets; a few
Japan sheets and China strips (including PRC Gu Dong strip); and much, much more; condition is uniformly pristine; a
great lot for the online seller, Very Fine, much material you don’t see every day; worth review.Estimate $750 - 1,000
1107 H/m
Worldwide, Dealer Stock, 1860’s-1980’s. Many thousands of sets and singles in two large red boxes and
three additional file boxes filled with “102" cards or glassines, containing stamps from as low as below a dollar up to $50
to $60 and everything in between, with a diverse selection of countries and time periods adding up to substantial Scott
value; usual mixed condition, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1108 H/m
Worldwide, Philatelic Buffet, 1860-2010. A delicious array of mint & used stamps and souvenir sheet in
albums & stockbooks, dozens of country collections, nice mint British Commonwealth, mint Christmas seal collection,
album with mint U.S. including complete Prexies, German collections, also a U.S. commemorative panel collection,
needs TLC but the effort will be well rewarded, mixed condition, please review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1109 H/m/)
Worldwide, Philatelic Avalanche, 1900-2010. Meaty lot that includes hundreds of covers including space
related and Judaica, feldpost, APOs, first day covers, censored, new issues, some literature, supplies, plenty of
material to burrow through, some mixed condition, evaluate, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1110 HH/H/m Worldwide, Better Mostly Mint Mix. A bit of this, a bit of that, presented in every way possible, from Australia
to Vatican; note sets on 102 cards, stockpage of Bavaria, a New Zealand full coil of 400, France and Egypt; TAAF full
pane, British Presentation Packs, handsome Year Booklets from Italy, 15 used £10 Britannias, Belgium and
Liechtenstein blocks of 4, Israel, Liberia, Germany; Swedish stamps and booklets…whatever your thing, it’s probably
here; loads of fun for the bourse or eBay dealer, F.-V.F. or better, careful review a must, ex Sheeran.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1111 H/m
Worldwide, Stockbook Accumulation, late 19th to late 20th Centuries. Twelve large stockbooks, mostly
Lighthouse and other quality stockbook manufacturers, containing many thousands of stamps, with the potential to find
some interesting better stamps floating about, but there are also in demand for the stockbooks by collectors, who
always need these stockbooks for various reasons, making a good opportunity for some resale profit, with a little elbow
grease, there could be some decent potential here, generally F.-V.F., ex Sheeran.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1112 H/m
Worldwide, Dealers Stock, mostly from late 19th Century to 1980’s. In six dealer counter books, full of
dealer tear sheets, identified and priced Scott approximately 15 years ago, so prices may have drifted since then, some
spot checking should be considered, highlights include: Bangladesh O1-14, Bechuanaland Protectorate 180-93, Iraq
188-94, Mesopotamia N28-41, Iran 890, 893, 896, Jordan 306-18, Kuwait 583-90, 675-706 and Qatar 146-59, some
classic issues have faults, but generally F.-V.F. Scott approximately $3,900+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $500 - 750
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WORLDWIDE: Accumulations
1113 H/m/)
Worldwide, Philatelic Master Blaster, 1860-2010. Thousands of stamps, souvenir sheets & covers, with
mint & used worldwide stamps, souvenir pages, mint U.S. postal stationery, Peckmore Engravings of the National
Parks, meters, souvenir cards, Canada face, plus several hundred worldwide covers and cards, should be plenty of
hidden gems, mixed condition, inspect, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
1114 H/m/)
Worldwide, Philatelic Miscellanea, 1860-1995. Thousands of mint & used stamps presented in every
which way; includes mint France officials, Ireland collection, mint & used British Commonwealth, full sheets Guiana
#3112-313, postal history, mint Greenland, U.S. face, Danzig collection, kiloware and everything including the kitchen
sink; mixed condition, F.-V.F., inspect, ex Sheeran.
Estimate $500 - 750
1115 HH
Worldwide, Mint Sheet Accumulation, 1962-1990. Massive sheet accumulation, a majority French Guinea
with a frighteningly high catalog value, includes Guinea 394-396, C74 with hundreds of full sheets, 309-311, Burundi
25-33 imperf, Russia 5694-5698, also Liberia, Canada, an exciting lot that can be yours for pennies on the dollar,
inspection urged, F.-V.F., ex Sheeran.
Estimate $500 - 750
1116 H/m
Worldwide, Mix, mid 19th Century to late 20th Century. Mostly British Commonwealth and Middle East,
mostly loose album pages and glassines packed with stamps, largely unsorted, there seem to be a few nice pockets of
useful mini collections and groups of mint sheets and stock sheets of sets which, at one time, were the base of any
packet makers craft. It seems like this group was assembled when middle east stamps were largely unfavored in this
country and were disparagingly referred to as dunes. Now the dunes have developed a following and there are probably
some salable sections now. The only way you are really going to be able to see it is to take a look, this accumulation was
thrown together in many packing boxes after an exasperated collector called us to take everything so he could finally
clear a path to move through his own house. We took everything philatelic we could find, this being the loose items that
didn’t made since as individual collections. From what we know about the original collector, he had the tendency to hide
stamps all over his house. We found albums mixed with Corn Flake boxes in the kitchen and even occasional loose
stamps in the refrigerator and squirreled into various closets and drawers, so if ever there was a great lot for treasure
hunting potential, it will be this one. Do yourself a favor and be sure to add this lot to your view list and be sure to look at
other similar lots from this consignment scattered around this sale, generally F.-V.F., ex Sheeran. Estimate $500 750
1117 H/m
Worldwide, Large Accumulation, late 19th to mid 20th Centuries. Many thousands of stamps filling 30
large stock books and 13 small stockbooks pulled from massive worldwide collection, stockbooks are largely unsorted
with potential to find little nuggets mixed with common stamps all over. From what we know about the original collector,
he had the tendency to hide stamps all over his house. We found albums mixed with Corn Flake boxes in the kitchen and
even occasional loose stamps in the refrigerator and squirreled into various closets and drawers, so if ever there was a
great lot for treasure hunting potential, it will be this one. Do yourself a favor and be sure to add this lot to your view list.
Usual mixed condition, generally F.-V.F., ex Sheeran.
Estimate $500 - 750
1118 H/m
Worldwide, “Blue Card” Bonanza, 19th & 20th Century. In 13 boxes, the remains of the E. Sechi (old time
LA dealer) stock, acquired in the 1960s, containing A-Z, soup to nuts, we noticed in a quick glance that items of value
were present and indeed would require a much finer sort and evaluation as packet material got mixed-in, some of the
cream of the accumulation and with useful throughout, inspection would be advised, generally F.-V.F., ex Winston.
Estimate $500 - 750
1119 m
Worldwide, Philatelic Miscellanea, 1860-2000. Thousands of used stamp presented in a mangled display,
with cut squares, stamps, seals, small group of Black Jacks, #231, #65, #279, 2¢ Washington small Bureaus, #301,
tons of fun, moisture condition issues, needs a close inspection, but the effort will be well rewarded, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
1120 H/m
Worldwide, Old-Timers Mélange, 19th / 20th Century. In over 30 albums of every type and vintage
including a few homemade, covering the four corners of the globe, some interesting and diverse material that fits
absolutely nowhere, except your closet, come out of the closet and have a look in the daylight, generally F.-V.F., ex
Winston.
Estimate $400 - 600
1121 H/m
Worldwide, Balance Accumulation, late 19th to early 20th Centuries. Thousands of stamps in glassines
full of stamps in three small shoebox sized boxes full of stamps, we noticed a nice little group of Asia, so who knows what
else might be hiding here, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $300 - 400
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WORLDWIDE: Accumulations - Supplies
1122 H/m
Worldwide, Mystifying Mixture, Mostly 20th Century. Tens of thousands of stamps spanning the globe, all
neatly jam-packed into a wooden shoe box and a cloisonné box from Asia, each identified on the back with the Scott
number in pencil, many many hours of laborious love, we noted earlier and more valuable items, don’t forget this was
started to be assembled before Watergate and was added to! Fun Fun Fun, generally F.-V.F., ex Winston.
Estimate $300 - 400
1123 H/m
Worldwide, “Tedious Trays” Tumult, 19th & 20th Century. Six trays jam-packed with many thousands of
items, sorted alphabetically for your ease of viewing and sale or for strip-mining, fodder of the best kind as judging from
the discoloration of the glassines, this is vintage, generally F.-V.F., ex Winston.
Estimate $200 - 300

Supplies
1124

Dealers Supply Accumulation. Consisting of one box of 102B (dealer cards), 102 (dealer cards), two boxes
of 202B (dealer pages), group of 18 Panasonic 30x scopes, two boxes of number 4 glassines, seven Scott Platinum US
hingeless albums with slip cases.
Estimate $500 - 750

1125

Stamp Supplies and Literature Accumulation. Approximately 175 reference books, with various postal
history, specialist (including the U.S. Experts Book, by Schmid), many catalogs including several volumes of Worldwide
Coins - 2005-2015 editions, various catalogs, with some Michel’s, Edifil, Sassone, etc. and various books about
cancels, in addition there are several boxes of supplies, with several boxes of mostly #1 and #2 glassines, many uncut
mounts of various sizes, several unopened packs of dealer counter book tear sheets, etc..
Estimate $300 - 400

1126

Stamp and Cover Supply Accumulation. Over 2,000 Mylar cover sleeves, over a dozen Vario page packs
of various sizes, 2,000 no. 3 Glassines and 2,000 no. 4.5 Glassines, a couple hundred new Manila stock pages (still in
plastic wrap), plus a good selection of stock books, mint sheet files and new (still in wrap) for a H.E. Harris Liberty Album,
a great way to save some money on your stamp supply budget, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

1127

Supplies for the Seller. Five cartons as originally received and anything from stockbooks, binders, sheet
files, slip-cases, supplements, pages and black cards, ex Winston.
Estimate $200 - 300

1128

Supply Accumulation. With 14 small to medium size stock books, 8 sealed packs of G&K Quadrille pages,
Style C (for Scott round hole Specialty albums), several hingeless albums, with Netherlands, Switzerland, etc., group of
year supplements for Scott International albums (from the 1970’s) and a pack of Elbe Manila Stock pages (pack of 100).
Estimate $200 - 300

1129

Leuchtturm Hingeless Pages For Germany. Hingeless pages for DDR, Berlin, all in excellent shape, would
cost several hundred dollars to replace.
Estimate $250 - 350

1130

U.S. Philatelic Literature & Supplies. Beecher’s U.S. Domestic Postal Rates, Friedberg’s Introduction to
U.S. Revenue Stamps, Rose’s Classic U.S. Imperforate Stamps and U.S. Postage Stamps of 1869; Catalog of the 19th
Century Stamped Envelopes & Wrappers; stamp press, stockbooks, albums, mounts and cover albums, please review,
F.-V.F., ex Sheeran.
Estimate $200 - 300
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Philatelic Literature
1131

R.H. White, Encyclopedia of the Colors of United States Postage Stamps. Complete set of four volumes plus
The Papers and Gums of United States Postage Stamps, 1847-1909, a necessary set of books for any U.S. collector
who does not already have these important books as part of his library.
Estimate $400 - 600

1132

U.S. Mail Parcel Post Guides. Lot includes metal U.S. Mail bank, 1912 U.S. Mail Parcel Post Guide (2), 1914
Hammond’s Handy Atlas Including Parcel Post Guide, 1942 U.S. Mail Parcel Post Guide, intriguing material, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350

1133

U.S. (mostly) Philatelic Library. Well over 200 philatelic books and journals with many facets of U.S.
philately (with the occasional book useful by a worldwide collector too) plus two large boxes full of various ceramic
watermark trays, perf gauges, tongs, etc., notable books include: P.F. Opinions Vols. 1-5 plus duplicates, Minnesota
Territory by Risvold, Published by Collectors’ Club of Chicago, U.S. Letter Rates of Foreign Destinations by Starnes,
1979 Catalog of U.S. Precancels by the Perfins Club, Stamps and Postal Stationery of Palestine Mandate 1918-48 by
Dorfman, North Atlantic Mail Sailings 1840-75 by Hubbard and Winter, United Postage Stamps of the 19th Century
(three volumes)by Brookman, Post Dates by Wood, Collection of Black Jacks by Allen, two books of 3c Stamps of the
1851-1857 issue, by Chase, U.S. Cancellations 1845-69 by Skinner Eno, 19th Century U.S. Fancy Cancellations by
Herst-Sampson, 10c stamps of the 1855-1859 issue by Ashbrook, U.S. 10c stamps of 1855-1859 by Neinken,
Cancellations and Killers of the Banknote Era 1870-1894 by Cole, The Research Group by Stanley Ashbrook, Catalog
of Union Civil War Patriotic Covers by Weiss, Federal Civil War Postal History by Milgram, 19th Century U.S. Fancy
Cancellations by Herst-Zareski, U.S. Doanes by Helbock / Anderson, Prexies by Rustad, Overland Mail 1849-69 by
Hafen, Private Local Posts of the U.S. by Patton, Floyd Collection by Shreves, Encyclopedia of Plate Varieties on U.S.
Bureau-Printed Postage Stamps by French, U.S. Route and Station Agent Postmarks by Towle, Identified for Carriers,
Locals, Fakes, Forgeries and Bogus Posts of the U.S. (three volumes) by Lyons, A guide to 19h Century U.S.
Postmarks and Cancellations by Gilman, U.S. Match and Medicine Stamps by West, Dorothy Knapp Philately and
Family by Weisz, Flag Cancel Encyclopedia by Langford, many bound volumes of Billigs and the Stamp Specialist, two
copies of Classic U.S. Imperforate Stamps by Rose, two copies of Introduction to U.S. Revenue Stamps by Friedberg,
U.S. Booklets and Booklet Panes 1900-1978 by Littlefield / Frank, U.S. Franklin 1861-1867 by Evans, U.S.
Trans-Mississippi Issue of 1898 by Neil, U.S. 15c Stamps of 1870-1890 by Weiss, U.S. Postage Stamps of 1869 by
Rose, U.S. Postal History Sample by Graham, U.S. Supplementary Mail by Piszkiewicz, State Revenue Catalog by
Wrisley. U.S. International Postal Rates 1872-1996 by Wawrukiewicz / Beecher, U.S. Domestic Postal Rates
1872-1999 by Beecher / Wawrukiewicz, various Philatelic Congress books, Postal Laws and Regulations 1913,
generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1134

Worldwide Postal History Library with Strong Baltic States Section. Approximately 120 catalogs and
handbooks, with a set of Billigs Handbooks complete (all 44 volumes), 19th Century United States Fancy Cancellations
by Herst-Zareski, Album Weeds, How to Detect Forged Stamps (in 8 volumes) by Earée, Priced Catalogue of Postal
Stationary of the World, 1972 First Edition, Higgins and Gage (in 10 volumes), German Propaganda and Picture
Postcards of the Third Reich by Egon L. Gogolinski (in five volumes), Prize Selections from the ROCPEX Taipei ‘81,
Cinderella Stamps by L.N.&M. Williams, Collecting Postal History by Larousse, Katalog der Stempelmarken von
Deutschland (Catalog of Local Stamps of Germany) by Martin Erler, Die Amerikaner in Deutschland (American
Occupation of Germany, Bildpostkarten Nationasazialismus 1933-1945 (National Socialist Post Card Guide), Stamps,
Postal Cards and Aerogrammes of Vatican City, Strong Baltic States Books with eight volumes of Lettland Handbook by
Harry v. Hofmann, various editions of Latvian Philatelic Society catalogs, Latvia Collector magazine (with some
duplication), The Latvian Collector (3 volumes) by A. Petrevics, The Post Offices and Postmarks of Latvia 1918-45 by
Jakimovs, Riga, The Postal History by V. Marcilger and more small Latvian and Baltic States catalogs and guide books,
this lots is a must buy if you purchased some of the Latvian collections we are offering in this sale and wish to expand
upon the collection, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
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